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Professor Abram Ioffe and his collaborators at the Io
Institute in St. Petersburg, Russia did pioneering work1 in
introducing semiconductors as promising thermoelectric m
terials and in showing how semiconductors could be use
practical devices for cooling and for electrical pow
generation.1 This early work led to a very active period i
thermoelectrics research in the 1950s and early 1960s, w
many new thermoelectric materials were discovered and
vestigated. At this early time, the high potential of Bi2Te3 as
a thermoelectric material was discovered by H. J. Golds
and coworkers in the U.K.,2 and this material system remain
the basis for the thermoelectric industry up to the pres
time.3 Ioffe’s proposal to employ semiconductor alloy
rather than simple binary compounds in order to lower
thermal conductivity of semiconductors4 proved very useful
for thermoelectric applications, thereby leading to the ind
trial use of alloys in the Bi2Te3, Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3 family.

For a 30 year period since the early 1960s, research
tivity in the field of thermoelectricity has been greatly r
duced, and only modest progress was made in improving
performance of thermoelectric materials.3 Recently, the
study of thermoelectric materials has once again becom
active research field, in part due to the recent demonstra
of enhancement in the thermoelectric figure of merit o
two-dimensional PbTe quantum-well system, relative to
three-dimensional~3D! bulk counterpart.5 Calculations sug-
gest that the thermoelectric performance of any 3D mate
should show an enhanced thermoelectric figure of me
when prepared as a 2D multi-quantum-well superlattice,
utilizing the enhanced density of states at the onset of e
electronic subband and the increased scattering of vibrati
waves at the boundary between the quantum well and
6791063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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adjacent barrier of the superlattice. In addition, low dime
sionality allows certain materials such as bismuth, which
poor thermoelectrics in 3D, to become good thermoelectr
in principle, in 2D quantum-well or 1D quantum-wire stru
tures.

It is customary to express the usefulness of a therm
electric material for use in refrigeration or power generat
applications in terms of the dimensionless quantityZT where
T is the temperature~in degrees Kelvin! andZ is the thermo-
electric figure of merit

Z5
S2s

k
. ~1!

HereS is the thermoelectric power or Seebeck coefficients
is the electrical conductivity andk is the thermal conductiv-
ity. Large values ofZT require highS, high s, and lowk.
Since an increase inS normally implies a decrease ins
because of carrier density considerations, and since an
crease ins implies an increase in the electronic contributio
to k as given by the Wiedemann–Franz law, it is very dif
cult to increaseZ in typical thermoelectric materials. Th
best commercial 3D thermoelectric material is in t
Bi2(12x)Sb2xTe3(12y)Se3y family with room temperature

ZT'1 for Bi0.5Sb1.5Te3.3

Reduced dimensionality offers one strategy for incre
ing ZT relative to bulk values.6,7 The use of low-dimensiona
systems for thermoelectric applications is of interest beca
low dimensionality provides:~1! a method for enhancing th
density of states nearEF , leading to an enhancement of th
Seebeck coefficient,~2! opportunities to take advantage o
the anisotropic Fermi surfaces in multi-valley cubic semico
ductors,~3! opportunities to increase the boundary scatter
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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of phonons at the barrier-well interfaces, without as large
increase in electron scattering at the interface,~4! opportuni-
ties for increased carrier mobilities at a given carrier conc
tration when quantum confinement conditions are satisfi
so that modulation doping andd-doping can be utilized.

1. THEORETICAL MODELING

In early models for thermoelectricity in 2D quantum
well structures6–9 it was assumed that the electrons in t
valence and conduction bands are in simple parabolic en
bands and that the electrons occupy only the lowest subb
of the quantum well. The electronic dispersion relations fo
2D system are then given by

E2D~kx ,ky!5
\2kx

2

2mx
1

\2ky
2

2my
1

\2p2

2mzdW
2

, ~2!

wheredW is the width of the quantum well, andmx , my , and
mz are the effective mass tensor components of the cons
energy surfaces. It is further assumed that the current fl
in the x direction and that quantum confinement is in thez
direction. The corresponding relation used for a square
quantum wire is

E1D~kx!5
\2kx

2

2mx
1

\2p2

2mydW
2

1
\2p2

2mzdW
2

, ~3!

where the current flow is also along thex direction, and
quantum confinement occurs in they andz directions. Solu-
tions of Boltzmann’s equation were then obtained forS, s,
andke ~the electronic contribution to the thermal conduct
ity! for both the 2D and 1D systems.6,9–11

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROOF-OF-PRINCIPLE

An early phase of the experimental work was devoted
showing proof-of-principle,5 in order to confirm the validity
of the basic theoretical model for low dimensional therm
electric materials.6,9 PbTe was chosen as the quantum-w
material for demonstrating proof-of-principle of an enhanc
ZT in a 2D system because of its desirable thermoelec
and materials properties.12,13 Regarding its thermoelectri
properties, PbTe has a reasonably highZT at 300 K in bulk
form (ZT.0.4), reflecting its high carrier mobility, multiple
anisotropic carrier pockets, and low thermal conductiv
that can be achieved by isoelectronic alloying. Measu
ments of S2s by Hicks et al.5 corroborated that quantum
confinement could be achieved in a PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe super-
lattice, for x50.073, by using large barrier widthsdb@dW .
Good agreement between experiment and theory was d
onstrated in plots ofS2s as a function of carrier concentra
tion and quantum-well width, thereby corroborating t
model, using no adjustable parameters~only literature values
measured by other techniques!.5 High carrier mobilities were
found for these superlattice samples.5

3. RECENT 2D SUPERLATTICE STUDIES

Having demonstrated experimental evidence in supp
of the basic theoretical model, the focus of research on l
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dimensional thermoelectricity has shifted to two new dire
tions. One research direction focused on observations of
enhancement ofZT in other 2D superlattice systems, so th
the basic phenomenon could then be studied in more de
and the barrier widths could be reduced, noting that the b
rier regions contribute only tok in Eq. ~1! and not to the
power factorS2s. Some of the systems that were studi
include p-type PbTe, where power factors higher than f
n-type PbTe were reported, while at the same time us
db /dW ratios reduced by a factor of more than two, relati
to n-type PbTe.14 Another superlattice system that was stu
ied was the Si/SiGe system, where an increase in the ro
temperature power factor of the superlattice relative to
bulk silicon value was predicted, and where even better p
formance could be expected at elevated (@300 K!
temperatures.15

As a second approach, achieving higherZ3DT for the
whole superlattice sample~both for the quantum well and
barrier regions! and to studying superlattices which do n
show quantum confinement effects16 was emphasized. By
using the same basic model, as was developed for
PbTe/Pb12xEuxTe superlattice, study the GaAs/AlAs supe
lattice, it was shown that, when thedW and db values are
sufficiently small, the electronic density of states is basica
two-dimensional in both the quantum well and barr
regions,17 and an increase in power factor relative to bu
values could be achieved. One great advantage of allow
conduction in both the barrier and the quantum-well region
that much smaller barrier widths can be used and a sig
cant contribution toS2s from the barrier region can be ob
tained. The gains inS2s from the quantum-well region rela
tive to bulk values more than compensate for the somew
lower contribution toS2s from the barrier region, so tha
S2s for the whole superlattice~denoted byZ3DT) exceeds
that of the bulk. In addition, a large reduction in therm
conductivity is expected, due to the strong interface phon
scattering, so that significant increases inZ3DT are expected
from this approach.

Calculations suggest that another effect that may co
into play relates to carrier pocket engineering, where
proper selection ofdW , db and their ratio (db /dW), it is
possible to raise the energy of the lowestG-point subband so
that it lies higher than theL- andX-point subbands, thereb
leading to an enhancement ofZ3DT because of the high den
sity of states for theL- andX-point subbands.17 Simple cal-
culations suggest that such carrier pocket engineering ca
carried out in the case of GaAs/AlAs superlattices withdW

anddb in the 20–30 Å range.17

Experimentally, enhancement in the power factor a
Z3DT have been reported for several superlattice systems
exhibiting quantum carrier confinement effects, including t
Bi2Te3/Bi2Se3,16 PbTe/PbSe12xTex/Te (x50.02),18 and
Si/Ge systems.19 In fact, the highestZT value ever reported
for any thermoelectric material isZ3DT51.9 for the PbTe/
PbSe12xTex/Te system (x50.02) at 570 K.18 It is expected
that we will see considerably more activity in the near futu
both experimentally and theoretically, on the study of su
composite superlattice systems, which may exhibit so
type of lower dimensional electronic properties, but do n
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exhibit significant carrier quantum confinement.

4. BISMUTH AS A LOW DIMENSIONAL THERMOELECTRIC

Bismuth is a very attractive material for low-dimen
sional thermoelectricity because of the large anisotropy
the three ellipsoidal constant energy surfaces for electron
the L point in the rhombohedral Brillouin zone (mx*
50.00651m0 , my* 51.362m0 , mz* 50.00993m0), the very
long mean free path of theL-point electrons, and the hig
mobility of the carriers (m53.53104 cm2/Vs in the binary
direction!.20 Furthermore, the heavy mass of the Bi ions
sults in efficient phonon scattering and low phonon me
free paths. Since bulk bismuth is a semimetal, the contr
tion from the holes to the Seebeck coefficient approxima
cancels that for the electrons, so thatS is quite small, and
high magnetic fields are needed to make bulk Bi interes
for thermoelectric applications.21

The situation for 2D Bi in a quantum well is, howeve
quite different. As the quantum well width decreases,
lowest bound state in the conduction band rises above
highest bound state in the valence band, thereby leading
semimetal–semiconductor transition at some critical value
dW.11 If the 2D bismuth system is then doped to the optimu
doping level, a large enhancement inZ2DT within the quan-
tum well is predicted with decreasingdW , as shown in the
plot of Z2DT vs dW in Fig. 1 for a Bi superlattice normal to
the trigonal direction, for which all the electron carrier poc
ets are equivalent. Considerable progress has been mad
cently by use of CdTe as a barrier material for synthesiz
Bi quantum wells.22 While study of 2D Bi superlattices con
tinues, recent effort has also been expended to study
bismuth nanowires.23,24 Calculations for transport in the
trigonal direction indicate that 1D bismuth nanowires w
very small wire diameter could be even better than 2D b
muth for thermoelectric applications~see Fig. 2!.

Although no enhancement inZT has yet been demon
strated experimentally with Bi nanowires, progress has b
made toward making proof-of-principle studies of this sy

FIG. 1. Dependence ofZ2DT andZ1DT on quantum-well and quantum-wir
widths dW for the layers of the Bi quantum wells normal to the trigon
direction and the Bi wire axis along the trigonal direction.
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tem. Small diameter Bi wires have been successfully fa
cated by pressure-injecting liquid Bi into the cylindric
nano-channels of a porous anodic alumina template.23 Such
anodic alumina templates with pore diameters ranging fr
13–110 nm have been filled with liquid Bi to reach a dens
as high as 731010 parallel wires/cm2, with template thick-
nesses and wire lengths up to 100mm. As shown by high
resolution electron microscopy and selected area elec
diffraction experiments, the individual Bi nanowires are e
sentially single crystals, with nearly the same crystal str
ture and lattice parameters as bulk Bi. The individual wir
are of uniform diameter along their entire length, and t
nanowires in a given template have a similar crystal orien
tion along their common wire axes.23 The large bandgap o
the anodic alumina host material ensures good carrier qu
tum confinement. Optical transmission23 and magnetoresis
tance studies24–26 provide evidence for a semimetal to sem
conducting transition as the wire diameter decreases
reaches the critical diameterdc , below which a semicon-
ducting gap is found. Our theoretical calculations, based
values of the effective masses for bulk bismuth, indicate
the basis of a simple parabolic band model for the elect
states, that for the binary, trigonal and bisectrix directio
dc'30 nm, 45 nm and 81 nm, respectively.24

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of the electro
energy-band structure for bismuth nanowires in compari
to bulk bismuth, which is a semimetal with electrons in
carrier pockets at theL points in the rhombohedral Brillouin
zone and holes in a single carrier pocket at theT point, and
the band overlap of bulk Bi is 38 meV.20 For Bi nanowires
oriented along the bisectrix direction, there are two elect
pockets in which the electrons have a heavy cyclotron eff
tive mass (mc

h) and one electron pocket with a light cyclo
tron effective mass (mc

l ), where the cyclotron mass is a
average for the in-plane motion. Figures 2b and 2c sh
schematically the calculated ground state energies of
heavy electron and light electron subbands and also the
subband for a Bi wire oriented along the bisectrix directi

FIG. 2. Schematic energy band diagram showing the energies of the
band edges for the heavy and light electrons and for the holes for:~a! bulk
Bi, ~b! 100 nm diameter Bi nanowires along the bisectrix direction, and~c!
50 nm diameter Bi nanowires along the bisectrix direction.
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with a diameter of 100 nm and 50 nm, respectively, in co
parison to the bulk Bi band structure shown in Fig. 2a24

Here we see that the lowest heavy electron subband
lower than the corresponding light electron subband. Fig
2 further shows that the 100 nm wire is a semimetal with
small band overlap of 3 meV, and thermal energy~25 meV!
is sufficient to cause significant occupation of the light el
tron subband. However, the 50 nm diameter wire along
bisectrix direction is a semiconductor and thermal excitat
excites only heavy electrons. Thus, we can expect rather
ferent transport properties for a 100 nm and a 50 nm diam
wire.

Experimental transport studies are in progress to ve
the predictions of the model for semiconducting bismuth
small wire diameters. In the semiconducting regime, work
in progress to estimate the thermoelectric properties of
bismuth nanowires theoretically and to measure them exp
mentally, focusing on the conditions needed for realizing
enhancement inZT.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Some of the recent achievements that have been ma
the use of low-dimensional materials for thermoelectric
plications include aZT;1.2 within n-type PbTe quantum
wells at room temperature.5 Higher values are expected fo
this system at higher temperatures. The highest value ofZT
for any thermoelectric material under any conditions (ZT
.1.9) was achieved for a PbTe/PbSe0.98Te0.02/Te superlat-
tice at 570 K~Ref. 18! where the system showed no quantu
confinement effects. Since research in this field is still at
early stage of development, significantly more progress
enhancingZT further is expected for the future. It is thu
appropriate to review recent progress on thermoelectric
terials in celebration of the 80th birthday of the Ioffe Ins
tute, which has made so many important historical contri
tions to the field of thermoelectricity.
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discussions.
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Electronic properties of quasi-one-dimensional compounds with a charge/spin-
density wave ground state

P. Monceau
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BP 166, 38042 Grenoble cedex 9, France
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First, a review of the general properties of the collective transport induced by the charge~CDW!/
spin ~SDW! density wave motion in quasi-one-dimensional conductors is presented. Then
the three recent developments in this field are emphasized, namely: high spatial resolution x-ray
study of the field-induced CDW deformations; quantum interference effects in
magnetotransport of a sliding CDW through columnar defects; manifestation of disorder in the
CDW/SDW ground state in thermodynamic properties at very low temperatures. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00205-1#
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1. COLLECTIVE TRANSPORT IN QUASI-ONE-DIMENSIONAL
SYSTEMS

Collective transport phenomena are among the most
cinating properties in solid state phisics. The best kno
example is superconductivity where the energy gap in
excitations at the Fermi level, as found by BCS, does
prevent conductivity. This is so because the interaction
volved does not require a specified reference frame and
cause Coopers pairs can be built either in states ‘‘k and
2k’’ or ‘‘ k1k or 2k1k.’’ The latter state leads to a uni
form velocity such asmvs5\k.

However in 1954, before BCS, Fro¨lich1 proposed a
model in a jellium approximation in which a sliding charg
density wave~CDW! could lead to a superconducting sta
It is now well recognized that in systems of restricted dime
sionality the interaction between ions and electrons, the
called electron–phonon interaction, leads to structu
~Peierls! instabilities at low temperature. According to th
relative strength of several electron–electron coupling,
modulated ground state can be a CDW or, if the spin ori
tation is concerned, a spin–density wave~SDW!.

Below the Peierls transition temperatureTp , the system
is driven in a modulated state of the conduction elect
density:r(x)5r0@11cos(Q0x1f)#, accompanied by a peri
odic lattice distortion of the same wavelengh, 2p/Q0, where
Q052kF is the modulation wave vector~generally incom-
mensurate;kF is the electronic Fermi momentum!. The new
periodicity opens a Fermi surface gap in the electron den
of states and leads to the appearance of new satellite B
reflections.

The opening of a gap below the Peierls transition te
perature is reminiscent of semiconductors, but the esse
feature of a CDW is that its wavelength,lCDW52p/2kF , is
controlled by the Fermi surface dimensions and is gener
unrelated to the undistorted lattice periodicities, i.e.,
CDW is incommensurate with the lattice. Consequently
crystal no longer has a translation group and in contras
semiconductors, the phasef of the lattice distortion is not
fixed relative to the lattice but is able to slide alongq. This
6831063-7834/99/41(5)/5/$15.00
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phenomenon is easy to understand if we recognize that if
lattice is regular, no position is energetically favored and
locking results. In more theoretical terms: if we think of th
CDW as resulting from an electronic interaction via the l
tice phonons, this interaction is the same in every galile
frame, provided that the frame velocity is small compared
the sound velocity. CDW condensation may thus arise in
set of galilean frames with uniform velocity,v, giving in the
laboratory frame an electronic current density,

J52n0ev, ~1!

wheren0 is of the order of the electron number density co
densed in the band below the CDW gap. This Fro¨lich mode
is a direct consequence of translation invariance. In pract
as shown by Lee, Rice and Anderson2 this translation invari-
ance is broken because the phase,f, can in fact be pinned to
the lattice, for example, by impurities or by a long–peri
commensurability between the CDW wave–length and
lattice or by Coulomb interaction between adjacent cha
An applied dc electric field, however, can supply the CD
with an energy sufficient to overcome the pinning, so th
above a threshold field, the CDW can slide and carry a c
rent. Unfortunately, damping prevents superconductiv
This extra conductivity associated with the collective CD
motion, called Fro¨lich conductivity, has been observed3 for
the first time in 1976 and since that time, an intense exp
mental and theoretical activity has been devoted to the
derstanding of the properties of this collective transp
model.4,5

Non-linear transport properties have been observed
transition metal trichalcogenides as NbSe3, TaS3, halogened
transition metal tetrachalcogenides as (TaSe4)2I,
(NbSe4)10I3, in molybdenum oxide K0.3MoO3, etc. A similar
behavior has also been found in SDW organic Bechga
salts~TMTST!2X.

The properties of the new current-carrying state can
summarized as follows.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Variation of the currentJCDW car-
ried by the CDW as a function of the funda
mental frequency measured in the Fourie
transformed voltage for an orthorhombi
TaS3 sample at T5127 K. The slope
JCDW /n5nelCDW leads to the number of
electrons condensed below the CDW gap.
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The dc electrical conductivity increases above a thre
old field ET .

The conductivity is strongly frequency-dependent in t
range of 100 MHz to a few GHz.

Above the threshold field, noise is generated in the cr
tal which can be analyzed as the combination of a perio
time dependent voltage and a broad noise following af
variation.

Interference effects occur between the ac voltage ge
ated in the crystal in the non-linear state and an externa
field ~Shapiro steps!.

Hysteresis and memory effects are observed, princip
at low temperature.

Inside a domain, where the phasef is only time depen-
dent, a simple equation of motion has been derived4:

f91Gf91vp
2 sinf5Q0

eE

M*
, ~2!

whereE is the applied field,Q052p/lCDW, vp the pinning
frequency andM* the Frölich mass.

For a dc fieldE higher thanET , the ‘‘sinf’’ force term
gives rise to a velocity modulation at a fundamental f
quency,n, and its harmonics which can be considered as
origin of the ac voltage generated in these systems. It ha
be noted that thelCDW assumed periodicity for the forc
means that the fundamental frequency is linked to the m
CDW velocity by vCDW5lCDWn. Therefore, according to
Eq. 1, the extra-current carried by the CDW is given by

JCDW5n0evCDW5n0elCDWn. ~3!

According to Eq. 3, the slope ofJCDW/n is a measure-
ment of the number of electrons condensed below the C
gap. The extra-currentJCDW is measured from the non-linea
V(I ) characteristics. Figure 1 shows the linear relations
betweenJCDW andn for an orthorhombic TaS3 sample. The
number of electrons deduced from then/JCDW slope is of the
order of the electron concentration in the bands affected
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the CDW condensation, as it can be calculated from b
structures or from chemical bonds. This result can be c
sidered as proof of the Fro¨lich conductivity.4 When the field
overcomes the threshold one, the electrons, which w
trapped below the CDW gap, coherently participate in
electrical conductivity.

The general properties of the sliding CDW state are n
relatively well established. New lines of research are be
developed at the present time. Some of them are describe
the following.

2. CURRENT CONVERSION IN THE SLIDING CDW STATE
OF NbSe3

Phase slippage is a general phenomenon in conde
matter systems having complex order parameters. When
ternal forces impose different order parameter phase vel
ties f1 andf2 in two regions 1 and 2 of the same syste
the phase conflict at the boundary between the two region
released by the formation of vortices at a rate given byḟ

5ḟ11ḟ2. Phase slippage has been intensively studied
narrow superconducting channels, in superfluids and, m
recently, in quasi-one-dimensional conductors having
CDW ground state.

Phase slippage is required at the current electrodes
the conversion from free to condensed carriers.6 CDW wave
fronts must be created near one electrode and destroyed
the other. This process is mediated by CDW-phase dislo
tion loops which climb to the sample surface, each dislo
tion loop allowing the CDW to progress by one waveleng

We have performed7 at the ESRF high-resolution x-ra
scattering measurements of the variationq(x) of the CDW
wave vectorQ(x)5Q01q(x) along a thin NbSe3 whisker of
cross section 10mm32mm and length 4.1 mm~between
electrodes!.

For a fixeddirect current of I /I T52.1 (I T : threshold
current!, the shift q65Q(1I )2Q(2I ) between satellite
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FIG. 2. ~Double-!Shift q65Q(1I )2
Q(2I ) of the satellite positionQ as a func-
tion of the positionx between the injection
electrodex50 and the midpoint between
electrodes (x52 mm! in NbSe3 at T590 K
(I /I T52.13). The vertical and horizonta
dashed lines indicate the contact bounda
and the line of zero shift, respectively~from
Ref. 7!.
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positionsQ measured with positive and negative current p
larities vanishes below the electrodes and rises abruptly
maximum value at the electrode boundary~Fig. 2!. With
increasing distancex from the contact,q6(x) decays expo-
nentially. Forx.0.5 mm, a cross-over to a linear decrease
the satellite shift is observed withq6(x) crossing the line of
zero shift at the midpoint between the electrodes (x52 mm;
beyond (x.2 mm! the sign ofq6(x) is inverted!.

The corresponding data for the appliedpulsed current
~100 Hz, 100ms pulses! of the same amplitudeI reveal a
different spatial profile: vanishing below the electrode,q6

rises smoothly with increasingx to reach its maximum at a
distance of about 100mm from the contact boundary, th
maximum shift taking half the maximum value observed
the direct current. After a smooth decrease with increas
distancex, q6$pc% joins the linear dependence ofq6$dc%
with the same slope (x.0.5 mm!. This important difference
between the satellite shift profilesq6(x) for applied direct
and pulsed current indicates a strongly spatially depend
relaxational behavior of the CDW deformations.

A semi-microscopic model8 relates the CDW deforma
tion q to the mismatchh between the longitudinal CDW
stressU and the electrochemical potentialmn of the charge
carriers remaining metallic or being excited above
Peierls-gap at the given temperature:

q}h[mn2U. ~4!

Using this model, one can interpret the exponential regim
phase-slip dominated and the linear regime as a consequ
of transverse pinning of the CDW dislocation loops blocki
the normal-to-condensed carreir conversion.

3. MAGNETO-OSCILLATIONS OF THE CDW CONDUCTION
IN PRESENCE OF COLUMNAR DEFECTS

Akin to superconductivity, the aim of the experime
was the search for a flux quantification effect produced
the collective response of the CDW condensate. Quan
-
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interference phenomena occur around ‘‘holes’’ of a diame
D5100 Å produced by heavy-ion irradiation of thin NbS3
samples. One expects the CDW in motion to pass over a
without conversion if the diameter of the hole is smaller th
the transverse amplitude coherence lengthj' . In a magnetic
field, each defect hole serves as a ‘‘solenoid’’ which contr
utes to the flux dependent scattering of the depinned CDW
was shown in Ref. 9 that the presence of columnar defe
induces oscillations in the non-linear CDW conductivity as
function of H, whenH is oriented parallel to the axes of th
defects.

Irradiation was carried out with Xe, Pb, or U ions wit
energy ranging from 0.25 to 6 GeV. Structural analysis p
formed by transmission electron microscopy on thin~thick-
ness: 0.1mm! NbSe3 samples irradiated simultaneously wi
the samples used for electrical measurements reveal la
traces with amorphous cores~columnar defects! in the crystal
matrix with diameter 1562 nm.

Figure 3 shows the variation of the oscillatory part of t
magnetoresistance as a function ofH.9 If the columnar defect
size is taken for the scattering of the sliding CDW, the e
pected period of the magnetoresistance oscillation can
evaluated asDH5af0(pD2/4), with D515 nm and a
51/2, DH511.3 T consistent with the experimental value
9.8 T ~as shown in Fig. 3!. Thef0/2 periodicity is in agree-
ment with the instanton model.10 An alternative model has
been developed,11 in which the Aharonov–Bohm flux is
shown to modulate the CDW threshold; then the periodic
f0/2 results from ensemble averaging over random sca
ing phases, similarly to the case of a collection of mes
copic metallic rings.

The magnetoresistance of the irradiated part of a Nb3

sample has been measured withH parallel and perpendicula
to the axes of columnar defects. Clearly, oscillations in
magnetoresistance are only observed whenH is parallel to
the defects and disappear for the perpendicular orientati

An important feature for the observation of the oscill
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FIG. 3. Variation of the oscillatory part of
the magnetoresistance of irradiated NbSe3 ,
DROSC, as a function of the magnetic field
at T552 K for an applied current 2.5 times
the threshold value~from Ref. 9!.
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tory behavior ofR(H) is the phase coherence of the slidin
CDW between potential probes: this phase coherence is
for samples thicker than the phase correlation length perp
dicular to the chains~typically less than 1mm! and also for
dc current above 2;3I T ~as seen from the lost of comple
mode locking above these currents on irradiated sample!.

4. SLOW DYNAMICS OF ENERGY RELAXATION AT
VERY-LOW TEMPERATURE IN CDW/SDW COMPOUNDS

DW systems in their grond state exhibit typical ‘‘glas
behavior’’ for numerous electrical properties, the deep ori
of the disorder being the pining of the DW phase by ra
domly distributed impurities, lattice defects, or approach
the commensurability. This random ground state is cha
terized by many metastable states with very broad relaxa
times spectrum.

These metastable states are best revealed by
temperature thermodynamical measurements. In a system
study of numerous CDW compounds@(TaSe4)2I, TaS3,
NbSe3 ~Ref. 12!# and SDW@in organic~TMTSF!2PF6 ~Ref.
13!, (TMTTF2)Br ~Ref. 14!# by means of specific heat~Fig.
4! and energy relaxation techniques in theT range between
;70 mK an;10 K, we have established several characte
tic ‘‘glassy’’ properties:

i! Additional excitations to regular phonons contribu
to the specific heat forT<1 K according to aTn law, with
n,1.12

ii ! In the sameT range, the specific heat becom
strongly time-dependent: the heat relaxation after a s
heat perturbation of order of 1s, becomes nonexponen
We have also shown that the relaxation kinetics dep
strongly on the duration of the heat perturbation~‘‘aging
effect’’ similar to the case of spin glasses!. The time neces-
sary to achieve thermodynamic equilibrium atT,1 K ex-
ceeds hours. The heat relaxation is thermally activated w
an activation energy depending on the duration of the per
bation. It is of the order of;122 K if the system has
st
n-

n
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-
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reached its thermodynamic equilibrium.15,16Properties i! and
ii ! are common to structural glasses or orientationally dis
dered crystals. However, energy relaxation effects are her
much larger intensity than in usual glasses. A theoret

FIG. 4. Dependence of the specific heat of~TMTSF!2PF6 on the duration of
energy delivery: from a pulse of less than 1 s up to 10–15 h. The continu
curve represents data calculated from the initialT increment in response to
heat pulses. Other data are obtained by total integration of the energ
lease. The straight line (T3) is the estimated lattice contribution. The con
tribution of metastable states below 0.5 K evolves from aT22 tail for short
time relaxation to a well-defined Schottky anomaly at the thermal equi
rium @splitting energyes50.9 K and ratio of degeneracyg1 /g0.12 ~from
Ref. 14!#.
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model17 which ascribes the origin of the long-lived met
stable states to strong pinning centers located close to c
mensurability regions could interpret the experimental f
tures.

iii ! Finally, in the case of the SDW system
~TMTSF!2PF6, an anomaly in the specific heat atT'3 K has
been identified as a glassy transition, since it exhibits
properties such as hysteretic behavior, sensitivity to the
vious thermal history, characteristic of the usual freezing
supercooled liquids.18 This interpretation is supported b
low-frequency dielectric measurements.19

5. CONCLUSIONS

Our recent experiments in CDW/SDW systems have
lowed the study of CDW phase dislocation loops for t
current conversion at electrodes, of the role of long-liv
metastable states in the thermodynamic properties at
low temperature, of quantum interference phenomena
presence of columnar defects. Thanks to a recent deve
ment in lithography techniques on single crystals,19 multiply
connected submicron structures were patterned on C
samples, opening the possibility of studies at the mesosc
scale.

I am deeply indebted to my colleagues H. Berg
K. Biljakavić, S. Brazovskii, R. Currat, Th. Fournie
G. Grübel, N. Kirova, O. Laborde, J. C. Lasjaunias, Yu.
Latyshev, L. Levy, J. E. Lorenzo, F. Nad’, P. Panneti
Ch. Vettier for their active and stimulating collaboration.
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Multi-purpose nonlinear optical microscope. Its principle and applications to polar
thin-film observation

Y. Uesu* and N. Kato

Department of Physics, Waseda University, 3–4–1 Okubo, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 169-8555, Japan
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 764–769~May 1999!

Multi-purpose nonlinear optical microscope is an optical microscope which images 2D
distribution of the optical second harmonic~SH! waves from a specimen. Image contrast can be
obtained either by inhomogeneous distribution of nonlinear optical tensor components or
by the interference between SH waves from a specimen and a standard plate. This microscope
also functions as a fluorescence~FL! microscope, and SH and FL images can be obtained
from the same part of a specimen. Absorption and FL spectra from a specific part of a specimen
are measured through an optical fiber which connects an ocular with a polychromator.
These functions are especially useful for investigation of theJ-aggregate state of polar dye
molecules. Several photographs taken by the microscope revealed the structure of merocyanine
dye/arachidic acid mixed monolayer and the role of bridge ions in the subphase. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00305-6#
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Experiments started in the 1970s to visualize inhomo
neous distributions in a specimen use the second harm
~SH! waves which the specimen produces.1,2 Recent im-
provements of the spatial resolution and sensitivity o
Charge Coupled Device~CCD! camera and image proces
ing techniques enable us to obtain more easily high qua
images of various kinds of bulk materials and surfaces.
made good use of this development of technology and c
structed a multi-purpose nonlinear optical microscope ca
SHCM and successfully applied it to observations of fer
electric domain structures3–5 and periodically inverted do
main structures in quasi-phase-match devices
frequency-conversion.6 Recently we have installed a Lang
muir trough in the SHGM and performedin situ observations
of monolayer molecules at air–water interface, in particu
those of theJ-aggregate state of polar dye molecules. In t
paper, we discuss the principle of the SHGM, describe
structure and show several photographs taken by the SH
emphasizing useful application to polar thin film studies.

1. PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT

The SHGM has some distinctive features: First, it c
distinguish areas not only with different magnitude but a
different sign of the second-order nonlinear optical ten
component (d-tensor!. This is especially important to ob
serve anti-parallel ferroelectric domain structures, wh
have not been observed by conventional optical microsco
Second, SH images of monolayer molecules at an air–w
interface or on a substrate can be obtained with relativ
short exposure time. Third, 2D fluorescence images can b
obtained from the same part of the specimen as the SH
age. As the forth feature, quantitative measurements of
sorption and fluorescence spectra can be performed in a
cific part of a specimen. These are quite useful to study
J-aggregate state of polar dye molecules.

When a specimen contains domains with different cr
tallographic orientations, the anisotropy of thed-tensor can
6881063-7834/99/41(5)/5/$15.00
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image the domain structure. Thed-tensordi jk , the third-rank
polar tensor, connects the nonlinear dielectric polarizat
componentPi

(2v) with the product of electric fieldsEj
vEk

(v)

of the incident light wave as follows:

Pi
2v5«0di jkEj

(v)Ek
(v) . ~1!

Therefore, if the crystallographic orientation differs, the i
tensity contrastG is produced by the effective magnitude
d-tensor and coherence lengthl c of the specimen. An ex-
ample is the case whered311 and d333 are concerned as i
shown in the case of ferroelectric 90° domain structures
BaTiO3

G5~d311l c~d311!/d333l c~d333!!2, ~2!

where l c is defined asl c5l/4(n(2v)2n(v)) using refractive
indeces n(2v) and n(v) of fundamental and SH waves
respectively.

In the case of ferroelectric anti-parallel domain stru
tures, the magnitude of thed-tensor is the same but the sig

FIG. 1. Principle of the SHG microscope for observing anti-parallel fer
electric domain structures.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. SH images of twoY-cut plates of MgO; LiNbO3 with oppositez axes. The intensity contrast is reversed by rotating a glass phase plate.

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the SHGM.
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FIG. 4. SH images of ferroelectric thin film BNN/MgO. a — Shows the image with perpendicular incidence of the fundamental laser beam, b — image with
small inclination of the specimen with respect to the incident direction.
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is different for1 and2 domains and the phase difference
the SH waves produced in these domains isp. Therefore, if
a standard SHG plate is placed in front of the specimen,
interference between SH waves from the plate and the sp
men produce an intensity contrast as shown in Fig. 1.
order to get the maximum contrast, the amplitude and ph
e
ci-
n
se

of SH waves from the SHG plate and one domain of
specimen should be identical. This condition can be reali
by inserting a plate generating uniform SH wave and a gl
plate and by rotating them to vary the amplitude and pha
Figure 2 shows twoY-cut plates of MgO:LiNbO3 with op-
positez axes. By rotating the glass plate, the contrast of t
FIG. 5. Absorption and fluorescence spectra ofJ aggregate MD and monomer MD.
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FIG. 6. SH and FL images of the same part of MD/AA mixed monolayer at air–water interface.
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plates is reversed, which shows clearly the visualization
anti-parallel ferroelectric domain structure by the SHGM.

2. DETAILS OF MULTI-PURPOSE NONLINEAR OPTICAL
MICROSCOPE

Schematic illustration of the SHGM is shown in Fig.
As a light source, Nd31:YAG laser ~wavelength of
1.06 mm, repetition frequency of 10 Hz, pulse width 20 n
maximum energy per pulse 200 mJ in front of specimen! is
used. The wavelength of the incident laser beam can be
ied from 1.2 to 1.3mm using Forsterite~Cr41:Mg2SiO2)
laser. Through a half-wave plate, a polarizer, an SHG p
and a glass plate, the incident and frequency-doubled be
enter the specimen. Then the resultant SH wave is sele
by filters and its 2D distribution is registered by the Inte
grated CCD camera. When a monolayer of dye molecule
observed, a specially designed Langmuir trough is pla
below an objective lens mounted with an IR filter.

Fluorescence~FL! images are obtained when th
frequency-doubled beam impinges directly on a specim
f

,
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Thus SHG and FL images from the same part of specim
are compared. An optical fiber connecting an ocular an
polychromator facilitates the measurement of absorption
FL spectra.

3. OBSERVATIONS OF POLAR THIN FILMS

3.1. Ferroelectric thin films

Recent development of ferroelectric thin films for th
application to non-volatile memory devices is remarkab
FeRAM will replace DRAM in some application fields in th
very near future. Ferroelectric thin films are fabricated on
substrate by various techniques and their alignment sho
be properly evaluated. We applied the SHGM to examine
homogeneous alignment of the c-axis of Ba2NaNb5O15

~BNN! thin film on MgO substrate. Figure 4 shows the r
sult. When the c axis of BNN is perpendicular to the su
strate, vertical incidence of laser beam should produce no
wave. Figure 4a shows the existance of SHG region,
further inclination of the specimen generates more homo
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FIG. 7. Conceptual image of Md/AA
mixed monolayer.
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neous and more intense SH waves as shown in Fig.
These facts clearly show that the c axis is inclined in t
bright region in Fig. 4a.

3.2. J aggregate of merocyanine dye molecules

A kind of dye molecule is known to make 2D assem-
blage in a regular form. When it is exited by light illumina
tion, the exited part consisting of several molecules forms
exiton, which propagates like a soliton on the molecular
semblage. The exited aggregate is termed theJ aggregate.7

The J aggregate lowers the interaction energy of molecu
and manifests characteristic absorption and fluoresce
spectra. This state of molecules is considered to be su
molecule and some applications to nonlinear optics and o
electric transform devices are expected.8

Using the Langmuir trough we prepared theJ-aggregate
of merocyanine dye~MD! molecules which are used as spe
tral sensitizators in the photographic process. To stabilize
structure, arachidic acid~AA ! molecules were mixed with
MD. The J aggregate was formed with special kinds of i
species, NH4

1 , Mg21 or Cd21 in subphase. The formatio
was verified by absorption and fluorescence spectra as sh
in Fig. 5 measured by the SHGM. Figure 6 shows the
and FL images of the same part of MD/AA mixed monolay
at air–water interface. Mostly one to one corresponden
were obtained in both images, which shows that theJ aggre-
gate of MD is SHG active and molecules align along t
same direction. The SHG active region~bright in the figure!
has a rectangular form and shows anisotropy. The long
of the rectangle is nearly parallel to a barrier plate wh
compresses the molecules on water~see Fig. 6!. More pre-
cise analysis of the polarization dependence shows tha
long axis of MD molecules inclined to the long axis of th
rectangle region.

Finally, comparing these images with AFM image,9 we
obtain a conceptual image of MD/AA mixed monolayer
b.
s

n
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s
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he

shown in Fig. 7. It consists of three domains, i.e., theJ
aggregate of MD, a monomer state or a collapsed aggre
tion state of MD and AA regions. These three parts ha
different heights which AFM easily distinguishes, but AF
cannot determine polar regions. On the other hand, the S
image discriminates the polar region where dipole mom
of molecule aligns along particular direction, while FL imag
shows theJ aggregate state without knowledge of polar sta
Thus complementary observations of the SHGM and AFM
quite useful to study the structure of MD/AA mixed mon
layer. It should be also stressed that SHGM revealed the
of ion in subphase. Among the ions used in the present
periment, NH41 produces largest domain size of theJ aggre-
gate which is as large as 50mm long.
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 770–773~May 1999!

In this paper we shall review techniques for the growth of single crystal, mostly of insulating
material, which are shaped during the growth process. In particular, we shall focus on
the growth of single-crystal fibers of optically activated materials; the emphasis will be placed on
the so-called Laser Heated Pedestal Growth~LHPG! method of pulling crystalline fibers.
LHPG offers a number of logistical advantages which can be exploited as a tool for materials
research. Progress in the synthesis of materials using LHPG is described, as are
spectroscopic techniques which are employed in characterizing the optical and physical properties
of the crystal fibers obtained by this method. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!00405-0#
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There has been interest on crystalline materials prep
in fiber form for a sustained period of time; partially becau
single crystal fibers occurring naturally in the form of whi
kers often possess near-ideal physical properties of cry
linity and tensile strength. Earlier work addressed its
mostly to metallic materials, for example, in 1922 vo
Gomperz1 was successful in pulling single crystal metal
filaments directly from the melt. Later, in the 1950’s, mu
of the work centered on the magnetic and mechanical p
erties of metallic whiskers2; however their size and compo
sition could not be controlled accurately.

One method which allows the growth of crystalline
bers is the Stepanov method in which the melts are dra
through shapers and crystallization is made to occur a
passage through a die.3 Another method that enabled us
grow single crystal fibers of the desired length and diame
with the proper crystallographic orientation and proper co
position and doping is the Laser Heated Pedestal Gro
~LHPG! method of fiber synthesis.4

LHPG and the related float zone growth technique
micro-variants of the Czochralski growth method; the fe
stock used is generally in the shape of a rod and the me
in the form of a self supporting bubble at the tip of the ro
A number of heating sources have been used to produce
melt; the most common method by far has been laser hea
with focused single or multiple beams. A seed is dipped i
the melt and is wetted by it; as the seed is pulled out, surf
tension of the molten materials forms a pedestal around
seed, hence the name of pedestal growth. The melt is ke
place solely by surface tension, hence, this fiber gro
method does not require crucibles and eliminates one so
of sample contamination. This type of container-less grow
also permits the synthesis of materials with extremely h
melting points. The laser heated version of pedestal gro
~LHPG! is illustrated in Fig. 1.5

In a typical LHPG fiber pulling system, a stabilized CO2

cw laser, typically with an output of between 15–75 W,
used as a heating source. The usual focusing and tur
optics for the beam are shown in Fig. 2 along with the pu
ing and feeding mechanisms. The fiber pulling assembly m
6931063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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be enclosed in a vacuum-tight chamber allowing growth
controlled atmospheres.6

The source rods are cut out of polycrystalline ceram
produced by mixing host and activator materials, sinter
and hot pressing the mixture into flat disks. Crystal chips a
fibers can be used as source materials as well. The so
rods we have employed at the University of Georgia
typically 131312 mm3 and our fiber diameters are in th
0.15 mm to 1.0 mm range; pulling speeds are typically 0.
2.5 mm/min.

1. ADVANTAGES OF THE LHPG METHOD OF FIBER
GROWTH

Several advantages of LHPG have become apparent
only in the growth of fibers for applications but, more im
portantly, as a general way to explore material synthesis
the properties of crystal growth. Other practical advanta
of the LHPG method have also become apparent, as follo

a! The LHPG relies on surface tension to maintain t
integrity of the melt and hence it is a growth method whi
does not require crucibles; nor does the enclosure contai
the fiber growth region possesses walls heated to high t
peratures as is the case in crystal growth furnaces. Both
cible and furnace surfaces are generally understood to be
primary sources of unintentional contamination in norm
crystal growth, hence, it follows that the absence of th
surfaces allows the growth of very pure crystal materia
The impurity levels found in LHPG fibers are solely dete
mined by the purity of the starting materials of the sour
rods.

b! The source-rod length as well as the melt volume
LHPG are typically small, of the order of 10 mm and 1 mm3,
respectively. The cost of the chemical compounds requ
for the growth of single cristal fibers, as a consequence
relatively small. Because of this, it is possible to grow fib
crystals of materials which would be prohibitively expensi
to grow by traditional methods, specially as a basis.7 Further,
it is also generally accepted that thermal gradients within
melt container are responsible for introducing stresses
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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other defects in bulk crystals, because of this LHPG pul
fibers can be made practically stress free. The small volu
of the growth region also facilitates the introduction of e
ternal perturbations during synthesis of the crystal. The
plication of an external field to the melt may influence t
growing process by encouraging the inclusion of domains
the formation of other stoichiometric combinations.8

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the LHPG method for fiber gro
showing the various regions involved in the growth.

FIG. 2. Cross sectional view of the LHPG growth chamber showing de
of the reflection and optical focusing system.
d
e

p-

r

c! One of the most attractive features of the LHPG me
ods is the rapidity with which fibers can be grown. With o
pulling speeds, a fiber sample of length of 1 or 2 cm, su
cient for spectroscopic characterization, can be grown
characterized in a relatively short time.7 The information
feed back made possible by this time scale allows the ra
re-adjustment of stock compositions and growth conditio
for optimized materials. It is this feature that makes th
method such a powerful tool in the synthesis and enginee
of crystalline materials in general.

d! Finally, for those of us interested in the optical spe
troscopic properties of activated materials, the fiber confi
ration is ideal experimentally for conducting absorptio
emission and ancillary dynamical and static optical measu
ments.

We have been able to pull a great variety of oxide a
fluoride crystal fibers doped with rare-earth and transitio
metal ion activators in a wide range of concentrations
list of the materials we have been able to grow is shown
Table I.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF LHPG MATERIALS

The physical and mechanical properties of the fibers
be determined using the myriad of standard techniques s
as x-ray diffraction, crystal birefringence, microprobe ana
sis and optical microscopy.4

We have been able to derive many characteristics of
fiber samples by investigating the static and dynamic opt
properties of a fiber.9 Static measurements obtained und
steady-state conditions can be used to determine the do
concentrations, whether or not the concentration is unifo
along the length of the fiber and other species or active
fect centers exist in the fiber. Dynamic measurements
clude the determination of radiative and non-radiative li
times and can yield information on the microscop
interactions between the active ions and their surroundin
Other optical determinations such as fluorescence lifet
measurements can be used to provide a quick measure o
extent of self quenching or cross relaxation present and a
allows for quick adjustments of the doping levels for op
mized performance. Quite generally, the macroscopic opt
properties and other physical properties of materials gro
in fiber form through the LHPG method have been found
be identical to those in bulk materials.9–11

As an example of the type of measurements which
be conducted in the fiber configuration we mention tens
stress studies. Many piezo-spectroscopic studies have
conducted in optically active insulating materials; in fa
both hydrostatic and uniaxial compressive stress studie
the behavior of the well knownR lines of ruby have estab
lished the shift of theR lines as a function of applied stres
as a secondary pressure standard. Complementary stud
which tensile or decompressive stresses are applied have
been carried out because of experimental difficulties enco
tered in stretching a bulk crystal; the fiber geometry is in f
ideal for tensile stress studies.12 Tensile stress can be applie
readily by simply attaching weight to the fiber; the behav
of theR line as a function of tensile stress is shown in Fig.

h
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TABLE I. Material grown by the UGA LHPG system.

Material Dopant Material Dopant Material Dopant

Al2O3 Pure LiGa5O8 Co21 Pr31

Cr31 Ni21 Tb31

Mg21 Co21 and Mg21 Ti31

Si41 LiNbO3 Pure Tm31

Ti41 Er31 V31

Fe21 and Cr41 Er31 and Al31 Ca21 and Mn41

Co21 and Si41 Er31 and Cr31 Co21 and Si41

Cr31 and Ti31 LiYF4 Er31 Fe21 and Cr41

Cr41 and Si41 Lu2O2 Pure Fe31 and Nd31

Mg21 and Cr41 Ce31 Mg21 and Mn41

Mg21 and Mn41 Lu2SiO5 Ce31 Mo41 and Ca21

Ti21 and Si41 MgAl2O4 Cr31 Ti31 and Nd31

Mo31 Ti31 Ti2 and Si41

BaTiO3 Eu31 MgCaSiO4 Cr41 Tm31 and Ce31

BaYF8 Er31 Mg1.5Mn0.5SiO4 Cr31 W41 and Ca21

Nd31 Mg2SiO0 Cr31 and Cr41 YAlO3 Er31

CaF2 Pb21 Mn2SiO4 Pure Er31 and Eu31

Tb31 NaLa~WO4)2 Er31 YGAG Ca21 and Cr41

CaWO4 Er31 Eu31 YGG Mg21 and Cr41

Ti21 Nd31 YIG Pure
CsB3O5 Pr31 Er31 and Yb31 Y2O3 Ce31

DyF3 Pure NaY~WO4)2 Eu31 Dy31

GdEuO3 Nd31 NdF3 Pure Er31

GGG Cr31 PbMoO4 Pure Eu31

Gd2O3 Pure RbMnF3 Pure Ho31

Eu31 Sc2O3 Er31 Nd31

Nd31 Nd31 Pr31

GdScO3 Nd31 Ti31 Tb31

Gd2SiO3 Ce31 SrAl2O4 Cr41 Tm31

LaAlO3 Cr31 and Eu31 SrTiO3 Cr31 Dy31 and Tb31

LaAl0.75Ga0.25O3 Tm31 Eu31 Pr31 and Yb31

LaAl0.5Ga0.5O3 Tm31 Nd31 Tm31 and Yb31

LaF3 Pure YAG Pure YScO3 Er31

LaGaGeO7 Nd31 Ca21 Eu31

La3Ga5SiO14 Pure Ce31 Nd31

La2O3 Pure Cr31 Y2SiO5 Eu31

Ce31 Dy31 YSAG Ca21 and Cr41

LiAl 5O8 Pure Er31 YSGG Mg21 and Cr41

Ni21 Eu31 YVO4 Er31

Co21 Fe21 ZnGa2O4 Mn21

LiCaAlF6 Cr31 Mo41 ZnSiO4 Cr41

LiF Pure Nd31
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The shifts are to the blue rather than to the red, as is obse
with uniaxial compressive stress, and are linear up to a
sile stress of 6 kbar, defining the yield point of the fiber. T
tensile strength of the fiber was determined to be 7.7 kb
the quality of the materials as measured by this paramet
comparable to those reported by LaBelle and Mlavsky13

Torsional stress can also be applied; the effects of torsio
stress on the vibration Raman active modes of sapphire
have been reported.14

3. PHONON SPECTROSCOPY IN SINGLE-FIBER GEOMETRY

Crystalline fibers can be pulled so that their diamet
are comparable to the mean-free-path,l, of high-frequency,
nonequilibrium ~THz! phonons at low temperatures.15 In
ed
n-

r;
is

al
er

s

other words, LHPG single-crystal fiber can be mesosco
with respect to the characteristic dimensions of elemen
excitations of the solid. These excitations include magno
phonons and plasmons in insulators and conduction elect
in the case of semiconductor fibers.

The transport properties and the dynamics of narro
band, high-frequency nonequilibrium phonons in crystalli
fibers of ruby and of YAG : Pr31 at low temperatures hav
been investigated recently,16 as have the narrow-ban
29 cm21 phonons in a ruby fiber.17 These experiments hav
allowed us to investigate phonon-interface interaction a
the energy transport across boundaries as a function of
acoustic impedance encontered at the fiber boundaries.

These initial results simply illustrate how the availabili
of LHPG fibers can open up whole new areas to investi
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tion simply by providing good materials configured in a us
ful geometry.

4. TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS OF LHPG FIBERS

In addition to using the LHPG fibers to conduct spect
scopic studies of their properties and to synthesize and o
mize the physical properties of crystalline materials, fib
grown with the proper care have been found to be defect
and of very high quality. It follows that these fibers can
employed whenever materials subjected to high tensile
torsional stresses are required simply because of their ex
lent physical characteristics.

Much of the impetus behind the development of cryst
line fibers arose because of their potential in various op
electronic applications. The interest in these application

FIG. 3. Tensile stress dependence of the blue shifts of theR line in a ruby
fiber. Shifts arising from uniaxial stress are to the red~dashed line!. Tensile
shifts are linear up to 6.0 kbar~yield point!; the tensile strength of the fibe
is 7.7 kbar.
-

-
ti-
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motivated, in turn, by the advent of fiber-based syste
which are impacting an ever increasing number of techno
gies. This interest is not likely to diminish in the future an
we foresee additional applications of these fibers in a var
of technologies.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Though a variety of techniques is available for t
growth of single-crystal fibers, the LHPG method offers
number of advantages and is a cost-efficient way for syn
sizing a large number of materials for fundamental mate
science studies and for mechanical, electronic and opt
applications.
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Photoelectrically detected magnetic resonance spectroscopy of the excited triplet
states of point defects in silicon

L. S. Vlasenko
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Highly sensitive methods for the detection of the electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! spectra
based on the spin-dependent microwave photoconductivity were applied to investigate the
structural defects in irradiated silicon. The parameters of the EPR spectra of the excited triplet
states of radiation defects were determined and several models of the carbon related
defects were supposed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00505-5#
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Electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! is one of the
main methods for investigating the microscopic structure
various point defects in solids, particularly in semicondu
tors. Among semiconductor materials the most signific
results were achieved in silicon. Using the EPR techniq
about three hundreds different EPR spectra of impurity
oms, their complexes, radiation and thermal defects in
con were observed.1 A part of them were identified and de
scribed in reviews.2,3 Further progress in magnetic resonan
spectroscopy of defects in semiconductors was related to
development of new, highly sensitive methods based on
effects of spin dependent recombination~SDR! when the re-
combination rate of nonequilibrium carriers depends on
spin orientation of the recombination centers.4 These meth-
ods allow us to detect EPR spectra by measuring the in
sity of the recombination luminescence or the photocond
tivity of samples in magnetic field under saturation of t
EPR transitions by the resonance microwave magnetic fi

The detection of microwave photoconductivity of silico
samples by the absorption of the electric component of
microwave field due to the resonance change of the con
tration of photoexcited carriers increases the sensitivity
the method by four orders of magnitude.5 It was found that
the main channel of SDR is the recombination through
excited triplet states of the recombination centers. Sev
new SDR detected EPR spectra of the excited triplet state
different defects have been found in irradiated silicon. So
of them were identified as arising from the excited spinS
51 state of Substitutional carbon–Interstitial silicon
Substitutional carbon~CS– SiI – CS) complex ~spectrum
Si–PT1),5,6 divacancy~spectrum Si–PT5),7 and complex
phosphorus1 vacancy~spectrum Si–PT3).5,8

In the present paper the advantages and some app
tions of the SDR–EPR methods for investigating the str
ture of the recombination centers in irradiated silicon will
described.

1. EXCITED TRIPLET STATES OF DEFECTS

The irradiation of silicon crystals by fast electrons org
rays gives rise to various structural defects containing
dangling bonds which can form molecular orbitals. Each
the latter can be occupied by one electron or by two electr
6971063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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with opposite spins. If the defects contain an even numbe
electrons, their ground state will be nonparamagnetic w
spin S50. Under band-gap illumination and in recombin
tion process, the defects can be in the excited spinS51 state
when two unpaired electrons occupy different atomic or m
lecular orbitals.

Let us consider the Hamiltonian of two interacting ele
trons in magnetic fieldB

H5mBBg1S11mBBg2S21JS1S21S1DS2 , ~1!

taking into account the Zeeman interaction between the

FIG. 1. Energy levels of a system of two electrons in a magnetic fieldB ~a!
and the expected positions of the SDR detected lines of the change o
microwave photoconductivity~b!.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 2. SDR detected lines of microwave photoconductivity in irradiated silicon, observed in different ranges of magnetic fieldB for various defects. Zero
field line and anticrossing~a! and crossing~b! lines correspond to the Si–WL2 center. Anticrossing line and line of the forbidden transition~c! are related to
the excited triplet state of the oxygen1 vacancy complex (Si–SL1 spectrum!. SDR–EPR spectra of the defects with differentD-constant are presented in~d!.
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plied magnetic fieldB and the electrons spinsS1 andS2 (mB

is the Bohr magneton,g1 andg2 areg-tensors of the first and
second electrons!, the isotropic exchange interactionJS1S2 ,
and the anisotropic magnetic dipole-dipole interact
S1DS2 , whereD is a symmetric traceless tensor determin
by two parameters,D and E, in the principal coordinate
frame corresponding to the symmetry of the defects. T
energy levels obtained from the Hamiltonian~1! for the case
of two identical electrons (g15g2 and S15S251/2) are
shown in Fig. 1a.

The exchange interaction between two unpaired e
trons leads to formation of a ground singletS0 state with spin
d

e

c-

S50 and an excited metastable triplet stateT (S51). In

zero magnetic field these states are separated by the en
J>W(T)2W(S0) whereJ is the exchange interaction con
stant. An additional zero-field splitting betweenT11, T21,
andT0 states is due to the magnetic dipole-dipole interact
S1DS2 . The expected spectrum of the change of photoc
ductivity of the sample containing defects in the excited tr
let state is shown in Fig. 1b.

The formation of the excited triplet states of defects u
der illumination and the change of the recombination rate
the photoexcited carriers under saturation of the EPR tra
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tions between magnetic sublevelsT11, T0, andT21 as well
as the change of photoconductivity at the magnetic fieldB
5Bac corresponding to the anticrossing of the sublevelsT21

and T0 without magnetic resonance~see Fig. 1b! was con-
sidered in detail in Refs. 5,6. In addition, the spin depend
change of photoconductivity can be observed at zero m
netic field~ZFLine!, at the magnetic fieldB5Bc correspond-
ing to the crossing of excitedT21 state and groundS0 state,
and under magnetic resonance betweenT11 andT21 sublev-
els ~forbiddenD562 transitions!. The examples of the ex
perimentally detected lines of the SDR related change
photoconductivity are shown in Fig. 2. The angular and te
perature dependences of intensity and position of these
allow us to get additional information about the paramet
of the Hamiltonian~1!.

2. PARAMETERS OF THE SPECTRA AND MODELS
OF THE DEFECTS

The components of theg andD tensors determined from
the experimentally observed angular dependences of the
spectra bear an information on the symmetry of point
fects. The exchange interaction constantJ and the compo-
nent D of the D tensor depend of the distancer between
interacting electrons, which is important for consideration
the models of defects.

The value ofJ depends exponentially on the distancer
and is usually many orders of magnitude higher than
Zeeman energy. For such defects the crossing (C) lines can-
not be detected at reasonable strength of the magnetic fi
Defects having the value ofJ comparable with the Zeema
energy were found recently.9,10 The positions and angula
dependences of the anticrossing and crossing lines for
defects~see Figs. 2a and 2b! are described by the same p
rameters of Hamiltonian~1! as the new SDR detected Si
WL210 spectrum shown in Fig. 2d.

The value of parameterD is proportional to 1/r 3 aver-
aged over the electron wave function. It can be determi
experimentally from the fine-structure splitting of the Ze
man lines separated byDB>2D as well as from the position
of the anticrossing line (AC) ~see Fig. 1b!.

The knowledge ofD values allows us to estimate th
average distance between two unpaired electrons forming
total spinS51 of the defects and to suggest the models
the investigated defects. The comparison of theDB values
for Si–WL2 and for other SDR–EPR spectra with the the
retical dependence ofDB on the distancer calculated in Ref.
11 is shown in Fig. 3. The models of some carbon rela
defects derived from the SDR–EPR spectroscopic data
shown in Fig. 4.

Carbon impurities play an important role in the form
tion of radiation defects in silicon. One of the main defects
the irradiated pure float-zone grown silicon is t
~CI – SiS– CI) complex~Fig. 4a! giving the SDR–EPR spec
trum labeled Si–PT1. Under isochronal thermal annealing
the temperature range of 2002300°C the spectrum Si–PT1
decreases and new spectrum Si–PT4 appears simulta
neously. It was found that this spectrum has a symme
similar to the symmetry of divacancy and shows the hyp
nt
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fine structure due to interaction with two equivalent carb
atoms. The model of the defects responsible for the Si–PT4
spectrum is shown in Fig. 4b. This defects can be conside
a complex of two carbon atoms1 divacancy.

Two weak spectra, Si–WL2 and Si–WL4,10 shown in
Fig. 2d are observed in the unannealed samples. The mo

FIG. 3. Dependence of the fine structure splittingDB on the distancer
between two interacting electrons.

FIG. 4. The models of the carbon related defects corresponding
the SDR–EPR spectra Si–PT1 ~a!, Si–PT4 ~b!, Si–WL1 ~c!, and
Si–WL2 ~d!.
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of the defects giving these spectra are shown in Figs. 4c
4d. These models were derived from the trigonal symme
of the spectra and from the values of the fine-structure s
ting DB52D determined by the distance between two el
trons forming the total spin of defectsS51. These electrons
can be localized at the carbon atoms occupying the tetr
dral interstitial positions alonĝ111& directions of the silicon
lattice near the (CI – SiS– CI) complex.

In summary, the spin-dependent effects and detectio
EPR spectra by the change of microwave photoconducti
of samples allow us to observe the spectra of the exc
triplet state of defects at their low concentration, which ca
not be detected by traditional EPR spectroscopy. The n
resonat crossing and anticrossing change of photocondu
ity allows us to obtain additional information about th
parameters of the triplet centers and to suggest their mod

The author thanks B. P. Zakharchenya for helpful d
cussions, R. Laiho for collaboration and helpful discussio
M. P. Vlasenko and M. M. Afanasjev for help in the expe
ments.
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Excitons in hybrid organic–inorganic nanostructures
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In two-dimensional heterostructures made of semiconductor and organic layers, when resonance
between the Wannier and Frenkel excitons is realized, the dipole-dipole interaction coupling
them leads to novel effects. First, we discuss the pronounced nonlinear optical properties of the
hybrid Frenkel–Wannier excitons appearing when the energy splitting of the excitonic
spectrum is large compared to the exciton linewidths~the case of strong resonant coupling!.
Next, we consider the case of weak resonant coupling for which the Fo¨rster mechanism of energy
transfer from an inorganic quantum well to an organic overlayer is of great interest: the
electrical pumping of excitons in the semiconductor quantum well could be employed to turn on
efficiently the organic material luminescence. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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In the last few years, much attention was devoted to
study of organic crystalline layered structures, bo
experimental1 and theoretical.2 The substantial improvemen
in the technique of organic molecular-beam deposition
led to a variety of good quality heterostructures based
molecular solids as well as on combinations of organic a
inorganic semiconductors. The possibility of growing tailo
made systems incorporating different organic crystalline m
terials with even more flexibility than for multiple quantu
wells based on inorganic semiconductors opens up a pr
ising field of research from the point of view of fundamen
as well as applied physics.

Such technological progress prompted us to study
erostructures with resonating Frenkel excitons~FEs! in the
organic material and Wannier–Mott excitons~WEs! in the
inorganic one.3 For example, the FE energy in anthracene
3 eV, in coronene is 2.9 eV, in PTCDA 2.2 eV, in pentace
1.5 eV. Semiconductor quantum wells with resonating W
can be obtained from III–V and II–VI ternary solid solution
such as GaAlAs, ZnCdSe, ZnSSe, judiciously choosing
alloy composition and well thickness.

Another concern is the width of the exciton lines.
good quality inorganic semiconductor quantum wells,
WE linewidth is of the order of 1 meV~usually limited by
inhomogeneous broadening!. FEs in organic materials typi
cally have a much larger linewidth~often due to strong
electron-phonon coupling!; for instance, about 200 meV in
thin films of PTCDA.1 However, it is possible to choos
resonating organic materials with sharp FEs, such as c
nene ~exciton linewidth .4 meV @Ref. 4#! or the surface
exciton of anthracene~linewidth of about 1 meV@Ref. 5#!. It
is important to note that the dipole-dipole interaction co
pling the FEs and WEs at an organic–inorganic heteroju
tion can be of the order of 10 meV~Refs. 3 and 6!. There-
fore, the case of strong coupling~Sect. 1!, in which the
exciton linewidths are smaller than the anticrossing ene
7011063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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splitting and hybrid excitons~HEs! exhibiting pronounced
optical nonlinearities are formed,3,6 must be distinguished
from the case of weak coupling~Sect. 2!, in which the FEs
are much broader and the dipole-dipole coupling gives ris
an irreversible energy transfer from the inorganic to the
ganic material.7,8

1. STRONG RESONANT COUPLING: HYBRID EXCITON
NONLINEARITIES

In covalent semiconductor quantum wells, optical no
linearities dominated by phase-space filling effects have
ready attracted much interest.9 The density-dependent sus
ceptibility near the excitonic resonance can be written as

x~v!.x0~v!S 12
n

nS
D.

F0

e02\v
S 12

n

nS
D , ~1!

wherex0 is the linear susceptibility,e0 is the resonance en
ergy andF0 represents the oscillator strength of the excito
n is the 2D density of excitons andnS — the saturation
density given roughly bynS'1/ao

2 , ao being the exciton
radius. Indicating the light intensity withI P , we recall that
n}F0I P andF0 is, in turn, proportional to 1/ao

2 . Thus, for a
given I P , the ration/nS is approximately independent of th
exciton radius. As long as the exciton radius dependenc
the oscillator strength and of the saturation density can
out, such a figure of merit of the optical nonlinear respon
cannot be much improved by tailoring the character of
excitonic resonance with dimensional confinement or e
by changing the material class.10

Here, we focus on a novel way of achieving a lar
nonlinear optical response exploiting the HEs peculiar
organic–inorganic nanostructures for which the situation
quite different. The physical system we are referring to co
prises two parallel two-dimensional layers separated b
distance of a few nanometers: the first contains tightly bou
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FE ~the size of which is of the order of a unit cell! and the
second, loosely bound WE~with radiusao of about 10 na-
nometers!, having energieseF

0 and eW
0 , respectively, and a

center of mass momentum\Q along the layer planes~as-
sumed to be conserved!. Near resonance (eF

0.eW
0 ), they mix

with each other via the dipole-dipole couplinguVWF
0 (Q)u.3,6

When the dipole-dipole interaction energy is larger then
exciton linewidths, the true eigenstates of the system are
with wavefunctions of a mixed character and modified d
persion laws,3,6 in particular when the FE and WE are e
actly in resonance the HE eigenvalues are a split doublet
the corresponding wavefunctions are superpositions of
and WE wavefunctions with equal weights. Since the H
possess both the large radius of Wannier excitons and
large oscillator strength of Frenkel excitons, their saturat
densitynS is still comparable to that in covalent semicondu
tor quantum wells, but the photogenerated densityn, for a
given I P , is much higher: as a consequence, the ration/nS

for the 2D HE can be two orders of magnitude larger th
for the usual multiple quantum wells.6

The first-order nonlinear corrections can be expresse
terms of the total 2D HE densityn6,9: the WE blue shift
eW

1 .0.48Ebpao
2n (Eb being the WE binding energy!, the

WE Pauli blocking factorBW.120.14pao
2n and the correc-

tion VWF
1 to the hybridization due to the modification of th

WE wavefunction uVWF
0 1VWF

1 u2.(120.12pao
2n)uVWF

0 u2.
All these effects are typical for Wannier excitons having
small saturation densitynS'1/ao

2 , but here they belong to
the hybrid excitons which also have a large oscilla
strength characteristic of Frenkel excitons. Using a stand
microscopic approach,9 we can then write the density depe
dent 2D susceptibility of hybrid excitons as6

xHE~v;Q!.
FF

0~eW
0 1eW

1 2\v!

~eW
0 1eW

1 2\v!~eF
02\v!2BWuVWF

0 1VWF
1 u2

,

~2!

where only the dominant term proportional toFF
0 has been

retained. In the linear regime,n is negligible andeW
1 .0,

VWF
1 .0 andBW.1; the poles of the linear susceptibility a

just the HE doublet eigenvalues. With increasing excitat
intensity, the FEs are not much disturbed due to their la
saturation density, but the WEs start bleaching and this
fects the above HE susceptibility. For realistic parameters
Q.107 cm21 we haveuVWF

0 u.5 meV ~Ref. 2! and, includ-
ing phenomenological linewidths of a few meV, we obtain2,6

for the fractional nonlinear change in absorption coeffici
close to resonanceuDau/a'10211cm2 n, which for a givenn
is of the same order as for a covalent semiconductor qu
tum well. However, for a given pump intensityI P , the 2D
density of photogenerated excitonsn is in our case about two
orders of magnitude larger (n}xHE}FF

0), as anticipated. We
wish to stress that the present effect is typical of hybrid
citons and would not be effective in the case of two coup
quantum wells of the same material.
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2. WEAK RESONANT COUPLING: FÖ RSTER ENERGY
TRANSFER

A large effort has recently been devoted to the study
organic light-emitting diodes and lasers. Fo¨rster-like energy
transfer between different dye molecules in solid solutio
has already been used to achieve light amplification in o
cally pumped organic thin films.11 However, optically-active
organic materials have poor transport properties compare
inorganic semiconductors and the efficient electrical pum
ing of such devices is a challenging problem. Prompted
the rapid advances of epitaxial growth techniques for cr
talline molecular materials~even on inorganic substrates!,1

we consider here a novel hybrid configuration in which bo
inorganic semiconductors and organic materials are pres
the basic idea is to pump the optically-active organic m
ecules via electronic energy transfer from the tw
dimensional Wannier–Mott excitons of a semiconduc
quantum well.

We consider a symmetric structure consisting of a se
conductor QW of thicknessLw between two barriers o
thicknessLb each (Lb being a few nanometers!, the whole
semiconductor structure being surrounded by semi-infin
slabs of an isotropic organic material. We assume that, in
frequency region considered here, the semiconductor b
ground dielectric constanteb is real ~the same for the well
and the barrier! and that of the organic materialẽ is complex
~due to a broad absorption band!. The irreversible Fo¨rster-
like energy transfer rate due to the dipole-dipole interact
can be calculated simply from the Joule losses in the orga
material.7,8 First, we calculate the transfer rate from fre
excitons.7,8 We consider two polarizations: one lying in th
QW plane alongk (L-exciton!, the other perpendicular to th
QW plane (Z-exciton!. In Fig. 1, we plottL andtZ as func-
tions of exciton center of mass momentumk for parameters
representative of II-VI semiconductor QWs in a realis
structural geometry. It turns out that the lifetime does n
depend drastically on the polarization and the real parts

FIG. 1. FreeL exciton~solid line! andZ exciton~dashed line! lifetime t vs
the center of mass in-plane wave vectork.
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dielectric constants. The dependence onLw is also weak. The
barrier widthLb , when grows, gives an exponential fact
e2kLb. As a function ofk, t exhibits a minimum atkmin

;1/Lb . Typical values ofk for a thermalized exciton distri
bution with temperature;100 K are;33106 cm21. We see
that the corresponding lifetimes~tens of picoseconds! are
much less then the exciton recombination rate which is ab
1002200 ps in II-VI semiconductor QWs. Thus the dipol
dipole transfer mechanism proves to be efficient enough
transfer a large fraction of the semiconductor excitation
ergy to the organic medium.

We have also studied the situation when the QW wi
fluctuations or the alloy disorder localize the wave functi
F(r i) of the center-of-mass exciton motion.8 General prop-
erties ofF(r i) are: ~i! it is localized within some distanc
L.Lw , ~ii ! it is smooth and without nodes. Assuming th
disorder to be isotropic in two dimensions, we need to c
sider two cases of the polarization being parallel and perp
dicular to the QW plane, referred to asX andZ polarizations,
respectively. It is possible to get some information about
decay rate based only on general properties of the wave f
tion, mentioned above. We have three length scales in
problem: Lw , Lb and L. First, only L@Lw are physically
meaningful. If in additionL@Lb , we obtaint}L, while for
a thick barrier (L!Lb) we havet}1/L2. Hence,t has a
minimum at someL;Lb . For illustrative purposes, we
choose a gaussian wave function of widthL and show in Fig.
2 the results of the calculation (t versusL! for realistic pa-
rameter values. We also considered the case of a qu
thermalized plasma of free electrons and holes.8 The dipole-
dipole lifetimes obtained turn out to be as long as 300 ps~and
larger! for II–VI-semiconductors.

According to our results, the kinetics of the initial fre
carrier population~produced, e.g., by the electrical pumpin!
is not significantly changed by the presence of the orga
medium, since the energy transfer from free carriers turns
to be slower than the process of exciton formation~unless
excitation density and temperature are very high!. On the

FIG. 2. LocalizedX-exciton lifetimet vs the localization length L~solid
line! along with the limiting casesL!Lb andL@Lb ~dashed lines!.
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other hand, the subsequent evolution of free or localized
citons is strongly affected by the presence of the orga
medium. In an isolated QW the effective lifetime of the e
citon distribution may be several hundred picoseconds. H
ever, excitons coupled to the organic medium a few nano
eters away efficiently transfer their energy to the orga
molecules before they can recombine inside the QW.
quantum wells based on II–VI semiconductors and in a
alistic configuration, such transfer may occur on time sca
of the order of 10 ps and be effective in activating the
ganic material luminescence.

To summarize, the simple physical pictures presen
above may lead to new concepts for optoelectronic dev
based on hybrid organic-inorganic structures, especiall
embedded in a suitable microcavity.2,12 More detailed theo-
retical calculations would be useful, but probably the cruc
factor will be the technological progress in the synthesis
such systems. We believe that this is a very promising fi
of research and hope that the experimental efforts to g
and investigate these novel systems will be successful.
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Phase transition to the conducting state in a system of charge-transfer excitons
at a donor–acceptor interface
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Z. G. Soos and S. R. Forrest
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 781–784~May 1999!

We discuss the phase transition to the conducting state in a system of 2D charge-transfer
excitons~CTEs! at a donor–acceptor interface. The phase transition arises due to strong dipole-
dipole repulsion between CTEs which stimulates the population of free carriers in higher
energy states even at low temperature. We use the computer simulations with the random
distribution of excitons, with finite lifetime explicitly taken into account. The critical
concentration of CTEs and their energy distribution are calculated. We also discuss the possibility
of observing the predicted phenomena. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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Two models are employed to classify excitons — t
small-radius Frenkel-exciton model, and the large-rad
Wannier–Mott exciton model.1 The charge-transfer excito
~CTE! occupies an intermediate place in the classificat
based on the exciton internal structure.2 The lowest energy
CTE usually extends over two nearest-neighbor molecu
In a CTE, the electron is localized on the acceptor and
hole, on the donor. Such localization in organic crystals
usually stable because the energy of electron-hole attrac
is large compared to the corresponding widths of the cond
tion and valence bands and due to the strong tendency o
CTE to undergo self-trapping.3 Due to the separation of th
electron and the hole in a CTE, the static dipole mom
created by positive and negative ions can assume value
large as 10225D. This feature determines the most chara
teristic properties of the CTE. For example, the CTEs c
tribute to the large second order nonlinear polarizabilityx2

due to their large dipole moment.4 As it was recently shown,5

the same feature can be responsible for a new type of p
tovoltaic effect in asymmetricD2A superlattices,5a for un-
usual intensity dependences of nonlinear polarizabilities
D2A superlattices,5b and also for phase transitions to co
ducting states in the system of CTEs.5c In all of these cases
it was assumed that CTEs between alternating layers of
nors and acceptors atD2A interfaces are the lowest-energ
electronic excited states. These states are usually popu
after lattice relaxation from higher-energy Frenkel-type el
tronic or vibronic states. In this work, we investigate t
transition from a dielectric to a conducting state in a syst
of CTEs at aD2A interface~see also Ref. 6!. The realistic
possibility to consider such organic crystal structures
peared recently from progress in the development of orga
molecular-beam deposition and other related techniqu7

This opens a wide range of possibilities for creating n
types of ordered organic multilayer structures including
dered interfaces.
7041063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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1. PHASE TRANSITION FROM DIELECTRIC TO
CONDUCTING STATE

Consider the CTEs on a singleD2A interface. We as-
sume that they are aligned normal to the interface pla
resulting in mutual repulsion. For example, if the static CT
dipole moment is equal to 20D and the distance betwee
them is 5 Å~the lattice constant at the interface!, the repul-
sion energy is near 1 eV. If the distance between CTEs
creases to 10 Å, the repulsion energy decreases to 0.1 e
is important that these energies are of the order of their se
ration B from the lowest conduction band (B,0.5 eV, see
Ref. 8!. Thus, at high CTE concentrations, we can exp
that repulsion energy populates the higher energy states
free carriers, thus producing photoconductivity even at v
low temperature.5c In Ref. 5c the photoconductivity was con
sidered under the assumption that the time required fo
phase transition to the conducting state is smaller than
CTE lifetime. Such a phase transition was obtained by m
mizing the total energy of the CTEs and dissociated exc
tions ~free carriers!. Consider, for simplicity, a 2D array of
self-trapped CTEs atT50. The energy of CTEs~concentra-
tion n1) and the energy of dissociated e–h pairs~concentra-
tion n2), can be calculated by assuming that the total num
of excitations, determined by the optical pumping intens
is constant:n11n25n. The energy of the CTE array, there
fore, is E15n1D1Eint , where Eint is the total repulsion
energy. This energy can be estimated using the average
tancer between CTEs. In the case of dipolesp

V5
Ap2

r3
, ~1!

whereA is a geometric constant depending on the CTE d
tribution in the interface plane. For example, for a squ
latticeA'10. Since the CTE concentration, by definition,
n151/r2, the electrostatic energy of the interaction betwe
the dipole moments isEint5Vn1/25Ap2n1

5/2/2. We can ap-
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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proximate the energy of the dissociated pairsE25(D
1B)n2 , where the kinetic energy of the free carriers h
been neglected~due to the self trapping and narrow ele
tronic bands, see above!. Near the threshold, where the co
sentrationn2!n1 and alson1!1, we can neglect the inter
action of the free carriers with the CTEs. The total energy
the system then can be written as

E5E1~n1!1E2~n2!5nD1
Ap2~n2n2!5/2

2
1Bn2 . ~2!

Minimizing the above expression with respect ton2 gives

n25n2S 4B

5Ap2D 2/3

. ~3!

It is clear from Eq. 3 thatn2 is positive at n.ncr

5@4B/(5Ap2)#2/3 ~see Fig. 1!. The appearance of free ca
riers atn.ncr is considered to be a phase transition from
dielectric to conducting state. This transition corresponds
photoconductivity at low temperature~i.e., to cold photocon-
ductivity! and is due to long-range dipole-dipole interactio
between CTEs. In this consideration, we neglected the
domness in the CTE distribution and did not consider
establishment of steady state in ensembles, which is de
dent on the pump intensity and the CTE lifetime. These
fects are explicitly taken into account in our compu
simulations.6

2. MODEL FOR NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The D2A sites are arranged in a square lattice. T
D2A interface is uniformly irradiated with a time
independent source of intensityI. Only one CTE can be gen
erated at any site. As long as the CT exciton is generate
will stay at the lattice site and it cannot move to otherD
2A sites because of self trapping. There are two mec
nisms for the CTE to disappear. First, recombination occ
because of the finite lifetimet of the CTE. The second
mechanism is dissociation. The CTE exciton dissocia
when, due to the dipole-dipole interaction, the energy of

FIG. 1. The number of the charge-transfer excitons (n1) at the donor–
acceptor interface and the number of the dissociated excitons (n2) as func-
tions of the total number of excitations@according to the simplified analyti-
cal model, Eq.~3!#.
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particular exciton exceeds some threshold. If there aren1

CTEs occupying theD2A interface, the electrostatic energ
of the j th exciton in the electric field of the other exciton
surrounding this site is

Vi5(
j 51

n1 p2

r i j
3

, ~ j Þ i !. ~4!

The i th CT exciton dissociates when the repulsion e
ergy, Vi , is larger than the energyB. The electrostatic po-
tential energy of the exciton strongly increases when f
CTEs occupy the nearest-neighbor lattice sites. If this occ
one or more CTEs will dissociate. Such a mechanism sho
result in correlations between exciton positions, and order
of the system of immobile CT excitons can be expect
Such spatial ordering suggests the existence of a crit
pump-light intensity above which there is an onset of pho
conductivity. Thus, just above this threshold, we expect
onset of cold photoconductivity. In simulations, we negle
the process of recombination of free carriers which can re
in the creation of CTEs. Near the threshold, where the c
centration of free carriers is small, the contribution of th
process to the number of CTEs will be small and can
neglected. However, even at higher concentration, the ef
of free-carrier recombination can be reduced by applying
electric field along the interface. This field will separate ele
trons and holes and thus will create the photocurrent wh
can be measured. Computer simulations were performed
a two-dimensional square lattice containing 6003600 sites.
Under continuous pumping of the sample with a const
intensity, the CTEs are generated in the process descr
above. In order to avoid the influence of boundary con
tions, we simulate the evolution of only the central part
the lattice. This square, the central sublattice, consists
2003200 D2A sites, N540,000. Next, we replicate the
central sublattice by adding 8 square sublattices surroun
the central one. That is, the exciton positions calculated
the central 2003200 sites square lattice is reflected via m
ror symmetry to the surrounding 8 squares. To simulate
time evolution, we run the system through equally spac
time steps separated by intervalDt. The value ofDt5t/50 is
chosen to be much shorter than the CTE lifetimet. We start
the simulations when there are no CTEs at the interfa
Under the influence of the pumping, the excitons begin
appear. After a time't, the number of CT excitons occu
pying the lattice reaches steady-state value. From this t
on, the necessary statistical information is collected. T
time evolution of the system is simulated as follows: At e
ery time step a few CTEs~depending on the pumping inten
sity, I , are created at randomly chosen positions in the c
tral sublattice. Then we go over the central sublattice s
and check everyD2A molecule. With some probability, the
exciton at this site can recombine, as explained above. It
can dissociate if its electrostatic energy is high enough. T
rules for these events to happen at one particularD2A site
are: 1. If the site is empty, the charge-transfer exciton can
created with a probabilityPc5IDt/N. 2. If a charge-transfer
exciton already occupies this site, it can recombinate w
the probabilityPr512exp(2Dt/t).
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Next, during the same time step, we calculate the ene
of every CTE in the electrostatic field produced by the dip
moments of all other excitons. The energy of thei th CT
exciton can be found using the Eq.~4!. If this energy exceeds
the dissociation thresholdB, the CT exciton dissociates. F
nally, we recalculate the energies of the CT excitons t
remain at theD2A interface.

All results reported below are collected after steady s
is achieved. Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the numbe
CTEs (n1) on the valueSwhich is the product of generatio
intensity of the CTEsI and the CTE’s lifetimet: S5I t. The
steady-state number of dissociated pairs is determined
their own lifetime, but we do not estimate here the conc
tration of carriers nor conductivity. Nevertheless, Fig. 2 pl
the valueS2 which is equal to the number of dissociatio
which take place at givenS in steady state during timet. We
find a qualitative agreement with the analytical theory in t
the CTEs populate theD2A interface only until some ut-
most concentration is achieved. Further increase of the p
S results mainly in the dissociation of CTEs into electro
hole pairs. When the number of CTEs reaches the satura
density, the number of dissociationsS2 increases linearly
with S. It is interesting to compare the critical concentrati
of CTEs derived from analytical model~see Section 2! with
the results of computer simulations. Following qualitative
the results of our analytical model~Fig. 1!, we can take as a
critical concentration of CTEs the concentration correspo
ing to saturation of CTEs at the interface or, what is nea
the same, the concentration of CTEs which correspond
intersection of linearS2 asymptote with then1 curve. In Fig.
2, the value ofn1 is approximately 200 and thus the corr
sponding critical dimensionless concentrationCcr

5200/40,00050.5%. The curve in Fig. 1 corresponds to t
value M5Ba3/p250.01. It follows from the analytica
theory that for the sameM the critical concentrationCcr

5(4Ba3/5Ap2)2/35(4M /5A)2/350.85%. Thus, a random
CTE distribution decreases the critical concentration for
transition to the conducting state. This effect could be
pected, because, for random distribution, in contrast to

FIG. 2. The steady state number of the charge-transfer excitons (n1) occu-
pying the donor–acceptor interface and the number of dissociated
production (S2) as functions of the pump intensity.
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analytical model of ordered CTEs, the small distances
tween CTEs are allowed even at low CTE concentration
both approaches, the critical concentration strongly depe
on the values ofB, p anda. For example, forB50.2 eV, p
520D, anda55 Å, corresponding toM50.1, the analyti-
cal model yieldsCcr54%, while the computer simulation’s
Ccr52.5%. ForM50.05, Ccr52.6% ~analytical approach!
or 1.5%~computer simulations!, and so on. Thus, for random
CTE distribution at theD2A interface, the critical concen
tration is almost twice as small as the analytical model p
dicts for ordered CTEs with infinite lifetime. The dissoci
tion prevents the creation of clusters of the closely placed
excitons and, especially, it prohibits CTEs from occupyi
adjacent sites at theD2A interface. It cuts off the high-
energy tail of the CTE energy-distribution function. Th
peak in energy distribution increases~for more details see
Ref. 6! with the number of CTEs and so does the width
the distribution. It is interesting to note that the position
the peak at the repulsion energy distribution~corresponding
to the energy of highest probability! varies with the steady-
state number of CTEs approximately in the way in which t
theoretical model of an ordered CTE lattice predicts. As
follows from Eq. ~1!, the CTE energy as a function of th
number of CTEs should vary asn1

3/2. Figure 3 demonstrate
that such dependence take place in computer simulations
peak position, with high accuracy. At finite temperature, t
repulsion also can be important because it decreases th
tivation energy. Such decrease in activation energy depe
on the concentration of CTEs. To observe the predicted c
photoconductivity, the methods for observing photocond
tivity parallel to the plane of dipoles developed in the inve
tigations of Langmuir–Blodgett films9 can be used. It is clea
also that we need to have nearly perfectly ordered crystal
D2A multilayers with a large interface area for such me
surements.

irs

FIG. 3. Position of the energy distribution peak as a function of the num
of the CT excitons,n1 .
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Studies of the secondary luminescence~Raman scattering and hot photoluminescence! in low-
dimensional semiconductor structures are reviewed. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00805-9#
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During recent years~1992–1998!, we have carried out a
series of studies of secondary luminescence in GaAs/GaA
quantum-well structures~QWS! and superlattices~SL! ~Ra-
man and hot photoluminescence spectroscopy!. Given below
is a short review of the results of these works, which includ
recent observations of a 2D–quasi-3D transition in SLs.

1. SPIN-FLIP LIGHT SCATTERING

Our investigation of spin-flip Raman scattering fro
bound carriers in quantum-well structures was made on b
Be-doped and undoped GaAs/AlxGa12xAs structures.1

It was shown that the Raman scattering mechanisms
volved in resonant excitation of the neutral-acceptor-bou
exciton (A0X) and neutral-acceptor-localized excito
(A0LE) complexes are different.

It was established that the process involvingA0X com-
plexes in the Faraday backscattering geometry may be
sidered as a double spin-flip process, which includes, bes
the mutual hole spin reversal, spin flip by the electron int
acting with an acoustic phonon.

Studies of the resonant excitation ofA0LE complexes
revealed a hole spin-flip mechanism caused by anisotr
exchange coupling, a process specific to quantum wells.
process becomes possible because the symmetry of
A0LE complex is lower than that ofA0X.

The g factors of the acceptor-bound hole, electron, a
localized exciton were determined directly, and the anis
ropy and dependence of theg factor on quantum-well~QW!
width were studied. The crystal-field splittings of the acce
tor statesDE(63/2→71/2) in QWs of different widths
were measured.

2. LIGHT SCATTERING BY ACOUSTIC PHONONS INDUCED
BY VIOLATION OF THE MOMENTUM CONSERVATION
LAW

The nature of the quasi-continuous2,3 Raman spectrum in
the acoustic-phonon frequency domain was studied for
first time. This spectrum was shown to arise from violati
of the superlattice-quasimomentum-conservation law in
QWSs. The reason for the violation lies in the width fluctu
tions of quantum wells and barriers, which inevitably app
during QWS growth. As a result of the fluctuations, a s
quence of identical QWs may contain QWs of a larger
smaller width~i.e., accordingly, with a lower or higher siz
quantization energy!. The scattering of light by a regula
7081063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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sequence of identical QWs takes place with conservation
the superlattice quasimomentum, whereas defective Q
scatter light with violation of the momentum conservati
law. Therefore, one observes in a Raman spectrum both
known folded-phonon doublets and a continuum originat
from an inhomogeneous broadening of quantum-confi
levels. Our study showed also that the spectrum of acou
phonons emitted in a resonant Raman process is determ
by the actual form of the electron/hole wave function.

The clearly pronounced resonant nature of the Ram
continuum of light scattered from acoustic phonons was u
to study the structure of the quantum-well electronic state
quantizing magnetic and electric fields.

3. ENERGY RELAXATION OF HOT ELECTRONS IN QWSs
AND SLs

Energy relaxation of hot electrons in 2D structur
through electron-phonon interaction has been attracting c
siderable interest in recent years. Such structures are ch
terized not only by size quantization of the electronic sp
trum, but also by modification of the phonon spectru
through the appearance of confined and interface phon
Experimental investigation of these problems by tim
resolved optical techniques met with difficulties associa
with a very high excitation densities produced by laser pul
~screening, hot phonons etc.!, which led to unreliable results
The method of hot-electron photoluminescence~HPL! under
cw laser excitation involving measurement of the magne
depolarization of this luminescence, which was developed
us and used earlier4 to study bulk crystals, permitted one t
overcome these difficulties in QWSs and SLs as well and
obtain reliable information on the hot-electron scatteri
probability and its dependence on QW width, as well as
the part played by various types of phonons in t
scattering5. The measurements were performed on a se
GaAs/AlAs QWSs with well widthsLw in the 4–16-nm
range and a fixed barrier thickness of 10 nm. Figure 1a
plays an HPL spectrum for one of the QWSs. The spectr
is produced in recombination of hot photoexcited electro
with holes localized at beryllium acceptor levels~the hole
concentration did not exceed 331017 cm23). The distinct
oscillatory structure of the spectrum is due to the recom
nation of electrons both from the initial photoexcited sta
and in the course of energy relaxation within the first ele
tronic subband through optic-phonon emission. The p
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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separation is equal to the energy of the phonons providin
dominant contribution to the scattering. For QWSs withLw

.12 nm, this separation was 37 meV, which is the LO ph
non energy. For QWSs with narrow quantum wells, the d
tance between the peaks was found to be 50 meV, whic
close to the energy of the AlAs-type interface phonons. M
surements of the HPL magnetic depolarization at the ini
hot-electron kinetic energy~the zero peak! permitted deter-
mination of the intraband scattering probability. The expe
mental data were compared with the scattering probabili
calculated for phonons of different types within the dielect
continuum model~DCM!. The experimental and calculate
results plotted againstLw in Fig. 2 are seen to agree satisfa
torily both in the magnitude of the scattering probability a
in the fact that AlAs-type interface phonons provide a dom
nant contribution to scattering in narrow quantum wells.

A study was made of the scattering and energy rel
ation of hot electrons in 5/10-nm GaAs/AlAs QWSs dop
by a beryllium acceptor impurity in the central part of th
wells with concentrations ranging from 831017 to 531018

cm23.6 In this case the major contribution to the scatteri
probability and energy relaxation comes from the h
electron interaction with neutral acceptors entailing their
citation and ionization. A decline in the significance of ph
non scattering is seen from the disappearance of pho
oscillations in the HPL spectrum in Fig. 1b. We measu
the scattering probabilities from the initial photoexcited st
and the times characterizing energy relaxation as a func
of the acceptor concentrationNA , and found the cross sec
tions of these processes. The scattering probabilities for e
trons with an initial kinetic energy of 0.26 eV range from 1
to 25 ps21, and the cross section of this process,s054
310214 cm2, is nearly one half the value ofs0 for bulk
samples. The decrease ofs0 is associated with the decrea
of small-angle scattering in QWs. The energy relaxat
times vary within 300 to 500 fs, and the corresponding sc
tering cross section is 2.4310215 cm2. A theory was devel-

FIG. 1. HPL spectra from a 5/10-nm GaAs/AlAs QWS,Eexc51.96 eV,
T56 K. NA (cm23): ~a! 331017, ~b! 4.631018.
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oped for scattering of hot electrons from neutral acceptor
QWs which takes into account both inelastic and elastic s
tering and is not constrained by the requirements of the c
ventional small-angle scattering approximation. The calcu
tions based on this theory agree with experiment.
comparison of experiment with calculations yielded 4 nm
the acceptor radius in the well plane.

4. EFFECT OF DIMENSIONALITY ON HPL POLARIZATION
CHARACTERISTICS

Absorption of linearly polarized light in semiconducto
with a complex valence-band structure~of the having GaAs
type! gives rise to electron and hole alignment in momen
whereas circularly polarized light creates spin-oriented p
ticles. Recombination of momentum-aligned or spin-orien
electrons generates, accordingly, linearly or circularly pol
ized luminescence.4

Linear polarizationr l in a bulk semiconductor~under
linearly polarized pumping! increases weakly with the en
ergyE of the recombining electrons. On the other hand, in
two-dimensional GaAs/AlAs semiconductor QWS,r l50 for
E50 and increases tor l;0.5 for E.E1, whereE1 is the
energy of the first quantum-confined state.

In the intermediate case of superlattices, extrapolation
r l (E) yields zero for electron energiesE close to the width
of the first electronic minibandD, rather than forE50, as is
the case with QWSs. This behavior ofr l (E) was accounted
for within the tight-binding approximation, which assum
weak coupling between adjacent quantum wells. It w
shown7 that this approximation holds for SLs with narro
electronic minibands, i.e. for GaAs/AlAs SLs with barrie

FIG. 2. Intraband scattering probability of hot~200 meV! electrons plotted
vs quantum-well width in a GaAs/AlAs QWS. Solid lines — DCM calcu
lation made for optic phonon modes of various types.
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widths Lb>6 Å, and for fixed quantum-well thicknessLw

540 Å. One could expect that in an SL with broad min
bands the energy dependencer l (E) would be similar to that
for bulk GaAs. Figure 3 plots the energy dependence of
linear HPL polarization,r l , for superlattices with differen
Al contents (x50.3 and 1!, i.e. with different barrier heights
Ub ~0.29 and 1.06 eV!. To make the graphs more informa
tive, the figure displays also data obtained on a QWS~Fig.
3b! and bulk GaAs~Fig. 3a!. The experimental data obtaine
with bulk GaAs are approximated by a dotted line.

The r l (E) relation measured on an SL with the highe
barriers (x51) ~see Fig. 3d! fits well to the tight-binding
approximation.

As follows from this consideration, the energy depe
dence ofr l for the SL with the most narrow minibands
similar to that observed in a QWS. This is clearly seen fr
a comparison of the slopes of ther l (E) relations in these
two cases~Fig. 3b and 3d!. At the same time the SLr l (E)
reaches zero forE;D ~where D is the width of the first
electronic miniband! rather than forE→0, as is the case with
a QW. The samer l (E) relation was observed for an SL wit
x50.8.

One observes noticeable changes in ther l (E) depen-
dence already in SLs withx<0.6, where a decrease in barri
height affects appreciably this relation. The largest chan
are seen, however, in thex50.3 SL ~Fig. 3c!, wherer l (E)
resembles very much the relation obtained on bulk Ga
~Fig. 3a!. At the same time some details associated w
quasi-two-dimensional electron motion are retained forE
.D. Indeed, the slope ofr l (E) for E.D differs from that

FIG. 3. HPL linear polarizationr l plotted vs electron energy for QWS, SLs
and bulk GaAs. Withx varying from 1 to 0.3, the miniband widthD changes
from 0.121 to 0.212 eV. One clearly sees ther l (E) relation varies withx,
i.e., with barrier height.
e

t

-

es

s
h

for 0,E,D, because electrons with kinetic energiesE.D
move predominantly in the SL plane.

Another characteristic difference in HPL between bu
GaAs and a QWS is connected with circular polarization
the luminescencerc ~under circularly polarized pumping!. In
the bulk case one observes the so-called spin-momen
correlation among the photoexcited electrons. This effect
creases the circular polarization of the luminescence.

Direct experimental evidence for this effect was fu
nished by observation of a decrease ofrc in a magnetic field
B measured in the Faraday geometry.8 The behavior ofrc

with magnetic field showed that the action of a magne
field reduces to cyclotron rotation of the momenta of pho
excited electrons and, thus, to destruction of the sp
momentum correlation. In QWs, no spin-momentum corre
tion exists, and the corresponding term cannot be writt
because there is no electron momentum component in
direction of the angular momentumn ~it is assumed thatn is
perpendicular to the QWS plane!. Figure 4 shows the depen
dence ofrc on magnetic field measured in the Faraday g
ometry for electrons with a kinetic energyE;802100 meV.
In bulk GaAs,rc decreases rapidly~the filled inverted tri-
angles! with increasing magnetic field as a result of the d
struction of the spin-momentum correlation. In SLs with na
row minibands, there is no spin-momentum correlation, a
rc does not vary with increasingB @filled circles (x51) and
open squares (x50.8)#. In broad-band SLs, circular polariza
tion decreases with increasing magnetic field. This effect
comes noticeable in SLs withx<0.6 and indicates that for
mation of a broad miniband restores the spin-moment
correlation. In SLs withx;0.3 ~filled squares in Fig. 4!, the
effect of destruction of the spin-momentum correlation
already comparable to that observed in bulk GaAs.

FIG. 4. HPL circular polarizationrc plotted vs magnetic field for SLs and
bulk GaAs. In the broad-miniband SLs (x50.4 and 0.3! the spin-momentum
correlation is seen to be restored.
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The present report submitted to the Anniversary Conference of the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical
Institute, ‘‘Physics at the Turn of the 21st Century,’’ deals with recent EPR studies of
main impurities in the wide-gap semiconductors SiC and GaN, which appear to be the most
promising materials for microelectronics and quantum semiconductor electronics at the start of the
21st century. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!00905-3#
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Silicon carbide finds an ever increasing application
microelectronics devices capable of operating under extr
environmental conditions, which will abound in the comin
century unfortunately. Using nitride-based III-V semico
ductor compounds may provide a solution to the problem
semiconductor lasers intended for operation in the UV a
visible regions.

The report consists of three main parts and presents
results of studies carried out during the past five years
marily at the Ioffe Institute, as well as in cooperation with
number of European research institutes.

The first part discusses the investigation of the main
ceptors in SiC, namely, Group III elements~B, Al, Ga!, the
double acceptor Be, and Sc, which occupies a somewhat
cial place.

The second part is devoted to transition elements in
and GaN, which form in the gap, as a rule, a number
deep-lying levels.

Presented briefly in the third part will be the results
our studies of rare-earth elements in SiC.

1. EPR OF ACCEPTORS IN SIC

A. Group III elements „B, Al, Ga …

(a) Group-III shallow-level elements. Group III ele-
ments B, Al, and Ga are the main acceptor impurities in S
used to producep-type materials. It was believed until re
cently that B has two levels, namely, a shallow one deno
by shB, and a deep one, dB. As for Al and Ga, they w
assumed to create only shallow levels, which made th
more promising for applications. For illustration, Fig. 1 pr
sents a system of various acceptor levels for 6H-SiC. The
6H-SiC crystal has one hexagonal (h) and two quasicubic
(k) crystallographically inequivalent sites, if one conside
second coordination spheres. One immediately sees tha
energy levels of shallow boron lie deeper than those of s
low aluminum, although one would expect to have the op
site pattern, as is the case, for instance, with silicon, wh
the level of boron is more shallow than that of aluminu
Shallow-level Group-III acceptors in SiC were studied
various radiospectroscopic methods.1–11 An important find-
ing made by the EPR and ODMR methods in SiC is
discovery of a strong difference in properties between s
low boron and other Group-III acceptors, such as alumin
7121063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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and gallium, namely, theg factors of shallow aluminum and
shallow boron have a strong axial symmetry along the h
agonal axis of the crystal~in cubic SiC no EPR spectra o
shallow Al and Ga were observed! and reflect the symmetry
of the valence-band maximum, i.e., they can be describe
the effective-mass approximation. This approximation is
applicable to shallow boron, because in this case theg factor
is practically isotropic nearg52.00. The anisotropy in the
EPR spectra is extremely small, and the symmetry at
temperatures is axial along thec axis only for shallow boron
acceptors in theh sites. In thek sites, the shallow-boron loca
axis z coincides with the other Si–C bond directions n
aligned with thec axis, and for cubic SiC~where, in contrast
to aluminum and gallium, one did observe EPR spectra
shallow boron! thez axis coincides with thê111& directions
of the crystal. Note that in all cases;40% of the spin den-
sity is localized at one of the carbon atoms closest to
boron which lies on the shallow-boron local symmetry a
z. The degree of spin localization at the boron atom is sm
~of the order of 1%! and comparable to those for aluminu
and gallium acceptors, but in the latter two cases the s
density is apparently distributed uniformly around the imp
rity, primarily at carbon atoms, in accordance with t
valence-band structure of SiC.

The experimental data obtained and theoretical calc
tions permitted a conclusion that the acceptor atom sub
tutes for silicon in SiC, with the difference between the s
of boron, on the one hand, and of aluminum and gallium,
the other, playing a dominant role. The difference betwe
the ionic radii of the acceptor and silicon,DR5R(A31)
2R(Si41), is 20.19, 10.09, and10.20 Å for A5B, Al,
and Ga, respectively. The selection of the ionic radii w
based on a simplifying assumption that the SiC crystal c
sists of Si ions in the Si41 valence state and of bondin
electrons. In this model, the acceptor resides in the A31 va-
lence state. Thus the physical properties of shallow accep
depend on the relative magnitude of the acceptor and sili
radii. Boron, whose radius is smaller than that of silico
occupies typically off-center position. Boron displaces fro
its equilibrium position at the center of the tetrahedron
approach the center of the plane formed by the three nea
neighbor carbon atoms. As a result, thesp3 hybridization is
disrupted, and the spin density redistributes to extend to
fourth carbon atom which is more distant from the bor
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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atom. This gives rise to formation in this plane of a triang
lar arrangement around the central boron atom of the B3

type with sp2 hybridization. Such models are valid for bo
the hexagonal and quasicubic boron sites. In the latter ca
boron displaces along the Si–C bonds which do not coinc
in direction with thec axis. Al and Ga, which are larger i
atomic radius than Si, occupy apparently the central posi
as impurities and aresp3 hybridized, which entails mass-lik
acceptor properties. The acceptor~B, Al, Ga! is always neu-
tral, and, in the case of boron, the spin density is observe
be nonuniform near the impurity because it is sitting o
center. This results also in the level of the shallow bor
becoming deeper, by about 0.05 eV from our estimates, c
pared to the position expected for the impurity at a cen
site. It should be pointed out that a similar situation is kno
to exist in silicon, where the nitrogen donor level lies dee
than the phosphorus level because the nitrogen impurity
center position.

(b) Group-III elements with deep levels. The next stage
in the investigation of the B, Al, and Ga acceptors was
discovery and study using EPR spectra of deep B, deep
and deep Ga. It should be pointed out that, while the e
tence of deep-B levels was universally accepted and our
was to look for EPR spectra of such centers, the alumin
and gallium impurities were believed to create only shall
acceptor levels. EPR spectra of deep boron in 6H-SiC were
observed and studied5,12–14 more than 30 years after th
observation1 of shallow boron EPR. The deep-boron cen
has a close to axial symmetry, theg factor anisotropy is
about an order of magnitude larger than that of shallow
ron, and electron localization on deep boron is as weak a
is on shallow boron.

EPR spectra similar to those observed with deep bo
were revealed in gallium- and aluminum-doped crystals. T
orientational dependences of EPR spectra of deep boron
of the new spectra of aluminum and gallium are qualitativ
similar, but theg factors,gi, of the aluminum and gallium
centers are substantially larger and close to those for

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagram of the main acceptors in 6H-SiC.11
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shallow Al and Ga. In all cases, however,g'>2.0 for deep
B, Al, and Ga, which means that these centers canno
treated in the effective-mass approximation. Remarkably,
aluminum and gallium deep centers were first observed
EPR and ENDOR. ODMR data5,11 and their correlation with
EPR studies suggest that the deep boron level lies at 0.6
eV, whereas deep aluminum is more shallow by;0.1 eV
~Fig. 1!.

A model proposed for the microstructure of the de
boron, deep aluminum, and deep gallium centers, based
the totality of the radiospectroscopic studies, considers a
of an impurity atom~B, Al, Ga! occupying the silicon site
and of a closely located carbon vacancy. The impuri
vacancy direction is assumed to coincide with thec axis of
the crystal for both theh andk sites in SiC hexagonal poly
types, and with thê111& direction in cubic SiC. This mode
considers the unpaired electron to be localized primarily
the carbon vacancy.

The existence of deep levels for all Group-III elemen
accounts for the onset of self-compensation in preparatio
p-SiC materials and requires development of further i
provements in the technology.

B. Beryllium and scandium acceptors

(a) Beryllium. Beryllium is a double acceptor in SiC
~Fig. 1!. The Be acceptors were studied by EPR a
ENDOR.15,16 The shape of beryllium EPR spectra and th
orientational behavior depend on measurement tempera
and undergo changes within the temperature intervals ab
10 and 50 K. Below 10 K, one observed EPR spectra of th
types of centers with a close-to-axial symmetry, which rel
to two quasicubic and one hexagonal beryllium sites
6H-SiC. Above 50 K, the symmetry of the two beryllium
centers assigned by us to quasicubic beryllium sites is lo
than axial, and theirz axis is aligned with one of the Be-C
bonds which does not coincide with thec axis. It is believed
that because beryllium is smaller in radius than silicon
occupies, similar to the shallow boron, an off-center posit
at the silicon site, i.e., that it is shifted from the tetrahedr
center toward the center of the plane containing three car
atoms and away from the fourth carbon with the highest s
density. Unlike the shallow boron which is neutral, berylliu
must be negatively charged.

(b) Scandium. Scandium may be considered as a kind
a bridge between acceptors and transition elements; ind
on the one hand, it is a Group-III element while, on the oth
it is the first element in the transition-metal group. This
seen clearly from Table I, where Sc in neutral state (A0)
occupying the Si site~the four valence electrons bond th
four C atoms! acts as acceptor, while when in the A22 state
it has one unpairedd electron. EPR spectra of at least thr
Sc acceptor types have been observed.15,17 Similar to the
shallow B and Be acceptors, these spectra are notice
temperature dependent. Above;30 K they exhibit axial
symmetry, but it decreases at lower temperatures. Bes
the spectra of the Sc acceptors, one observed EPR sig
that we assign to Sc21 ions, but this point will be discusse
in more detail in the next Section. It may be added th
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TABLE I. Transition-metal impurities in different charge states studied in SiC and GaN crystals.

SiC

free atom Sc (3d14s2) Ti (3d24s2) V (3d34s2) Cr (3d54s1) Mo (4d55s1) Ta (5d36s2)

A22 Sc21(3d1) Cr21(3d4)
S51/2 S52

A2 Sc31(3d0) Ti31(3d1) V31(3d2) Cr31(3d3) Mo31(4d3) Ta31(5d2)?
S50 S51/2 S51 off-center S53/2 S51

S53/2

A0 Sc Ti41(3d0) V41(3d1) Cr41(3d2) Mo41(4d2)
acceptor S50 S51/2 S51 S51
S51/2

A1 V51(3d0) Cr51(3d1) Mo51(4d1)
S50 S51/2 S51/2

GaN

free atom Mn (3d54s2) Fe (3d64s2) Ni (3d84s2)

A2 Mn21(3d5)S55/2
A0 Fe31(3d5)S55/2 Ni31(4d7)S53/2

Note. The impurities are assumed to substitute for Si~Ga! in these crystals. The states observed by EPR
underlined.
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ODMR spectra obtained by us on Sc-doped SiC crystals
vealed strong anisotropic signals,5 which, by analogy with
the Ti impurity,18 can be assigned to excitons bound to
acceptors.

2. TRANSITION-METAL ELEMENTS IN SiC AND GaN

Transition-metal elements can exist in SiC and GaN
residual impurities and create deep levels in the band gap
a rule, each impurity enters the crystal in more than o
charge state and affects substantially the electrical and o
characteristics of the material. Controlled incorporation
these impurities appears very promising for developmen
semi-insulating substrates in device fabrication. Before
initiation of our work, only titanium and vanadium in SiC
~Ref. 19! and iron in GaN~Ref. 20! were detected and stud
ied by EPR. Table I lists transition-metal elements in vario
charge states which have been investigated in SiC and
until recently. The charge states observed21–24 by EPR are
underlined. Here it should be pointed out that all availa
data are consistent with the assumption that impurity ions
transition elements substitute for silicon in SiC and for Ga
GaN. While in the case of GaN this assumption is not qu
tioned, the opinions relating to SiC are rather contradicto
and they draw primarily on the fact that transition eleme
occupy in silicon preferably interstitial sites. For illustratio
consider the Cr31 ion whose EPR spectrum21 is well ac-
counted for by the off-center position of chromium at t
silicon site ~Fig. 2!. The observed superhyperfine structu
can be explained as due to interaction with six equival
29Si atoms and three equivalent29Si atoms in the second
coordination sphere. This arrangement appears when
chromium ion is shifted along thec axis.21 No deviation
from the central position was found for Cr21 ions ~which
were observed by us only in 6H-SiC crystals grown on the C
e-
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side! with an hfs constant of 15.8 G, which is;1.7 times
larger than that for Cr31. No deviation from the central po
sition was observed for other transition-metal ions either.
particular, in the case of Mo41 ions one can isolate only on
constant of superhyperfine interaction with 12 equival
29Si atoms in the second coordination sphere, which w
found to be 8.2 G~23 MHz!.

FIG. 2. EPR spectrum for one of the quasicubic sites of Cr31 ions in
6H-SiC obtained at 9.5 GHz and 4.5 K with the magnetic field parallel
the hexagonal axis of the crystal. Shown below is a simulated spec
calculated with the following parameters~in MHz!: hfs constant for53Cr of
26.5, shfs constant for six equivalent29Si ions in the second coordination
sphere of 8.4, and shfs constant for three equivalent29Si ions in the second
coordination sphere of 14.56.
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One may add to our previously published results th
besides chromium ions in SiC in a regular environment, o
observed EPR spectra of complexes with a spinS53/2,
which apparently contain chromium with local axes alo
the Si–C bonds. One observed also EPR spectra that ca
assigned to Ta31 ions with an hfs constant of the order o
150 G, and they were found to correlate with five IR lum
nescence lines with wavelengths at 5 K of 1.074, 1.049,
1.031, 1.011, and 0.999 eV. The relevant studies are repo
in more detail in our report Ref. 25.

3. RARE-EARTH ELEMENTS IN SiC

Search for semiconductor compounds doped with ra
earths for use in optical devices has recently been attrac
considerable attention. Of particular interest in this conn
tion are Er31 ions with luminescence at 1.54mm, a wave-
length falling into the optical-fiber transmission region. W
believe that SiC can be used to advantage for these purp
because, on the one hand, this material has a wide band
which is essential for efficient Er31 luminescence and, on th
other, SiC:Er microelectronics can apparently be direc
matched to silicon-based devices. We solved the problem
incorporating Er31 ions in bulk SiC crystals in the course o
growth.26 Strong EPR signals of several types of Er31 ions
have been detected for the first time in these crystals. M
details on studies of rare-earth elements in SiC can be fo
in our report Ref. 25.
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Neutron transmutation doping in semiconductors: science and applications
I. S. Shlimak

Jack and Pearl Resnick Institute of Advanced Technology, Department of Physics, Bar-Ilan University,
52900 Ramat-Gan, Israel
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 794–798~May 1999!

Different aspects of neutron transmutation doping~NTD! of silicon and germanium are
considered, with a special emphasis on the contribution by scientists of the Ioffe Physicotechnical
Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, to the solution of these problems. Fundamental
studies related to determination of the cross sections of thermal-neutron capture by isotopes of
semiconducting materials, annealing of radiation defects produced by fast reactor neutrons,
and the use of NTD for probing the structure of the Ge impurity band are reviewed. Problems
involved in industrial-scale production of NTD-Si, application of NTD-Si and NTD-Ge
to fabrication of power thyristors, nuclear-particle and IR detectors, deep-cooled thermistors, and
bolometers are discussed. The paper concludes with a consideration of prospects in the
application of NTD-Si and NTD-Ge based on the use of materials with a controlled isotopic
composition. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01005-9#
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The method of neutron transmutation doping~NTD! of
semiconductors is based on nuclear transformations of
topes of semiconducting materials following their capture
slow ~thermal! neutrons.1,2 NTD is achieved by irradiating
samples or whole ingots of semiconductor crystals with
neutron flux in a nuclear reactor. On capturing a neutron
particular isotope transmutes to another isotope with a m
number larger by one:

Fs i ZNA5ZNA11. ~1!

HereF is the integrated flux~dose! of thermal neutrons,s i

(cm2) is the thermal-neutron-capture cross section fo
given isotope,ZNA andZNA11 (cm23) are concentrations o
the initial and final reaction products, respectively,Z is the
nuclear charge, andA is the mass number of the nucleus.
the isotope thus obtained,ZNA11, is stable, such nuclear re
action does not entail doping. Of most interest is the c
where the final isotope is unstable. Then after its half-lifet i

this isotope transmutes to a nucleus of another element,
atomic number larger by one,Z11NA11, as in the case ofb2

decay, or smaller by one,Z21NA11, if the decay occurred by
K-capture. One may present here for illustration the reac
producing in silicon a phosphorus donor impurity:

14Si301n5 14Si31—b2~2.62h!→ 15P
31. ~2!

The interest in NTD stems from two of its main adva
tages over the conventional metallurgical methods of im
rity incorporation. First, this is high-precision doping, b
cause the concentration of impurities introduced at a cons
neutron flux is proportional to irradiation time, which can
controlled with a high accuracy. The second advantage is
high homogeneity of impurity distribution, which is dete
mined by a random isotope distribution, small neutro
capture cross sectionss i , and the uniformity of the neutron
flux. Recalling that the values ofs i lie approximately in the
region 10223210224 cm22, one readily finds that the phos
phorus impurity concentration introduced in Si for maximu
7161063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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thermal-neutron fluxes in modern nuclear reactors and
sonable irradiation times does not exceed a few times 115

cm23, which is, however, sufficient for a number of applic
tions, particularly for production of high-voltage power d
odes and thyristors.3 This resulted in development in Europ
and USA of NTD-Si production on an industrial scale
hundreds of tons per year in specially designed materi
science research reactors. In the former Soviet Union,
original technology of industrial production of NTD-Si wa
developed at the time using the already available RBM
1000-type nuclear power reactor.4 This permitted one to do
without construction of a special-purpose reactor, which
dramatically the cost of the technology and boosted lar
scale production of NTD-Si. Scientists from the B. P. Ko
stantinov LNPI and A. F. Ioffe PTI made a major contrib
tion to this project.

As for germanium, because of the large values ofs1 and
the presence of NTD-active isotopes32Ge70, 32Ge74, and

32Ge76 it can be doped only up to the onset of metallic co
duction (331017 cm23), which, on the one hand, make
possible investigation in NTD-Ge of fundamental problem
of conduction in an impurity band5,6 and of the metal-
insulator transition,7 and on the other, suggests a number
applications in the area of low-temperature resistance t
mometers~thermistors! and radiation detectors8,9. These de-
vices were employed widely in neutrino physics and t
search for the ‘‘hidden mass’’ of the Universe.10,11 The cor-
responding reactions for the active Ge isotopes are as foll

32Ge701n532Ge71—K2capture~11.4 d!

→ 31Ga71~acceptor!, ~3!

32Ge741n532Ge75—b2~82 min!→ 33As75~donor!, ~4!

32Ge761n532Ge77b2~12 h!→33As77b2~39 h!

→ 34Se77~donor!. ~5!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The main feature of the NTD process in Ge is that
creates in the material both acceptors~the major impurity!
and donors~minor, compensating dopant!. The resultant ma-
terial is p-Ge with a compensationK50.3220.40.5,12–14 A
certain scatter inK comes from the fact that transmutatio
doping involves epithermal neutrons as well, so that the d
ing coefficienta for each impurity, which relates the impu
rity concentration introduced to irradiation doseN5aF,
differs somewhat from the valuea5s i ZNA calculated using
the cross section for thermal neutrons. As a result, the v
of a varies slightly depending on the actual neutron ene
spectrum in the reactor used for irradiation.

The NTD process does not, however, end by irradiat
samples or ingots in a nuclear reactor. The presence in
reactor spectrum of fast, energetic neutrons gives rise to
creation in the sample of radiation defects or even disorde
regions. Radiation-defect annealing is a complex technol
cal problem, because radiation defects form complexes w
impurities contained in the starting material, which requi
development of various anneal regimes~varying in tempera-
ture, duration, and atmosphere! for different semiconductor
materials, and even for the same material having differ
contents of some deep residual impurities~oxygen, carbon!.2

As already mentioned, one of the merits of NTD is t
precision of doping because the dopant concentration is
early dependent on irradiation dose. Such a dependen
indeed observed typically in an experiment. For illustratio
Fig. 1 presents the phosphorus impurity concentration m
sured from the Hall effect vs silicon irradiation dose of
neutron flux in a nuclear reactor.15 At high doses, however
nonlinear effects become possible. Indeed, Ce74-enriched
material subjected to high irradiation doses exhibits dev
tions from the linear relation~1! toward saturation, which
were partially compensated by longer anneals~Fig. 2!.16 A
still more remarkable effect was observed after a repea
irradiation of the Ge74 samples, which were preliminarily
heavily NTD-doped with As. Instead of the expected
crease of the free carrier~electrons! concentrationn, one
detected a decrease ofn, which was the larger, the mor
heavily was the NTD-Ge74 sample doped. Both these effec

FIG. 1. Phosphorus concentration determined from Hall measurements
silicon crystal irradiation at various neutron doses and subsequent ann
800 °C for 1 h~after Ref. 14!.
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can be explained by the formation of complexes betwe
radiation defects and As atoms introduced in Ge74 by NTD.
The concentration of these As atoms does naturally incre
with increasing irradiation dose, but not all of the As atom
can act as donors and supply free electrons. If a radia
defect was created near an As atom, a radiation-defect
complex, which is hard to anneal, may form, in which A
will no longer be a donor, thus decreasingn; besides, such a
complex exhibits acceptor properties,17 which results in com-
pensation and an additional decrease ofn. If the irradiation is
long enough, the concentrations of radiation defects and
atoms will be high, and the probability of their forming com
plexes will likewise be high. For low irradiation doses th
effect may be neglected, because the radiation defects an
atoms are far from one another.

Another essential merit of NTD is the high homogene
of impurity distribution. In conventional metallurgical meth
ods of semiconductor doping, where the impurity is intr
duced into the melt with subsequent growth of the crys
obtaining a homogeneous distribution of an impurity enco
ters radical difficulties. They are associated with the ins
bilities in the frontline of crystallization of doped crysta
and an unavoidable temperature gradient in the growing
got between its center and periphery. These difficulties
crease manyfold as the ingot diameter increases. By cont
the homogeneity of doping in the NTD method is provid
by the random isotope distribution in the crystal lattice, t
uniformity of the neutron flux~to achieve this, the sample i
rotated about its axis and pulled simultaneously through
core during the irradiation!, and the small value ofs i . The
products iNi summed over all stable isotopes of the giv
semiconductor determines the neutron linear absorption
efficientg, i.e. the block effect, i.e. the shielding of the inn
parts of the ingot by its outer layers. Knowingg, one can
calculate the maximum size of the crystal which can
doped by NTD with a given homogeneity. For instance,
Si g54.531023 cm21, which permits one to achieve mac

ter
l at

FIG. 2. Free-electron concentration in NTD-Ge74 vs thermal-neutron irra-
diation dose measured after an anneal at 460 °C for~1! 24 h, ~2! 50 h, and
~3! 100 h ~after Ref. 15!.
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rohomogeneity of doping to not worse than 10% even fo
large ingot 200 mm in diameter. The NTD method demo
strates its superiority in microdistribution of resistivity eve
compared to reference resistances prepared by metallur
techniques~Fig. 3, Ref. 18!. It is the high macro- and micro
homogeneities of doping that account for the widespread
of NTD-Si, including that obtained on the RBMK-1000 re
actor, in production of high-voltage power converters.19

NTD of germanium is characterized also by the lo
half-life ~11 d! of the Ge71 isotope decaying to produce th
Ga acceptor impurity. On the one hand, this is inconven
because it requires a long holdup of the irradiated materia
allow all nuclear reactions to come to an end and to red
the sample radoactivity. On the other, this offers a possib
of studying the same sample in the course of decay, at
ferent concentrations of the continuously appearing galli
acceptor impurity as a function of time elapsed after the
radiation. Irradiation ofn-germanium permits one to monito
the sample with progressively increasing compensation
to its conversion top type. Figure 4 shows the effect o
increasing compensation on the electrical conductivity of
starting n-Ge sample.20 We readily see that the activatio
energy of conduction grows continuously with increasingK,
which corresponds to a shift of the Fermi level toward m
gap. This phenomenon, in its turn, permitted, as it were
spectroscopic investigation of the gap and determination
the energies and charge states of deep impurities
germanium.21 By determining the exact point of conversio
from n- to p-type made it also possible to refine the value
s i for Ge74 ~Ref. 12!.

Progress has recently become evident in NTD of germ
nium having an artificially modified isotopic compositio
The main idea behind this work consists of produci
NTD-Ge with different types of conduction and differe
compensation while maintaining a homogeneous impu
distribution. This is particularly important for the case
total compensation, which, assuming random spatial dis
bution of impurities, should give rise to strong fluctuations
electrostatic potential. Such a system is practically imp
sible to prepare by doping metallurgically; indeed, opp
sitely charged impurity ions remain mobile in a melt, whi

FIG. 3. Microdistribution of the resistivity of reference resistances wh
were prepared from germanium by~1! NTD and ~2! metallurgical method
~after Ref. 17!.
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results in their correlated distribution, i.e. formation
donor-acceptor pairs. By contrast, the NTD process is ru
a low ~room! temperature. Even the unavoidable anneal
of radiation defects is performed substantially below t
melting temperature, where the impurities have a low mo
ity. This gives one grounds to hope to obtain closely co
pensated samples with a random impurity distribution.

First measurements of an NTD-doped Ge74-enriched
germanium were carried out at PTI in 1983.22 One obtained
by NTD a series ofn-type samples with a small compens
tion, K50.02620.056, depending on the actual enrichme
by the Ge74 isotope and the presence of trace amounts
Ge70, an isotope which transmutes to an acceptor impu
Ga71. The high cost and small amounts of the isotop
enriched germanium dioxide provided by the Isotope Fu
of the Kurchatov Institute required development of a tec
nology of growing and purification of tiny Ge crystals a fe
grams in weight, a problem involving serious technical d
ficulties. By mixing the isotopically enriched Ge74 with natu-
ral germanium one could subsequently prepare and s
n-type samples with compensationsK50.12, 0.38, and
0.54.23 Samples withK.0.820.9 were also produced.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Berkele
California, is another center where such research is be
carried out. The scientists of this laboratory report of hav
grown miniature crystals from Ge70- and Ge74-enriched ma-
terials ~which were obtained also from the Isotope Fund

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the resistivity ofn-Gê As& for different
compensations~after Ref. 19!: 1 — starting sample (ND5131016 cm23,
K50); 2–4 — compensation by increasing the concentration of galliu
acceptor impurity produced in the sample through Ge70 transmutation 15,
27, and 51 days after neutron irradiation in a reactor at a doseF53
31017 cm22; 5–12 — further compensation by gamma-ray irradiation.K:
~2! 0.67,~3! 0.82,~4! 0.90,~5! 0.944, and~6! 0.956. For higher compensa
tions determination ofK from Hall measurements is impossible because
samples become inhomogeneous.
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Kurchatov Institute! and from a mixture of these isotope
which permitted obtainingp-type NTD-Ge samples withK
lying within the 0–0.76 range.24,25

In silicon, the possibilities of isotope engineering a
limited by the fact that only one Si isotope, Si30, is presently
used for transmutation doping. True, its natural occurrenc
only 3.1%, so that enrichment of natural Si by this isoto
would increase up to 30 times the limiting phosphorus c
centration introduced by NTD, but the economical feasibil
of this project appears doubtful. The possibility of silico
enrichment by the Si28 isotope is also discussed in th
literature.25 This should result in an increase of the heat co
ductivity of Si, which would be favorable for integrated ci
cuit development.

In conclusion, consider the immediate prospects of
search in this area, which, in our opinion, are connected w
development of multilayer structures, based on alternatio
the Ge70 and Ge74 isotopes in Si/Si12xGex heterojunctions or
of three isotopes, Ge70, Ge72, and Ge74, in a purely germa-
nium structure,26 with subsequent NTD. One will produce i
this wayp-i -n superlattices, with the main feature being th
the processes of growth of the superlattice and of its dop
are in this method separated. In a standard epitaxial
proach, these processes are combined, which results in
tual detrimental effects, namely, a diffuse interface beca
of the impurities floating up during the layer growth, and
enhanced number of defects in the growing layer becaus
the influence of the impurities present in the latter. In t
isotope method, the layers are grown without impurities a
should have an ideal structure, because Ge isotopes
chemically identical. Subsequent transmutation doping
defect annealing would be performed at a comparatively
temperature and are not expected to degrade the inte
and the layer structure.

The present report is in memory of Academician V. M
Tuchkevich, who made a large contribution to organizat
of NTD-Si on an industrial scale and development of t
corresponding work at the PTI. I owe particular gratitude
A. N. Ionov for a long cooperation. M. L. Kozhukh, A. G
Zabrodski�, M. D. Lyubalin, I. M. Lazebnik, and
R. Rentzsch took active part in various stages of this wo
for which I express to them sincere thanks.
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Application of the theory of algebraic systems for creating a hierarchy of solid
structures formed under equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions

G. A. Domrachev* ) and A. I. Lazarev

Institute of Metalloorganic Chemistry, Russian Academy of Sciences, 603600 Nizhny Novgorod, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 799–804~May 1999!

A unified hierarchy is proposed for molecular and solid structures formed under equilibrium
~ideal crystals! or nonequilibrium conditions~real crystals, fractally ordered crystalline,
quasicrystalline, and amorphous solids, as well as composite solid materials that are aperiodic on
an atomic-molecular level but are periodic on a macroscopic level!. The construction of this
hierarchy is based on applying the theory of algebraic systems~groups, rings, and fields! to the
multiplication of an initial structure in space depending on an inflation coefficient~numbers!
expressed in the general formQ5(n1mAl )/k. Examples are presented of molecular and polymer
structures described by groups or rings, fractally ordered solids whose structures are
described by fields, and solids with damped or self oscillations in their composition, whose
structures are described by fields or periodic rings of fields with complex spatial multiplication
factors. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01105-3#
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Molecular systems and structures of crystals are
scribed by ‘‘groups’’ as algebraic systems. Molecular s
tems are described by ‘‘point group symmetries’’ and cr
tals, by ‘‘space groups.’’ A ‘‘ring’’ algebraic system
describes complicated molecular systems with partia
~most often ‘‘hidden’’! ordered and almost independent su
systems~some metalloorganic compounds and complex
oligomers and polymers, including fullerenes and nanopip
biological molecules!. A ‘‘field’’ algebraic system generate
structures which have all the characteristics of fie
~‘‘sources,’’ ‘‘sinks,’’ ‘‘gradients,’’ and ‘‘vortices’’!. These
systems describe physical systems which can be fractally
dered. These last grow in energy and concentration~mass!
fields and create aperiodic structures such as quasicrys
Their aperiodicity is caused by the absence of a transla
operator in the solid, but they can have rotational symme
and fractal ordering. A real representation of the grow
spatial structures after multiplying by a complex numb
makes it possible to explain the different types of spatial a
energy oscillations controlled by the mass and energy flu
The formation of macroscopic periodic systems withou
periodicity on an atomic scale has been observed du
MOCVD processes.

1. It is known that the metal constituent can have a la
influence on the structure and properties of metalloorga
compounds~MOCs! in the molecular and condensed stat
as well as of their condensed~solid or liquid! decomposition
products. Both the ordering of other atoms around a gi
atom within an MOC molecule and the ordering of the ato
of the metal and, perhaps, of atoms of other elements pre
in the system of condensed decomposition products o
MOC ~carbon, hydrogen, compounds of the metal with th
and with other elements! depend on the position of the met
atom in the periodic table~i.e., on the energy and spatia
characteristics of a metal atom!.

Depending on how far the system is from a state
7201063-7834/99/41(5)/5/$15.00
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equilibrium, the structures of MOCs and systems of co
densed decomposition products of MOCs can have a st
ture ranging from crystalline, where there is order on
atomic-molecular level, all the way to an x-ray amorpho
state, in which there is not even short-range order on
atomic or molecular level, but periodic structures can ex
on a macroscopic level.

The structures of MOC molecules, such as ferrocen
bis-cyclo pentadienyl iron or bis-chlorobenzene, can have
extremely high symmetry. At the same time, there are co
pounds with properties similar to them which do not ha
any molecular symmetries, such as cyclo- pentadien
chlorobenzene. The structure of MOC molecules, like ot
molecules, are described by the group theory of algeb
systems,1 in particular, by ‘‘point groups.’’

The structure of the condensed state of MOCs and t
decomposition products can be mono- and polycrystal
states with periodic molecular and atomic composition a
order reaching a macroscopic level. The ideal structure
crystalline bodies is also described by group theory as a
braic systems, in particular, by ‘‘space~Fedorov! groups.’’
These descriptions, however, only apply to ‘‘ideal equili
rium states’’ in the condensed phase.

Under real, nonequilibrium and, essentially, irreversib
conditions, when energy and mass fluxes are present,
densed states are formed by processes which take a
time and result in the formation of a variety of differe
structures: gradient, fractally ordered, porous, layered wit
periodicity only on a macroscopic level, etc. These structu
are presently discussed in terms of synergetics or the th
of dynamic systems, as well as by using the mathematic
the theory of nonlinear oscillations.2,3

Because of their structure, the condensed states
MOCs and their decomposition products formed under n
equilibrium conditions have properties which are unusual
ordinary crystalline bodies. For example, nonlinear opti
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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properties have been observed in some industrial MOCs
polymers, liquid-crystal properties in high substitutio
MOCs and polymers, electrooptical effects, etc. For films
the solid decomposition products of MOCs under noneq
librium conditions in the MOCVD process, gradien
composition-layered, and fractally-ordered structures ty
cally develop which have high durability and corrosion r
sistance, anomalously low temperature coefficients of e
trical resistivity ~for chromium films!, acoustic emission
during formation, anomalous stability of pores of certa
sizes, and micro- and nanocomposite compositions in
solid phase. Similar properties are possessed by
fullerenes, nanopipes in the condensed phase, in the l
shungite, and graphite inclusion compounds, as well as
merous layered (MoS2 , TaS2 , Fe~PS3)2, double and triple
oxides of P, As, and the metals Zr, Hf, U, etc.! solid com-
pounds, and the micro and macrozeolites.

For many years, the authors have systematically stud
both the structure of MOC molecules and crystals, and
structure of the condensed decomposition products of MO
obtained by the breakup of MOCs during heterogeneous
solid or -liquid, liquid ~or MOC solution!-solid, and solid-
solid reactions, as well as during gaseous phase reac
with different methods of activation~thermal, plasma chemi
cal, photochemical, mechanochemical!.

The formation of all the above types of condensed sta
~from single crystal to x-ray amorphous, layered, and frac
lly ordered! has been observed experimentally. A theoreti
~mathematical! treatment of the formation of the condens
phase for these processes was first given in Ref. 4.

For a unified treatment of the structures of MOCs a
their condensed decomposition products, however, it
proposed5,6 that the theory of algebraic systems~groups,
rings, and fields!1 and number theory be used in a qualitati
classification to construct an hierarchy of the structures
the algebraic systems corresponding to them during for
tion of the condensed phase in the decomposition of che
cal compounds, in particular, MOCs. Possibilities not e
countered in the scientific literature were pointed out
treating molecules with high-symmetry fragments, olig
mers, and polymers, with the aid of algebraic ‘‘ring’’ sy
tems, along with the conditions under which they gener
‘‘groups’’ or ‘‘fields.’’ It is interesting that ‘‘fields’’ with
fractional and irrational multiplication factors of the spat
structure seed generate a fractal ordering in the conde
state of the material in space. When the seed spatial m
plication factors are imaginary, the algebraic ‘‘field’’ syste
corresponds to processes for formation of macroperio
structures which are not periodic on an atomic level~‘‘mani-
festation’’ of the imaginary nature of the multiplicatio
factors!.

Our purpose is to develop a theoretical apparatus
determining the mutual correspondence of algebraic syst
and real equilibrium and nonequilibrium structures in ord
to predict and describe the energy and spatial characteri
of molecular and polymeric systems, and of fractally a
spatially periodically ordered condensed states. There is
some interest in developing methods for estimating and
dicting the nonlinear properties of substances resulting fr
nd
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structures described by ‘‘rings’’ and ‘‘fields.’’
The experimental tasks in this work are to verify, im

prove, and confirm the theoretical advances in terms of
nonlinear properties of MOCs and polymers, and of films
inorganic phases obtained through the decomposition
MOCs under equilibrium and nonequilibrium conditions.

2. We propose using general number theory to obtain
effective solution for the problem of creating models for t
formation of complex molecules and solids under equil
rium and nonequilibrium~real! conditions from the vapor or
liquid phase. This makes it possible to analyze the differ
types of molecular and solid structures as they form. Sim
unit cells of a certain number of interacting atoms of one
several types can be multiplied in space using the s
similarity ~or inflation-deflation! coefficient Q, which can
take on any numerical value. The numberQ can be written
as the fraction

Q5~n1mAl !/k, ~1!

wheren, m, l, andk are arbitrary numbers.
When a simple unit cell is multiplied byQ, its structure

is repeated over larger or smaller scale lengths and diffe
types of spatial filling by the structure can occur, depend
on n, m, l, andk.

The simplest case occurs form50 andk51. ThenQ
5n. These conditions correspond to the natural series
numbers and the resulting solid structures correspond to
riodic packing of solids, beginning with atomic scale lengt
and on to macroscopic scale lengths. This process is kn
as crystallization. This case is difficult to attain under no
equilibrium conditions when energy and mass fluxes
present. Only when these fluxes are negligible does crys
lization occur. Crystal structures are described by ‘‘grou
theory7 as an algebraic system theory. It is also applicable
molecular systems. However, molecular systems are
scribed by point groups, and crystals, by space groups
which the point groups enter explicitly or implicitly as sub
groups ~in many molecular crystals or in the neares
neighbor ions in ionic crystals!. A ‘‘group’’ algebraic system
is characterized by only one operation, which is addit
~adding or subtracting as the opposite of adding! or multipli-
cative ~multiplication or division as the inverse of multipli
cation!. If the elements of the group are strongly coupled~are
not localized in separate spaces!, then the group is multipli-
cative. A given molecular system can be described by
additive or multiplicative group, depending on the for
whose interaction is being considered. Additive groups
used to describe systems with a weak interaction. Here
fragments~subgroups of the additive group! are essentially
independent of one another~zero overlap!. Groups describe
the simplest, as well as complicated, molecular systems
for the latter, with a low symmetry~e.g.,C1), this descrip-
tion is ineffective.

The next case occurs for integern, m, (l .0), and l /k
(k,1). In this caseQ forms an algebraic system with tw
defined operations: addition and multiplication. This kind
algebraic system is referred to as a ring.1,8 This case corre-
sponds to complicated molecular systems containing m
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FIG. 1. Examples of organometallic compounds and polymers represented by ‘‘groups’’ and ‘‘rings:’’~a! transition metal MOCs,~b! MOCs of transition
metals, acetyl acetonates, and ethane, and~c! polymers.
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partially ordered and almost independent subsystems.
this type of system has not been examined in the literat
even though these conditions exist in some organomet
compounds and complexes, polymers, biological macrom

FIG. 2. Two dimensional fractally ordered quasicrystalline structures re
sented by a ‘‘field:’’ ~a, b! modelling hexagonal carbon structures b
‘‘fields’’ that include a ‘‘ring’’ with a high degree of amorphization an
filamentary elements~a! and with a high degree of aromatization with ban
of polyaromatic structures as precursors of nanopipes~b!; ~c! the develop-
ment of a two dimensional fractal structure with an inflation coefficientQ
5(21A2) andC2 rotational symmetry and manifesting arbitrary filling o
‘‘stable fractal structures’’ by elements from preceding generations.
ut
e,
lic
l-

ecules, and, finally, pregraphite structures, fullerene der
tives, and nanopipes.

All the remaining cases, wherekÞ0, Q is a fraction or
irrational number, andl .0, create ‘‘field’’ algebraic
systems1 and the structures generated in these cases hav
the properties of fields~i.e., ‘‘sources,’’ ‘‘sinks,’’ ‘‘gradi-
ents,’’ and ‘‘vortices’’!. These systems have spatial gradie
over the elements contained in the structure and can be
fined as fractally ordered spatial systems. These system
ways develop under nonequilibrium conditions when ene
and mass fluxes are present~in energy and concentration, o
mass, fields! and create aperiodic structures, including,
particular, ‘‘amorphous’’ and quasicrystalline bodies form
under nonequilibrium conditions. The aperiodicity of the
structures is related to the absence of a translation opera
in the solid blocks, but they can have rotational symme
axes of arbitrary order and retain fractal ordering. Real s
tems of this sort have apparently not been considered in
terials science, except in a few of our recent papers9–14

where methods were developed for constructing quasic
talline structures over a fractal skeleton which revealed
possibility of forming structures like pores~closed, stable
fractal forms!, within which ‘‘local crystallization’’ is pos-
sible over many generations, i.e., the pores can be part
filled with ‘‘primary construction material’’ that has a pack
ing structure possessed of a translation operation. The s
of these pores and, thereby, of the local crystals is fracta
nature.

For a long time architects and artists have used
‘‘golden mean’’ for creating beautiful aperiodic structure
with irrationally ordered symmetries in buildings. A muc
more complicated irrational ordering occurs in living natu
in an open nonequilibrium system capable of living amo
inorganic material on the earth, as was often pointed out
Academicians Shubnikov and Belov.

Special cases of complex system formation occur
l ,0. A real representation of developing spatial structu
obtained by multiplying by a complex number allows us
obtain an explanation for various types of spatial oscillatio
in the structural components under nonequilibrium and eq
librium conditions for the formation of solids~see
Mel’nikov,15 Zhuk,15 and Almazov16!. These oscillations, as
well as stable, stationary states and self oscillations, a
consequence of nonlinear kinetics in nonequilibrium p
cesses~often irreproducible!, accompanied by mass and e
ergy fluxes through the system that are difficult to contr
This case represents the formation of macroperiodic syst
with a lack, compared to crystalline systems, of periodic
~an aperiodicity! on an atomic size scale. The latter are p
riodic on macroscopic and atomic scale lengths. This beh
ior has been examined and discussed using the theor
nonlinear oscillations for deposition from the vapor pha
~MOCVD processes!15–19 in the general and some particula
cases of the deposition of solids under conditions of limi
mass~diffusion, laminar flows, vortices! and energy trans-
port ~heat transfer!.15 It is interesting that damped and force
oscillations produce structures that are described
‘‘fields,’’ while self oscillating regimes in the growth of sol
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ids lead to macroperiodic structures corresponding to an
ditive combination of ‘‘rings.’’

3. As an illustration, we hoped to demonstrate a cor
spondence between groups, rings, and fields and severa
lecular structures in organometallic compounds, polym
and quasicrystalline carbon compounds with inclusions,
well as some MOCVD structures corresponding to fields a
rings ~Figs. 1–3!. It may be assumed that transcenden
numbers, such asp, e, etc., also form their own sets of struc
tures, but these numbers and the structures correspondi
them14 have not been examined here.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research~grant No. 96-15-97455! and the Ministry
of Science of the Russian Federation~grant Metall-1 in the

FIG. 3. Actual structures of thin slices of the transverse cross section
chromium coatings obtained by MOCVD with damped oscillations~a! and
with self oscillations~b!. Case~a! corresponds to a ‘‘field’’~gradient mate-
rial! and case~b!, to a periodic structure from ‘‘rings.’’
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Disordered solids: universal behavior of structure, dynamics, and transport phenomena
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Disordered materials~glasses and amorphous substances, melts, polymers, biological media, etc.!
are an important class of objects. Despite the chaos usually associated with their structure,
glasses and amorphous substances of various kinds~semiconducting, dielectric, metallic! possess
a universal spatial scale length;1 nm, an order parameter, which can be as important
theoretically as the unit cell for crystals. The disorder in disordered substances is not absolute;
the periodicity positions of atomic inherent in crystals is maintained within a few
coordination spheres and is then somehow destroyed. The way in which the order breaks down
makes it possible to distinguish the glasses from amorphous materials in terms of the
form of the structural correlation function. The inhomogeneities in question are not exotic,
unique formations or analogs of defects in crystals, but are the fragments out of which amorphous
substances and glasses are entirely constructed. The spatial inhomogeneity of disordered
substances having a characteristic scale length of;1 nm leads to some universal characteristics
in their vibrational properties, changes the relaxation mechanism for electronic excitation,
and determines the specific features of charge transport. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!01205-8#
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From the viewpoint of fundamental science, the struct
of amorphous substances and glasses is basic to solid-
physics. How is the world constructed under the conditio
of disorder with which these substances are usually ass
ated? This question is no easier to answer than many o
fundamental problems of astrophysics and elementary
ticle physics.

Of all the states of matter, only the crystalline sta
stands out distinctly in terms of the geometric ordering a
positioning of its atoms over fairly long distances. This h
permitted major experimental advances in the understan
of the crystalline state and the development of satisfac
theoretical models. Noncrystalline materials~the overwhelm-
ing majority of amorphous substances, glasses, and liquid
practical use!, however, do not have this order if one a
proaches them with ‘‘crystalline’’ measures. This create
perception that there is no universality to their structure a
the only thing one can do is to study each substance, atte
to construct a model of its structure, and find individual c
teria for controlling its properties. This approach does
appear to be productive, but it is widespread.

It is well known that all amorphous materials with ve
different types of short-range order~covalent lattices, metal
lic glasses, polymers, etc.! have a number of properties i
common. These include a linear temperature dependenc
specific heat and a quadratic one for temperaturesT<1 K,
an excess density of vibrational states forT;5220 K, the
Vogel–Fulcher law for their relaxation properties at hi
temperatures, the 2/3 rule for the relationship between
vitrification and melting temperatures, etc. The existence
such universal behaviors suggests that it is based on com
features in the structure of amorphous materials.

There are now many models for the structure of am
7251063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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phous substances which explain the experimentally obse
behavior to some extent. The most widely recognized
them, which describes the low-energy vibrational behav
is the soft-potential model,1 which arose as a generalizatio
of a phenomenological model for two-level systems.2,3 The
microscopic nature of soft potentials is, however, still u
clear and has not yet been explained.

Attempts to describe amorphous substances and gla
as ‘‘bad’’ crystals have never ceased. It is assumed that t
are quasicrystalline: although the distances between ne
boring atoms fluctuate irregularly, on average they dif
little from the mean. In this case it is possible to introduce
coordination scale length in which the potential of a chain
approximately periodic. One of the first such approaches
used by Gubanov in the early 1960’s.4 In 1998 Alexander5

again proposed using a Cauchy–Born expansion for desc
ing amorphous substances. Nevertheless, he understan~a
large part of the review is devoted to this point! that the main
obstacle is the impossibility of defining a ‘‘reference’’ stat
relative to which the expansion is carried out.

We believe that quasicrystalline concepts of the struct
of amorphous substances in the sense of Refs. 4 and 5 sh
be avoided. The physical properties and geometry of am
phous materials are closely related. The disorder in am
phous substances is topological, and topological defects
not be eliminated by small displacements of the atoms. T
requires a global realignment of the structure.

A possible basis for new approaches to the theoret
description of amorphous substances and glasses might
recognition of the fact that the disorder in these material
not absolute. The periodicity in the positions of the ato
intrinsic to crystals is maintained over several coordinat
spheres, and then somehow destroyed. The distance
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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which order is still preserved can be characterized by
correlation radiusRc of the structure. Various estimates fo
amorphous and glassy materials yieldRc;1 nm.6 Here it is
appropriates to note that the way the order in the ato
positions breaks up within a few coordination spheres is
ferent for amorphous substances and glasses. In glasse
loss of ordering takes place comparatively smoothly~the
structure correlation functionF(R) is exponential!, while
amorphous substances consist of fairly perfect small crys
lites @(F(R) is gaussian#. The characteristic form of the
structural correlation function can be determined by Ram
scattering.7 Over scales much longer thanRc , amorphous
substances are well described as continuous media to w
many results of conventional crystallography apply ful
Here the situation is similar to a fractal description: fracto
occur over small distances, and a continuum over long
tances.

Experiments have long indicated the existence of so
kind of universal structural formations on scale lengths
;1 nm. This is shown by data from x-ray structure stud
~the first sharp diffraction peak!, small-angle x-ray scatter
ing, dark-field electron microscopy, neutron scattering, a
Raman scattering. But, to judge from numerous articles,
overwhelming majority of experimentalists and theorists
not take this fundamental property of amorphous substan
into account.

Probably the main argument against using the concep
structural inhomogeneities with a scale length of;1 nm is
the question of how the boundaries between them are
structed. The microcrystallite theory of glass structure p
posed by Lebedev8 was unacknowledged precisely becau
the question of the structure of the boundary between c
tallites was not answered. Many physicists regard the bou
aries as some kind of amorphized layer with a thickness
the order of a few interatomic distances. Its structure
only be imagined.

Meanwhile, approaches have long been under deve
ment which relate the topological disorder in amorpho
substances to the presence of characteristic structural
ments, i.e., dislocations. One of these is associated with
names of Kleman, Sadoc, and Likhachev.9–11 Their model
proceeds from the assumption that an amorphous subst
can be described as a substance with an ordered structu
a curved space. Disorder develops after the crystal is map
from the curved space into real euclidean space. This m
ping cannot be done without distortions, which lead to
loss of order. But the distortions are not arbitrary disruptio
of the order; they take place in accordance with comple
defined laws and, specifically, as a result of the appeara
of linear, rotational defects, i.e., disclinations, which cau
topological disordering of the structure of amorphous s
stances.

A second approach, associated with the names of Riv
Nelson, and Sethna,12–14 is based on introducing a nonab
lian gauge field, which makes it possible to take into acco
the invariance of the structures of amorphous substan
with respect to local rotations. Fields of this type are a
associated with disclinations. Their stress tensor is prop
tional to the disclination density tensor.
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The two approaches are interrelated. Noneuclidean
ometry can be described in a language which is a spe
case of nonabelian gauge fields. The curvature tensor is
portional to the stress tensor of the field.

Introducing disclinations makes it possible to overcom
the contradiction between the two major specifications de
ing the structure: minimizing the local energy and the de
est possible occupation of space. The density of disclinati
in an amorphous substance must be very high, while
distance between them must be on the order of a few in
atomic distances. Disclinations divide an amorphous s
stance into regions within which the crystalline order is p
served to a substantial degree.

Thus, physicists have measured an inhomogeneity s
length which appears to be;1 nm, and the mathematician
have proposed a model of boundaries for these inhomog
ities. We showed back in 1977 that glass has a crystal
order over scale lengths;1 nm.15,16

The inhomogeneities of concern here are not exo
unique formations or analogs of defects in crystals, but
the fragments out of which amorphous substances
glasses are entirely constructed. In this sense they ca
regarded as analogs of the unit cells of crystals.

The spatial inhomogeneity of amorphous substances
glasses with a characteristic scale length of;1 nm leads to
the appearance of universal behavior in their vibratio
properties, changes the relaxation mechanism for electr
excitation, and determines the specific features of cha
transport.

As noted above, glasses have an excess density~com-
pared to the Debye density! of vibrational states at energie
of 2-10 meV~3-15 K!. The excess vibrational density show
up as a peak, which exceeds the Debye vibrational den
for this energy by a factor of 2-6 in different materials. A
excess vibrational density is observed in all glasses. It sh
up in low-energy inelastic-neutron-scattering spectra, lo
frequency Raman scattering~the ‘‘boson peak’’!, far-IR ab-
sorption, and low-temperature specific heat and thermal c
ductivity. We assume that there is reason to relate the ex
vibrational density in glasses at 3-15 K to their having
characteristic length, an average ordering radius, with a s
length of;1 nm. The low frequency vibrational excitation
responsible for the excess vibrational density are localize
the structural nanoinhomogeneities in our model.17 There
have also been a number of experiments on models w
confirm the possibility, in principle, of this mechanism fo
the development of an excess vibrational density.18 Data on
low-temperature heat conduction in a wide range of glas
have been analyzed19 and it was found that, in the platea
region, the Ioffe–Regel criterion for phonon localization
satisfied:l;l, where l is the mean-free path determined f
strong scattering on the scale of the structural inhomogen
andl is the phonon wavelength. Comparing these data w
measurements of the thermal conductivity in aggrega
where the localization shows up on a scale length equa
the correlation length of the structure, yielded a correlat
length of 10-30 Å for the glasses. The size distribution of t
nanoinhomogeneities can be described by a logarith
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function with a universal dispersion of the logarithm of fr
quencys50.48.17

The low-energy features of the vibrational spectra
glasses can have a significant influence on their propertie
high, as well as lowT, up to the vitrification temperature
Thus, the contribution of low-energy phonons to the mag
tude of the mean-square thermal vibrations of the atom
enhanced by a factor proportional to the reciprocal of
square of their frequency. Therefore,20 in glasses the exis
tence of an excess low-energy vibrational density, in an
tegral amount of 10%, raises the amplitude of the therm
vibrations by 30-40% compared to the corresponding cr
tals at the same temperature. At the vitrification point,
amplitude of the thermal vibrations is extremely close to
level in the corresponding crystals at the melting point. T
relationship between the vitrification and melting tempe
tures in materials having the same chemical composi
found20 using the Lindemann criterion is determined by t
parameters of the excess low-energy vibrational density
amplitude, the position of the maximum, and the univer
dispersion of the log-normal distribution with respect to t
frequency of the excess vibrational density. The ratioTg /Tm

was very close to 2/3, the well known empirical rule. In the
materials, as in amorphous silicon and germanium, ther
no excess vibrational density at low energies: the boson p
actually merges with the line corresponding to theTA mode.
Thus, these materials do not vitrify and, when they
cooled below the melting point, they crystallize rapidly
accord with the fact that in them, as opposed to the glas
the amplitude of the thermal vibrations is close to that in
crystal state.

In amorphous substances and glasses, the physics o
relaxation of electronic excitation differs fundamentally fro
that in crystals. In media with spatial dispersion in th
properties, the excitation energy is localized over sc
lengths on the order of the correlation radius of the structu
Energy transfer from the electronic subsystem to the ion c
takes place in two steps: in the first, high-frequency lo
phonons are generated in a region bounded by the correla
radius Rc of the structure and only then, after some tim
delay, is energy pumped into long-wavelength vibratio
Localized phonons are ‘‘trapped’’ inside the structural c
relation region and have a unique spectrum which depe
on the characteristic size~only phonons with wave number
from kmax;kD to Ak8;1/Rc are present!. The excess energ
associated with local vibrations is dispersed only throu
phonon-phonon interactions and the localization time m
exceed the reciprocal of the characteristic phonon frequ
cies by an order of magnitude. This delay in energy remo
leads to an interesting phenomenon: structural realignm
in amorphous materials and glasses driven by light of a
trarily low intensity. Each absorbed photon can change
structure of the nanoregion where it is absorbed. Struct
changes of this sort have been observed most clearly in c
cogenide glasses and, to some extent, in all other glasse
amorphous substances.6 A local heating model21 explains the
experimental data most rigorously and completely.

Nanoinhomogeneities have also been observed in exp
ments on current transport. Usually the temperature dep
f
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dence of the conductivity is a smooth curve with an activ
tion energy that falls as the temperature is lowered. As a r
this is interpreted in terms of several exponential segme
corresponding to the known charge-transport mechanis
through a zone of delocalized states, through localized st
near the Fermi level, and through states lying above
Fermi level of the material. However, our analysis of t
numerous experimental data shows that, in a whole serie
cases, the temperature dependence of the conductivity o
material can be represented in an entirely different man
by an inverse Arrhenius law, rather than as a sum of tw
three, or more exponentials having different activation en
gies.

Phenomenologically, an inverse Arrhenius law for t
temperature dependence of the conductivity can be obta
by considering the fluctuations in the potential and the spa
fluctuations in the mobility. Then, treating the conductivi
of a highly inhomogeneous medium using percolati
theory, we find that the only effective participants in th
conductivity are carriers lying within a narrow energy inte
val kT near a percolation levelEc corresponding to the de
velopment of a critical conducting cluster. The necessary
culations have been done elsewhere.22

Note that an inverse Arrhenius law has long been kno
for the temperature dependence of the photoluminesce
intensity in disordered materials, in particular for amorpho
silicon and chalcogenides.23 This law is explained by a com
petition between radiative and nonradiative recombinat
channels. We have seen24 that the transport of charged ca
riers and their recombination in disordered solids are clos
interrelated.

Therefore, despite the chaos usually associated with
structure of disordered substances, they do have a unive
spatial scale length, an order parameter that is character
of amorphous substances and glasses of various kinds~semi-
conducting, dielectric, metallic!. Size effects determine th
experimentally observed features of their vibrational prop
ties, relaxation of electronic excitation, and charge transp
A continuum description of amorphous substances
glasses is applicable only on scale lengths exceeding
characteristic correlation length.
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A modified phenomenological model is proposed for calculating the formation energy of carbon
nanoclusters which makes it possible to analyze the regions of existence of clusters of
various forms. A new parameter of the model, which corresponds to passivation of broken carbon
bonds, affects the shape of the equilibrium optimum clusters, i.e., those having a minimum
energy for a fixed number of atoms. Analytic dependences of equilibrium-configuration states
determining the existence of spheroidal closed clusters, nanopipes, and fragments of a
graphite plane, on the broken-bond energy parameter obtained in this model are presented.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01305-2#
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Theoretical studies of the synthesis of carbon nanoc
ters in electric arcs or by laser ablation of graphite, in m
lecular and atomic beams, by igniting hydrocarbons, or
other methods are difficult since the conditions for synthe
~Cluster production techniques have been reviewed by Sm
ley et al.1! are utterly different and the set of synthesiz
clusters is usually diverse and hard to classify. At presen
has been established firmly that a large number of small
bon clusters are present in the synthesis products: pres
ably linear chains~carbene type or with free bonds! or frag-
ments of a monolayer of a graphite plane~graphene
fragments!. More compact nanoclusters have also be
found: with cylindrical and spherical shapes or unclos
fragments of these with characteristic radii of a few n
Conditions have been found2 for synthesizing rather long
~severalmm! cylindrical clusters, i.e., nanopipes, with var
ous diameters. Fragments of conical surfaces, multila
clusters, etc., have been observed among the clusters.
theoretical description of the synthesis of carbon nanoc
ters is also complicated because, up to now, no final con
sion has been reached as to how much this process is d
mined by the reaction kinetics, or by an energy or entro
factor. Little is known about the reaction kinetics for form
tion of the various clusters, while the formation energies o
large number of isomers CN have been calculated by variou
methods, ranging from phenomenological to first-princip
calculations. We have proposed3 a unified approach to the
energy characteristics of the formation of carbon nanoc
ters with a curved surface like graphite. It allows us to co
pare the formation energy of fullerenes with different shap
so that it is possible to determine the most energetically
vorable clusters~i.e., the clusters having the minimum fo
mation energy for a fixed number of atoms! in a continuum
approximation. These calculations allow us to judge
probability of forming clusters of a given shape for an eq
librium synthesis process~while including the entropy facto
does not significantly change the free energy!, as well as
whether a given isomer is in equilibrium. Note that an~en-
ergetically! nonequilibrium state of the cluster CN is not nec-
essarily unstable. Examining the stability of a state require
detailed study of the kinetics of a specific transition by t
7291063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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cluster from one state of configuration space to another.
Our method has been formulated in earlier papers4 and is

based on expanding the total formation energy of a clu
into independent~in our approximation! terms corresponding
to: ~1! the ‘‘seed’’ formation energy of graphene~this con-
stant term determines the reference level and will not
included in the following calculations!; ~2! the energy of
curvature of the cluster surface, which is analogous to
elastic deformation energy of a plane;~3! the energy associ
ated with pentagonal defects that are not characteristic
graphene; and,~4! the energy of broken bonds. This paper
devoted to accounting for the passivation of broken bon
which in terms of the model corresponds to varying t
broken-bond energy parameter. Here we show that
modification of the model leads to a change in the results
the energy equilibrium in the configuration space of clust
having different shapes. Specifically, it has been shown5 that
‘‘softening’’ the bonds changes the energy diagram for
phases relationship between flat fragments of graphene
spheres~and nanopipes! in favor of the uncoiled fragments

In the first part of the paper, we formulate a model a
study the effect of the magnitude of the broken bond ene
on the shape of an optimum cluster with nanopipes as
example. The energy diagram for the coexistence of n
opipes and flat graphene fragments is constructed in the
ond part. We also illustrate the change in the diagram w
the bonds are ‘‘softened.’’ The third part is devoted to c
culating the critical value of the bond ‘‘softness,’’ which
defined as the value at which the equilibrium positions of
different states in configuration space undergo a change

1. EFFECT OF THE ‘‘SOFTNESS’’ OF BROKEN BONDS ON
THE OPTIMUM CLUSTER SHAPE

We shall specify the formation energy of a clust
through its geometric dimensions and shape. The greate
curvature of the cluster surface, the higher the energy a
ciated with bond deformation. The first parameter of t
model is a phenomenological parameter that specifies
characteristic deformation energy of a single bond for u
curvature and has been chosen equal toEc.0.9 eV.6 The
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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second model parameter takes the nonequivalence of
bonds into partial account: it is the appearance energy fo
pentagons in a hexagonal graphene lattice forming a clo
cluster3 and it wasE5.17.7 eV. ~Each closed polyhedra
cluster consisting of vertices with three edges should,
cording to the Gauss–Bonnet theorem, have 12 pentag
facets. Each pentagon in the cluster lattice is associated
a topological surface curvature of 4p/12. It is easy to under-
stand that a pentagonal disclination corresponds to the
moval of 1/6 of a hexagonal lattice.! The broken bond en
ergy, the last model parameter, was considered to
invariant and equal to the dissociation energy of a car
bond in graphite,Eb52.355 eV.

It is energetically favorable to reduce the radius of
cluster, so as to reduce the number of broken bonds on
open perimeter. This process leads to an increase in the
vature and in the energy associated with it. Thus, the ene
of formation can be optimized with respect to the geome
shape of the cluster. We shall refer to a cluster having m
mum formation energy for a constant numberN of atoms as
‘‘optimum.’’ The optimum is attained by varying the cluste
dimensions while leaving the topological surface type u
changed. For example, for a cylindrical surface the total
ergy of an optimum nanopipe increases asN1/3 ~Ref. 6!,
whereN58pRH/3A3 is the number of atoms in the nan
opipe, andH andR are its length and radius.~Note that all
the distances here and in the following are given in units
carbon bonds, which we assume to be fixed and equalb
.1.4 Å.! We can calculateH andR of an optimum nanopipe
for arbitrary fixedN:

R05R* S N

N*
D 1/3

, H052R* S N

N*
D 2/3

; ~1!

and thereby completely determine the shape of an optim
cluster. Here we use the constantR* 53Ec /Eb and theN*
516pR

*
2 /3A3.13 atoms determined by it. Obviously

‘‘softening’’ of the bonds shows up formally in the transfo
mationEb→jEb , where the new model parameterj varies
from unity to zero as the broken bonds are passivated.
bond passivation we mean both any possible real phys
chemical processes and a partial accounting for the fact
the initial and final reaction products can contain other e
ments besides carbon, for example, during burning of hyd
carbons to yield purely carbon clusters.

Formal substitution ofj in Eq. ~1! for R and H shows
that the length of the optimum nanopipe decreases, while
radius increases asH;j1/3 andR;j21/3 whenj is reduced.
For the same number of atoms the optimum cluster sh
becomes flatter, corresponding to dominance of the energ
curvature and the growth of the perimeter resulting from
reduction in the curvature of the surface.

We also write down an expression for the total energy
the optimum cluster~Recall that this is the minimum energ
that a nanopipe can have for a fixed number of atoms.!

E056pA3EcS N

N*
D 1/3

. ~2!
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This dependence for the energy is important in study
the region of equilibrium between nanopipes and flat cl
ters.

2. EQUILIBRIUM BETWEEN NANOPIPES AND FLAT
FRAGMENTS OF GRAPHENE

In our model the specific energy of a carbon atom
graphene is exactly zero~by definition!, so that an infinite
flat sheet of graphite would be the most energetically fav
able ~equilibrium! configuration. But for a finite, flat cluste
we necessarily obtain a number of broken bonds. The t
energy of the broken bonds is not small and often sets
direction of cluster conformation processes toward the f
mation of maximally closed clusters. In any case, reduc
the open perimeter of an unclosed cluster is energetic
favorable. Therefore, of the flat fragments, the clusters wit
circular shape have the minimum energy.a! The formation
energy of this type of cluster, which is proportional to i
perimeter, depends on the number of atoms asAN.

Let us now find the domain of existence of nanopip
with energies lower than that of a flat graphene fragme
including the possible passivation of the broken bon
Among arbitrary nanopipes, the optimum clusters have
minimum energy, so we shall calculate first the energy d
ference between an optimum nanopipe and a flat, circ
cluster. Obviously, this difference should change sign, si
the energy of a nanopipe increases more slowly with
number of atoms and, for a small cluster size this sh
should be energetically unfavorable.5 In fact, this occurs for

N<Nt5729N* /64.148 atoms. ~3!

Beginning with this number of atoms, the formation of
nanopipe is more energetically favorable than that of a
cluster. Figure 1 is a configurational-equilibrium energy d
gram for nanopipes and flat clusters. WhenN5Nt ,
nanopipes of a fixed shape defined by Eqs.~1! can develop.

We have obtained an analytic~in the limit R@R* ! rela-
tion for the cluster dimensions which determine the bou
aries of the nanopipe region,

N1.N* S R

R*
D 2

2OS R

R*
D ~4!

for the right-hand boundary, at which the clusters have
same length and diameter. A flattened shape of this sort
responds to a negligible energy of curvature, while the en
gies of the broken bonds in the two types of clusters alm
compensate one another. Obviously, the position of
boundary should not be sensitive to ‘‘softening’’ of the bin
ing energy. In fact, neitherN1, nor R1 or H1 contain the
parameterjEb . On the other hand, the left boundary,

N2.4N* S R

R*
D 4

24N* S R

R*
D 3

1OS R2

R
*
2 D ~5!

is shifted significantly:N2;j2 for constantR. This is under-
standable since, in this case, a nanopipe is extremely e
gated, while the energy of its broken bonds is extremely l
compared to the energy of curvature, which also comp
sates the energy of a flat graphene fragment. The latter
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creases when the broken bonds are ‘‘softened’’ and
nanopipe that was energetically favorable before, now h
higher energy than a flat cluster. The domain of existenc
the nanopipes, therefore, becomes narrower when the b
are ‘‘softened.’’

The minimum size of a nanopipe, which is energetica
favorable compared to a flat fragment and is specified by
~3!, also increases, with

Nt~j!5N* S 11
1

2j D 6

. ~6!

When j is reduced by a factor of two, the minimum siz
increases by a factor of 5.6.

3. ENERGY CHARACTERISTICS OF CLUSTERS WITH
PASSIVATED BONDS

In terms of our model, it was found that a spheric
cluster with minimum surface curvature and no brok
bonds has~for a fixed number of atoms! the lowest energy of
formation. Thus, a cluster with a different shape is out
equilibrium compared to a spheroidal shape for any num
of atoms.~This is not true for spherical clusters with a sm
number of atoms, since their formation energy is undere
mated by this model because of the very large curvature
because pentagonal defects inevitably adjoin one anothe
cluster sizesN,60. The energy of a cluster of this typ
cannot be described in a continuum approximation. Althou

FIG. 1. The domain of existence of nanopipes including the possible p
vation of broken bonds in theR, N plane ~the radius and the number o
atoms in relative units!. The smooth curves represent the boundaries of
region of nanopipes whose formation energy is less than for a circular f
ment of graphene with the same number of atoms. The dashed curve s
the change in the boundary of the region where nanopipes exist with p
vation of the broken carbon bonds. The shape of the clusters differs a
boundaries of the region; this is determined by the ratio of the energie
curvature and of the broken bonds at the perimeter of the nanopipe.
e
a

of
ds

q.
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Nlim gives a formal limit to the domain of applicability of Eq
~7!, it is clear physically that, as soon as the number of ato
in the cluster becomes equal to or less than 53 the number
of defects, the assumption that their interactions are sm
ceases to be correct, as does the entire interpolation form
~7!, which is based on the assumption that most of the ato
belong to a graphite-type hexagonal lattice.! For large clus-
ters the formation energy can be written in the form5

Esph5NsEcS 1

Nlim
2

1

ND , ~7!

where we have used the constantsNs52360316p/3A3
.1161 andNlim5Ns /(E5 /Ec116p/A3).24, which is de-
fined in terms ofE5.17.7 eV~the second parameter of ou
model!, the energy of the 12 noninteracting pentagonal
fects in a closed spheroidal cluster.

In Ref. 5 we showed that the equilibrium among sphe
cal and flat clusters, as well as among spheres and nanop
shifts when the bonds are softened. Let us consider the
ference in the formation energies of several clusters
spheres. This quantity is positive for any number of clus
atoms, since the energy of a sphere is minimal. Let us
sume that the energy of a given cluster is a universal po
law functionE5W(N/N* )dEc of the number of atoms in the
cluster relative toN* ~as was found for an optimum
nanopipe or for a flat circular fragment of graphene w
exponentsd51/3 and 1/2, respectively!. Then, for some
critical softeningjc the difference in the formation energie
first goes to zero for a certain numberNc of atoms. This
cluster is in equilibrium with a sphere. Its size and critic
softening are given by

Nc5NlimS 11
1

dD ,

jc5A 1

Ad Wd
S d

11dD (11d)/d N*
Nlim

S N*
Nlim

D 1/d

, ~8!

whereW is a dimensionless coefficient for a universal fun
tion of energy of these clusters, which equals 4pA3 for a flat
circular cluster and 6pA3 for an optimum nanopipe. The
values of the critical softening for these cases are 0.63
0.44.

In this paper, we have shown, therefore, that a pheno
enological continuum model proposed for calculating t
formation energies of carbon nanoclusters with curved s
faces can be modified to account for the passivation of b
ken carbon bonds at the cluster boundary~or to account for
the participation of pure carbon, as well as of clusters, in
reactions of carbon compounds!. The broken-bond energy i
used as a new parameter in the model. With an optim
nanopipe as an example, it is shown that, in the general c
this parameter affects the shape of an optimum cluster a
therefore, can change the region where clusters of diffe
shapes coexist. The above analysis indicates that the do
where energetically favorable~compared to a flat graphen
fragment! cylindrical clusters exist becomes narrower wi
bond ‘‘softening.’’ Analytical dependences of the numbe
of atoms for equilibrium configurations of states on t
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broken-bond energy parameter have been obtained in th
gion where spheroidal closed clusters, nanopipes, and f
ments of a graphene plane coexist. Since an infinite grap
crystal ~without broken bonds! is the most energetically fa
vorable configuration for carbon atoms, while the equil
rium energy characteristics of relatively small clusters
determined mainly by the size of the open perimeter o
cluster, even weak bond passivation causes a significant
in the equilibrium toward flat fragments. One might expe
energetically favorable~equilibrium! unclosed~nonspheri-
cal! clusters containing about a hundred atoms to app
when the broken bond energy is ‘‘softened’’ by a minimu
of a factor of two.
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Properties of lanthanide and actinide intermetallics are extremely interesting both for applications
and fundamental research. The impetus to start fundamental research onf-electron materials
doubtlessly was the determination of the ferromagnetic properties of UH3 and UD3 by the research
group of the Institute of Low Temperature and Structure Research in Wroclaw and detection
of the mixed valence state in samarium monochalcogenides at A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute
in Leningrad~at that time!. Since then, the phenomena of the mixed valence, heavy-
fermion, state as well as complicated magnetic structures have been under intensive investigation
in numerous laboratories all over the world. As examples, the exotic magnetic structures of
CeSb and UNi4B are described. Then the problems of the heavy-fermion state existing in UBe13

and UCu41xAl82x are presented. Next, the non-Fermi-liquid behavior appearing due to
magnetic instability is discussed. Finally, some perspective for further research is proposed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01405-7#
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Solid-state physics is strongly attached to materials. T
examples of materials which have recently been broadly
vestigated in many solid-state laboratories are those con
ing lanthanide and, to a lesser extent, actinide elements.
thanides and actinides are representatives of two families
involve the f-electron shell~however, heavier actinides ar
only artifically obtained! and are radioactive. The physic
properties of these two groups of elements and their c
pounds deserve much interest because of their intriguing
damental properties resulting from the electronic struct
and broad application. This last reason concerns, obviou
only lanthanides.

The properties of actinides became known after the
sults of the Manhattan Project were released, but the br
interest started as soon as pecularities of the actinide e
tronic structure became apparent.

Investigation of the physical properties of lanthanide
termetallics started about four decades ago when sepa
lanthanide elements became available and reasonably
samples were succesfully prepared~at first polycrystals and
latter single crystals!.

Magnetic studies soon found that a plentitude of m
netic behavior exists in these intermetallics, which in ma
instances is observed nowhere else. Therefore it is no wo
that one of the most important applications of the 4f -electron
materials is their use as hard magnetic materials. Ano
promising direction is the vast field of high-temperatu
superconductivity.

1. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

As mentioned above, both lanthanides and actinides
families of the elements which involve thef-electron shell.

However, there are striking differences between the
dividual representatives of these families depending on
degree of localization of thef-electrons resulting from thei
7331063-7834/99/41(5)/5/$15.00
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location in relation to the Fermi level, to the band states, a
to the spatial extension of thef-shell. In the majority of lan-
thanides and heavier actinides thef-electrons are localized
located below the Fermi level and protected from the infl
ence of surrounding and external factors. They exhibit loc
ized magnetic moments whose value is close to that of
free ion. These elements exhibit also magnetic order. H
ever, light actinides and some lanthanides which have e
tronic configurations close to the particularly stable ones,f 0,
f 7, and f 14, exhibit different behavior. Thef level is located
fairly close in energy to the valence and bonding electro
and to the Fermi level. As a result, thef electrons contribute
to the conduction process along with thed and s electrons
and hybridize with them strongly. The spatially extendef
shell is extremely sensitive to any influence of external f
tors such as pressure and magnetic and crystal fields. Th
fore, different interactions, existing in thef-electron ion in a
delicate balance, are the reason for the unusual proper
Examples of some of them will be described below, e.g.,
strong hybridization, huge magnetocrystalline anisotro
complex magnetic ordering, spin-fluctuation, heavy-fermio
Kondo lattice, mixed valence, etc., whenf-electron elements
form compounds.

2. ANOMALOUS LANTHANIDES AND ACTINIDES

The celebration of the Ioffe Institute Anniversary is
good occasion to remind us that the initiation of the fund
mental research onf-electron materials came from the Jub
lee Institute as well as from the team in which the pres
speaker has spent all his scientific life. It is odd that the fi
experiments concerned the actinides. In the late 194
W. Trzebiatowski and his coworkers, examining the ma
netic properties of uranium hydride and deuteride to de
mine the uranium electronic structure in these compoun
discovered ferromagnetism in both compounds bel
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Magnetic (H,T) phase dia-
gram for CeSb.8
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;180 K ~for detailed references see Ref. 1!. The authors
hesitated for a long time to publish unexpected results u
1952 when this fact was confirmed by other laboratories~see
Ref. 1!. The electronic structure of the uranium in semi-
intermetallic compounds is still a puzzle but magnetic ord
ing has been discovered in numerous compounds of uran
and other actinides.2–4 Now all types of magnetic ordering
and coherent states have been found in these compou
Available space does not permit us to discuss this problem
detail but some examples will be presented below.

The other phenomenon — mixed valence state — w
discovered in the Ioffe Institute in the 1960s when t
change in color of magnetic semiconductors — monocha
genides of samarium — was observed after applying a sm
stress. It was also found that the electrical resistivity of th
compounds, having semiconductor character, suddenly
creases under pressure, indicating the transformation
metallic state. Then such behavior was found in other co
pounds of Ce, Sm, Eu, Tm and Yb, developing under
influence of other factors, not only pressure. The early pe
of this research is summarized in Ref. 5; terminology,
models explaining this phenomenon, as well as more re
experimental results are collected in Ref. 6; and the m
recent experimental results are presented in Ref. 7.

Both these groups of phenomena are an indication
the unusual electronic structure of lanthanides and actin
is the reason for the uncommon properties of these mater

Below, we are going to discuss some examples of
behavior, starting with unusual magnetic structures. Figu
shows the (H,T) phase diagram observed for CeSb~see Ref.
8, for additional sources see Ref. 9!. This phase diagram
contains the largest number of collinear magnetic pha
ever known. It can be noted that there are 15 distinct pha
to
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7 of which are successively stabilized in zero field when
temperature is decreased, corresponding to long-period c
mensurate structures, as shown in Fig. 1.8 The magnetic field
creates the ferromagnetic layers and, at low temperatu
finally forms a simple ferromagnetic~F! structure. At higner
temperatures, the field destroys antiferromagnetic~AF! lay-
ers and rearranges a sequence of paramagnetic layers
single to double ones. Only the ferro-paramagnetic~FP!
phase persisting in the highest field contains again sim
paramagnetic layers. The most unusual feature of Ce
however, comes from the coexistence in the so-ca
antiferro-paramagnetic~AFP! and FP phases in which sev
eral regions of magnetic and non-~or para-!magnetic Ce at-
oms are observed. Inelastic scattering of polarized neutr
giving magnetic spectra have determined the crystal-elec
field ~CEF! ground state of magnetic Ce atoms as aG8 quar-
tet with large magnetic moment (2.1mB), whereas that of
paramagnetic Ce atoms as aG7 doublet with smaller momen
(0.7mB).10 This unusual phase diagram is not yet fully u
derstood but its origin seems to be found in the large an
tropic hybridization betweenp holes of Sb and theG8 states
of Ce31. Other concepts, such as sole CEF effects, dev
staircase and ANNNI~anisotropic next-nearest-neighbo
Ising! models have been considered but no appreciable
sults have been obtained~for references see Ref. 9!. Differ-
ent approachs for explaining this complex phase diagr
have been applied by introducing an incommensurate me
field model.11 In this model, paramagnetism on one part
Ce atoms arises because there is no exchange field at
sites. This phase diagram undergoes also a dramatic ch
under pressure~for references see Ref. 9!. The existence of
the paramagnetic~P! phases is actually suppressed abo
1 GPa. It is clear that more theoretical investigations are
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needed to account for this exceptional behavior.
One of the most unusual magnetic structures has b

detected in UNi4B.12–16 In this crystal structure~hexagonal,
CeCo4B-type, P6/nmm space group!, presented in Fig. 2a
only U atoms have a magnetic moment and they hav
hexagonal arrangement in the basal plane. The separatio
the nearest-neighbor~nn! U atoms in the basal plane is larg
than that in the perpendicular direction (a/0.5c51.4), creat-
ing a triangular lattice of F chains. This arrangement is c
tainly related to the geometrical frustration of this triangu
lattice by AF interaction. Below 20 K, the neutron diffractio
~ND! experiments12,13 show that only 2/3 of the U moment
order in a complex structure AF in which the magnetic u
cell contains nine U atoms as it is shown in Fig. 2b.14 Six
ordered magnetic U moments are arranged perpendicu
to thec axis forming a 120° angle between the next-near
neighbors~nnn!. Application of magnetic field along thec
axis or parallel to the basal plane reveals strong anisotrop
the system. This magnetic structure has been described12 as
two independent spin systems, of which one orders while
other remains paramagnetic down to low temperatures
was proposed that 1/3 of the U atoms form chains within
ordered spin matrix that stabilize their one-dimensional ch

FIG. 2. Crystal and magnetic structure of UNi4B. a — Crystal structure of
the CeCo4B-type subcell UNi4B; b — zero-field magnetic structure o
UNi4B ~projection on the basal plane!. The arrows show the magnetic mo
ments, while the solid circles represent the Kondo screened U sites~accord-
ing to Ref. 16!. Lattice distortions differentiateA andB nonmagnetic sites,
reducing~increasing! the distance between1 and 2 ~1 and 3! magnetic U
atoms.
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acter because the local field vanishes at those sites. The
pected ordering of these ‘‘paramagnetic’’ sites when a sm
field is applied is not, however, experimentally confirme
suggesting another explanation for the 1/3 U atom behav
Lacroix et al.16 suggest that these 1/3 U atoms are nonm
netic due to the Kondo effect. They present a model in wh
the coexistence of magnetic and nonmagnetic U atoms is
consequence of competition between frustration of the c
tallographic structure and the instability of 5f moments.

The heavy-fermion~HF! state is one of the most excitin
topics contemporary solid-state physics. At low tempe
tures, some of thef-electron systems exhibit properties th
seem to have switched upon cooling from those of a sys
of local moments to those of a narrow energy band of mob
electrons. These materials sometimes order magnetically
the ordered magnetic moments are a fraction of the la
high-temperaturef-electron moment. Interest in this proble
heightened when it was discovered that one of these c
pounds, CeCu2Si2, is a superconductor.6,17,18The large spe-
cific heat discontinuity at the superconducting transiti
shows that the itinerant electrons act as though they ha
mass some 100 times larger than that of an electron i
typical metal. The superconducting state often displays
usual properties and complicated phase diagrams involv
several superconducting phases. A large number of HF
tems are now known. Most of these materials are interme
lic compounds containing Ce or U, whose atoms have
completef shells. A few contain the lanthanide Yb or th
actinide Np or Pu as the essential ingredient. It is now w
established that thef electrons on the lanthanide or actinid
atoms are responsible for all of the unusual properties,
there is no agreement among the investigators regarding
mechanism or mechanisms by whichf-shell electrons can
produce the observed effects.

The cubic actinide compound UBe13 has been identified
as the second HF conductor by Ottet al.19 but its magnetic
properties have been determined by a team from the auth
Institute.20 Preliminary observation of superconductivity in
UBe13 sample21 has been interpreted as resulting from p
cipitations of spurious phases in form of fine filaments. T
results concerning UBe13 and its solid solutions are collecte
in Refs. 4, 6, and 22. UBe13 does not exhibit three-
dimensional magnetic ordering. Its electrical resistivity, up
cooling, first increases and passes through a maximum
about 30 K. In pure UBe13 this maximum is hardly resolv-
able, asr(T) increases again sharply to a second maxim
at about 2.5 K.22 At even lower temperatures,r(T) decreases
steeply. In the low-temperature range of this decrease
extraordinarily strong negative magnetoresistivity is o
served. At these temperatures, HF behavior occurs witg
50.7220.86 J/K2mol ~see Ref. 22!. UBe13 becomes super
conducting at about 0.9 K. The properties of UBe13 can be
influenced dramatically by deliberate doping with an e
tremely strong influence of substitution in the Be sites.

The HF state has been also detected in Wroclaw in
UCu41xAl82x system which exists for 0<x<2 ~for review
see Ref. 23!. The simple AF ordering was determined in th
U sublattice by neutron diffraction~ND! for x not far from
x50 „TN(x50)'40 K…. The electronic specific-heat coeffi
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cient amounts to about 0.12 J/K2mol, however, forx51.5,
the magnetism disappears andg increases to 0.8 J/K2mol,
suggesting HF-like behavior. The reason for such a higg
value is a mystery since the material does not transform
the superconducting state at low temperature.23 Structural
disorder has been excluded as the reason for both highg and
the absence of magnetic ordering and superconducting
for higherx by a recent ND experiment.23 It might be that the
increase of Cu concentration causes a volume compres
which is not large enough to decrease the U–U separa
below the Hill limit necessary for the superconducting st
by uranium compounds, but which might result in an e
hanced 5f -ligand hybridization. Then in the spirit of th
Doniach24 phase diagram, the 5f -conduction-
electron-exchange coupling is shifted from below to abo
the critical value at which the AF order vanishes. Further
the L-absorption-edge-shift experiment25 shows that the ura
nium valence depends strongly on stoichiometry (x) and for
all x, uranium exhibits nonintegral occupance of the 5f shell.
This phenomenon results probably from simultaneous e
tence of the uranium 5f electrons in two states, itinerant an
localized, with the decrease of the occupance of the 5f shell
corresponding to the increase ofx, the 5f shell thus getting
closer to the Fermi level. At the same time, the density
states at the Fermi level increases substantially, which is
lated to the observed increase ofg.

Recently, the transition from heavy Landau Fermi liqu
~HLFL! to non-Fermi liquid~NFL! behavior has been ob
served in numerous U- and Ce-containing systems. HL
and NFL states can be distinguished by different tempera
dependences of magnetic susceptibility,x, electrical resistiv-
ity, r, and specific heat,C or C/T. In HLFL, the suscepti-
vility follows the Curie–Weiss law at high temperature a
at low temperature exhibits almost temperature indepen
paramagnetism~Pauli type!, r;AT2 and C;gT, respec-
tively. In NFL, x; ln T or x;(12T1/2), r;T and C;
2T ln T, respectively. Both regimes are separated by
quantum critical point~QCP! but they can also coexist. Thi
state can be induced by a change in composition and als
pressure. The HLFL state can coexist with anti- and fer
magnetic ordering, spin fluctuation~SF! and spin-glass state
whereas the NFL state appears in a very narrow compos
range ~pressure! in which magnetic instability disappear
Nishioka et al.26 have presented the phase diagram
UCu41xAl82x system forx dependence ofC/T at 0.5 K and
Néel temperature, derived from the specific heat and m
netic measurements, shown in Fig. 3. It is to be seen
three states can exist in this sytem: AF, HLFL, and NF
depending onx. Moreover, Krimmelet al.27 claim that, for
x50.75, an indication of SF is seen. It is clear that the N
state arises due to very tiny composition change and ex
over a considerable concentration range. A two-chan
Kondo model was proposed to explain the NFL behavior
uranium compounds. Unfortunatelly, this model turns out
be inadequate to describe NFL behavior in Ce alloys.28 It
was also suggested that the NFL state for many material
which this state is artificially induced by alloying or pre
sure, has a lattice distortion as the reason for formation.
persistence of NFL behavior over an extended range of c
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centration and coexistence of Fermi-liquid and non-Fer
liquid characteristics indicates a complex nature of the lo
temperature state.

In summary, most probably, the coming XXI centu
will see further progress in the solid-state physics
f-electron materials. But serious development will be p
sible only if three particular problems find sufficient suppo

1. Development of technology, especially for singl
crystal samples, including transuranium elements. The b
for this is an improvement of the Czocharalski multi-a
method. Also MBE and laser ablation methods should p
duce new magnetic and superconducting materials.

2. Further progress in experimental methods, particula
those which extend nuclear-physics methods to solid-s
physics. Some of them allow determining local properti
The present author believes that, for example, the magn
resonance and x-ray scattering will supply new informat
concerning electronic structure including the ratio of orbi
and spin parts of magnetic moments for light actinides a
anormal lanthanides~see Ref. 29!.

3. Development of multibody-interaction theory and fu
ther progress in computational techniques which enable c
plicated band-structure calculation.

However, all presently-observed phenomena can be
tended if society will understand that the progress in so
state physics means progress in technology and in indu
so that enough money should be available. Solid state p
ics is not an extremely expensive research, after all.
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From Rö ntgen to Ioffe, from Giessen to Saint Petersburg — relations between
Russian and German physics

A. Scharmann* )
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Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 818–821~May 1999!

Two former professors of physics at Giessen university contributed significantly to the
development of the Ioffe Institute: Wilhelm Conrad Ro¨ntgen as a teacher of Abram Ioffe, and
Wilhelm Hanle, whose effect found various applications, e.g., in the spectroscopy of hot
electrons in low-dimensional structures. A few examples will illustrate how topics of their
scientific work found a continuation in the research activities at Giessen, but also in the
collaboration between Giessen and Saint Petersburg. They range from sodium chloride, the old
Röntgen/Ioffe material where we could prove the existence of an unusual isotope effect
in nickel-doped crystals, over level-crossing experiments in gases, to GaAs/AlAs superlattices,
where level-anticrossing spectroscopy of excitons reveals detailed information about
recombination processes and interface quality. A short summary of the efforts to keep the
traditionally close and good relations between Russian and German physics vital completes the
report. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01505-1#
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A talk given by a physicist from Giessen, Germany, a
conference with the title ‘‘Physics at the turn of the 21 ce
tury’’ naturally starts with the beginning of the 20 centu
and Wilhelm Conrad Ro¨ntgen, winner of the first Nobe
prize in 1901. He became well known in the scientific co
munity already before detecting the x-rays by an experim
which he did during his time in Giessen where he held
physics chair from 1879 to 1888. Rowland proved in 18
that a moved electrostatic charge, called a convection
rent, had the same magnetic effect as a normal conduc
current. In 1885 Ro¨ntgen repeated these experiments first
a much improved form and then extended them to the
experimental proof of Maxwell’s dielectric displaceme
current.1 For this purpose he used an apparatus in whic
disk made from a dielectric material was rotating betwe
two ring electrodes. The upper one was grounded, the lo
one consisted of two halves with opposite electric potenti
This caused a change of sign of the polarization inside
dielectric two times per turn, and Ro¨ntgen succeeded in a
unambiguous proof of the magnetic field connected to
displacement current. In this field we find our first examp
of relations between Russian and German physics, since
Russian physicist A. Eichenwald later continued these
periments at the engineering school in Moscow and was
first to demonstrate the quantitative agreement of this m
netic field with that of a normal conduction current.2

More important for the anniversary we celebrate t
week was, of course, the long-lasting connection betw
Röntgen and Ioffe. At the end of a century in which th
existence of quarks and Z bosons has been demonstrat
is very informative to read about the years from 1902
1905 which the founder of our Physical-Technical Institu
spent as Ro¨ntgen’s student and assistant at Munich Univ
sity. In his bookMeeting with Physicists3 he gives a very
detailed description of Ro¨ntgen as an excellent experiment
7381063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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tor, but of very conservative physicist, who did not allow u
of the word ‘‘electron’’ in his institute. Without this restric
tion, perhaps, Ro¨ntgen and Ioffe instead of Pohl, Gudden a
Gyulai would have been the discoverers of the F center s
during their extensive experiments on the effect of x-ra
and light on the electrical conduction in crystals4 they cer-
tainly encountered such defects.

One year after Ro¨ntgen’s death in 1923, another phys
cist who became important for Giessen University, nam
Wilhelm Hanle, holder of the physics chair at Giessen fro
1941 to 1969, reported5 an effect which later was name
after him. This Hanle effect, depolarization of~resonance!
fluorescence by an external magnetic field due to destruc
of the coherence existing at zero-field level-crossing, is s
one of the most accurate methods for measuring atomic
times. Its main advantage is the low densities at which
experiments can be done in order to avoid disturbing effe
like collision broadening, etc.

For that reason it has been widely used in the Io
Institute6 as well as in Giessen. Two examples shall be giv
here: The group of Boris Zakharchenya studied the photo
minescence of ‘‘hot’’ electrons created in a GaAs/AlGaA
multiple-quantum-well structure by excitation with a krypto
laser.7 In the emission, a pronounced peak shows up at
high-energy edge of the spectrum arising from the recom
nation of electrons from the point of photocreation, that
prior to any energy relaxation. The degree of polarization
this peak decreases with increasing magnetic field in
form of a typical Hanle curveP(B)/P(0)5(114vc

2t0
2)21

and allows determining the ‘‘lifetime’’t0 of the hot elec-
trons which, in that case, corresponds to the emission tim
anLO phonon. It is obvious that such results can be obtain
only in experiments which avoid complicating factors lik
for instance, phonon heating leading to a large spread in
times observed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The second example is a result from my institute.8 In this
case, the level-crossing technique is used in a rather diffe
way. Light emitted from the helium 41D level excited by
atomic collisions with He1 or Ne1 projectiles, having a po-
larization parallel to the ion beam, has been measured
having a function of external electric and magnetic fiel
For zero electric field, only the Hanle effect influences t
intensityI (B) of this ~polarized! light which, therefore, has a
Lorentzian line shape with a half-width depending on t
lifetime of the excited state. At non-zero but constant elec
field, the quadratic Stark effect causes several additio
level crossings, but only those withDm562 can be ob-
served with the experimental geometry used. A splitting
the Hanle curve into three Lorentzians results, therefo
whose intensity directly reflects the sublevel populations

From these examples you may see the common inter
that existed in our institutes for a long time, and not only
this field. But all of you are aware of the problems hamp
ing the relations between Russian and~West! German phys-
ics. Already Ro¨ntgen and Ioffe shared a fate which many
us experienced for a long time, too, namely to live in cou
tries being for some time very unfriendly to each other. T
becomes obvious from Ro¨ntgen’s statement ‘‘Of course
could not publish during the war against Russia a scien
article together with a Russian physicist’’~in Ref. 3!, ex-
plaining the long delay~from 1913 to 1921! between the two
parts of their joint paper4 about ‘‘Electrical conductivity in
some crystals and the influence of irradiation on it.’’ I st
remember my first visit in this beautiful city on the occasi
of the International Conference on Luminescence in 19
and the strong barriers between East and West which ex
at that time. Fortunately the situation became better and
ter beginning in the 1980s. Especially in my field, interacti
of radiation with matter, the scientific community in Russ
and Germany is very indebted to Albrecht Winnacker, w
participates in this conference, and Kurt Schwarz, at t
time in Riga, for organizing a series of Soviet-~now
Russian-! German seminars on ‘‘Point defects in insulato
and deep-level centers in semiconductors,’’ and to the R
sian Academy of Sciences and Deutsche Forschungsgem
schaft for funding.

From these seminars, starting with the first meeting
Heidelberg in 1983, emanated a vivid scientific exchan
between Giessen and Leningrad/Saint Petersburg. Du
one of these research stays we returned to ‘‘Steinsa
~NaC1!, the original material of Ro¨ntgen and Ioffe.4 Now,
however, in a special form, namely, doped with divale
nickel. This incorporation reqiures a charge compensation
sodium vacancies. Andrey Badalyan detected by EPR
different center configurations, one with the vacancy alon
^100&, the other along â110& direction.9 We concentrated
one the first species. We have three of them, besides the
shown with a nickel-vacancy axis along@001#, two others
along@100# and@010# respectively. What do we expect from
this 3d8 system? Its level scheme in a cubic environm
with tetragonal distortion can be found in many textboo
For our EPR experiment only the orbital singlet ground st
with triplet spin configuration~the two d electrons couple t
S5 l ) is relevant. The axial crystal field causes a fin
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structure splitting between the threemS states competing
with the Zeeman effect which makes the situation a little
more complicated when the external magnetic field is
directed along the center axis. Exact diagonalization of
appropriate spin Hamiltonian, however, with help of the p
gram ‘‘V-epr’’ 10 it is possible to understand and fit com
pletely the angular dependence observed in@001# rotation.
What was interesting and puzzling in these results is
structure observed at resonance. A deconvolution of the
tegrated spectrum yields 5 Gaussians with an intensity r
1:6:13:6:1.

The inability to explain by a superhyperfine interactio
with surrounding chlorine nuclei arose already in the case
silver chloride doped with Ni21, where a similar structure
was observed.11 The authors explained this by a differe
distribution of the two chlorine isotopes among the fo
neighboring lattice sites in the plane perpendicular to
center axis. Taking into account the natural abundance
35Cl, which is three times larger than that of37Cl, one readily
calculates probabilities of1:6:13:6:1 for thedifferent con-
figurations. This is based on a distortion of the square
different vibrational amplitudes as a result of the differe
isotope masses. This distortion leads to an orthorombic c
ponent in the crystal field and, from that, to a deviation of t
resonance position proportional tox22y2. So the model can
explain the existence of 5 lines with the observed intens
ratio, but until now no direct determination of the real dist
bution of the isotopes was done. Therefore we performed
electron-nuclear double resonance~ENDOR! experiment in
this system. The result is a large number of ENDOR lin
which again using the ‘‘V-epr’’ program can be analyze
completely. Analyzing the ENDOR intensities respective
for the 35Cl and 37Cl nuclei at 100 position among the fiv
lines, one finds a decrease for chlorine 37, an increase
chlorine 35, and, surprisingly, a ratio 1:5 on the central li
instead of the natural isotope ratio(1:3). Thus our ENDOR
experiments completely proved the model.

After the dramatic changes in 1989, further progra
were started to support the cooperation between Russian
German physicists. Here I want to mention especially
Volkswagen Foundation which financed between 1990
1998 eighteen projects with scientific groups in Saint Pete
burg, among them eleven at the Ioffe institute. Altogether
million DM were given to Russia~10 percent of them to
Saint Petersburg!, a sum which amounts to nearly one half
the total funding for Central and Eastern Europe. An imp
tant role was played here by Gottfried Landwehr fro
Würzburg University as a head of the selection committe

I am very glad that one of the eleven projects mention
above was carried out by Boris Zakharchenya’s and Pa
Baranov’s groups at the Ioffe institute and my group at Gi
sen. Its topic was photoluminescence of hot electrons
magnetic resonance in quantum-well structures and supe
tices. GaAs/AlAs superlattices are grown by molecular be
epitaxy and consist of a sequence of alternating GaAs
AlAs layers. This periodic arrangement shows up nicely
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy. In ad
tion, Röntgen’s discovery also plays an important role for t
characterization of such nanostructures, x-ray diffract
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supplying complementary information about layer dime
sions. Since these are of the order of a few monolay
extreme quantum confinement effects appear. We studi
series of samples with nominally 5.5 monolayers~1.73 nm!
GaAs and 8.5 monolayers~2.65 nm! A1As. For quantum
wells with such dimensions the energy of the lowest elect
state in A1As is lower than that in GaAs, so excitons a
formed from Xz electrons in the A1As layer and fromG
holes in the GaAs layer. This characterizes a type-II sup
lattice and leads to a localization of the excitons at the in
faces. Due to the very low temperatures of our experime
~1.5 K! only the lowest energy excitons~more exactly: the
heavy-hole excitons! play a role. The radius of such an e
citon, which amounts to more than 10 nm, in the bulk ma
rial, is strongly reduced in the growth direction. This fa
together with the low local symmetry of the interface res
in an exchange~or zero-field! splitting of all four exciton
sublevels. The heavy holes statesmJ563/2 couple with the
ms561/2 states of the electron to producem52, 1, 21,
and22 exciton states. In magnetic field, circularly polariz
optical transitions are allowed only from them561 states.
If we connect them by microwave transitions to one of t
nonradiative, higher populatedm562 states, we increas
either the intensity of thes1 or thes2 radiation. This shows
up in the circular polarization of emission and can be use
detect magnetic resonance and to examine the energy
system of the excitons. Very important in this context is t
fact that coupling of levels not only occurs due to microwa
transitions, but also when the external magnetic field bri
energy levels close to each other. Zero-field level crossin
the origin of the Hanle effect, which we discussed befo
Here a level anticrossing occurs, which also effects le
populations showing up in the intensity of circular or line
polarization of emission. Level anticrossing is a very help
method of spectroscopy12 since it does not have the limita
tions of optically detected magnetic resonance~ODMR!,
which usually fails for radiative lifetimes shorter than 0.1ms.
A systematic investigation of a large number
superlattices12,13 reveals an approximately exponential d
pendence of the exchange splitting on the superlattice pe
The isotropic exchange splitting of excitons can be used
determine the period of a SL. Together with the depende
of the hole g factor on the thickness of the GaAs layer
complete geometrical characterization with very high reso
tion becomes possible.

The main topic of our collaboration in recent times w
the investigation of ODMR together with the linear polariz
tion of level anticrossing signals. The reason for that is
following: The sequence of layers in the growth directi
changes the respective orientation of the gallium and alu
num bonds to arsenic atoms in the interface. Whereas in
so-called normal~AlAs on GaAs! interface, the AlAs bonds

lie in a ~110! plane, oriented along a@11̄0# direction, and the

GaAs bonds in a (110̄) plane, oriented along@110#, for the
inverted interface~GaAs on AlAs! the situation is just oppo
site. This results in an inversion of the radiative levels. T
first level anticrossing~with increasing magnetic field! for
the normal interface leads to a population increase of
-
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level, from which light linearly polarized along@110# is
emitted. The second anticrossing accordingly increases
intensity of the@11̄0# light. For the inverted interface the
sequence is reversed. In that way one can even distinguis
which interface the recombining exciton is localized.14 Since
the whole luminescence is a dynamic process and all le
are coupled by rate equations a population increase of
radiative level may cause a decrease in the other. Ano
consequence is the different dependence of ODMR of dif
ent excitons on the microwave chopping frequency we us
modulate the effect.15 This provides an additional possibilit
to study exciton dynamics and to unravel different contrib
tions.

Very detailed information obtained experimentally w
used to study the influence of growth parameters on the
terface quality of superlattices in collaboration with Fra
Ahlers and Klaus Pierz from the Physikalisch-Technisc
Bundesanstalt in Braunschweig. In a sample grown
600 °C, with growth interruptions of 50 s after deposition
each GaAs layer, two luminescence lines were observed
the ODMR experiment it could be clearly seen that the lo
energy line arises from the recombination of an exciton w
a smaller exchange splitting than that of the excitons cont
uting to the high-energy line. From the sign and shape of
level anticrossings in linear polarization we showed that o
excitons localized at the inverted interface were observe
the low-energy line, in the high-energy line, two excito
localized at both the inverted and normal interface w
clearly separated.16 In this way, one can now determine th
dependence of the growth parameters on the ratio of exci
localized at different interfaces, check the physical ba
ground for this, control the quality of superlattices, etc.
should be mentioned that the energy levels deduced f
ODMR and from the level anticrossing resonance fields
absolutely consistent. The two different exchange splittin
observed for the two luminescence lines prove the existe
of regions larger than the radius of the exciton which dif
in the local period and the GaAs layer thickness by o
monolayer. Obviously, the increased possibility for rela
ation of the GaAs surface by the pause during growth
ables the appearance of monolayer-high interface island

These few examples hopefully illustrated that relatio
between Russian and German physics are in a good s
and that Giessen and Saint Petersburg keep the old tradi
vital.

* !E-mail: Arthur.Scharmann@exp1.physik.uni-giessen.de
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Progress in the growth and research of crystals for wide-gap semiconducting materials
Yu. A. Vodakov and E. N. Mokhov* )

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 822–825~May 1999!

The feasibility of a sublimation sandwich method for controlled growth of single crystals and
epitaxial layers of different SiC and GaN polytypes is demonstrated. The controlled
production of pure (ni,1016 cm23) and heavily-doped crystals and epitaxial layers of these
materials has made it possible to study their semiconducting parameters in detail and to identify the
nature of a number of the most important impurity centers. It is shown for the example of
SiC that the typically high chemical-binding energy of atoms in these compounds is the reason for
the formation of stable metastable compounds, among them associations and clusters that
include intrinsic defects which have a significant effect on the properties of the material. Clusters
formed on the surface can serve as seeds for different polytypes during crystal growth.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01605-6#
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Wide-gap semiconducting materials are those with
wide band gap close to or exceeding 2.3 eV. Materials in
group can be used for creating various electrooptical devi
including light-emitting diodes and lasers for operation in t
short-wavelength visible and UV spectrum.1 The outstanding
representatives of this group are SiC and GaN, which
also characterized by high binding energies~5–6 eV!. These
materials are extremely promising for the production
high-power, high-temperature devices. For example,
maximum operating temperature for various devices ba
on SiC lie within 730–1300 °C, which is 400 °C or mo
higher than for Si and GaAs. The breakdown voltages
SiC and GaN structures are an order of magnitude hig
than for classical semiconductor structures.

We have been actively studying wide-gap semicondu
ing materials~primarily SiC and GaN! since the 1960’s. The
major emphasis was on developing the technological b
for manufacturing these materials, including growing cry
tals and epitaxial layers, with controlled doping by impuriti
for creating device structures. Complex studies have b
made of the properties of the materials, and of the beha
of impurities and intrinsic defects in them, in connecti
with the conditions for fabricating them and the subsequ
relaxation annealing. Special attention has been devote
the polytypism of SiC. The major parameters of the po
types of SiC that we determined in the 1960’s and 1970’s
still quite reliable and have only been modified slightly in t
ensuing years. In particular, the promise of a polytype s
as 4H was demonstrated.2

In this paper we present some original data from a st
of the growth and doping of SiC and GaN. Most of th
information on an analysis of the doping behavior conce
SiC. This is explained by the fact that SiC, as opposed
GaN, is relatively stable thermally and does not decomp
at high temperatures.

1. GROWTH AND DOPING OF SiC AND GaN

1.1. The sublimation sandwich method.We have pro-
posed a method for growing epitaxial layers and single cr
7421063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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tals, initially of SiC3 and later of GaN,4 which is now known
as the sublimation sandwich method. The concept of
method has been described previously.5

The main advantages of this method are:
~1! Inside a sandwich growth cell, it is possible to crea

and maintain conditions close to equilibrium over a wi
range of temperatures, supersaturations, external press
and compositions of the vapor phase. As a result, it is p
sible to obtain extremely perfect single-crystal layers, ev
of such decomposing compounds as GaN, with sublima
mass transport of material from the source to the substra
extremely high rates~up to 1–2 mm/h! without a chemical
transporter. Here the efficiency of material transport is clo
to 100%.

~2! The composition of the vapor phase is easily co
trolled, so it is possible to ensure the required doping leve
the growing crystal, and vary its stoichiometric compositi
and polytype.

~3! With this method it is possible to obtain addition
information on the mechanisms of growth and doping~in-
cluding the elementary stages!, so that it is easier to mode
the mass transfer process theoretically and to verify
model.

1.2. Gallium nitride. Epitaxial layers of GaN were firs
obtained by sublimation on SiC and sapphire substrates
horizontal reactor with rf heating.4,6 GaN powder or metallic
Ga were used as a sublimation source. Growth proceede
a temperature of 1100–1300 °C in a nitrogen flow. Here
was possible to attain very high growth rates, up to 1 mm
It was found possible to grow thick epitaxial layers, as w
as bulk crystals with thicknesses of up to 0.8 mm and lin
dimensions of up to 15–20 mm.

The undopedn-type samples had electron concentratio
of 231017 cm23 or more. Samples of GaN doped with F
Mn, Ni, and V impurities were also obtained. The nature
most of these impurity centers was first identified using el
tron paramagnetic resonance~EPR!. A typical luminescence
spectrum for these samples is shown in Fig. 1. A sing
sharp exciton peak and a broad band in the yellow portion
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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the spectrum can be seen. It should be noted that the in
sity of the yellow band depends strongly on the structu
perfection of the grown sample. A high intensity of this ba
was observed near structural and morphological defect
the crystal. An enhancement in the intensity of the yell
luminescence was observed in the epitaxial layer adjoin
the substrate, evidently owing to stresses generated by
mismatch between the lattices of the substrate and the G
These data, along with x-ray data, demonstrate the poss
ity of obtaining extremely perfect layers of GaN by sublim
tion.

1.3. Silicon carbide.Epitaxial layers of SiC were grown
at temperatures of 1700–2600 °C in an inert atmospher
in vacuum. Bulk crystals of SiC of polytypes 4 and 6H were
also grown, with diameters up to 40 mm and thicknesses
to 15 mm. The purest undoped SiC layers had electron c
centrations of 1015 cm23. The possibility of growing heavily-
doped SiC crystals of eithern- or p-type with extremely high
doping levels close to 1021 cm23 was demonstrated. Data o
the maximum concentrations in SiC layers for more than
impurities are given in Ref. 7.

The degree of doping in the growing level depen
strongly on many factors, including the substrate orientat
the growth temperature and rate, and the stoichiometric c
position of the vapor phase.5 These effects can be explaine
by a lack of equilibrium in the vapor–crystal system und
the growth conditions achievable in practice. The condit
for such an equilibrium is known to beVg,Di /h ~whereVg

is the growth rate,Di is the impurity diffusion coefficient,
and h is the thickness of the growing layer!. Using experi-
mental values ofDi , it is easy to show that this condition i
not met for most impurities. Thus, the doping anisotropy i
consequence of a difference in the adsorption propertie
the polar$0001% facets. For example, the concentration
the acceptor impurities Al and Ga in layers grown on po
$0001% facets can vary by factors of 5–10. However, t
orientational doping anisotropy can be greatly reduced
raising the growth temperature or changing the composi
of the vapor phase by, for example, introducing silicon va
into the growth zone.

As a rule, the concentration of most impurities is high
on a ~0001!Si face than on a~0001!C face because of th
higher surface energy of the former. An exception is group
and VI donor impurities, which are better adsorbed on
carbon face.

FIG. 1. Luminescence spectrum of GaN grown on a SiC substrate.
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By using a sandwich system it was possible to calcul
the elementary capture coefficients for the most import
impurities (Ki) as functions of the growth conditions an
substrate orientation~Fig. 2!. It turned out that the elemen
tary capture coefficients for the impurities are much low
than for the matrix atoms. As the growth temperature
raised, the capture efficiency of most of the impurities
creases, while, on the other hand, that of the donor impu
elements from group V decreases.

Increasing the impurity concentration, as well as ad
tional implantation of surface-active impurities~e.g., silicon!
in the growth zone, cause a reduction inKi .

For group V impurities~nitrogen, phosphorus! these ef-
fects can be attributed to desorption of impurities from t
surface layer. Another reason for the low values ofKi is the
formation, on the growing surface, of inclusions of a seco
phase, which have been enriched by an introduced impu
Similar processes with precipitate formation near structu
and morphological defects have been found to be most t
cal for boron impurities.8

2. INTRINSIC DEFECTS IN GROWN SiC CRYSTALS

We have examined various ways of introducing nons
ichiometric intrinsic defects into a growing crystal. All thes

FIG. 2. Elementary capture coefficient of N, B, Al, and Ga as functions
source impurity concentration. Direction of growth:@0001#C ~a!, @0001#Si
~b!. TG51850 °C.
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methods are based on the low relaxation rate at the p
boundary and in the bulk of the crystal. For example, low
ing the sublimation growth temperature or increasing the
of condensation leads to enrichment of the growing cry
with excess silicon. The same effect was achieved by in
ducing Si into the system, as well as impurity Ta, Zr, Hf,
and Ba.9 For relative enrichment of a crystal with carbon, t
most promising impurities are elements of the 1V-b gro
especially tin.10

In a study of the crystal properties as a function of t
growth conditions, it was found that intrinsic defects sho
up first in SiC crystals grown at relatively low temperatur
and containing excess silicon.11

Various methods, among them EPR, positron diagn
tics, nonstationary deep level spectroscopy, and lumin
cence analysis, revealed the existence of associates in t
including intrinsic defects, as well as impurity atoms. F
example, positron diagnostic data demonstrate directly
presence of an elevated concentration of vacancy defec
these crystals at a level of 331017 cm23 ~Fig. 3!. EPR was
used to reveal and identify associates, with an acceptor
purity and carbon vacancy in them. Note that the latter
responsible for deep centers with an ionization energyEV

10.520.6 eV. The crystals enriched in silicon have a ch
acteristic defect luminescence with aDl spectrum that has
been observed previously only in crystals containing rad
tion defects. The center for this luminescence is obvious
vacancy associate.

Intrinsic defects in SiC crystals enriched with silicon o
ten are in the form of clusters.11,12 The enhanced therma
stability of nonequilibrium defect centers is evidently e
plained precisely by the presence of clusters. For exam
the annealing temperature in them forDl and D defect-
luminescence centers introduced through irradiation by h
energy particles at 600–800 °C is higher than in SiC sam
with similar impurity composition grown by the Lely metho
under standard conditions (Tg52600 °C!.

The enhanced susceptibility to dislocation and crack f

FIG. 3. Concentration of carbon vacancies as a function of the poly
hexagonality fraction in samples grown under different conditions: L
method, T52600 °C ~1!; sublimation sandwich method with excess S
T51900 °C~2!; sublimation sandwich method with excess C~SiC–Sn sys-
tem!, T52200 °C~3!.
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mation in samples containing excess Si can be related to
presence of clusters as stress concentrators. Clusters are
obviously responsible for the microplasma breakdown of
itaxial p2n-junctions typical of this group of crystals. A
opposed to the ordinary microplasmas caused by exten
defects, these microplasmas are annealed at tempera
Ta.2550 °C. Note that complete relaxation annealing, w
loss of the behavior specific to a nonstoichiometric crys
takes place only at temperaturesTa.2550 °C. This is also
explained by the presence of clusters which are stable u
high temperatures.

Clusters have little effect on the semiconducting prop
ties of a material, since they are electrically inactive, b
their breakup at high temperatures owing to Oswald ripen
does favor a greater thermal stability on the part of the s
pler centers, such asDl centers, which are luminescence a
tivators. Here impurities~such as nitrogen and boron! which
facilitate clusterization have been found to play a signific
role. The existence of latent nonstoichiometry in SiC10 can
also be explained by the presence of clusters. Given tha
enhanced intrinsic defect content is observed in sam
grown with an excess of silicon, we should expect that
clusters include interstitial silicon atoms or carbon vacanc
Direct proof of the presence of clusters of both the intersti
and vacancy types, which are stable to temperatures in
cess of 2000 °C has been obtained in studies of SiC sam
irradiated with high-energy particles by means of electr
microscopy, x-ray diffractometry, and positron diagnostic

The very possibility of developing different kinds o
clusters with intrinsic defects and impurities, which a
stable at high crystal-growth temperatures, is a factor wh
favors polytypism. We believe that clusters can be nuclea
centers for various kinds of polytype.8 The probability of
forming a surface cluster depends little on the amount
supersaturation. Thus, this growth mechanism shows
most distinctly at low supersaturations during growth on
singular surface without any structural or morphological d
fects that might favor maintenance of the substr
polytype.13 When there are no external factors favoring t
appearance of a certain polytype, seeds for different po
types develop on this surface and this leads to a polyt
instability effect.13 At the same time, the structure of a d
veloping polytype seed depends on the Si:C ratio in the
por phase.10 For example, when there is excess Si, the pr
ability of forming a seed for a cubic polytype~3C) is high
and when there is a relative excess of carbon~or in the vapor
of isovalent impurities of the 1Vb group!, seeds for the hex-
agonal polytype 4H develop.14

Therefore, the most important specific feature of wid
gap materials with a high binding energy is that relaxat
processes involving intrinsic defects and impurity atoms ta
place very slowly in them, so that it is difficult to achiev
equilibrium in the solid phase, even at the high~industrial!
temperatures at which growth, diffusion, or ion implantati
take place. As a result, the grown crystals can contain n
equilibrium metastable states which include intrinsic defe
and impurities, so that the crystal properties depend on
temperature and other fabrication conditions. These spe
features of the material are extremely stable. Eliminat

e
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them completely requires extremely high annealing temp
tures.

We have pointed out, therefore, the prospects for
sublimation sandwich method as a means for growing
and GaN doped with various impurities. It has been fou
that the doping of these materials is essentially a nonequ
rium process. In SiC crystals grown with excess Si, an
hanced concentration of intrinsic defects has been obse
in the form of metastable associates and clusters which
clude intrinsic defects and impurities and have a substan
effect on the properties of the material. The possibility
changing the stoichiometric composition and polytype in
controlled fashion during the growth of SiC has been de
onstrated.

This work was partially supported by the Russian Fu
for Fundamental Research~Grant No. 98-02-18241!.
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EPR of defects in semiconductors: Past, present, future
G. D. Watkins* )

Department of Physics, Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015, USA
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 826–830~May 1999!

Important physical concepts learned from early EPR studies of defects in silicon are reviewed.
Highlighted are the studies of shallow effective-mass-like donors and acceptors by Feher,
of deep transition-element impurities by Ludwig and Woodbury, and of vacancies and interstitials
by Watkinset al. It is shown that the concepts learned in silicon translate remarkably well
to corresponding defects in the other elemental and compound semiconductors. The introduction
of sensitive optical and electrical detection methods during the intervening years, and the
recent progress in single-defect detection insure the continued vital role of EPR in the future.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01705-0#
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For over forty years, electron paramagnetic resona
~EPR! has played a key role in the study of point defects
semiconductors. Because of the detailed structural infor
tion available from the spectrum of a defect — symme
from its angular dependence, and the atomic and lat
structure from its hyperfine interactions — it has proven
be uniquely able to identify a defect, to map out its wav
function in the lattice, and determine its microscopic stru
ture.

In this short presentation, I can present only a very f
of the highlights, with apologies to the many, many EP
scientists who have made, and are continuing to make,
contributions to our understanding of defects in semicond
tors.

I. PAST

1. Shallow effective-mass impurities

Over forty years ago, Feher1 introduced the importan
technique of electron-nuclear double resonance~ENDOR!,
where the nuclear resonance of nearby lattice atoms coul
detected as a change in the EPR signal of a defect. With
he was able to map out for the first time the wavefunction
the S51/2 bound electron of the shallow donor in silico
over the surrounding silicon lattice sites.2 This served to es-
tablish in beautiful detail the correctness of the theory
Kohn and Luttinger,3 which described the wavefunction as
large-orbit hydrogenic envelope function~effective-mass
electron, dielectric shielded from the positive core! multiply-
ing a sum of the free-electron states at the conduction-b
valley minima.

The shallow acceptor in silicon was more difficult b
cause, for it, the top of the valence band is at theG point
(k50), with orbital angular momentumL51, giving
J53/2 for the bound hole. The hole is strongly sensitiv
therefore, to random strains in the crystal and the acce
resonance was too broad to detect. Feher solved the pro
by applying a uniaxial stress to the crystal, which lifted t
degeneracy of the boundJ53/2 hole and made the reso
nance observable,4 again confirming the general features
the Kohn–Luttinger theory. Twenty years later, with high
7461063-7834/99/41(5)/5/$15.00
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quality, lower internal strain crystals, Neubrand was able
detect for the first time the acceptor resonance in the abs
of external strain, and confirm the completeJ53/2 spectrum
for the bound hole.5

This pioneering EPR work in silicon has served to s
the pattern of understanding for all of the elemental a
compound semiconductors. Similar shallowS51/2
effective-mass donor resonances have been observed s
quently in many of the semiconductors, but the shallowJ
53/2 acceptors have resisted detection, the valence b
maximum being atk50 for all. The acceptors have bee
observed in a very few cases, but again only either wh
stress was externally applied to the cubic semiconductor
when internally available for a few non-cubic semicondu
tors.

2. Deep transition element impurities

At about the same time, Ludwig and Woodbury initiate
a systematic study of the 3d transition-element impurities in
silicon, which continued through the 1960’s.6 Using EPR
and ENDOR, several charge states of most of thed
transition-element impurities were observed and a sim
physical picture of their properties emerged.

This is summarized in Fig. 1. The sign of the crys
fields experienced by thed electrons is reversed for the in
terstitial and substitutional sites. For the interstitial site,
crystal field can be considered to arise primarily from t
positive cores of the four nearest silicon atoms, which
exposed because their charge compensating valence
trons are involved in bonds pointing away from the inters
tial site. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 1, the triply degener
d(t2) orbitals are lower in energy because they interact m
strongly with the neighbors than the doubly degenerated(e)
orbitals, which better avoid them. In the substitutional si
the negative charge of the electrons in the bonds to the
purity dominate, and the level order is reversed.

Starting from the free ion 3da4sb configuration for a
particular charge state, alla1b electrons go into these or
bitals for the non-bonding interstitial case, as expected.
the substitutional impurities, which require four electrons
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Simple crystal field model deduced for 3d transition-element impurities in silicon.6
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complete their bonds to the four silicon neighbors,a1b
24 remain to go into thed orbitals. In both cases, the leve
are filled according to Hund’s Rule, electrons paired~maxi-
mumS), first filling the lower level, spin-up, then the uppe
spin-up, before filling, spin-down, in the lower, etc. The r
pulsive electron–electron interactions between the locali
3d orbitals, which force maximum spin, therefore domina
over the crystal-field energy.

This general pattern, established very early for silic
has been remarkably successful in interpreting the many
sequent EPR and optical results for transition elements in
of the semiconductors — elemental, III–V, and II–VI alik
In the compound semiconductors, the impurities tend to e
substitutionally the metal sublattice. For them, the subst
tional rules are the same as above, except thata1b23 elec-
trons go into thed levels in the III–V’s, the three electron
replacing now the three valence electrons associated with
neutral group–III atom that the impurity ion replaces. Sim
larly, for the II–VI’s, the d-level occupancy number i
a1b22.

Of course, the excitement, and new physics, arises w
departures are found, although there have been few so
One interesting one is that of the shallow manganese ac
tor in GaAs. In that case it has been found that Mn0 is not
d4, as expected by the simple rules above, but the Hun
rule d5, with a shallow bound hole7. Another departure ha
been found for substitutional Ni2 in silicon8 and also for the
correspondingd7 substitutional ions of the 4d (Pd2) and
5d (Pt2, Au0) series. For them, a Jahn–Teller distortion s
in, which overcomes the electron–electron coupling, giv
S51/2 for their e4t2

3 paramagnetic charge states. Th
anomaly has been explained as a result of strong ch
transfer of the paramagneticd orbitals onto the four neigh
-
d
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bors in the particular case of the transition elements at
end of each series.9

3. Vacancies and self-interstitials

Also, begun at about the same time and continu
through the 1980’s, my students and I have systematic
probed the properties of the intrinsic defects — vacanc
and self-interstitials — in silicon.10–12 The approach taken
was to produce the defects by 1–3 MeV electron irradiat
in situ at cryogenic temperatures and to study by EPR
frozen-in isolated vacancies and interstitials, and then
warm up and study their migrational properties.

Figure 2 summarizes the experiment and the overall p
tern of results. Immediately after irradiation, EPR of the is
lated vacancy in two different charge states,V1 andV2, is
observed. Long-range migration of the vacancy with sub
quent trapping by impurities occurs at;70 K in n-type ma-
terial, ;200 K in high-resistivity material, and;150 K in
p-type material. As shown, a whole host of trapped vacanc
have been identified by EPR, confirming unambiguously t
the annealing is indeed the result of long-range diffusion
the vacancy. Kinetic studies of the annealing have revea
the activation energies for vacancy diffusion as shown
Fig. 2, along with the corresponding defect charge sta
This was the first surprise. The high mobility well belo
room temperature, and its large dependence on the vac
charge state, were not anticipated.

A second surprise was the experimantal observation
vacancy annealing can be stimulated even at 4.2 K by s
ing near bandgap light on the sample or by injecting el
trons and holes electrically, This phenomenon, cal
recombination-enhanced migration, was also establishe
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FIG. 2. Evolution of events after a
vacancy-interstitial pair is produced b
an electron irradiation event in
silicon.11,12
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be occurring to a limited extent during the electron irrad
tion itself, which also generates substantial electron-hole
ionization.

A third even greater surprise was the observation, in
p-type material studied, that the interstitial had already m
grated long distances during the initial electron irradiation
4.2 K. Immediately after the irradiation, only interstitia
trapped by impurities were observed, as illustrated in Fig
and in;1:1 concentration to the isolated vacancies. App
ently, the interstitial is even more efficient in converting t
capture of electrons and holes into the energy required fo
migration.

Figure 3 provides a simple interpretation of the ele
tronic and lattice structure of the vacancy that has evol
from the EPR studies. Using the concept of simple molecu
orbitals made up from the dangling bonds of the four v
cancy neighbors, the various charge states can be under
by their successive population with the appropriate num
of electrons, two forV11, three for V1, etc. Here, the
electron–electron interactions are weaker than in
transition-element ion case, being spread mostly over
four nearest-atom neighbors, but also onto their neighbor
well, and each level is filled before proceeding to the ne
The interesting feature here is that Jahn–Teller ene
lowering distortions occurs as soon as partial occupanc
the degeneratet2 orbital occurs. A tetragonal distortion oc
curs for V1, as observed in its EPR, because of its sin
occupancy in thet2 orbital. A much larger tetragonal distor
tion occurs forV0 being driven by the energy gain of tw
electrons in the orbital. ForV2, an additional dihedral dis
tortion occurs.

These distortions turn out to have important con
quences. For example, the increased two-electron Ja
Teller energy lowering forV0 over the one-electron energ
lowering for V1, actually serves to overcome the Coulom
repulsion between the two electrons and lower the vaca
first donor level (0/1) to a position, below the second don
-
ir
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level (1/11). This rare phenomenon, called negative-U,
implies a net attraction between electrons at the vacancy
account for this, the Jahn–Teller energy lowering for t
vacancy single-donor level (0/1) can be estimated to be a
least;0.5 eV in Ref. 13. With relaxation energies this larg
(;1/2 the bandgap!!, it is easy to understand how capture
electrons and holes at the vacancy can supply the neces
vibrational energy to overcome the small diffusion barrie
indicated in Fig. 2, and explain its athermal 4.2 K migrati
under electronic excitation.

Inspection of the wide variety of observed configuratio
for the trapped interstitials, combined with predictions of r
cent ab initio calculations for interstitial boron14 and
silicon,15,16 has served to suggest a similar simple physi
picture for predicting the properties of such interstitials. Co
sider thes and p valence orbitals for the interstitial atom
when placed in the high-symmetryTd interstitial position of
the lattice. Populate them in the normal atomic order w
electrons appropriate for the charge state of the intersti
For Bi

1(2s2), Al i
11(3s1) and Sii

11(3s2), there is no orbital
degeneracy, therefore no Jahn–Teller distortion, and the
terstitial should stay on-center, as indeed observed
Al i

11 , and predicted by theory for the other two. F
Bi

0(2s22p), Ci
1(2s22p), Sii

1(3s23p1), and their further de-
generatep-level occupancy charge states, off-center Jah
Teller distortions should occur into symmetry lowerin
bonding configurations, as indeed observed for Bi

0 and
Ci

1,0,2 , and predicted for all three atoms. Considering t
large energies involved inp bonding, it is again easy to un
derstand efficient recombination-enhanced migration for
interstitial as it cycles back and forth between its vario
configurations during electron and hole capture.

Remarkably, therefore, the electronic and lattice str
tures for vacancies and interstitials in silicon can be und
stood in almost identical fashion, as summarized in Fig. 4
each case, there is a non-degenerate (a1 ,s) level lowest and
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FIG. 3. Simple one-electron model for th
various charge states of the vacancy
silicon.
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a threefold degenerate (t2 ,p) level higher, which are filled
by the electrons appropriate for the charge state of the de
Each level is filled before going to the next, and when orb
degeneracy results, symmetry-lowering Jahn–Teller dis
tions occur as bond reconstructions, rebonding configu
tions, etc.

The one-electron orbital pictures for vacancies and in
stitials in Fig. 4 must, of course, be generally applicable
all semiconductors — a vacancy always produces four da
gling bonds, an interstitial in the undistorted tetrahedral s
is always an ion surrounded by four non-bonding neighbo
In the II–VI semiconductors, for example, it provides a na
ral explanation for the on-center character observed by E
for the chalcogen vacancies,VVI

1 (a1
1), and the trigonally dis-

torted metal vacancies,VII
2(a1

2t2
5).11 In ZnSe, the interstitial

Zni
1(s1), has also been observed, and is on-center,

predicted.11 For the many other semiconductors about wh
no clear experimental defect identifications exist, these m
els may provide useful predictive properties, which, incide
tally, provide a remarkable consistent simple physical exp
nation for the large lattice configurational changes curren
often being predicted in modern state-of-the-artab initio the-
oretical calculations. However, a word of caution is in ord
It can also be considered to work for the only other identifi
intrinsic defects,VGa

0 in GaP17, VC
2 in diamond18 andVSi

2 in
3C–SiC.19 However, there is an important difference. F
their a1

2t2
3 configuration, Hund’s rule occupancy dominate

giving a nondegenerateS53/2 half-filled t2 shell with no
ct.
l
r-
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-
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degeneracy and full undistortedTd summetry. Apparently, in
these wider bandgap materials, with more localized vaca
orbitals, the electron–electron interactions are beginning
dominate. We may expect interesting surprises, therefore
we begin to probe the intrinsic defects in these materi
Theorists, who do not have the ability so far to prope
include these multiplet effects, must also beware.

II. PRESENT AND FUTURE

Intensive EPR studies continue today and will in t
future, particularly in probing defects in the wide bandg

FIG. 4. An identical simple one-electron orbital model appears to work
both vacancy and interstitial in silicon, the levels being filled, first the low
non-degenerate one, then the higher threefold degenerate one. When
occupancy of the degenerate (t2 ,p) orbitals results, 0,n,5, large Jahn–
Teller relaxations occur. Such a model should apply for all semiconduct
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semiconductors of high current interest today for visible/U
light-emitting and high-temperature electronic applicatio
To the arsenal of conventional EPR and ENDOR techniq
discussed above have been added the powerful and gr
increased sensitivity optical and electrical detection metho
For example, the only EPR detection of an isolated inter
tial in any semiconductor has been that of the zinc interst
in ZnSe, performed by optical detection methods.20,21Here at
the Ioffe Institute, important studies using the optical me
ods have been carried out in the groups of Romanov
Baranov, and much of the pioneering studies of electr
detection have been made by Vlasenko. In addition, a g
deal of excitement is currently centered on the possibility
combining some of the various microscopic scanning te
niques~optical, STM, AFM, magnetic cantilever! with the
increased sensitivity EPR techniques spatially to reso
single defects. Promising recent success in this regard
been reported by Gruberet al.22 Using optical confocal mi-
croscopy, they have resolved and optically detected sin
isolated nitrogen-vacancy-pair defects in diamond.

EPR will remain a uniquely powerful tool for defec
identification and electronic and lattice structure determi
tion. As new semiconducting materials and device structu
emerge in the future, it will continue therefore to play a vi
role, particularly as promising new and more sensitive te
niques for its detection evolve.

Support for the preparation of this review was provid
by the National Science Foundation under Grant N DMR-
094114, and the U.S. Navy Office of Naval Research~Elec-
tronic and Solid State Sciences Program! under Grant N
N00014-94-1-0117.
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Exciton-electron interaction in quantum wells with a two dimensional electron gas
of low density
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II–VI quantum-well structures containing a 2DEG of low density have been investigated by
means of polarized photoluminescence, photoluminescence excitation and reflectivity in external
magnetic fields up to 20 T. The spin splittings of the excitonX and the negatively charged
exciton X2 are measured as a function of the magnetic field strength. The behavior of the
magnetic-field-induced polarization degree of the luminescence line related toX2

demonstrates the formation process of negatively charged excitons from excitons and free
carriers polarized by the external magnetic field. We have determined the binding energies of the
trion formed either with the heavy-hole or the light-hole exciton. The optically detected
magnetic resonance~ODMR! technique was applied for the first time to study the optical transition
processes in a nanosecond timescale. The electron ODMR was observed with the detection
on either the direct exciton or the negatively charged excitonX. Further evidence for the interaction
of excitons with the electrons of the two-dimensional gas are demonstrated by a combined
exciton-cyclotron resonance line observed in reflectivity and luminescence excitation, shake-up
processes observed in photoluminescence, as well as inelastic and spin-dependent scattering
processes. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!01805-5#
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Effects resulting from the exciton-electron interaction
the presence of a two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! of
low density atneaB!1, wherene is the electron concentra
tion andaB is the exciton Bohr radius, became a subject
intensive investigations very recently. This interest has b
stimulated by the observation of a negatively charged e
ton X2 in CdTe/~Cd,Zn!Te modulation-doped quantum-we
~QW! structures.1

In this paper we review several new effects observed
structures where the exciton interacts with a 2DEG of l
carrier density. In detail we discuss: the spin splitting a
polarization dependence ofX andX2 in high magnetic field;2

the combined exciton-cyclotron resonance;3 the optically de-
tected magnetic resonance~ODMR! on X2;4 the shake-up
process5,6 and the spin-dependent broadening of excito
states.7

1. SAMPLE STRUCTURES AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

In this study we performed measurements on two diff
ent types of structures. We used modulation-doped Cd
~Cd,Mg!Te or ZnSe/~Zn,Mg!~S,Se! QWs with a 2DEG of
low density of about 1.531010cm22. The structures were
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy on~100! oriented GaAs
substrates and selectively doped with iodine or chlor
separated by a spacer layer from the QW. Furthermore,
7511063-7834/99/41(5)/6/$15.00
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investigated specially designed structures, where we va
the carrier concentration by external optical illumination.3 To
achieve this, the heterostructures are sandwiched betw
short-period superlattices, where the QWs are separated
the superlattice~SL! by 20 nm thick barriers, which leads t
a much higher probability for the electrons to tunnel from t
SL to the QW, as compared to holes, due to the differenc
the effective masses. Consequently, the electron conce
tion in the QW can be varied accurately by the intensity
illumination with a radiation energy exceeding the SL ba
gap. For the experiments with additional microwave illum
nation we used a back-wave oscillator, whose frequency
be tuned from 55 GHz to 80 GHz by the application of d
ferent dc voltages. For these ODMR experiments the mic
waves were chopped at 45 Hz and the synchronous cha
of the PL intensities were recorded by a two-channel phot
counter.

2. MAGNETO-OPTICAL STUDY OF THE TRION

2.1. Zeeman splitting and polarization degree

In the first part of this paper we concentrate on the pr
erties of negatively charged exciton states in the magn
field range extending up to 20 T. PL was excited with
Ti-sapphire laser at energies below the band gap of the
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. a — Photoluminescence and PLE spectra of an 8 nm-thick CdTe/Cd0.7Mg0.3Te modulation-doped SQW structure.X and X2 label the heavy-hole
exciton and the negatively charged exciton lines; b — PL spectra taken in the magnetic field of 7 T are shown for two circular polarizationss1 ~dotted! and
s2 ~solid! lines, respectively; c — magnetic field dependence of the PL line positions~upper panel! and the Zeeman splitting~lower panel!. The electron-spin
splitting calculated forge521.46 is plotted by a solid line. The heavy-hole splitting is calculated from the electron and theX andX2 splitting respectively.
For details see text.
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riers while the external magnetic fields were applied perp
dicular to the QW layers~Faraday geometry!.

In Fig. 1a the PL and PLE spectra detected for a 8 n
thick CdTe/Cd0.7Mg0.3Te QW at a temperature of 1.6 K an
at zero magnetic field are shown. The exciton lineX domi-
nates in the PLE spectrum but is much weaker than the n
tively charged exciton lineX2 in the PL spectrum, which
reflects the strong probability for excitons to be bound in
X2 complex. This situation is changed under applied m
netic fields when the 2DEG is polarized~Fig. 1b!. At 7 T the
s2 polarized PL component of the exciton line increas
strongly in intensity and becomes comparable with theX2

line intensity. We also stress here that at 7 T theX and the
X2 PL lines are polarized with opposite signs and for theX2

line the high energy component is stronger in intensity th
the lower one. Detailed dependencies ofX andX2 PL inten-
sities on the magnetic field strength are plotted in the up
panel of Fig. 3 and will be discussed below.

For a detailed analysis of the observed PL polarizatio
precise knowledge about the spin splitting of the exciton a
the free carrier states is essential first. The experiment
determined spin splittings for excitons andX2 are very close
to each other~Fig. 1c, upper panel!. The excitonicg factor
has a positive sign~lower part of Fig. 1!. The electrong
factor at the bottom of the conduction band in an 8 nm-th
CdTe/Cd0.7Mg0.3Te QW (ge521.46) is known with high
accuracy.4,8 The heavy-hole spin splitting was deduced
subtracting the electron splitting from the excitonic one. T
hole splitting is zero at magnetic fields below 12 T and
creases at higher fields giving rise to a positiveg factor
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value. There is no significant difference observable whet
the holeg factor is determined by the splitting ofX or X2.
Schematically the spin splitting for 2DEG elecrons, excito
andX2 are presented in Fig. 2. Note that theX2 state is split
due to the heavy-hole contribution only, but the spin splitti
of the X2 optical transitions is also determined by the sp
ting of the conduction-band states (ge), as the 2D electron is
the final state afterX2 recombination ~for details see
referance!.9

The magnetic-field-induced polarization degree forX
and X2 PL lines in QWs with and without 2DEG is dis
played in the lower part of Fig. 3. In undoped QWs theX2

FIG. 2. Schematical presentation of anX2 formation process in externa
magnetic fields from excitons and 2DEG electrons.
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line is unpolarized and theX line polarization increases lin
early with a slope of 0.04T21 only, which is considerably
smaller than the thermal equilibrium value of 0.3T21. In
modulation-doped QWs the polarization degree of theX2

line is nonmonotonic and alters its sign at 12 T and the
citon line polarization is strongly enhanced. It is obvious th
the presence of a strongly polarized 2DEG induces s
strong modification. One can see in Fig. 2 that in magn
fields theX2 formation process is limited to the creation of
~11/2, 21/2, 13/2! state constructed from a~11/2! electron
and a ~21/2, 13/2! exciton. The~11/2, 21/2, 23/2! X2

state is populated by relaxation from the~11/2, 21/2, 13/2!
state. In magnetic fields below 12 T these states are not
and the state which contribute to thes1 polarized transition
is preferably populated. At higher fields, when the state c
tributing to thes2 polarized transition becomes the lowe
one, its thermal occupation leads to the rise of the nega
polarization. The exciton polarization under these conditio
is determined by theX2 formation process:~21/2, 13/2!

FIG. 3. Magnetic field variation of the PL line intensities detected for d
ferent circular polarizations for an 8 nm-thick CdTe/Cd0.7Mg0.3Te
modulation-doped QW~upper panel!. Magnetic-field-induced circular polar
ization degree of the exciton and negatively charged exciton PL lines
~circles! and without~triangles! modulation doping~lower pannel!.
-
t
h

ic

lit
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e
s

excitons are washed out forX2, but ~11/2, 23/2! excitons
are preserved as the~21/2! electron states are empty. As
result the exciton PL increases strongly for thes2 polarized
component~see Fig. 3, upper panel!.

2.2. The effect of microwave radiation on the trion

The formation process of the trion is also reflected in
PL spectra which are taken with and without additional m
crowave illumination. These experiments have been p
formed on an 8 nm-thick QW structures with optical tunin
of the 2DEG density.3,4 At B50 T the microwaves decreas
the X2 emission and increase theX emission, whereas a
magnetic fields above 3 T the microwave radiation incre
the X2 emission and decrease theX emission ins2 polar-
ization and have no obvious influence onX2 andX emission
in s1 polarization. The ODMR~70 GHz! spectrum detected
on X andX2 emission are shown in Fig. 4a fors2 polariza-
tion and Fig. 4b fors1 polarization. The changes are no
malized by their respective total intensities ofX and X2

emission, and the positive and negative signs represen
increase and decrease of PL intensity, respectively.
maximal change is about 8% of the total intensities ofX and
X2 emission. With the increase of the magnetic fie
strength, thes2 ODMR signals decline fast to zero and the
change their signs, whereas thes1 ODMR signals decline
slowly to zero. Ins2 polarization a sharp positive and neg
tive ODMR line ~at B'3.42 T! appears respectively on th
broad ODMR background signals detected onX2 and X
emission. However, no sharp ODMR lines was observed
s1 polarization.

The details of the sharp ODMR lines are shown in t
inset of Fig. 4a. For 70 GHz microwaves the resonant lin
lie at Bres53.424 T with the linewidthDB539 mT. From the
resonant magnetic field strength for different microwave f
quenciesg* 521.46160.002 was obtained very precisel
We identify the sharp lines as the ODMR of the electrons
the 2D gas, whereas the broad background and the pola
tion dependence is determined by the formation proces
X2.

The scheme of the formation ofX2 under magnetic field
is shown in Fig. 2 where theg factor of the electron is nega
tive and that of a heavy hole is very small for low fields a
positive for higher field strength. The formation and the
combination ofX2 from the optically active exciton can b
written

e(21/2)1X(21)→X(23/2)
2 →photon~s2!1e(21/2) ~1!

e(11/2)1X(11)→X(13/2)
2 →photon~s1!1e(11/2) . ~2!

Under the applied excitation conditions in this structu
the electron density is estimated to be less than
31010cm22. Therefore, at the resonant magnetic fieldBres

53.424 T andT51.6 K all electrons lie in theN50 Landau
level and most of them populate the lower spin state~11/2!
by thermalization because of the long lifetime~t52.7ms! of
the excess electrons.3 In addition, the measured large excito
polarization~see Fig. 3b! shows that most excitons are pop
lating the~21! state.
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For thes2 polarized luminescence of the trion, there
a small electron population in the~21/2! state and a strong
exciton population in the~21! state. Microwave resonan
absorption increases the electron population in the~21/2!
state and enhances the formation probability of the~23/2!
X2. Therefore, we observed a positive electron ODMR s
nal detected on theX2 emission and simultaneously a neg
tive electron ODMR signal detected on theX emission since
the enhanced formation ofX2 is in expense ofX.

In s1 polarization, there exists a strong electron pop
lation in the~11/2! state and a small exciton population
the ~11! state. The formation probability of the~13/2! X2

therefore in not sensitive to changes of the~11/2! electron
population. Thus, the sharp electron ODMR line can not
observed for the~23/2! X2 in s1 polarization although the

FIG. 4. ODMR ~70 GHz! signals detected from an 8 nm thic
CdTe/Cd0.7Mg0.3Te QW with optical tuning of 2DEG density onX emission
and X2 emission for ~a! s2 and ~b! s1 polarization. The changes ar
normalized by the respective total intensities ofX andX2 emissions. Ins2

polarization sharp ODMR lines were observed on the broad ODMR ba
ground signals. In the inset the sharp electron ODMR~70 GHz! line de-
tected onX emission ins2 polarization is shown. The resonance positi
lies atBres53.424 T with a linewidthDB539 mT.
-

-

e

microwave resonant absorption induces a decrease of
~11/2! electron population.

The microwave radiation pumps electrons from the lo
spin state~11/2! to the upper spin state~21/2! continuously
until the electrons reach a new steady population. T
change of the electron population by the magnetic reson
absorption results in the change of the formation probabi
of X2. This is the reason why the magnetic resonance
electrons can be detected in theX2 or theX emission.

From the descussion above, it is obvious that elect
spin-dependent and the electron spin-conserving forma
and recombination processes ofX2 makes the electron
ODMR detectable. This formation mechanism ofX2 can be
further supported by the broad ODMR background~at B
.3 T! shown in Fig. 4a and 4b. Besides the microwave re
nant absorption, the heating of electrons in the microwa
field10,11 also induced an increase in the~21/2! electron
population and a decrease in the~11/2! electron population
due to raising of the excess electron temperature.12 This en-
hances the formation probability of the~23/2! X2 just as the
resonance case discussed above. The broad backgroun
nals ~at B.3 T! decrease with the magnetic field streng
due to the suppression of the microwave heating by magn
field.13

We could say that the above microwave heating effec
polarized since the background~at B.3 T! occur only ins2

polarization. At low magnetic fields (B,1 T!, where the two
electron spin states have nearly the same population, ano
microwave heating effect occurs and we call it non-polariz
because the background occurs in both circular polarizatio
The increase of the electron kinetic energy by microwa
heating decreases the probability for an exciton trapping
electron. This is in accord with the temperature experime
on X2 .14 So we observed a decrease ofX2 emission and an
increase of X emission in both circular polarization a
B,1 T shown in Figs. 4a and 4b.

In s2 polarization, the polarized effect of the micro
wave heating plays the main role at high magnetic fie
(B.3 T! and the non-polarized effect at low magnetic fiel
(B,1 T!. For 1,B,3 T, the two effects compete with eac
other, so the ODMR background signals decline fast to z
and change their signs with increasing magnetic fi
strength. Ins1 polarization, only the non-polarized effec
plays a role and the ODMR background signals decl
slowly to zero due to the suppression of the microwave he
ing. Since the polarized ODMR background~at B.3 T! is
due to the microwave heating of excess electrons while e
trons which are bound to impurities can not be heated
microwaves, the ODMR measurements prove clearly the
tribution of the PL line toX2 and not to an impurity bound
exciton.

2.3. Trions formed with the light hole exciton

A fingerprint ofX2 is the strong polarization of its reso
nance in external magnetic fields. When the excess elect
are strongly polarized by the external magnetic field, exc
tion of theX2 singlet state is allowed for one defined pola
ization only. In contrast to the CdTe/~Cd,Mg!Te structures
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discussed so far theg factor of the electron in ZnSe
~Zn,Mg!~S,Se! QWs is positive (ge51.1). Therefore, the al-
lowed transition forX2 formed with the heavy-hole excito
in these structures is thes2 polarization, whereass1 is the
allowed polarization for the trion formed with the light-ho
exciton. Such a behavior is demonstrated for a 10
ZnSe/Zn0.89Mg0.11S0.18Se0.82 QW with ne'431010cm22 in
Fig. 5. The resonance indeed appears in opposite circ
polarization of the reflected light. Furthermore, the bindi
energy of the trion can be determined from Fig. 5. AtB
57 T, the binding energy ofX2 formed with the heavy-hole
exciton is 4.6 meV, and 3.8 meV forX2 formed with the
light-hole exciton.

We have fitted all experimentally observed resonan
within a model of a nonlocal dielectric response.15 In the
insert of Fig. 5 we have plotted the dependencies of
exciton and trion radiative damping as a function of the m
netic field. It is obvious that the exciton radiative dampi
constantG0 ~i.e. the exciton oscillator strength! shows no
dependence on the magnetic field strength for both circ
polarizations. The trion oscillator strength, in contrast to
excitonic one, decrease with the magnetic field for thes1

polarization and increases for thes2 polarization. This dif-
ferent behavior ofG0 for s1 ands2 polarizations is due to
the singlet structure of the trion ground state, where the
electrons involved have opposite spins. In the presence
magnetic field the background electrons are polarized
the trions could be created by photons of one polariza
only.

3. COMBINED EXCITON-CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

In external magnetic fields, besides the trion line, a
other new line appears in the PLE and reflectivity spec
which can not be attributed to the normal magneto-exci

FIG. 5. Reflectivity spectra of a 10 nm ZnSe/Zn0.89Mg0.11S0.18Se0.82 quan-
tum well at 1.6 K and 7 T fors1 ~solid! ands2 ~dotted! lines. The insert
shows the radiative damping~oscillator strength! for the exciton and the
trion.
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peaks. This line is attributed to a combined exciton-cyclotr
resonance~ExCR! and is a supplementary example for ne
features observable in semiconductor quantum wells cont
ing an electron gas of low density.3 An incident photon cre-
ates an exciton in the ground state and simultaneously
cites one of the resident electrons from the lowest to fi
~ExCR1! or to the second~ExCR2! Landau level. As can be
seen from Fig. 6, the energy positions of these ExCR li
are in the range of the Coulomb-bound states, but they
have very differently. For instance, the intensity of the ExC
line increase strongly for largerne , whereas the magnetoex
citon lines are insensitive to this parameter. Furthermo
Fig. 6 shows that the ExCR lines shift linearly in magne
fields with a slope of 1.2 meV/T~ExCR1! or 2.9 meV/T
~ExCR2!, respectively, which is comparable to the electr
cyclotron energies in CdTe/~Cd,Mg!Te QWs. An extrapola-
tion of these shifts to zero field meets approximately
energy of the 1s state of the heavy-hole exciton~1s2hh!.
This linear shift of the ExCR lines, as opposed to the q
dratic one of the heavy-hole excitons (1s, 2s, and 3s states
also displayed in Fig. 6!, shows that the free electrons co
tribute to the observed process. Theoretically the shift of
ExCR lines in an external magnetic field behave li
N•\vc,e(11me /M ), whereme is the electron andM5me

1mh is the exciton mass,\vc,e is the cyclotron energy and
N an integer~details of the theoretical consideration are
Ref. 3!. Applying the experimentally obtained mass valu
me50.11m0 andmhh50.48m0 gives 1.24 meV/T very close
to the experimental value.

The ExCR line is stronglys2 polarized, when the spin
of the free electron gas is parallel to the free electron
polarization in the external field direction. As as2 photon

FIG. 6. Fan chart of an 8 nm CdTe/Cd0.7Mg0.3Te quantum well. Open sym-
bols represents1 and closed symbolss2 polarization respectively. The
lines represent calculation for the exciton 1s, 2s, and 3s states applyin
model described in Ref. 18.
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creates an electron with the same spin orientation as
background electron. In this case the exciton angular m
mentum in the final state is~21!, and the recombination o
such a photon is dipole allowed. On the other hand, as1

polarized photon leads to a final state exciton with a m
netic moment of 2, whose recombination is dipole forbidd
Such excitons can recombine only after a spin flip of eit
the electron or the hole caused by scattering processes
therefore their contribution to the PL intensity is mu
weaker.

In addition, it can be seen in Fig. 6 that for magne
field above 11 T the ExCR1 line exhibits a strong bowi
and splitting into two components. In this field range, t
LO-phonon energy equals the cyclotron energy resulting
resonant polaron coupling,16 which can be established from
the typical anticrossing behavior caused by the mixing
electron and phonon states. The observation of a reso
polaron coupling via the ExCR line also evidences the p
ticipation of 2D electrons in the ExCR process.

4. ADDITIONAL FEATURES CORRELATED WITH THE 2DEG

Besides the linear blue shift of the ExCR line observ
in PLE and reflectivity, the PL spectra of QWs with an ele
tron gas of low density exhibit lines that are correlated w
shake-up processes.17 We observed a series of low-energ
satellites related to the excitation of the 2DEG.5 In emission,
the transition energy of the photon is lowered by ene
conservation. The shake-up process excites, similarly to
ExCR mechanism, inter-Landau-level transitions giving r
to red-shifted PL lines with an energy separation from
trion energy of about2N\vc,e .

Besides all of the above-discussed elastic-scattering
cesses we would like to mention inelastic and sp
dependent scattering processes, where the photo-gene
excitons lose their energy by scattering to an ortho-exc
state and the simultaneous excitation to an upper Zee
sublevel. Details of these scattering processes are publi
elsewhere.7
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We present a critical review of the present state of the critical exponent puzzle of the metal-
insulator transition of doped semiconductors with emphasis on the role of meso- and macroscopic
inhomogeneity caused by the disorder of intended or unintended acceptors and donors in
crystals. By using both isotopic engineering and neutron transmutation doping~NTD! of
germanium we found for low compensations~at K51.4 and 12%! that the critical
exponents of the localization length and the dielectric constant are nearlyn51/2 andz51, which
double for medium compensations~at K538 and 54%! to n51 andz52, respectively.
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Until now there has been an intensive debate in the
erature whether the metal-insulator transition~MIT ! is a
phase transition of first or second order and what the exp
mental conditions are to obtain it at finite temperatures
in real ~disordered! systems.1,2 If the MIT is a second-order
phase transition, a further challenge is the puzzle of the c
cal indexm for the scaling behavior of the metallic condu
tivity near the MIT, i.e. just above the critical impurity con
centrationNc and as small compensationK.2–14 In particular,
in several uncompensated materials~Si : P @Refs. 2–4#,
Si : As @Refs. 5,6#, Ge : As @Refs. 7,8#! some experimenta
groups obtainedm'1/2, others obtainedm>1 ~Si : P, @Ref.
13# Ge : As and Ge : Ga!,14 which also has been found i
different compensated material.9–12 On the other, hand the
value ofm'1/2 is significantly smaller thanm51 to 1.3 pre-
dicted theoretically for an Anderson transition driven only
disorder15–20 and also less than Chayeset al.21 inequality
m.2/3 for a MIT caused by both disorder and electro
electron interactions.

The main uncertainty in all previous experimental wo
is whether the impurities, for instance, the donors atn-type
conductors, are distributed macroscopically homogeneo
during doping or not and whether, during any chemical d
ing, an unintended disorder via compensation by~back-
ground! acceptors or defects is present or not. The disor
in doped semiconductors arises mainly from the intended
unintended compensationK which is, for n-type material,
K5Na /Nd , as well as from correlated incorporation of d
nors and acceptors from melt-grown crystals and mac
scopic inhomogeneity in the impurity distribution. To avo
7571063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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these uncertainties, we have prepared four sets of german
samples which were both isotopically engineered a
neutron-transmutation doped. The crystals have in this ca
well controlled disorder from the compensation by the iso
pic enrichment of74Ge (K50.014, 0.12, 0.38 and 0.54 fo
n-type conductivity! and of a mesoscopically as well as ma
roscopically homogeneous distribution of the impurities w
N near Nc . In the case of low compensations, we g
samples on both sides of the MIT.

1. SAMPLE PREPARATION

Isotopically engineered, bulk Ge crystals were grow
from pure74Ge, enriched up to 94%, or by a mixture of74Ge
with Ge of natural isotopic content. The isotopes74Ge and
70Ge transmute after irradiation by thermal neutrons to75As
donors and71Ge acceptors. The four series ofn-type Ge with
different isotopic abundance~in %! and differentK after
NTD are listed in Table I. The values ofK are proportional
to the product of the isotopic abundance and the ther
neutron cross-sections of all isotopes producing impurit
K>NGa/NAs , whereas the impurity concentration is propo
tional to the irradiation dose.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All samples withN,Nc at T,1 K exhibited a tempera-
ture dependence of resistivity according to

r~T!5r0exp~T0 /T!1/2. ~1!

Equation~1! corresponds to variable-range hopping cond
tivity with a Coulomb gap at the Fermi level22 and with
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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T052.8e2/ak, ~2!

wherea is the localization length andk is the dielectric con-
stant. Figures 1 and 2 show typical dependencies of the
sistivity on temperature for low (K51.4 and 12%! and me-
dium (K538%! disorder. One can see that Eq.~1! is fulfilled
at low temperatures for all impurity concentrations whe
variable-rangle hopping is obtained. According to scal
theory of the MIT, botha and k diverge at the MIT with
power laws2,15

a5C1aBu~N/Nc!21u2n, ~3a!

k5C2k0u~N/Nc!21u2z, ~3b!

with z/n52, in Eq. ~3a,b! aB>4 nm is the Bohr radius o
the Arsenic donor,k0>15.2 is the static dielectric constan
andC1 andC2 are constants. As the result, the slope of
curves in Figs. 1 and 2, i.e.,T0 must decrease with a powe
p5z1n approachingT050 at N>Nc . Figure 3 showsT0

as function ofNd5n/(12K) for different K, wheren is the
free-carrier concentration. The linear extrapolation of
curves in Fig. 3. gives us the value ofNc which rapidly
increases withK. The scaling relation ofT0 versusu(N/Nc)

TABLE I. Isotopic abundance in the four series of NTD Ge after ma
spectroscopic analysis, compensation degree, conduction type and c
impurity concentration~see text!.

Isotope 70Ge 72Ge 73Ge 74Ge 75Ge K ~%! Type Nc (cm23)

Series 1 0.2 0.7 3.2 93.8 2.1 1.4 n 3.531017

Series 2 1.7 2.4 1.0 93.9 1.0 12 n 4.031017

Series 3 5.0 6.5 2.4 82.8 3.3 38 n 7.131017

Series 4 8.1 11.2 ca.4 72.3 ca.4 54 n 1.531018

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of resistivity at low compensa
K50.014, 0.12.
e-

g

e

e

21u at differentK are shown in Fig. 4. At low disorder (K
51.4 and 12%! the powerp is close to the value of 3/2 an
doubles at medium disorder (K538 and 54%! to a value of
about 3. Taking into accountz/n52, one obtainsn>1/2 and
1, andz>1 and 2, at low and mediumK respectively. The
values ofa(K) can be independently determined from me
surements of the positive magnetoresistance. In all sam
at T,0.5 and atB50.522 T the positive magnetoresistanc
was found23 to fulfill the theory in Ref. 22:

ln~r~B!/r~0!!51~e2/ah2! a4~B2/T3/2!51B2/B0~a,T!2,
~4!

-
cal

n,

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of resistivity at medium compensa
K50.38.

FIG. 3. Determination ofNc at T0→0.
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wherea>660 is a numerical coefficient. Figure 5 shows t
typical dependence of the hopping magnetoresistance, w
confirms the appearance of quadratic dependence on a
magnetic field in all samples. The analysis of the tempera
dependence according to Eq.~4! is shown in Fig. 6 indicat-
ing the range of validity at aboutT50.221.5 K for this
sample. From Eq.~4! we calculateda(K) of all samples. By
a combination ofT0}(ak)21 of the temperature dependen
of resistivity without magnetic field by using Eqs.~1 and 2!
we also estimatedk(K). Both dependencies as functions
u(N/Nc)21u are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, confirming th
above estimates for the slopesn>1/2 and 1, andz>1 and 2
for the scaling behavior ofa and k, at low and mediumK
respectively.

From the experimental point of view the puzzle of t
critical indices has been solved by well-controlled disord
via the compensation degree and homogeneous doping
combination of artificially changed isotopic content~isotopic
engineering! and NTD which give rise to mesoscopic an

FIG. 4. T0 vs u(N/Nc)21u at differentK.

FIG. 5. Typical dependence of the hopping magnetoresistance onB2.
ch
ow
re

r
y a

macroscopic homogeneity. The determination ofNc from the
extrapolation ofT0(N)→0 at Efros–Shklovskii variable-
range hopping agrees well withNc from the metallic side.

For low disorder~at K51.4 and 12%!, the critical expo-
nents of the localization length and the dielectric constant
nearly n51/2 andz51, respectively. The value ofn5m at
low disorder agree well with early Si : P~Ref. 2! and Ge : As
~Ref. 6! as well as with recent results on uncompensa
NTD Ge : Ga ~Ref. 8! results. At medium desorder~at K
538 and 54%!, the critical indices double ton51 andz52,
respectively. These results accord with results on differ
chemically doped material Si : P~Ref. 13! and Ge : As/Ga
~Ref. 14! where the crystal homogeneity could be less. A
ditionally, some disorder by unintended compensation
correlated impurity distribution is possible.11 However, the
disparity of the critical indices between theory and expe
ment remains unresolved because, to our knowledge, u

FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the positive hopping magnetoresist
The upper straight line shows the range of validity of Eq.~4!.

FIG. 7. a andk vs u(N/Nc)21u at low K.
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now there is no unique theory taking into accounts both d
order and strong electron–electron interaction.
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Present-day physical methods of investigation reveal that the fracture and plastic deformation of
metals is accompanied by emission processes, in particular, by luminescence and emission
of electrons. All the metals studied thus far exhibit a capability of luminescence. The intensity,
duration, and spectrum of mechanoluminescence are different for different metals. The
intensity is determined by the mechanical and thermal characteristics. For a given metal, the
intensity depends on dislocation density in the structure and the sample loading rate. The spectrum
of noble metals is governed by the electronic structure of surface states. The dynamics of
mechanoluminescence and electron emission~exoemission! depends on the rate of stress variation
in the sample under study. This permits one to consider the mechanoluminescence and
exoemission not only as physical characteristics but also as a potential tool for probing surface
states in metals and the kinetics of emergence of mobile dislocations on the surface with
a high time resolution. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02005-5#
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Deformation and fracture of all solids, including insul
tors, semiconductors, and metals, excites in them a num
of nonequilibrium processes, such as electron and ion e
sion, emission of light~mechanoluminescence!, generation
of sound, electromagnetic radiation in the rf range, and e
x-rays.1–7 In metals, these processes have been studied
of all, but experimental observations have been accumula
and their interpretation suggested. The mechanism prop
to account for the mechanoluminescence in metals is
follows.8,9 In the course of fracture, plastic zones with a hi
dislocation density form at the crack tip. Unloading t
sample results in a dislocation-assisted relief of the strai
layer associated with annihilation of pairs of dislocations
opposite sign and emergence of mobile dislocation on
surface. Real dislocations in a metal have a complex st
ture, which makes their total annihilation hardly probable.
each dislocation reaction, only separate parallel sections
annihilate. The annihilation of such sections is accompan
by liberation of a considerable energy, which may be as h
as a few eV per interatomic distance along the axis. Ann
lation of dislocations in noble metals may give rise to te
crossing of the innerd electrons localized in the dislocatio
core region with frees-p band states. The nonadiabatic tra
sitions originating in such a crossing produce holes in qu
local d states near the dislocations, which form in dislocat
reactions. It thus follows that the luminescence intens
should be connected with the dislocation concentration in
near-surface strained layer, and its dynamics, with tha
dislocation motion or stresses.

To verify the existence of such relations experimenta
we used samples with initially different microstructure, i
different dislocation densities, and two different methods
sample deformation, namely~i! illumination with a laser
pulse of a preset and high enough pulse energy and~ii ! pass-
ing an electric current pulse, likewise with a preset and s
ficiently high energy.

When irradiating a sample with laser pulses, one usu
7611063-7834/99/41(5)/2/$15.00
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studies the attendant processes initiated directly in the
minated spot and around it. At the same time the parts of
target which were not acted upon directly by the radiat
are also subject to the stresses propagating outward from
spot. Using a laser pulse for investigating the emission p
nomena induced on the back side of the target appears
experimentally appropriate and informative. The interact
of a laser pulse with the surface of a metallic target within
broad energy range, including pulse energies below the s
lation threshold, was studied, in particular, in Refs. 10 a
11. One can calculate with a good enough accuracy an
absolute units the temporal and spatial distribution of te
perature and stresses in the irradiated target and com
them with the onset of luminescence and exoemission pu
induced on its back side, find the minimum stresses gene
ing the luminescence and exoemission, and verify or es
lish the correlation between the stresses and emission.12

Correlation of the stresses and temperatures, as we
of their temporal and spatial distributions with the evoluti
in time of the emission of photons~mechanoluminescence!
and electrons~exoemission! in the samples where they wer
detected from their back side permits one to draw the follo
ing conclusions:~i! the dynamics of the emission process
are connected with that of the stresses, namely, the highe
stress variation rate, the higher is the intensity of the mec
noluminescence and exoemission, and~ii ! mechanolumines-
cence and exoemission are initiated in the stage where
stresses in a sample are close to the material yield point

The experimentally found13 dependence of the intensit
of mechanoluminescence on the original sample microst
ture provides support for its dislocation mechanism. At t
same time one measured and compared only the ti
integrated radiation. No spectral measurements were
tempted because of the low intensity of the radiation.
support the main points underlying the dislocation model
would be important to check whether the mechanolumin
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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cence spectrum does indeed depend on the original m
structure of a sample.

The process of deformation and fracture of a conduc
through which a large current is passed is accompanied
bright light flash.14 The emission spectrum contains a nu
ber of lines and bands, i.e. it carries a large amount of in
mation on the system and dynamics of electronic levels o
metallic sample, both of the metal itself and of its constitu
atoms. A study was made of the emission spectrum exc
in the fracture of copper conductors.15,16The observed emis
sion bands were identified. It was established, in particu
that the excitation produced by energetic electrons which
generated in the fracture induced by a heavy current is
companied by a luminescence associated with the frac
process itself.

In the experiments described in the present paper, co
conductors with originally differing microstructure wer
fractured by passing through them an electric current wit
density of~0.7–1.0!3107 A/cm2. The conductors were dia
0.5 mm, 70-cm long sections of technical-grade M0 cop
wire. The energy was provided by a 400-mF capacitor bank
charged to 1.5 kV. The loading rate wasV513103 m/s, and
the pulse durationt520ms. The radiation under study wa
focused onto the entrance slit of a diffraction-grating sp
trometer; in its focal plane was mounted an FPP31L c
based scanner, whose output was fed through an ADC in
computer. This arrangement permitted measurement of
spectral characteristics of radiation flashes produced in
fracture of a sample within the 5400–8100-Å interval with
resolution of 6 Å.

The continuous emission spectrum accompanying M
fracture of copper had been measured previously withi
broader range~4500–9000 Å!. The measurements were pe
formed, however, only at 20 points in this spectral range,
to obtain an average intensity, ten samples had to be f
tured at each point.

The present measurements have been carried out in m
detail and on a radically improved level. First, the compl
emission spectrum was measured in one experiment. Sec
the measurements were performed at 500 points in the 54
8100-Å range. Third, one measured not only the continu
but the line spectrum as well. This permitted one to impro
the precision and reliability of the results obtained.

It is known that dislocations lying in the same slip pla
but having oppositely directed Burgers vectors annihilate
contact. If such dislocations lie in different slip planes, th
annihilation requires previous creep. Annealing favors cr
of the dislocations and in this way reduces their concen
tion. Microphotographs of samples before and after ann
ing were obtained and presented in Ref. 13.

A comparison of the spectra of annealed and unanne
copper samples showed that the cathodoluminescence
photoluminescence bands of copper are actually replica
one another.16 This is apparently due to the fact that they a
produced by excitation of bulk states, which undergo o
small changes in the course of annealing. In other interv
the spectra differ in intensity, which implies changes in t
relative intensity of luminescence bands of different natu
The spectral interval discussed in the present work relate
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the mechanoluminescence band. As expected, the me
noluminescence band intensity generated in the fracture
an annealed sample was found to be weaker than that o
unannealed one. These observations provide supportive
dence for the dislocation mechanism of mechanolumin
cence; indeed, annealing produced a decrease of disloc
concentration and a weaker intensity of the band associ
with excitation of hole states in the nonadiabatic transitio
which are initiated at the annihilation of dislocations and
their emergence on the surface.

An analysis of the spectra of the emission generated
the fracture of conductors by a large-density current perm
the following conclusions:~1! The annealing-induced chang
of the microstructure reduces the excitation probability of
surface electronic states responsible for the mechanolumi
cence band, and~2! The annealing-induced change of th
microstructure does not affect the bulk electronic states
sponsible for the cathodoluminescence and photolumin
cence bands.

Thus the results obtained in all the above experime
support the dislocation mechanism of mechanoluminesce
and give one grounds to assume a similar nature of the e
tron exoemission observed to occur in plastic deformation
metals.
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Quasielastic light scattering in the near IR from photoexcited electron-hole plasma
created in a GaAs layer with embedded InAs quantum dots

B. Kh. Ba ramov, V. A. Vo tenko, B. P. Zakharchenya, V. V. Toporov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

M. Henini and A. J. Kent

Department of Physics, University of Nottingham, Nottingham, NG7 2RD, UK
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 844–847~May 1999!

The paper reports the development of a high-sensitivity technique for measurement of inelastic
electronic light-scattering spectra in the near-IR region, which are excited by a stable
single-mode cw YAG:Nd laser operating at 1064.4-nm. This technique has permitted detection
for the first time of quasielastic scattering of light by a photoexcited electron-hole plasma
generated in a GaAs layer with an embedded self-organized ensemble of InAs quantum dots. A
considerable resonant enhancement of the quasielastic electronic scattering intensity
exceeding the level characteristic of the bulk material by two orders of magnitude has been
revealed. The main scattering mechanism, involving joint diffusion of electrons and holes, has been
elucidated. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02105-X#
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Size quantization in all three directions attained in se
conductor structures containing quantum dots~QD! embed-
ded in a wide-gap matrix results in a substantial modificat
of the density of electronic states and a considerably stron
carrier localization, which is expected to improve apprec
bly the principal characteristics of some nanoelectronics
vices. We are reporting here on a further development o
high-sensitivity technique1 for measuring of inelastic elec
tronic light-scattering spectra in the near-IR region and
using it to study light-scattering spectra from QD structur
We have succeeded in detecting quasielastic electronic
scattering from free carriers in an InAs QD system emb
ded in a GaAs matrix. It is shown that this scattering
caused by the electron-hole plasma generated in the bu
GaAs with embedded InAs QDs by incident light. The e
semble of self-assembled QDs is produced through spo
neous breakup of a strongly strained InAs layer grown
GaAs surface into coherent islands. It was established
the observed considerable enhancement of the quasie
electronic light-scattering intensity is caused by the reson
nature of this scattering. It permitted us to measure for
first time spectra of quasielastic electronic light scatter
from QD structures at an intensity level considerably in e
cess of the values established for the bulk material.

The study was made of undoped structures MBE gro
on n-type, semi-insulatingsi-GaAs substrates with a facete
~311!B surface. The islands grew by the Stranski-Krastan
mechanism. The active region of the sample consisted of
rows of quantum dots formed by deposition of alternat
InAs layers with an effective thickness of 1.8 ML an
5.1-nm thick GaAs layers. The effective size of such In
QDs was;1236 nm.

The spectra were excited by a high-stability cw YAG:N
laser operating at a wavelength of 1064.4 nm. The spe
obtained were backscattered from the~311!B plane for par-
7631063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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allel (yy) incident- and scattered-light polarizations, with th
y axis along the@ 2̄33# crystallographic direction. The sca
tered light was analyzed with a large collecting powerf
51:3) double-grating monochromator and detected with
cooled PM tube in a two-channel photon-counting arran
ment. The spectral resolution was 2 cm21. The measure-
ments were performed at pump densities within the inter
P5(0.221.0) kW/cm2, which do not produce local heatin
of the samples.

Figure 1a and 1b presents fragments of inelastic lig
scattering spectra obtained directly from the InAs QD lay
in the GaAs matrix atT5194 and 77 K, respectively. Thes
spectra, which lie in a hard-to-reach low-frequency reg
directly adjoining the exciting laser line, demonstrate co
vincingly the Lorentz wing of quasielastic electronic lig
scattering. A similar spectrum for thesi-GaAs substrate ob
tained atT5300 K in identical experimental conditions i
shown in Fig. 2. The fairly strong lines seen in these spe
at 271.3 and 294.3 cm21, 269.7 and 292.8 cm21, 268.0 and
291.3 cm21 originate from lattice scattering of light from th
si-GaAs substrate by TO(G) and LO(G) phonons at 77, 194
and 300 K, respectively. The strongest line seen at 15
cm21 against the background of comparatively weak lin
corresponding to overtone scattering in a portion of
si-GaAs substrate spectrum amplified here 20 times is du
overtone scattering involving two acoustic 2TA(X,K) GaAs
phonons. Remarkably, the intensity of the observed qu
elastic electronic light scattering in this spectrum is com
rable to that of the 2TA(X,K) phonons. This observation, a
well as the pattern and shape of the scattering line, imply
thesi-GaAs substrate hasn-type conduction with a free car
rier concentrationn51.031015 cm23 ~Ref. 2!. This quasi-
elastic electronic light scattering drops sharply in absol
intensity with decreasing temperature, to disappear a
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Fragments of spectra obtained from an InAs QD layer embedded in a deliberately undoped GaAs matrix grown on a semi-insulatingsi-GaAs
substrate. The spectra were measured at~a! T5194 K and~b! T577 K.
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FIG. 2. A fragment of the spectrum from a semi-insulatingsi-GaAs substrate on which deliberately undoped structures were grown consisting of InAs
embedded in a GaAs matrix. The spectrum was obtained atT5300 K.
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gether in the spectrum obtained atT577 K, in full agree-
ment with Ref. 3.

The spectra of structures with InAs QDs embedded i
GaAs matrix exhibit a distinctly different pattern. This sca
tering also differs strongly from the process of inelastic lig
scattering by free holes inp-GaAs.4 As evident from the
spectra in Fig. 1, atT577 K the contribution of lattice scat
tering is not dominant. Moreover, these spectra reveal
anomalous increase in the absolute intensity of quasiela
light scattering with decreasing temperature. We have a
observed an increase in the absolute intensity of quasiel
electronic light scattering in structures with InAs QDs e
bedded in the GaAs matrix. This increase in intensity
ceeds the corresponding bulk levels by about two order
magnitude. Besides, an anti-Stokes component of such
tering appears at low temperatures. At still lower tempe
tures a fairly broad one-phonon luminescence band appe
and a narrow shoulder corresponding to the acoustic plas
becomes visible at 20 cm21 ~these features are not shown
Fig. 1!.

We believe that the observed intensity increase m
originate from the resonant nature of the scattering, whic
due to a selectively photoexcited electron-hole plasma
duced in the GaAs layer in the presence of a self-organ
ensemble of InAs QDs. Because the characteristic dim
sions of a quantum dot are small compared to the light wa
length (d!l), its electromagnetic-field eigenmodes can
found essentially in the electrostatic approximation. T
a

t

n
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o
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-
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electric field in QDs embedded in an effective dielectric m
dium will be determined by the difference between the
electric constants of InAs and GaAs at the pump frequen
The luminescence line peaking at 1031.4 nm indicates e
tron quantization in quantum dots. Because the character
dimensions of the QDs arranged in periodic rows are co
parable to the periods of the structure in both directions
the growth direction and perpendicular to it, the electro
states of the discrete spectrum in such structures bec
multiply coupled. The extent of this coupling, i.e. the numb
of the dots involved, depends on the dot size dispersion a
in particular, decreases strongly with the onset of coa
cence, i.e. of the stage where large dots form at the expe
of the other dots decreasing in size.5 Viewed on the energy
scale, this coupling of quantum states manifests itself
breaking up of the electronic bands and in the appearanc
the gap betweenEg150.424 eV~InAs! andEg251.519 eV
~GaAs! of allowed minibands and minigaps. For an incide
photon energyhv51.165 eV, most of the volume of th
system under study with an effective band gapEg can satisfy
the resonance condition\v5Eg .

In accordance with the above-mentioned resonant na
of the scattering, its excitation produces photoionization
electron-hole pairs, which build up near the InAs QDs. Co
sidered from the classical viewpoint, the photoinduced ex
ton liquid is injected from its localization region near th
dots into the GaAs volume transparent to the incident lig
where it generates a two-component plasma. As fluctuat
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of the dielectric permittivity in such a system, one shou
take the sum of the contributions due to electrons and ho3

with a resonance factor6 determined by the gap widthEg and
equal toReh5Eg

2/@Eg
22(\v i)

2#. Our estimates show that
is this factor that provides a dominant contribution to t
observed enhancement in the quasielastic light-scattering
tensity, while the contribution associated with the decreas
amplitudes of the incident and scattered wave fields is on
factor of two to three. This yieldsR53Reh

2 for the maximum
net-intensity increase.

To consider the Lorentzian wing of the quasielastic el
tronic light scattering, recall that the photoinduced noneq
librium carriers have zero macroscopic spreadout velo
and a low mobility. On writing out all possible spectral co
relation functions of electrons and holes, one comes to
following expression for the quasielastic scattering cr
section7

]2S

]v]V
58pVR~eies!

2
q2F~v!

«2 S e2

mc2D 2

3~me1mh!2tM
2

DeS ]ne

]ze
D

T

sh
21DhS ]nh

]zh
D

T

se
2

v21~q2Da2v2tM !2
.

~1!

Here tM5«/@4p (se1sh)# is the Maxwellian relaxation
time,

Da5
seDh1shDe

se1sh

is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient,F(v)5hv/@12exp
(2hv/T)#, na is the steady-state nonequilibrium density
particles of speciesa, za are their Fermi quasilevels,a la-
bels the particles~electrons and holes!, andme and mh5g l

are their inverse reduced masses, with the latter equal to
corresponding Luttinger Hamiltonian parameterg l .

According to Eq.~1!, the relaxation seen in the quas
elastic light scattering spectra with the Lorentzian pro
s

in-
g
a

-
i-
y

e
s

he

width G5q2Da is due to the joint diffusion of electrons an
holes. Note that the mobility of electronsbe5ete /me* ex-
ceeds that of heavy holes:bh /be5me* th /mh* te!1. There-
fore G in Fig. 1b is determined by the smallest of the po
sible diffusion coefficients, which is that of holes. That t
experimental values ofG are a few times smaller than thos
for bulk n-InP andn-GaAs crystals with comparable impu
rity concentrations is also a new observation.2–4,7–9

Remarkably, at lower temperatures one observes ca
motion between quantum dots to follow a drift patter
which may result in an increase of the average dot pop
tion compared to the case of ambipolar diffusion.

We note in conclusion that practical realization of t
possibility of obtaining near-IR spectra of resonant qua
elastic electronic light scattering from structures with Q
offers a new potential for studying the interaction of elect
magnetic waves and carrier diffusion in semiconductor na
structures.
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Rate spectra of small deformations in solids
N. N. Peschanskaya, P. N. Yakushev,* ) V. V. Shpe zman, A. B. Sinani, and
V. A. Bershte n

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 848–850~May 1999!

The method of constructing the temperature dependence for the rate of small creep deformation
~strain-rate spectra! is applied to determine relaxation transitions in solids. This method is
based on precision measurements of the rate using a laser interferometer and is distinguished by
its high resolution. The possibility of using the spectra for predicting critical temperatures
in the fracture kinetics of polymers and metals, as well as changes in the electrical properties~for
example, the superconducting transition in Y–Ba–Cu–O ceramics! is pointed out. ©1999
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02205-4#
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Research on deformation kinetics in connection w
molecular dynamics and the structure of materials1–3 is one
of the fundamental concerns in the physics of durability a
plasticity. The deformability of materials shows up most d
tinctly in creep. Creep develops with constant external
rameters~stress and temperature! and is an example of struc
tural self organization. The principal characteristic of a
process, including creep, is its rate, and the accuracy w
which it is measured determines the reliability of the resu
Creep kinetics is traditionally studied in terms of avera
rates in its steady state, which limits the range of poss
studies. A fundamentally new detection scheme based
laser interferometer has been devised4 for more accurate
measurement of the rate for small strain increments at
‘‘point’’ of the process. This precision technique has open
up new approaches to the study of creep kinetics and ma
possible to discover previously unknown behavior, in p
ticular the spectral temperature dependences of the rate
small inelastic deformations.5–13Major studies have been de
voted to polymers,5–8,12but similar behavior has been foun
in metals and ceramics,9–11,13as well. We shall examine th
prospects of the creep-rate spectrum technique for predic
critical temperatures for various material properties.

1. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Rate spectra can be obtained for different forms of lo
ing. Here we have used unilateral loading. The loading
vice and detector portions of the apparatus, including
Michelson interferometer using a low-power laser with
wavelength l50.63 mm, have been describe
elsewhere.6,7,12 The strain rate«̇ is determined by the bea
frequencyn of interfering beams~one at the initial frequency
and one that has changed frequency owing to the Dop
shift!: «̇5ln/2l 0, wherel 0 is the sample length. The smal
est deformation on the basis of which«̇ can be determined
with an error of;1% is 0.15mm ~half a beat in the inter-
ferometer!. The method for constructing a spectrum is
follows: the sample is cooled to the lowest temperat
within the range being studied, loaded to low stresses e
to 0.1–0.3 times the yield point at the highest temperatu
7671063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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and, after a deformation«5(123)31024, the sample is
unloaded, heated by 3–10 K, loaded with the same load,
The rate measurement at all temperatures is made with
same creep duration relative to the half beat arriving at
time of the measurement. The resulting dependences of«̇ on
T have the form of spectra with peaks which indicate
change in the mobility of the structure. The correlation fr
quency of the experiment for the creep duration of 10–30
roughly 1022 Hz.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The anomalies in the temperature dependences of
mechanical characteristics found in the past have been
plained by relaxation transitions which change the defor
ability, i.e., the degree of brittleness~plasticity!, of the
material.2,3,7Rate spectra provide more complete informati
on critical temperatures for the development of vario
physical and mechanical properties than do other stand
methods such as internal friction. The creep-rate spect
has been used to study polymers of various types, metals
alloys, ceramics~including superconducting ones!, etc.

2.1. Polymers.Figure 1 shows plots of the microcree
rate and rupture point as functions of temperature, toge
with internal friction spectra, for polystyrene. Four pea
corresponding to relaxation transitions can be seen clear
the rate spectra. The two low-temperature relaxation regi
correspond more precisely to breaks in the temperature
pendence of the toughness than do the indistinct relaxat
in the internal-friction spectra. Near 320 K the toughness
polystyrene is very low and was not measured in the re
where the material becomes soft. Similar correlations h
been observed for other polymers.5–8

2.2. Metals. Data for zinc are shown in Fig. 2 as a
example. The creep rate spectrum has three peaks c
sponding to breaks in the temperature dependence of
toughness for different forms of the stressed state. T
breaks in these curves correspond to regions of ductile-br
transitions.9 Therefore, the embrittlement temperature do
not vary arbitrarily, but is drawn toward the lowest peak
the creep-rate spectrum. Similar data have been obtaine
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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polymers.7 The creep-rate spectra can be used, therefore
predict the embrittlement temperature as the loading co
tions are varied; this is an important practical result. Bre
in plots of toughness against temperature have been
cussed before and a physical model for brittle fracture w
proposed that takes the role of local strains into accou2

The rapidly damped, small inelastic deformations mention
there are caused by local shear distributed within the ela
matrix. The nonmonotonicity is a general feature of the te
perature dependences of the rates of local strains in mate
of various classes, and the high resolution of this meth

FIG. 1. Polystyrene. Temperature dependences of the breaking points ~1!,

creep rate«̇ @s510 MPa~2—scale I! and ~3—scale II!; s50.5 MPa~4—
scale III!#, and internal-friction spectrum,14 tand, 1 Hz ~5!.

FIG. 2. Zinc. Temperature variations of the strain rate fors550 MPa~1!,
breaking points under tension~2!, torsion ~3!, compression forT,200 K
~4!, and under compression forT.200 K ~4!. The ductile–brittle transition
regions under tension~28!, torsion~38!, and compression~48!.
to
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makes it possible to study even extremely brittle materia
where macroscopic plasticity never develops.10–14

2.3. Superconducting ceramics.Y–Ba–Cu–O ceramics
were studied using samples with different grain sizes a
different oxygen contents.10,11Over the range from 77 to 300
K, three peaks are usually observed in the creep rate s
trum, one of which corresponds to the superconducting tr
sition temperatureTc'90 K. In Fig. 3, spectrum1 was ob-
tained from a fine-grained ceramic, spectra2 and 3, from
single-phase large-grained ceramics with different densit
and spectrum4 from a multiphase large-grained cerami
The peak nearTc is the most stable peak in all the ceramic
while the positions of the others depend on the structu
These data suggest that an electronic state affects the ra
small inelastic strains, and this has also been confirmed
the destruction of the superconducting state in a magn
field or by an electric current, as opposed to temperat
changes.15 It was shown with ceramics containing differe
amounts of oxygen that the rate peak can be maintained e
when the superconducting transition vanishes as the oxy
content is reduced.11 This effect is explained by a nonun
form distribution of oxygen, i.e., the rate spectrum reve
microstructural inhomogeneities capable of a supercond
ing transition, even when the sample as a whole no lon
manifests superconducting properties.

Spectra of the rate of small inelastic strains, therefore,
reflect temperature variations in the mobility of the molec
lar ~or crystal! structure and can be used as an independ
spectroscopic technique for determining the temperature
gions for low-frequency relaxation in solids of various kind

FIG. 3. Inelastic strain rate spectra for compression of Y–Ba–Cu–O cer
ics, s510 MPa. Grain size (mm!: 1–3 ~1!, 10–30~2!.
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Rate spectra are a convenient, high-resolution method
determining the critical temperatures of the most ra
changes in the physical and mechanical characteristic
polymers, metals, and ceramics.
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Mechanisms of excitation and thermal quenching of erbium-ion luminescence
in crystalline and amorphous silicon
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B. P. Zakharchenya

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

T. Gregorkevich

Amsterdam University, Amsterdam, the Netherlands
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 851–855~May 1999!

A short review is presented of the erbium-ion excitation mechanisms in crystalline and
amorphous silicon and of the processes governing thermal quenching of erbium luminescence in
these materials, which draws both from the studies carried out by the present authors and
from available literature data. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02305-9#
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The recent interest in studies of the luminescence
erbium-doped crystalline silicon1,2 stems from the fact tha
the 1.54mm wavelength of erbium-ion emission created
transitions from the first excited state4I 13/2 to the ground
state4I 15/2 coincides with the wavelength of minimum tran
mission losses in quartz optical-fiber communication lin
Therefore erbium-doped silicon is a promising material
developing of a new type of optoelectronic devices.

The efficiency of optoelectronic devices based on
erbium-doped semiconductor matrix should be determi
primarily by that of energy transfer from the matrix carrie
to the inner 4f shell of the erbium ion. This energy transf
in a semiconductor originates from Coulomb interaction
tween free carriers~electrons and holes! and the strongly
localized 4f electrons whose ground state lies below t
valence-band minimum by about 10 eV. One can conceiv
two mechanisms of erbium-ion electronic excitation3

namely, Auger recombination of an electron-hole pair,
which the energy is transferred to a 4f electron of the erbium
ion, and impact excitation of ions by hot carriers havi
an energy in excess of the first erbium-ion excited st
~'0.8 eV!.

1. EXCITATION AND DEEXCITATION OF ERBIUM
IN CRYSTALLINE SILICON

It was experimentally established that erbium lumin
cence in silicon is enhanced considerably if oxygen is
planted in silicon simultaneously with erbium in concent
tions exceeding that of erbium by an order of magnitu
These conditions favor formation of a complex of erbiu
surrounded by oxygen, with a corresponding donor le
having a binding energyED51502200 meV.

Absorption of light in silicon doped comparativel
weakly with erbium (;1017 cm23) and oxygen creates fre
excitons, whose lifetimes in crystalline silicon are of the o
der of 10 ms. A free exciton has a high probability to b
captured by a neutral donor center formed by an erb
complex. Recombination of a bound exciton gives rise
Auger excitation of the Er31 4 f shell, with the energy exces
7701063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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being transferred to the electron present at the neutral do
center, which subsequently becomes ejected into the con
tion band~Fig. 1a!. This mechanism was proposed by th
present authors,4,5 who observed a notable enhancement
exciton luminescence with increasing pumping level only
ter the erbium luminescence had reached saturation~Fig. 2!.
The temperature dependence of the erbium luminescenc
tensity has two portions with different slopes; the low
temperature slope describes the weakening of the erbium
minescence resulting from detachment of the bound exc
from the erbium complex~the binding energy is 15 meV!,
and the high-temperature one is due to thermal ionization
the neutral donor center with an ionization energy;150
2200 meV~Fig. 3!.

Excitation of erbium in silicon more heavily doped wit
erbium (.1018 cm23) and oxygen occurs in Auger recom
bination of the electron captured by the donor level of t
erbium complex with a hole in the valence band. The exc
energy liberated in this Auger process is transferred to lo
phonons of the erbium center or to a third body~an electron
or a hole! if it happens to be close to the erbium center~Fig.
1b!. The characteristic energy of thermal quenching of
erbium luminescence in this mechanism is the same as
in the exciton mechanism,;150 meV, because the dono
level is thermally ionized. Because of the interaction w
phonons, the probability of this process may be expecte
be lower than that involving exciton transitions, and there
experimental evidence to support this conclusion.

Impact excitation of erbium ions by hot electrons in
inversely biasedp-n junction was successfully demonstrate
in Refs. 6 and 7. Such ap-n junction in crystalline silicon
can be obtained by doping it with erbium and oxygenn
region! and boron (p region!. The conclusion that erbium is
impact excited is based on the observation by the pre
authors7 of hot electroluminescence simultaneously with th
due to erbium. The erbium electroluminescence obtained
der impact excitation within the 77–300-K temperature
terval is practically temperature independent~Fig. 4!.

If the p-n junction in a structure prepared on a~111!
silicon substrate is inversely biased, Auger excitation ari
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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involving hot electrons from the upper subband of the c
duction band whose bottom lies higher than the bottom
the main subband by about 100 meV~Fig. 5!. The possibility
of such a process and its high efficiency was first pointed
in Ref. 3. Our experiments suggest that the probability
such an Auger excitation in silicon in the 150–300-K regi
increases strongly due to resonant excitation of the erb
ion to the second excited state4I 11/2.8 Under resonant con
ditions the excitation efficiency approaches unity.

The main obstacle to developing high-efficiency ligh
emitting diodes operating at 1.54mm and based on erbium
doped silicon is thermal quenching of the luminescence
may be caused both by a weakening of the excitation e
ciency by the above mechanisms and by nonradiative d
citation of erbium ions. The difference between these p
cesses can be revealed by studies of the tempera

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic presentation of erbium-ion excitation by the excito
mechanism. FE — free exciton, BE — bound exciton,DEr — donor level of
the erbium complex.~b! Scheme of the Auger excitation of an erbium io
through recombination of an electron at the erbium-complex donor le
with a valence-band hole. The excess energy is transferred to either a
body ~in the diagram, a conduction-band electron!, or local phonons of the
erbium complex.

FIG. 2. Intensity of excitonic (l51.12mm! and erbium (l51.54mm!
electroluminescence in c-Si:Er vs pump power.T580 K.
-
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m
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dependence of the erbium-ion lifetime in excited state; in
first case the lifetime should not depend on temperature a
in the second, it should decrease with increasing temp
ture.

It was shown9,10 that the erbium ion is deexcited pre
dominantly through energy transfer from a 4f electron at an
excited level to a free carrier~Fig. 6a!. This process is the
reverse of impact ionization of an erbium ion by a hot c
rier, it does not follow an activation behavior, and shou
result in temperature-independent deexcitation. Significan
deexcitation via free carriers permits considerable reduc
of the erbium-ion lifetime in the excited state~from ;1 ms

c

el
ird

FIG. 3. Temperature dependences of the excitonic (l51.12mm! and er-
bium (l51.54mm! photoluminescence.

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of erbium (l51.54mm! electrolumines-
cence for a structure made of erbium-doped crystalline silicon, with a~1!
forward and~2! inversely biasedp-n junction.
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FIG. 5. Schematic presentation o
erbium-ion Auger excitation through
recombination of an electron from
the upper conduction subband with
valence-band hole~resonant excita-
tion to the second excited state of th
erbium ion4I 11/2).
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to ,1ms! and, thus, a substantial increase of the opera
frequency of inversely biased Si:Er light-emitting diode7

The reason for this lies in that the active region of thep-n
junction expands when the voltage is removed, and the
cited erbium ions fall into a region with a high free-carri
concentration.

The erbium ion can become deexcited through crea
of an electron-hole pair~the electron can be created both a
donor level of the erbium complex and in the conducti
band ~Fig. 6b!.11 This process is the reverse of the Aug
excitation of erbium when an electron bound at an erbi
donor level recombines with a valence-band hole. While
excess energy released in the excitation of erbium is tra
ferred to local phonons, in the inverse transition~deexcita-
tion! the missing energy is compensated by lattice vibratio
The activation energy of this process is;150 meV if the
electron is created at the donor level, and;300 meV, if it
appears in the conduction band.12

FIG. 6. ~a! Scheme of erbium-ion deexcitation in interaction with a fr
carrier ~conduction-band electron!. ~b! Scheme of erbium-ion deexcitatio
through trapping of a valence-band electron to a donor level of the erb
complex.DE — energy taken from the lattice and determining the acti
tion energy of the deexcitation process.
g

x-

n

e
s-

s.

2. ERBIUM EXCITATION AND DEEXCITATION
IN AMORPHOUS SILICON

Erbium ions in amorphous hydrogenated silicon are
cited through the Auger process, which reflects the spec
features of this material. Doping amorphous silicon with
bium produces erbium-oxygen complexes similar to tho
observed in crystalline silicon. Besides, the doping of am
phous silicon initiates formation of high concentrations
defects~dangling bonds!, which can reside in two charg
states, neutral~the so-calledD0 centers! and singly-charged
D2 centers. The erbium ions are excited via capture
conduction-band electrons byD0 centers which becomeD2

centers~Fig. 7!. The excess energy is transferred to loc
phonons, but the energy released in the capture is clos
that for excitation of the4I 13/2 level, and, therefore, the
Auger process is nearly resonant@estimates show its activa
tion energy to be only;6 meV, and the probability of this
defect-related Auger excitation~DRAE! is practically tem-
perature independent#. Calculations of the DRAE probability
and of the competing processes, namely, of the radia
electron transfer to aD0 center and of the nonradiative mu
tiphonon capture show the DRAE process to have the hig
efficiency within a broad temperature region, including roo
temperature.14

At the same time it is because the probability of non
diative multiphonon trapping increases with temperature t
this channel begins to dominate over the erbium ion exc
tion, a process leading to thermal quenching of luminesce

m
-

FIG. 7. Scheme of erbium-ion Auger excitation in amorphous silic
through trapping of a conduction-band electron by aD0 center ~DRAE
process!.
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observed at temperatures above;300 K.13,14

Thus our critical consideration of the phenomena as
ciated with excitation and deexcitation of erbium shows t
the most promising for development of high-efficiency ligh
emitting devices are diodes of erbium-doped crystalline s
con with an inversely biasedp-n junction, where erbium is
excited by hot electrons or through Auger recombination
electrons from the upper conduction subband with valen
band holes, as well as structures made of erbium-do
amorphous silicon.
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Magnetic moment of quantum cylinders
I. I. Chuchaev, V. A. Margulis,* ) A. V. Shorokhov, and S. E. Kholodova

Mordovian State University, 430000 Saransk, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 856–858~May 1999!

The magnetic response of a two-dimensional layer rolled into a cylinder and located in a
longitudinal magnetic field is examined. The magnetic moment of the degenerate electron gas is
studied as a function of the magnetic flux. The shape of the fluctuation maxima is analyzed
in detail. It is shown that at zero temperature there are breaks in each period of the change in the
magnetic moment. Over this period, a plot of the magnetic moment depends strongly on the
ratio of the Fermi energy to the size-confinement energy. In particular, there are no breaks for
integral or semi-integral values of the square root of this ratio. ©1999 American Institute
of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02405-3#
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Studies of the magnetic response in various lo
dimensional systems provide valuable information on
electronic energy spectrum and lateral confinement pote
in these structures.1–11 Applying a magnetic field to a nano
structure creates additional possibilities for studying th
structures. This is because a magnetic field can create a
tional, or enhance existing, lateral confinement in a na
structure.

The equilibrium properties of the electron gas in nan
structures are mainly determined by the electronic ene
spectrum, which, in turn, depends on the geometry of
system.

The magnetic response of nanostructures with cylin
cal symmetry at a temperatureT50 have been studied3 for
the case of a weak magnetic field, which was regarded
perturbation. Note that the magnetic response is studied
using the canonical Gibbs distribution~constant number o
electrons! and the grand canonical distribution~constant
chemical potential of the gas,m(B)5const!. In most situa-
tions the results obtained with these distributions differ v
little. This is because the oscillatory portion ofm(B) is very
small for a constant number of electrons.12 For a degenerate
electron gas, however, it is more convenient to use the gr
canonical distribution in the calculations. Thus, in the f
lowing we shall use this approach, i.e., assume thatm5const.
In addition, we shall consider exclusively a noninteracti
electron gas.

The purpose of this paper is to study theoretically
magnetic response of a two-dimensional degenerate elec
gas rolled up into a cylinder~a quantum cylinder! in a con-
stant and uniform magnetic fieldB parallel to the axis of a
cylinder of radiusr.

In the effective-mass approximation, the HamiltonianH
of the one-electron spinless states for a vector potentiaA
chosen to have the formA5(By/22Bx/2,0) is given in cy-
lindrical coordinates by

H52«
d2

dw2
2

i\vc

2

d

dw
1

m* vc
2

2
r21

p2

2m*
, ~1!

where vc5ueBu/m* c is the cyclotron frequency,w is the
7741063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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polar angle,m* is the effective mass,p is the momentum
along the axis of the cylinder, and«5\2/2m* r2 is the size
confinement energy.

The spectrum of this Hamiltonian has the form

«mp5«S m1
F

F0
D 2

1
p2

2m*
. ~2!

Here m50,61,62, . . . , the flux of themagnetic fieldB
through the cross section of the cylinder isF5pr2B, and
F05hc/ueu is the flux quantum. Using the standard expre
sion for the thermodynamic potentialV,13 we find the mag-
netic moment from

M

mB
5

Lm0

p\m*
(

m52`

` E
0

` ~m1F/F0!dp

11exp@~«mp2m!/T#
, ~3!

wherem0 is the free-electron mass andmB is the Bohr mag-
neton.

For further analysis it is convenient to expand the ma
netic moment of the cylinder in a Fourier series using
Poisson summation formula. After some simple, but fai
protracted transformations, we obtain

2
M

mB
5 (

n51

`

Cn~T!sinS 2pn
F

F0
D , ~4!

where the Fourier coefficientsCn(T) are given by

Cn~T!5
Lm0

p3\m*
E

0

`

dzzsin ~nz!E
0

`

dp$1

1exp@~«z2/4p21p2/2m* 2m!/T#%21. ~5!

We introduce the new variablesx5zA«/2p and
y5p/A2m* and transform to polar coordinates (r ,c) in the
xy plane in Eq.~4!. Then for theCn(T) we obtain the expres
sion

Cn~T!5
2LA2m* «m0

\m*
E

0

` x2J1~2pnx!dx

11exp@~«x22m!/T#
. ~6!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Magnetic response of a quantum cylinder as a function of magnetic flux. The numberN of a curve corresponds to the value ofh5N31021, where
N50,1, . . . ,9.
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As Eqs.~6! and ~4! imply, the magnetic moment of th
quantum cylinder is an oscillating function of the flux with
period equal to the quantum of flux.

For a qualitative study of the character of these osci
tions, we shall examine the case ofT50. Then, we obtain

Cn~0!
LmA2m* m0

p\m* A«

J2~2pnAm/«!

n
. ~7!

For real situations,m@«. Using the asymptotic form o
the Bessel functionJ2(x) for large arguments, we obtain th
estimate

M ~T50!

mB

A2Lm0

p2\Am*
S m3

« D 1/4

(
n51

`
1

n3/2
sin ~2pnj!

3cos S 2pnh2
p

4 D , ~8!

where j and h denote the fractional parts ofF/F0 and
Am/«, respectively.

Equation~8! implies that it is sufficient to carry out ou
investigation of the oscillations of the magnetic moment
the region where 0<j,1 and 0<h,1.

Equation ~8! implies thatM (j,h)52M (12j,h) and
M (j11/2,h21/2)5M (j,h). For this symmetry we con
sider only the regionj,h<1/2. We can see at once that, f
integral values ofAm/«, there is only one extremum within
this half period ~a maximum or minimum depending o
whetherh,1/2 or h.1/2!. For h,1/2, Eq.~8! gives

M ~j,h!

4pAmB
z~21/2,j1h!2z~21/2,12j1h!; j>h,

M ~j,h!

4pAmB
z~21/2,j1h!2z~21/2,h2j!; h.j, ~9!
-

where z(x,s) is the Hurwitz z function and
(Lm0)/(2p2\Am* )(m3/«)1/4[A. As Eq. ~9! implies, the
critical point on the graph ofM (j) on the interval 0,j,1/2
is the point wherej5h. Let us examine the behavior of th
graph in the neighborhood of this point. We shall use
shift formula for the Hurwitzz function in this analysis.
Then the second of Eqs.~9! can be written as

M ~j,h!

4pAmB
5z~21/2,j1h!2z~21/2,12j1h!

2Ah2j; h.j, ~10!

A comparison of Eqs.~9! and ~10! shows, however, that a
the pointh5j there is a break in theM (j,h) curve owing to
the third term in Eq.~10!. In addition, this term can add
another zero to the functionM (j,h) within the interval 0,j
,1/2. In this case there are two extrema~a maximum and a
minimum! within a half period of the function.

Some plots constructed from Eq.~8! are shown in Fig. 1.
The form of the curves is consistent with the above analy
results for the properties of the magnetic moment.

Note that, for TÞ0, the breaks in the curves ar
smoothed out but, on the whole, the pattern of the osci
tions remains the same.

As the results obtained here show, in a quantum cylin
the amplitudes of the oscillatory peaks in theM (B) curve
depend on the magnitude of the chemical potential, but th
locations are determined by the relationship betweenj and
h. Here the period of the oscillations is independent ofm and
equal to the quantum of flux~Aaron–Bohm oscillations!.
This originates in the purely geometric circumstance that,
any of the possible electron energies, the projection of
quasiclassical trajectory in a plane perpendicular to the m
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netic field is fixed, and coincident with the generatrix of t
cylinder.

It is interesting to note that adding the Aaron–Bohm fl
FAB ~the flux of the magnetic field created by a thin, an
ideally, infinitely long solenoid lying along the symmetr
axis of the nanostructure! preserves the oscillatory pattern fo
all the cases considered here. This flux leads only to an o
all shift in the magnetic response curveM (F) by FAB .
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Molecular mobility and strengthening of oriented liquid-crystal polymers
E. A. Egorov, A. V. Savitski , V. V. Zhizhenkov, and I. A. Gorshkova

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 859-861~May 1999!

Broad-line proton magnetic resonance has been used to study cooperative mesophase molecular
motion in the example of a fully-aromatic oriented liquid-crystal polymer Vectra A950.
The molecular mobility is found to decrease as a result of heat treatment, which is considered to
be the reason for a higher tensile~rupture! strength owing to an increase in the activation
energy for the fracture process. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02505-8#
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A substantial increase in the strength of rigid-chain po
mers results from an increase in the fracture activat
energy1 U0 which occurs during chemical or thermal pr
cessing of oriented fibers.2 Table I lists some examples o
thermo- and lyotropic liquid-crystal polymers for which th
strengths andU0 increase during thermal processing. Pr
ton magnetic resonance~PMR! has been used3 to study the
molecular mobility in the fully aromatic liquid-crystal poly
mer Vectra. Above the transition temperature to the m
sophase (Tm), a fine structure is observed in the PMR spe
tra. An analysis of these spectra revealed the features o
molecular motion in the mesophase and made it possibl
relate them to strengthening during thermal processing.

In this paper our task is to study the molecular moti
over a wide range of temperatures in more detail for differ
sample orientations in a magnetic field and to clarify t
molecular mechanisms for polymer strengthening dur
thermal processing. The main objects of study were high
oriented fibers made of the copolymer Vectra A950~a co-
polymer of 4-hydroxybenzoic and 2-hydroxy-6-naphtho
acids in a 7:3 ratio! manufactured by the Celanese Resea
Co. PMR spectra were recorded on a broad-line NM
spectrometer.4 The samples were heated in a nitrogen atm
sphere.

Figure 1 shows PMR spectra for fibers oriented para
and perpendicular to the magnetic field of the spectromete
temperatures ranging from 20 to 300 °C. The spectra w
recorded in the form of the first derivative with a low mod
lation of the magnetic field. According to differential therm
analysis data, the temperatureTm of the transition to the
mesophase was 285 °C. At temperatures up to 150 °C,
spectra are triplets, as reported previously.5 However, at tem-
peratures close toTm, a fine structure appeared in the spec
7771063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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that is more distinct in freshly prepared~not subjected to
thermal processing! fiber. Thermal processing causes the fi
structure to smooth out. The structure of these spectra i
cates that the high-molecular nature of the material does
prevent cooperative motion in the liquid-crystal phase.
order to obtain more detailed information on the molecu
motion in the mesophase we have analyzed the fine struc
of the spectrum of fibers oriented along a magnetic fie
Data on the proton-proton distances and angular parame
for the rings were taken from the literature.6,7 The structure
of the spectrum is caused by dipole-dipole magnetic inter
tions among nearest protons in the rings. Isolated pairs
phenylene rings and triads of protons in the naphthal
rings yield two and seven lines, respectively.8,9 It was as-
sumed that each of these lines is Gaussian broadened
dispersionsbp

2 and bn
2 for the phenylene and naphthalene

ings. These parameters are the contributions to the sec
moment from protons which are external with respect to
groups.

In the first approximation the spectrum was calcula
for the simplest case of ideal orientation of the chains
choosing values ofb. This spectrum shape agreed fairly we
with the experimental one~300 °C, initial sample! but the
distance between the components was somewhat larger
in the experiment.10 This difference cannot be caused b
static~constant in time! misorientation of the segments in th
fiber. Obviously, a new type of motion must be consider
specifically a cooperative type such that, as the liquid-cry
state is entered, the angular distribution of the directors
the fragments of the chains must be regarded as dyna
rather than static. Suppose the cooperative molecular mo
produces a continuous variation in the orientation of all
-
ic
TABLE I. Characteristics of the materials.

Before annealing After annealing

Polymer s, GPa U0, kcal/mole s, GPa U0, kcal/mole LC type

Vectra A950 1.3 31 2.8 42 Thermo
Poly-n-phenylphenylene-terephthalate 1.0 29 3.0 53 trop
Polyamido-benzimideazole 1.7 31 3.6 58 Lyo-
Poly-n-benzamide 1.4 45 1.8 56 tropic
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. PMR spectra of Vectra fibers: fiber parallel~a! and perpendicular~b! to the magnetic field. The last spectra in the series were obtained after the
processing~indicated by an asterisk!, the rest are spectra of the original fibers.
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directors within the limits of a constant angular amplitudew.
These vibrations should be rather rapid: for averaging
local magnetic fields, according to PMR theory the period
the oscillations should not exceed 1024 s. As a result of this
sort of motion, all the segments appear to be in an ident
state andw can be used as a measure of the coopera
motion in the mesophase. But even this assumption could
bring all the components of the theoretical spectrum i
agreement with experiment.

We believe the main reason for this difference is that
real fibers, the phenylene rings~their axis of rotation! deviate
in the mesophase from the orientation axis of the fiber
some angleC0, which must also be regarded as a time a
erage, since the cooperative motions of the macromolec
cause additional oscillations of the rings. The best agreem
between the theoretical and experimental~at 300 °C! spectra
was obtained for the following values of the parametersw
523°, C0517°, bp

250.26G2, and bn
250.14G2 ~see Fig.

2a!. Obviously, the agreement between theory and exp
ment is better, especially if we note that the spectra
shown in first-derivative form. This result means that we c
regard these parameters as the actual characteristics o
motion of the chains in the mesophase.

Additional information on the molecular motion in th
liquid-crystal phase can be obtained from spectra for fib
oriented perpendicular to the spectrometer magnetic fi
The good resolution of the spectrum in this case means
the segments of the macromolecules rotate or vibrate a
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FIG. 2. Spectra: theoretically calculated~smooth curve! and experimental
~points! for 300 °C and orientation of the fibers parallel to the magnetic fi
~a!. The model for the motion of a fragment of a macromolecule in
mesophase: the director of the fragment oscillates within a rangew and the
fragments undergo rotational vibrations around the axis~b!.
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tionally at a large amplitude about axes parallel to the fi
axis, since, otherwise, the interproton vectors would have
angular~azimuthal! distribution that was constant in time i
the same plane as the spectrometer magnetic field vector
this would cause smoothing of the spectral structure.

In the mesophase, therefore, large scale conformati
motions, which can be regarded as ‘‘quasisegmental’’ m
tions are intrinsic to the macromolecules of the fully ar
matic liquid-crystal copolymer. A model for the motion of
fragment of the chain in the mesophase is suggested in
2b. The spectra of thermally processed samples indicate
thermal processing slows down the quasi-segmental mo
above Tm . Annealed samples are dynamically inhomog
neous: they contain both residual liquid-crystal regions a
newly formed ‘‘rigid’’ microsegments. We denote the fra
tion of the former bya and assume that the shape of th
spectrum is similar to that of freshly produced fiber
300 °C. In the ‘‘rigid’’ regions only local rotation of the ring
can occur. Conformational motions do not occur there, i
the situation is the same as at 150 °C. Then the dyna
inhomogeneity can be estimated in the same way as for fl
ible chain polymers.4 Let us assume that the high
temperature spectrum of an annealed sample is the su
the spectra at 300 and 150 °C. The best agreement betw
the observed spectrum and the one obtained by summ
occurs fora50.4. Therefore, as a result of thermal proce
ing, about 60% of the volume of the sample goes into
phase that is solid aboveTm . ~Obviously, these regions in
clude more than three-dimensional crystals.11! Strengthen-
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ing, like the magnitude ofa, depends on the thermal pro
cessing conditions, so thata can be used as a characteris
of the process. It is precisely an increase in the rigidity of
material on a microscopic level that can explain the rise
U0 owing to thermal processing: in a thermally process
sample an external load is distributed among rigid regions
which the ‘‘weak bonds’’12 appear to be blocked by neigh
boring chains, rather than among individual macromolecu
This effect should lead to a higher activation energy for
fracture process.

We thank the Russian Fund for Fundamental Resea
for support of this work~Grant No. 97-03-32624!.
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Relaxation into tunnel induced nonequilibrium states in metal-oxide semiconductor
structures

A. Vercik* ) and A. Faigón
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Paseo Colo´n 850, (1063) Buenos Aires, Argentina
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The relaxation of a metal-oxide semiconductor structure from deep depletion towards a tunnel-
induced non-equilibrium steady state is addressed in this work. A simple model was
constructed, taking into account thermal generation, tunneling of both types of carriers and
impact ionization. Experimental results obtained onp- andn-type Si substrates and oxides thinner
than 6.5 nm are shown to be well fitted by the proposed model. A map describing the
possible behavior patterns for a structure with given oxide thickness and effective generation
velocity is presented. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02605-2#
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The transients in a metal-oxide sdemiconductor~MOS!
structure relaxing from deep depletion towards equilibriu
were previously investigated in connection with the char
terization of the minority-carrier-generation mechanisms
is assumed, for the methods to be applicable, that the t
sient ends in the thermal equilibrium state. The presenc
tunneling currents alters this behavior, affecting the trans
to yield a steady state different from thermal equilibrium.1–5

Very thin oxide samples exhibit similar transients f
both p- and n-type substrates. This symmetry breaks do
for oxide thicknesses above 3.5 nm. Three qualitatively
ferent behavior patterns, depending of the oxide thickn
can be identified through current transient curves for
n-type substrate samples. From analysis of the associ
currents, the three patterns correspond to i! p-type substrate
samples and very thin oxiden samples for which minority
carriers seem to dominate the tunneling current, ii! interme-
diate oxide thickness~3–6 nm! on n substrates, for which the
tunneling current is dominated by majority carriers but t
whole current is limited by the generation of minority car
ers, and iii! thicker oxides onn substrates, for which the
impact ionization mechanism removes the limit imposed
the current by supplying minority carriers.

The problem of modeling the relaxation of a MOS stru
ture from deep depletion to tunnel-induced non-equilibriu
states is addressed in this work.

An exact formulation of this problem requires the co
pling Poisson equation, continuity equations for holes a
electrons, and complete expressions for the pair-genera
process, tunneling, and impact ionization. An integral tre
ment for the continuity equations, as used in this work, le
to a unique differential equation describing the evolution
wards equilibrium.

The model was tested by reproducing experimental
sults in the three regimes, and was used to analyze the
pendence of each type of behavior on the thickness and
eration parameters.

A map for the relationship between oxide thickness a
thermal treatment to obtain a given behavior pattern is giv
7801063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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1. THEORY

The measured current in the external circuit after app
ing a reverse voltage step to ann-MOS diode is given by5

Jm5Jdisp1Jtp1Jtn5Jg1
dQdep

dt
1Jtn , ~1!

whereJdisp is the displacements current due to changes in
charge distribution within the semiconductor, andJtp andJtn

are the conduction currents which in this case correspon
tunneling currents for holes and electrons, respectively.Jg is
the minority carrier generation current into the inversi
layer, andQdep is the space charge in the depleted region

Charge conservation in integral form, applied to the
version layer, is expressed as follows:

dQinv

dt
5Jg2Jtp , ~2!

whereQinv is the inversion layer charge. Using the cons
vation of the electric displacement vector, the inversion la
charge takes the form

Qinv5uVg2Vsu
«ox

d
2qNW, ~3!

where Vg is the applied voltage,Vs is the semiconductor
potential,d is the oxide thickness,«ox is the oxide dielectric
permittivity, q is the electron charge,N is the dopant concen
tration, and W is the depletion region width. Using th
known dependence ofW on Vs , the variation ofQinv with
time in terms of variations ofVs results in

dQinv

dt
5F«ox

d
1

«s

W~Vs!
G dVs

dt
, ~4!

where «s is the semiconductor dielectric permittivity. Re
placing in Eq.~2! we obtain the differential equation forVs

dVs

dt
5

Jg2Jtp

FCox1
«s

WG . ~5!
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The total generation current is written as

Jg5qni S W

2tg
1Si D F12expS Vg2u

2kT D G1qSd~ps
eq2ps!, ~6!

whereni is the intrinsic concentration,k is the Boltzmann
constant,tg is the bulk generation lifetime,Si is the value of
the surface generation when the surface is inverted, andSd is
the generation velocity for the depleted surface, given
Ref. 6:

Sd5S0

N

~ps12ni !
,

whereS0 is a constant parameter,u is the difference between
the metal Fermi level and the minority carrier quasi Fer
level, ps is the surface minority carrier concentration, whi
in terms ofVs is

ps5
~Vg2Vs!

2

2kT«s
S «ox

d D 2

2
qN

kT S uVsu2
kT

q D , ~7!

where ps
eq is the equilibrium minority-carrier concentratio

at the surface calculated from Eq.~7! with Vs5Vs
eq , the

equilibrium semiconductor voltage drop calculated in Refs
and 7. The number of pairs generated by impact in the sp
charge region forVox.1.7 V, approximately,8 (Vox5Vg

2Vs) is

Jgi5aWJtn , ~8!

wherea is the number of ionized pairs per unit distance a
Jtn is the majority-carrier tunneling current.9

The extraction of minority carriers by tunneling wa
modeled by the following expression:

Jtp5S Ch

ps

ah
2Nn

1JgD exp~22k0d!exp~2ahqVox!, ~9!

whereCh , andah are numerical constants for hole tunne
ing. Equation~9! keeps the exponential dependence of
current on the oxide voltage drop reported for the direct t
neling regime.9 The prefactor in this expression represe
the total supply of carriers with velocity normal to the ba

FIG. 1. Experimental~solid! and calculated~dashed! curves, for ap-type
sample, 4.5 nm oxide thickness, with different voltage pulses.A is the gate
area.
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rier. It is composed by carriers in the inversion layer with t
first term proportional tops ~Ref. 10!, and the carriers gen
erated and driven to the surface,Jg .

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT FITTING

The transient currents of a pulsed MOS diode to dep
tion can be classified, as was shown in a recent work,5 in
three different behavior patterns, as follows.

a! Dominance of the current by minority-carrier tunne
ing.

b! Tunneling of both type of carriers, with the curre
llimited by the generation of minority carriers.

c! Tunneling of both type of carriers without limitatio
by the minority-carrier generation which is enhanced by i
pact ionization.

Case a! is observed in thep-type substrate capacitors o
in n-type with very thin insulators~up to about 3 nm!. In n
samples with oxides between 3 and 6 nm, the impact ion
tion may occur but is insufficient for removing the gener
tion limitation ~case b!. Case c! occurs for n-substrate
samples with oxides thicker than about 6 nm.

Figures 1 to 3 show a family of experimental curv

FIG. 2. Experimental~solid! and calculated~dashed! curves, for ann-type
sample, 3.7 nm oxide thickness.

FIG. 3. Experimental~solid! and calculated~dashed! curves, for ann-type
sample, 6.3 nm oxide thickness.
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pertaining to each one of the described cases fitted with
model proposed above. Details of the experimental work
given in Ref. 5.

3. DISCUSSION

In contrast top samples in which a unique kind of tran
sient curve is measured, the behavior during the relaxa
into tunnel-induced non-equilibrium states in metal-oxi
semiconductor structures withn-Si is determined by the ox
ide thickness and minority-carrier generation paramet
The carrier generation can be characterized by an effec
velocity, Seff , as the total generation current densityJg di-
vided by qni . In the steady state, the generation curr
should equal the hole tunnel current,Jtp . Thus, for the
steady state, the effective generation velocity is

Seff5
Jtp~Vox ,d!

qni
. ~10!

A map for the different behaviors can be construc
plotting this velocity versus the oxide thickness~Fig. 4!. This
plot is divided into three regions. Structures laying in regi
I will exhibit curves like those shown in Fig. 1 for 3 and 8 V
No transient other than the decay of the surface genera
velocity from its depleted value,S0, to a steady-state value
greater or equal toSi , can be measured in these diode
Structures with parameters in region III, are those for wh
impact ionization spontaneously begins, enhancing gen
tion of minority carriers~Fig. 3!. Diodes between these tw
regions will show an increasing current transient~Fig. 2! due
to the presence of a majority tunneling current without i
pact ionization — region II.

The boundaries between these regions, can be d
mined as follows. The condition to be fulfilled by a diode
be in region III is that the steady-state oxide voltage d
must exceed the threshold for impact ionization, to ens
that impact ionization will begin during the transition
equilibrium. Thus, from Eq.~10! with Vox51.7 V, the

FIG. 4. Behavior pattern map for MOS tunnel diodes withn-type substrate.
The boundaries between regions were calculated for 3 V~solid line! and
50 V ~dashed line! applied to the gate.
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boundary between regions II and III is obtained. Diodes w
higher Seff or thicker oxide will exhibit the typical thick-
structure-like behavior pattern.

Structures will be in region I if the surface is not in
verted in the steady state, so the surface-generation velo
will take on a value betweenS0 andSi . Any tunneling cur-
rent growth will be screened by the decreasing genera
current. The minimum level of generation current before
inversion~or the maximum generation current when the s
face is inverted! is obtained by replacing, in the bulk gener
tion expression, the depletion width value immediately af
the pulse,W0, given by

W05
A«s

Cox
SA12

2VgCox
2

qN«s A2
21D , ~11!

and then, the generation in this case will be

Jg5qni

W0

2tg
1qniSi . ~12!

The initial oxide voltage in this situation is

Vox
0 5Vg2

qNW0
2

2«s
. ~13!

The prefactor in expression~9! for Jtp , i.e., the incident
current, will be governed byJg provided that the minority-
carrier concentration at the surface is too small. Replac
~9!, ~12! and ~13! in Eq. ~10!, the resultingSeff vs d curve
represents the lowest boundary between regions I and II,
diodes with smallerSeff or d will exhibit a thin-structure-like
behavior pattern.
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Transition and rare-earth elements in the SiC and GaN wide-gap semiconductors:
recent EPR studies

P. G. Baranov, I. V. Il’in,* ) E. N. Mokhov, and V. A. Khramtsov

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 865–867~May 1999!

EPR studies of transition-element ions in SiC and GaN and of erbium in 6H-SiC are reported.
Data are presented on Sc21 ions and scandium acceptors, and chromium and molybdenum
ions in various charge states in SiC. A study was made of nickel and manganese in nominally pure
GaN grown by the sandwich sublimation method. The first EPR investigation of Er in
6H-SiC is reported. Erbium was identified from the hfs of the EPR spectra. Various possible
models of erbium centers in silicon carbides are discussed. Strong room-temperature
erbium-ion luminescence was observed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!02705-7#
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The wide-gap semiconductors SiC and GaN having
high binding energy are among the most promising mater
for use in opto- and microelectronics, as well as in hig
frequency and power electronics. GaN-based materials
expected to produce revolutionary changes in informat
recording. Doping SiC and GaN with transition elements c
ating deep levels in the semiconductor, and fabrication
semi-insulating layers of these materials are presently an
portant problem. EPR is the main and most informative t
for studying defect structure at the atomic level.

This work discusses the use of EPR to investigat
number of impurity centers of transition and rare-earth e
ments in SiC.

1. IONS OF TRANSITION ELEMENTS IN SiC

A. Scandium

The two types of Sc EPR spectra observed
6H-crystals were assigned by us to scandium acceptors
Sc21 ions.1 At temperatures close to 40 K, one observed
acceptor signals Sca~HT! ~HT stands here for high tempera
ture! and signals due to Sc21 ions (3d1, S51/2). Both cen-
ters have axial symmetry relative to thec axis and can be
described by a spin Hamiltonian

H5mBBgS1SAI , ~1!

whereS and I are the electron and nuclear spins,mB is the
Bohr magneton, andA is the hyperfine~hf! structure tensor.
The z axis is parallel to thec axis of the crystal. The Sc
impurity was identified from the hf structure of the spec
caused by interaction with the45Sc isotope (I 57/2). The
Sca~HT! acceptor has the following parameters:gi
52.0016, g'52.0011, Ai510.131024 cm21, and A'

522.631024 cm21; for Sc21 they are: gi52.0047, g'

52.0002, Ai544.631024 cm21, and A'58.431024

cm21. As the temperature is lowered to 4 K, these spec
disappear to be replaced by at least two different signals
to lower-symmetry Sc acceptors, denoted by Sca~LT! and
Sca1~LT! ~with LT standing for low temperature!.
The parameters of Sca1~LT! are: gx52.001, gy52.016,
7831063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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gz52.008, Ax515.031024 cm21, Ay53.031024 cm21,
and Az55.031024 cm21. The Sca~LT! signals were not
studied thoroughly, but qualitatively the local axes of t
corresponding centers can be identified as directed along
Si-C bonds which do not coincide with thec axis. The low
symmetry of the low-temperature Sc signals may be due
spin-density redistribution and, possibly, to off-center po
tion of the scandium atom. An alternative possibility is
more complex defect structure~a complex including a car-
bon vacancy, etc.!.

B. Chromium

Studies of 6H-SiC:Cr crystals revealed EPR signals d
to chromium ions in the charge states Cr31 (3d3, S53/2),
Ref. 2, and Cr21 (3d4, S52). The chromium was identified
from the hf structure of the53Cr nuclei (I 53/2). The
6H-SiC lattice has three inequivalent sites, namely, a h
agonal (h) and two quasicubic ones (k1 andk2). The Cr31

signals observed originated from two inequivalent latt
sites ~apparentlyk1 andk2). The hf structure was reliably
identified only in theBic orientation and was found to be
for the k1 sites Ai58.6731024 cm21, and for k2 Ai
59.1131024 cm21. The Cr31 signals can be described b
the spin Hamiltonian

H5gimBBzSz1g'mB~BxSx1BySy!

1D@Sz
221/3S~S11!#1SAI , ~2!

whereD relates to the fine structure. Because in zero-fi
splitting D@gmBB, one observes only theMs561/2 tran-
sition within the Kramers doublet, which is described by
effective spinS851/2 and Hamiltonian~1! with effectiveg8
factors. Theg factors have the following effective values
gi854.0 and 4.02,g'8 51.97 and 1.96 for thek1 andk2 sites,
respectively. It can be shown that the experimental valuesg8
are related to the true values of theg factor in the following
way: gi85gi , g'8 52g'@123/16(hn/2D)2#. Our estimates
give D.40 GHz.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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We observed hyperfine interaction not only with the53Cr
nucleus, but with nuclei of the Cr31 nearest-neighbor ions in
the lattice as well.2 These interactions can be accounted
by assuming the chromium atom to be shifted along thc
axis from the silicon site.

The signal of the divalent chromium Cr21 (3d4, S52),
which was observed only in crystals grown on the C side
SiC, can be described by spin Hamiltonian~2!. Its param-
eters are:gi51.987, g'51.942, A>1531024 cm21, and
uDu51.285 cm21.

C. Molybdenum

We observed signals in 6H crystals from molybdenum
ions in two charge states, Mo41 and Mo31. The hf structure
of the spectra produced in interaction with the nuclear sp
of the 95Mo (I 55/2) and97Mo (I 55/2) isotopes permitted
unambiguous identification of the impurity.3 Weakly n-type
crystals exhibit signals due to Mo41 (3d2, S51) occupying
thek1 andk2 sites, and in stronglyn-type ones, onlyk2-site
signals, which shows that the Mo41 impurity sitting at dif-
ferent sites produces levels with strongly differing energ
in the gap. The line positions can be described by s
Hamiltonian ~2!. Its parameters aregi51.977, 1.975;g'

51.976, 1.977; anduDu5101831024 and 110831024

cm21 for the k1 and k2 sites, respectively. Mo31 ions
(4d3, S53/2) were observed to create signals inn-type crys-
tals. The corresponding parameters are:gi51.945, g'

51.969, anduDu.2 cm21. Signals from Mo51 (4d1) were
also detected; they can be described by the spin Hamilto
~1! for S51/2 with the parametersgi51.9679 andg'

51.9747.3 In p-type crystals Mo signals are not observe
which suggests that the nonparamagnetic Mo61 state (4d0)
is here in equilibrium.

2. Mn AND Ni IN GaN

EPR signals of manganese and nickel were observe
nominally pure GaN crystals grown by the sandwich sub
mation method.4 The manganese impurity was identifie
from the characteristic hf structure of the spectra due to
teraction with the nuclear spin of the55Mn isotope (I 55/2,
100%!.The charge state of the manganese is Mn21 (3d5, S
55/2). We observed Ni signals with an angular depende
characteristic of a system with an electronic spinS53/2 in a
strong axial crystalline field. The charge state of the nic
here is Ni31 (3d7, S53/2). The Ni spectra can be describe
by spin Hamiltonian~2! ~the true spinS53/2) or, because
the crystalline field is strong,D@gmBB, by spin Hamil-
tonian ~1! ~with an effective spinS851/2). The parameters
for the two ions are listed in Table I. Both ions occupy g
lium sites in the GaN lattice.

TABLE I. Parameters of Mn and Ni ions in GaN~Ref. 4!.

uDu, A,
Ion gi g' 1024 cm21 1024 cm21 Note

Mn21(3d5) 1.999 1.999 240 70 S55/2
Ni31(3d7) 2.10 >4.2 S851/2

2.10 >2.1 >1.53104 S53/2
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3. ERBIUM IN 6H-SiC

The 6H-SiC:Er crystals were grown by sandwich sub
mation and doped during growth. They exhibited EPR s
nals of two types, low~orthorhombic! symmetry~LS! and
axial ~Ax!.5 The LS signals were found to have an hf stru
ture due to interaction with the167Er nuclei (I 57/2, 22.8%!
and are assigned to the Er31 impurity occupying three crys-
tallographically inequivalent sites in the 6H-SiC lattice. The
LS signals can be described by spin Hamiltonian~1! with
parameters given in Table II. The structure of the lo
symmetry erbium centers is shown in Fig. 1a for theh and
k1 sites. As follows from the nature of the angular depe
dences, the axis of the center does not coincide with thc
axis of the crystal and is deflected from it by 70°~110°),
while the center itself~thez axis! is oriented along one of the
Si-C bonds. This orientation shows that the low-symme
erbium centers represent actually an Er31 ion at the silicon
site bound in a complex with another defect~a carbon or
oxygen vacancy! occupying the nearest carbon site; it shou
be added that, for any inequivalent site, the defect~see Fig.
1a! can occupy carbon sites 1, 2, or 3, but not site 4.

TABLE II. Parameters of erbium centers in 6H-SiC:Er.

Ax , Ay , Az ,
Spectrum gx gy gz 1024 cm21 1024 cm21 1024 cm21

LS1 12.2 3.35 1.5 450 124 55
LS2 10.6 6.16 1.26 390 227 46
LS3 9.25 7.2 1.45 353 276 53
Ax2 8.28 8.28 1.07 290 290 38
Ax3 8.07 8.07 1.16 285 285 41

FIG. 1. Models of Er31 centers in 6H-SiC. (a) Orthorhombic centers inh
andk sites. (b) Two models of axial centers (h sites!.
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We detected in 6H-SiC:Er crystals six signals with a
axial symmetry with respect to the hexagonal a
(Ax1– Ax6). Only for two lines (Ax2 and Ax3) could one
detect reliably an hf structure. Similarly to the case of lo
symmetry centers, it consists of eight weak lines and or
nates from interaction with167Er nuclei. The axial angula
dependences of the erbium centers can be described by
Hamiltonian~1! ~see Table II for the corresponding param
eters! and accounted for by two models of the center p
sented in Fig. 1b for theh site. In the first model, erbium
occupies silicon sites in a regular lattice. In the seco
model, besides an Er31 ion at the silicon site, there is also
defect in the adjacent carbon site along thec axis. It should
be stressed that the defect axis in axial centers is parall
thec axis of the crystal for all inequivalent sites. The crysta
in which EPR of erbium was observed exhibited strong
minescence at the wavelength of 1.54mm associated with
erbium ions.6

In this way we have studied in the recent few years E
spectra of several transition-element impurities substitu
for silicon in 6H-SiC, namely, scandium, molybdenum, a
chromium, as well as scandium acceptors. Preliminary E
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data on transition-metal impurities, manganese and nicke
gallium nitride have been obtained. EPR spectra of Er in S
have been investigated for the first time.
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Charge displacement induced by intercalation of graphite-like nanoclusters
in amorphous carbon with copper

V. I. Ivanov-Omski * and É. A. Smorgonskaya

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 868–870~May 1999!

Interaction of an impurity Cu atom with carbon in copper-intercalated graphite-like nanoclusters
in a-C:H has been considered in a simple tight-binding approximation. Clusters with
simple configurations were used to show that partial ionization of Cu gives rise to metallization
of a semiconductor cluster and to a substantial charge redistribution in the latter. The
presence of copper initiates in the cluster internal polarization with components directed both
normal to the graphene-fragment plane and parallel to it. The lowering of the cluster
symmetry induced by copper intercalation activates the Raman bandG in the IR spectrum of
a-C:H. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02805-1#
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It is known that metallic copper does not interact chem
cally with carbon and does not form with it oriented valen
bonds characteristic of metal carbides. Copper is difficul
insert into crystalline graphite as an intercalant. At the sa
time copper as an impurity enters amorphous carbon~a-C:H!
easily and modifies strongly its electrical and optic
properties.1 Unlike graphite, a-C:H is a semiconductor tran
parent in the visible. The structure of a-C:H represent
system of graphite-like nanoclusters 5–20 Å in size emb
ded in a wide-gap diamond-like matrix. It is the size quan
zation of the electronic spectrum in such nanoclusters
creates an optical gap in a-C:H.2 Doping the a-C:H opens up
new possibilities for probing the interaction of copper w
carbon by both electrical and optical methods. To cite o
example, an investigation of IR absorption and Raman sp
tra of a-C:ĤCu& showed3 that Cu atoms preferentially ente
graphite-like nanoclusters in a-C:H without forming of Cu
bonds, i.e., by the intercalation mechanism.

This work presents calculated electronic spectra
simple graphite-like carbon nanoclusters containing a sm
fragment of the graphene plane and one Cu atom near
plane. An analysis is made of the effects accompanying
event of cluster intercalation with copper, namely, cha
redistribution in the cluster and the Cu-induced static dip
moment, as well as changes in the vibrational spectrum.

1. MODEL AND MAIN APPROXIMATIONS

The electronic spectrum of a graphene nanocluster w
a Cu impurity atom was calculated in the well-known tigh
binding formalism, or the LCAO method, in the neare
neighbor approximation. The main relations obtained in
frame of LCAO for such clusters were given in Ref. 4. T
numerical calculations were performed for clusters of va
ous sizes.

It was found that the main features in the variation
cluster properties induced by copper intercalation can
readily exemplified by two clusters of two or four regul
six-membered carbon rings containing, respectively,N510
or 16 carbon atoms~Fig. 1a and 1b!. It was assumed that th
7861063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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Cu atom does not enter the carbon ring and interacts o
with its p electrons, and that the perturbation of the stro
C-C covalents bonds within the ring may be neglected.
was also assumed that the principal contribution to the in
action is due to one outers electron of the Cu atom. The
correspondings orbital andN pz valence orbitals of the C
atoms made up a system of (N11) basis functionsx i of
HamiltonianĤ ~the z axis is orthogonal to thexy graphene
plane, and indexi 51,2, . . . ,N11 labels the atoms!. The
wave function of thej th state in the cluster was written in th
LCAO form with coefficientsuji :

uc j&5 (
i

N11

uji ux i& .

The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian,x i j

5^x j* uĤux i&, were determined in the Harriso
approximation5. The diagonal matrix elementsx i i are essen-
tially the energies of 2p and 4s states of isolated C and C
atoms relative to the vacuum level:«p5^pz* uĤupz&528.97
eV and«s5^s* uĤus&526.92 eV. The off-diagonal matrix
elements (iÞ j ) describing interatomic interaction were ca
culated asx j i 5nji \

2/mdji , wherem is the electronic mass
dji is the distance between atomsi and j, and nji are
tabulated6 universal coefficients depending on the type of t
wave functions of the interacting atoms. In our case thex j i

quantities reduce to two parameters,Vppp andVsps , which
correspond to thep coupling among thepz electrons of the
neighboring C atoms and tos coupling between the Cus
electron and thepz electrons of the nearest C atoms. T
distance between the neighboring carbon atoms was assu
equal to the C-C covalent bond length in graphite,dCC

51.42 Å.
While the exact position of the Cu atom in the cluster

not known, the most likely should be the one providing t
strongest coupling with the carbon fragment. This condit
was shown5 to be met if the Cu atom lies on the hexagon
axis z of the carbon ring~Fig. 1! at a distancez05dCC/A2
>1 Å from the ring plane.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Schematic presentation of graphite-like nanoclusters containing~a! 10 and~b! 16 C atoms~filled circles! and one Cu atom~open circle!. The figure
adjoining a circle specifies the effective charge of the given ion,ei* /e.
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2. NANOCLUSTER METALLIZATION BY COPPER

Figures 2 and 3 present energy-level splittings of the
and Cu 2pz and 4s states of (a) isolated atoms, (b) in a
graphene layer, and (c) after its subsequent intercalation b
a Cu atom, calculated for clusters withN510 and 16 atoms
whose configuration is shown in Fig. 1a and 1b. The disc
spectrum of both clusters is seen to have ‘‘bands’’ ofp
bonding andp* antibonding states separated by a gap. T
gap width is determined only by the cluster size and
creases with increasingN, which coincides with the
calculations2 made for purely carbon clusters. The valueEg

52.6 eV for N516 is in a satisfactory agreement with th
experimentally determined1 optical gap.

For T50, all levels of thep bonding states are filled b
electrons, and the extra electron of the Cu atom falls to
bottom of the band ofp* antibonding states, which in th
absence of Cu were totally empty. Thus an intercalated c
ter resembles a degenerate semiconductor whose Fermi

FIG. 2. Splitting and shift of the C and Cu 2pz and 4s levels of~a! isolated
atoms,~b! p bound in the graphene layer, and~c! p bound in the graphene
layer ands bound in the bulk of the nanocluster, for a cluster containing
C atoms.
te

e
-

e

s-
vel

lies in the conduction band. In this case the dc conduction
a-C:Ĥ Cu& will be dominated by electron tunneling and/o
hopping between ‘‘metallized’’ copper-carbon clusters. Th
mechanism can apparently be analyzed by methods of
colation theory. Copper metallization of graphite-like clu
ters should result in a fast rise of the conductivity of a-C:
exactly what is observed1 in experiment, and the correspond
ing activation energy should be substantially smaller than
optical gap. The conductivity may be expected to grow w
increasing Cu content in a-C:H^Cu& as long as the concen
tration of copper-carbon graphite-like clusters continues
increase.

3. COPPER-INDUCED POLARIZATION OF NANOCLUSTERS

The Cu atom in the semiconductor nanoclusters con
ered here behaves as a donor with the level lying within
region of unoccupiedp* states of the C atoms, which make
the donor partially ionized. Intercalation gives rise to a d
placement and redistribution of charge of the valence e
trons among the cluster atoms. The effective chargeei* of

FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2 for a nanocluster containing 16 C atoms.
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the i th atom can be readily estimated within the LCAO a
proximation through the squared moduli of coefficientsuji :

ei* /e5~N11!21(
j

~2uup i u212uup* i u2! ,

where the summation is performed over all occupied statj
(e is the electronic charge!.

The results of the estimates ofei* /e are shown in Fig. 1a
and 1b by figures adjoining the corresponding atoms. T
positive charge of the Cu ion was found to be slightly larg
than10.5e in both clusters, and the charge of the fragme
of the graphene layer has the same magnitude but the o
site sign. Thus a nonzero componentPz of the static dipole
momentP is induced in the cluster along the normalz to the
layer. For clusters withN510 and 16, we obtained
Pz /edCC50.36 and 0.38, respectively. In a general ca
with the Cu atom located not on the cluster symmetry a
normal to the layer, a static dipole moment appears in thexy
layer plane as well. For clusters symmetric with respec
the xz or yz plane, which are under consideration here, t
dipole moment is parallel either to thex axis (N510) or to
the y axis (N516). Estimates made for the correspondi
components yieldPx /edCC520.95 andPy /edCC521.53.
In the absence of correlation among clusters, i.e. for rand
cluster geometry and mutual arrangement, the net polar
tion in a-C:H is zero.

4. VIBRATIONAL PROPERTIES OF COPPER-INTERCALATED
NANOCLUSTERS

The internal polarization of a Cu-intercalated graphi
like nanocluster should produce dipole activity in atomic
brations. This should give rise to the appearance of n
bands in IR spectra of a-C:H^Cu& which were absent in thos
of pure a-C:H. One can now explain, in particular, the e
perimentally observed3 strong increase in the intensity of th
so-called bandG ~1580 cm21) in the IR absorption spectrum
of copper-doped a-C:H. This band, associated with symm
ric vibrations of the C-C bonds in the carbon ring plane
graphite-like nanoclusters, is known to be active in the R
man spectrum of a-C:H while being practically not seen
absorption. Note that in a single infinite graphene layer
corresponding E2g mode is forbidden in absorptio
altogether.6 The presence of a Cu atom lowers the clus
symmetry; indeed, the carbon ring atoms become essent
-
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inequivalent ~Fig. 1!, their vibrations change the in-plan
dipole-moment component and, hence, should become
lowed in absorption. TheG bands observed in a-C:H^Cu& in
absorption and Raman scattering coincide in position wit
good accuracy. There are therefore grounds to believe
intercalation with copper does not affect strongly the carb
ring geometry and, hence, the C-Cs bonds, as assumed i
our model.G band activation was observed in absorption
nitrogen-doped a-C:H, but N atoms, unlike copper, beco
incorporated in carbon rings to form C-N bonds.7

To conclude, intercalation of graphite-like nanocluste
in a-C:H with copper affects the electronic and vibration
properties of the clusters themselves and of the system
whole. Our simplified model is applicable to low Cu conce
trations, because it disregards the possibility of two or m
Cu atoms entering the same cluster. In the opposite case
should take into consideration the interaction among the
tercalant atoms, which will affect noticeably the copper bin
ing energy in a cluster. For one Cu atom this energy w
estimated as 0.4–0.7 eV, depending on the size of
graphene fragment.5 For high Cu contents, a cluster may n
be able to hold the intercalant in its state, so that the inse
copper will condense to form pure copper clusters. This w
be accompanied by an abrupt drop in the conductivity
a-C:H ^Cu&, if the concentration of such clusters in th
a-C:H matrix is below the percolation threshold. This effe
was observed experimentally at a Cu content of;15 at.%.1
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Electron spin beats in InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots
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Time-resolved picosecond spectroscopy is used for the first time to study optical orientation and
spin dynamics of carriers in self-organized In~Ga!As/GaAs quantum-dot~QD! arrays.
Optical orientation of carriers created by 1.2 ps light pulses, both in the GaAs matrix and wetting
layer, and captured by QDs is found to last a few hundreds of picosecond. The saturation of
electron ground state at high-excitation-light intensity leads to electron polarization in excited
states close to 100% and to its vanishing in ground state. Electron-spin quantum beats in a
transverse magnetic field are observed for the first time in semiconductor QDs. We thus determine
the quasi-zero-dimensional electrong factor in In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs QDs to be:ug'u50.27
60.03. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!02905-6#
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Semiconductor structures with quantum dots are c
rently the subject both of fundamental studies and of pra
cal applications. In the last few years much attention w
given to the study of the energy relaxation of carriers in th
structures.1–7 Taking into account the spin of carriers mak
it possible to obtain additional information on the ener
relaxation processes and the structure of the electron en
levels. In the present work, time-resolved spectroscopy w
picosecond resolution has been used for the first time to
vestigate spin dynamics in semiconductor quantum dots
bedded in a semiconductor matrix. Spin polarization of c
riers was created as a result of their optical orientation8 by
short~;1 ps! pulses of circularly polarized light. It has bee
found that the spin polarization of electrons generated in
matrix or in the wetting layer, can survive their capture
the QDs and last a few hundreds of picoseconds. This
lowed us to observe quantum beats of electron spin i
transverse magnetic field and thus to determine the ma
tude of the transverse g factor of quasi-zero-dimensio
electrons in In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs quantum dots.

The structures studied were grown by solid-source m
lecular beam epitaxy in Riber-32P machine on se
insulating GaAs~100! substrates. Active region was inserte
into the middle of a 0.2mm thick undoped GaAs layer con
fined by AlAs~2 nm!/GaAs~2 nm! superlattices to prevent es
cape of nonequilibrium carriers to the sample surface
substrate. In the first structure, denoted as 1, the active re
consists of 6 planes of QDs separated by 50 Å-thick Ga
spacers. Each QD plane was formed by deposition o
monolayers~MLs! of In0.5Ga0.5As. In structure 2 the active
layer consists of 10 planes of 1.7 ML InAs QDs separated
200 Å-thick GaAs spacers. Sample 3 contains one plan
2.7 ML InAs QDs. The growth temperature was set to
485 °C for In-containing layers and 600 °C for the other pa
of the structures.9

A tunable Ti-sapphire laser producing 1.2 ps-long lig
7891063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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pulses with a repetition frequency of 82 MHz was used
excite the investigated structures. The time resolution of
experiment based on parametric up-conversion, was lim
by the laser pulse duration. The exciting circularly-polariz
light was obtained by passing linearly-polarized laser be
through a quarter-wave plate. The luminescence was re
tered along the growth axis~Oz! in back-scattering geom
etry.

The results of polarization measurements in the differ
structures under study are qualitatively the same. Prese
below are the results of experiments on sample 1. Figur
shows normalized luminescence spectra obtained under
citation of carriers in GaAs matrix. Spectrum 1 is a record
under continuous-wave~cw! excitation with a pump density
of 1 W/cm2. An increase of the cw-excitation intensity b
two orders of magnitude did not change the shape positio
the spectrum. This indicates that spectrum 1 results from
emission of ground-state electrons and holes. We asso
the presence of two strongly overlapping lines in this sp
trum with radiative recombination of two groups of dots ha
ing different mean sizes. Spectra 2 and 3 are registered u
pulse excitation with pump densities of 0.1 and 1
MW/cm2, respectively. As seen from comparison with spe
trum 1, an increase in the pulse-excitation intensity result
a significant~up to 50 meV! blue shift of the luminescence
line. Such transformation of the luminescence spectra
quantum dots at high excitation levels has been obser
before4,6,7 and was due to the filling of the ground states
electrons and holes and to the appearance of an intense
emission from the excited states. Indeed, as an estim
shows, at the maximum pump density of 1.6 MW/cm2 that
we used, the number of photoexcited electron-hole pairs
ceeds by several times the number of quantum dots in
illuminated region; this leads to population of the excit
states, since they can no longer relax to the filled grou
states. The excited states, in turn, give rise to an inte
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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790 Phys. Solid State 41 (5), May 1999 Kalevich et al.
luminescence spectral component. Curve4 in Fig. 1 repre-
sents the cw-photoluminescence excitation spectrum
corded at a registration energyEdet51.245 eV~the position
of the low-energy maximum in spectrum 1!. We, as well as
the authors of Refs 4 and 7 assign the relatively broad b
~1.42–1.48 eV! near the edge of the fundamental absorpt
of GaAs to the absorption of the wetting layer.

FIG. 1. Photoluminescence spectra of In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs QDs~sample 1!.
T510 K. 1 — cw. excitation withEexc51.610 eV and power density 1 W
cm2; 2 and3 — short pulse pumping with power densities 0.1 and 1.6 M
cm2, Eexc51.531 eV, time delay after excitation pulse equals 200 ps;4 —
cw photoluminescence excitation spectra atEdet51.248 eV.
e-

nd
n

In our experiments the spin orientation of electrons a
holes was created by cicularly polarized light. The recom
nation radiation involving spin-oriented carriers also tur
out to be circularly polarized. Therefore the luminescen
circular-polarization degreer5(I 12I 2)/(I 11I 2) can be
used to measure the carrier spin polarization and their s
dynamics. HereI 1 and I 2 denote the respective intensitie
of the left-hand and right-hand circularly polarized lumine
cence components.

Figure 2 shows the time dependencesr(t) measured at
four different energies of recombination radiation quan
Edet ~marked by arrows in Fig. 1! under excitation into the
GaAs barrier (Eexc51.531 eV! with pulse density of 1.6
MW/cm2. It can be seen from Figs. 2a and 2b that at
high-energy edge of the luminescence line the initial value
r is large ~it reaches 80% atEdet51.363 eV! and slowly
decreases with a characteristic time of about 300–400
When going down to the low-energy part of the lumine
cence spectrum, the maximum value ofr significantly de-
creases and the polarization decay time is drastically redu
~Figs. 2c and 2d!. Thus, atEdet51.292 eV,r decreases from
an initial value ofr(0)'22% down to 5% within 15 ps~Fig.
2d!.

Let us first remark on the nature of the slow decay or
at largeEdet . The rate of the change ofr is determined by
the slowest of the spin-relaxation processes in electrons
holes. Due to the strong spin-orbit interaction in the valen
FIG. 2. Luminescence circular polarization dependence on time delay at different detection energiesEdet . Eexc51.531 eV,T510 K. Solid lines show the
exponential decay of the polarization degree with time constanttS . tS ~ps!: a — 290, b — 400, c — 211, d — 92.
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band, the spin-relaxation time of holes is significantly shor
than that of electrons8 and does not exceed a few picose
onds in bulk intrinsic semiconductors of the GaAs type10

For this reason, we think that the luminescence polariza
is only determined by the spin polarization of electron
while the slow change ofr is due to the large value of the
spin relaxation time.

Quite surprising was the fact that, at largeEdet during
some tens of picoseconds, the values ofr substantially ex-
ceed 50%, reaching 80% atEdet51.363 eV~Fig. 2a!. Since
the holes participating in the radiative recombination in
vestigated dots are heavy holes,11 the value ofr is numeri-
cally equal to the spin polarization of electronsPe : r5Pe

~Ref. 8!. At the same time, in accord with the optical sele
tion rules,8 spin polarization of the electrons generated
bulk GaAs cannot exceed 50%.

A qualitative explanation of the appearance ofr values
larger than 50% on the high-energy side of the QD spe
may be obtained in the following simple model. Suppose t
the electrons generated in the GaAs barrier, with a spin
larization equal to 50%, are trapped by QDs with such
larization, while the holes lose entirely their polarization du
ing their energy relaxation process. In dots analogous
ours, besides the ground level there are excited levels of
holes and electrons.6,11–16By virtue of Pauli’s principle each
level can accomodate no more than two electrons with
posite spins. As atPe50.5, there are three times as ma
electrons with spin21/2 than electrons with spin11/2, so,
with the increase of the concentration of photoexcited ca
ers leading to the saturation of the ground state, the hig
electron levels will be populated predominantly by electro
with spin21/2, which leads, at the limit, to the 100% pola
ization of the associated recombination radiation. The sca
of the QD sizes, resulting in the inhomogeneous broaden
of the luminescence line, diminishes this effect; at the hi
energy edge of the line, however, the value ofr may exceed
50%, which is just what we observe in our experiments.
the contrary, the radiation from the ground state must
unpolarized, since two electrons occupying this state h
opposite spins. This is also observed experimentally~see Fig.
2d!.

The long-lived and large polarization of electrons e
ables the observation of their spin beats in transverse m
netic fields and determination of the g-factor magnitu
Electron-spin quantum beats set in under coherent excita
of the two electron-spin levels by a short pulse of circula
polarized light and may be considered to result from Larm
precession of electron spins about the magnetic fieldB with
a frequencyV5gmBB/\, whereg is the electrong factor
andmB is the Bohr magneton.17 The pump pulse is substan
tially shorter than the electron-lifetime and spin-relaxati
time, denotedt and tS , respectively. Therefore the motio
of the average spinS of electrons excited during the pum
pulse obeys the equation

dS

dt
5~V3S!2

S

tS
, ~1!

where the first term on the right-hand side describes the
mor precession, and the second, spin relaxation. Since in
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experiments, a long-living luminescence polarization is c
ated by the electron polarizationr522Sz , and, in a mag-
netic field directed perpendicular to the exciting beam,r
varies with time as

r~ t !

r~0!
5e2t/tS cosVt. ~2!

It is easy to determine the magnitude of the electrong factor
by measuring the beat frequency as a function of the m
netic field.

The dependencer(t) measured in a magnetic fieldB
53.5 T atEdet51.355 eV is shown in Fig. 3. It can be see
that r oscillates with time in agreement with Eq.~2!. The
dependence of the spin-beat frequency on the magnetic
is presented on Fig. 4. It is quite linear. Thus the modulus
the electron transverse g factor of In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs QDs
can be accurately deduced. We find:ug'u50.2760.03. Note
that it is theg factor for electrons in the excited state.

To conclude, electron-spin orientation and its subsequ
dynamics in self-organized In~Ga!As/GaAs QDs have been
studied for the first time using picosecond time-resolved
minescence spectroscopy. It has been found that optical

FIG. 3. Luminescence polarization oscillations in a transverse magn
field B53.5T. T51.7 K. The solid line is drawn on formula~2! with
Larmor precession period equal to 76 ps.

FIG. 4. Spin beat frequency versus magnetic field.
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entation of electrons, excited in the matrix or in the wetti
layer, can last after their capture by the QDs during so
hundred picoseconds. The saturation of electron gro
states at high excitation intensity leads to electron spin
larization in the excited states close to 100%, and to van
ing values in the ground state. Electron-spin quantum b
in transverse magnetic field are observed for the first time
semiconductor QDs, leading to determination of the mag
tude of the transverse electrong factor in In0.5Ga0.5As/GaAs
QDs.
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Chemical effects during formation of the electronic surface structure of III-V
semiconductors in a sulfide solution.

V. N. Bessolov, E. V. Konenkova, and M. V. Lebedev

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

D. R. T. Zahn

Institut für Physik, TU-Chemnitz, D-09107 Chemnitz, Germany
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 875–878~May 1999!

The electronic properties of the~100! surface ofn-GaAs,p-GaAs, andn-InP semiconductors
treated with various sulfide solutions have been studied. Sulfide treatment was shown to increase
the photoluminescence intensity, decrease the depth of the near-surface depleted region in
the semiconductor, and shift the surface Fermi level toward the conduction band. These effects
are the stronger, the higher the sulfur chemical activity in the solution. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03005-1#
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The properties of a real surface of most III–V semico
ductors are determined by the high density of surface st
and, as a consequence, by a high rate of surface nonradi
recombination. The improvement in the performance o
GaAs/AlGaAs bipolar transistor following its treatment in
water solution of sodium sulfide1 initiated studies of the in-
teraction of sulfur in solution and the gas phase with
surface of GaAs and other III–V semiconductors.

Investigation of the electronic properties of the sulfu
modified GaAs~100! surface showed that sulfide treatme
results, first, in a decrease of the surface density of state
midgap2 and, second, in a change of the near-surface b
warping and a shift of the surface Fermi level, which d
pends on the actual treatment used. For instance, trea
n-GaAs~100! with a water solution of ammonium sulfid
does not practically affect the surface Fermi level,3 whereas
molecular sulfur shifts the Fermi level by 0.2 eV toward t
conduction band. Treatingn-GaAs~100! with an alcohol so-
lution of ammonium sulfide brings about a still larger~by
;0.5 eV! shift of the Fermi level.4 In other words, the
chemical state of sulfur atoms before adsorption has a
nounced effect on the electronic structure of the sulfi
treated surface.

This work studies the electronic properties of GaAs~100!
and InP~100! surfaces passivated by various sulfide so
tions.

The samples were GaAs:Te~100! (n5131018 cm23)
and GaAs:Zn~100! (p5131018 cm23) plates, which prior to
the sulfide passivation were treated with HCl for 100 s,
well as n-InP~100! plates (n5131018 cm23), which were
pretreated with HF for 1 min.

The sulfide treatment lasted 1 min in an ammonium s
fide solution (NH4)2S ~20%! and saturated solutions of so
dium sulfide (Na2S:xH2O) in water, isopropanol (i -
C3H7OH) and tret-butanol (t-C4H9OH), as well as in solu-
tions of sulfur monochloride S2Cl2 in carbon tetrachloride
CCl4.

X-ray photoelectron spectra of the surface were obtai
7931063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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with a Perkin-Elmer PHI 5400 spectrometer using MgKa
radiation (hn51253.6 eV!, 300-W power. The valence-ban
spectra were measured at room temperature with a He l
(hn521.2 eV!.

The Raman spectra were taken in the range of 200
400 cm21 with a Dilor XY spectrometer.4 The spectra were
excited by an Ar1 laser line atl5457.9 nm@radiation pen-
etration depth in GaAs is 50.3 nm~Ref. 5!#, and the laser
power was 2.5 mW. One studied the intensity ratio of the
peak associated with the depleted layer on the semicondu
surface to theL2 peak due to scattering from a couple
phonon-plasmon mode in the bulk, which permitted me
surement of the thickness of the near-surface semicondu
depleted layer.4

The photoluminescence was excited with t
l5530.9-nm line of a 100-mW Kr1 laser at room tempera
ture. The spectra were recorded with an IFS-66 spectrom

The electron work function for a semiconductor surfa
was determined by the Kelvin method by measuring the c
tact potential difference between the semiconductor an
gold film deposited on a SiO2 substrate with a dynamic
capacitor.6

The sulfide treatment results in a substantial thinn
and, in some cases, in a complete removal of the native o
layer from the semiconductor surface, followed by formati
of a thin sulfide layer on the surface. The thickness of t
layer, as derived from XPS data, was 0.5–1.2 ML for GaA
and 1.5–4.0 ML for InP. The rate constant for the sulfi
layer formation, which is a measure of the chemical activ
of sulfur ions in solution, i.e. the rate of the sulfide lay
formation referred to the sulfur concentration in the liqu
phase, grows exponentially with increasing inverse dielec
constant of the solvent used,7 which argues for a predomi
nantly electrostatic interaction of the ions with the semico
ductor surface.8

UV photoelectron spectroscopic studies of t
n-GaAs~100! and p-GaAs~100! surfaces passivated in
(NH4)2S1 i -C3H7OH solution showed that the surfac
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Fermi level lies at 1.23 and 1.08 eV above the semicondu
valence-band edge inn-GaAs andp-GaAs, respectively~Fig.
1!, while using for this purpose a water solution of (NH4)2S
leaves the Fermi level at 0.8 eV~Ref. 3! and 0.5 eV~Ref. 9!
for n-GaAs andp-GaAs, respectively, the positions chara
teristic of the unpassivated semiconductor. Annealing
p-GaAs~100! surface treated in a (NH4)2S1 i -C3H7OH so-

FIG. 2. Position of the surface Fermi level (EFS) relative to the valence-
band (EV) and conduction-band (EC) edges inn-GaAs with n5131018

cm23 and p-GaAs with p5131018 cm23 sulfide-treated with a
(NH4)2S~20%! 1 i-C3H7OH ~1:10! solution as a function of annealing tem
perature.

FIG. 1. Room-temperature valence-band photoemission spectra o~a!
n-GaAs withn5131018 cm23 and~b! p-GaAs withp5131018 cm23 ob-
tained after a sulfide treatment in a (NH4)2S~20%!1i-C3H7OH ~1:10! solu-
tion obtained with a He lamp (hn521.2 eV!.
or

elution changes the position of the Fermi level relative to t
semiconductor band edges, while annealing to 400°C
n-GaAs~100! surface treated in the same solution practica
does not affect the Fermi level at all~Fig. 2!.

A Raman spectroscopic study ofn-GaAs~100!,
p-GaAs~100!, andn-InP~100! showed passivation to reduc
the depth of the near-surface depleted region in the semi
ductor, this reduction being the larger, the higher the su
chemical activity in the solution~Fig. 3!. The decrease in the
depth of the depleted region evidences a decrease in the
sity of surface states in the semiconductor band gap. Tha
surface barrier inp-GaAs~100! is shown by UPS to increas
noticeably under passivation in an alcohol sulfide solut
indicates that this barrier is due to the formation of a dip
layer on the surface resulting from the capture by the e
tronegative sulfur atoms of electrons from the semicond
tor. Indeed, sulfide treatment increases the work function
the semiconductor, as well as increases its ionization ene
which argues for the formation of a dipole layer on the s
face ~Fig. 4!. The ionization energy increases to a grea
degree in a solution with a higher chemical activity of sulfu

FIG. 3. Depth of the near-surface depleted regiond in n-GaAs with n5
131018 cm23, p-GaAs with p5131018 cm23, and n-InP with n51
31018 cm23 passivated in various solutions, as a function of the sul
chemical activity in solution. The chemical activity was estimated in R
10. The arrows refer to:1 — (NH4)2S, 2 — Na2S 1 H2O, 3 — S2Cl2 1
CCl4, 4 — (NH4)2S 1 i-C3H7OH, 5 — (NH4)2S 1 t-C4H9OH, 6 — Na2S
1 i-C3H7OH, 7 — Na2S 1 t-C4H9OH.
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Sulfide treatment of then-GaAs~100! and p-GaAs~100!
surface results in a notable increase in the semicondu
photoluminescence intensity, this increase being the lar
the higher the chemical activity of the sulfur atom befo

FIG. 4. Position of the surface Fermi level (EFS) and of the valence-band
(EV) and conduction-band (EC) edges relative to vacuum level in~a!
n-GaAs withn5131018 cm23, ~b! p-GaAs withp5131018 cm23, and~c!
n-InP with n5131018 cm23 before and after sulfide treatment in water a
isopropanol solutions of ammonium sulfide.
or
r,

adsorption~Fig. 5!. We readily see that the improvement
the photoluminescence properties of GaAs correlates w
with the decrease in the depth of the depleted region a
hence, with the decrease of the surface density of state
the semiconductor band gap.

Thus the chemical activity of an atom before adsorpt
plays a dominant part in modification of the electronic stru
ture of a semiconductor surface. An increase in the chem
activity of sulfur atoms is accompanied by an increase in
efficiency of electronic passivation of the GaAs~100! surface,
which is evidenced by an increase in photoluminescence
tensity and a decrease of the near-surface depleted regio
depth. The growth in the chemical activity of sulfur atoms
solution increases the work function and ionization energy
GaAs and InP.
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FIG. 5. The increase in photoluminescence intensity ofn-GaAs with n5
131018 cm23 and p-GaAs with p5131018 cm23 passivated in various
solutions as a function of the sulfur chemical activity in solution. The ph
toluminescence intensity was reduced to that of an untreated semicondu
The arrows refer to various sulfide solutions~see caption to Fig. 3!.
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Weak localization with a specific role of t symmetry „2D and 3D holes in tellurium …

N. S. Averkiev, V. A. Berezovets, N. I. Sablina, and I. I. Farbshte n* )

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 879–881~May 1999!

The anomalous magnetoresistance in crystalline tellurium is analyzed for differentp-type carrier
dimensions: a bulk sample, size-quantized accumulation layers on different tellurium
crystallographic surfaces, and tellurium clusters~tellurium embedded in a dielectric opal matrix!.
It is shown that the effect can be interpreted in all cases in terms of the theory of weak
localization of noninteracting particles with inclusion of the specific features of the tellurium
band spectrum, namely, fully lifted spin degeneracy, trigonal spectrum distortion, and a specific
role played by thet symmetry in inter-valley scattering. The differences observed among
the various manifestations of the weak localization effect are determined by the hole wave function
phase-relaxation channel which is dominant in a particular case. A case is discussed where
the time characterizing the inter-valley transition probability becomes comparable to the
momentum relaxation time. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03105-6#
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Negative magnetoresistance~NMR! was discovered1 in
bulk tellurium samples in 1948 and confirmed later2,3 in spe-
cial experiments. Positive anomalous magnetoresista
~AMR! in a close-to-zero magnetic field was observed in
study of two-dimensional holes in quantum-confined ac
mulation layers~AL ! on the ~0001! and (101̄0) tellurium
crystallographic surfaces.4–6 Later, AMR was observed to
occur also in tellurium clusters~tellurium embedded in a
dielectric opal matrix!.7 We are going to show that the ob
served variety of AMR manifestations in tellurium can
interpreted by a theory of weak localization with inclusion
the specific symmetry characteristics of a tellurium crysta

1. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF AMR IN TELLURIUM

A. 3D case „bulk crystal …

The behavior of NMR in a bulk crystal is presente
graphically in Fig. 1.8 Shubnikov–de Haas-type oscillation
in strong magnetic fields confirm a strong carrier degenera

B. 2D layer on „0001…

Three quantum-confined subbands withEF'30 meV
form in an AL of natural origin on the~0001! surface in the
initial state.9 The AMR is seen in weak magnetic fields;1
Oe and is positive~Fig. 2!.4 Lowering the temperature en
hances the effect. When the 2D-hole concentration
creases, and a positive bias is applied in a MIS capac
geometry, a NMR portion appears within the 150,H,400
Oe region.

C. 2D layer on „101̄0…

In this case, the AL has two subbands,9 andEF becomes
as high as 44 meV. In this geometry one observes only p
tive AMR ~Fig. 3!, which transforms in strong magnet
fields to a classical relation of the typeH2 ~Refs. 5 and 6!.
7961063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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D. Tellurium cluster crystal

The low-temperature magnetoresistance in the telluri
cluster crystals studied is similar in behavior to that obser
in a 2D layer on~0001! of Te under maximum bias~curve5
in Fig. 2!, but the pattern is displaced toward strong ma
netic fields.8

2. DISCUSSION

A. Weak localization effect

The extrema of the valence and conduction bands in
lurium are located at theM and P corners of the Brillouin
zone and are related only through the time inversion ope
tion. The wave functions at theM and P points are super-
positions of states with the angular-momentum project
Mz563/2 and transform into one another under time inv
sion operation. The quantum correction to the conductiv
of noninteracting particles is determined by the sum of
cooperons made up of wavefunctions of the same val
CMM5CPP , and of those which are off-diagonal with re
spect to the valleys,CM P5CPM . Expressions were
obtained10–12 relating the weak localization effect in a mag
netic field to the hole-wave function phase-relaxation p
cesses in 3D and 2D systems, respectively:

Ds~H !5s0AeH

\c H f 3S H

Hf1Hn1Hg
D

1
1

2
f 3S H

Hf12Hn
D2

1

2
f 3S H

Hf
D J , ~1!

Ds~H !5s0H f 2S H

Hf1Hn1Hg
D

1
1

2
f 2S H

Hf12Hn
D2

1

2
f 2S H

Hf
D J , ~2!

wheres05e2/(2p2\), f 3 and f 2 are known functions, and
Hf,n,g5c\/(4eDtf,n,g). The magnetic fieldHf is related
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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to the wavefunction phase-relaxation timetf , and the fields
Hn andHg , to the elastic scattering times in inter- and intr
valley transitionstn and tg , respectively. The trigonal dis
tortion of the Fermi surface10 brings about phase relaxatio
of the hole wave function in intra-valley scattering, becau
E (k)ÞE (2k). The fieldHg is proportional tokF

6 . Because
of theM andP valleys being spin inequivalent, elastic inte
valley scattering results in phase relaxation, similar to the
scattering in semiconductors10–12.

FIG. 1. Transverse magnetoresistance of single-crystal tellurium with a
concentrationp(77)56.331016 cm23 ~Ref. 8!.

FIG. 2. AMR of a Te sample with a 2D layer on the~0001! surface.
T50.44 K. 1 — PAL5231012 cm22, 2–5 — Ug(2),Ug(3),Ug(4)
,Ug(5).
-

e

O

B. Comparison with experiment

A comparison4–6 of relation ~2! with experimental data
permitted determination of the quantitiesHi .

~i! 2D layer on the~0001! surface. HereHf (T)5(5T
15) Oe,Hn57 Oe, andHg5100 Oe.4 The formation of a
NMR region is due to the decrease ofHg with decreasing
2D-hole concentration.

~ii ! A layer on the (101̄0) surface. Hf (T)5(9.7T
12T2) Oe, Hn'300 Oe,Hg>100 Oe, and the AMR is al-
ways positive~Fig. 3!.6 Calculations showed thatHn'Htr

.Hf , Hg . Such a strong difference between the values
Hn in the two above cases suggests that inter-valley tra
tions are initiated by holes scattering from surface roughn
which is substantially different for these two orientation
namely, the cleavage plane (1010̄) and the break plane
~0001!.

Equations~1! and ~2! are applicable in cases where th
magnetic lengthl (H) exceeds the mean free pathl . The
wave function phase of holes undergoes relaxation in th
multiple collisions with impurities. Whenl (H) becomes of
the order ofl with increasing magnetic field, phase rela
ation will occur already in a small number of collisions wi
impurities. It can be shown that a deviation from the diff
sion regime under isotropic scattering reduces the conduc
ity in magnetic field.13,14 Then in fields such thatl (H); l ,
calculations made in the diffusion approximation shou
yield an overestimate for the magnitude of the effect. This
borne out by the graphs in Fig. 3.

~iii ! The 3D case. In the 3D case, the contributions d
to different channels change considerably. While the ph
relaxation probability in inelastic scattering retains rough
its magnitude, the phase relaxation associated with the tr
nal distortion of the Fermi surface is here practically abs
because of a comparatively small Fermi energy in
samples studied. Assuming inter-valley transitions in a b

le

FIG. 3. AMR of a Te sample with a 2D layer on the (1010̄) surface. Solid
line — experiment, circles — calculation.
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crystal to also occur in scattering from surface states,
come to a conclusion that the significance of the latter in
phase relaxation processes should be negligible. Under t
conditions, the quantity in braces in Eq.~2! will be positive,
and AMR will always have a negative sign.

Seen from this viewpoint, the cluster crystal occupies
intermediate position. The trigonal distortion of the Fer
surface does not play a significant part in the weak local
tion effect, but the probability of scattering by the clust
surface is sufficiently high. As a result, the behavior of AM
in this case is similar to that shown by curve5 in Fig. 2.

We note in conclusion that G. E. Pikus initiated th
work and participated in its early stages.
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Ceramic materials for use in microwave electronics
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A study is reported of the structure and electrical properties of BaLn2Ti4O12 compositions
~BLT!, where Ln5La, Nd, or Sm, with calcium, strontium, or lead substituted for barium, and
bismuth for the lanthanide. The BLT compound is shown to be characterized by a broad
isomorphicity region, at the edge of which form solid solutions with the highest dielectric
permittivity reached thus far, up to about 170. A number of thermally stable ceramic
materials with a high dielectric permittivity of 80 to 120, which permit construction of microwave
dielectric resonators with Q factors of up to 600 for«5120 and up to 3000 for«580 at
f 54 GHz, have been developed based on BLT solid solutions. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03205-0#
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The recently increasing interest in microwave commu
cations has stimulated progress in research and developm
in the area of microwave ceramics employed universally
microwave electronics devices.

The main requirements imposed on the ceramic mat
als to be used in microwave-range devices are a high die
tric permittivity « for a vanishingly small temperature coe
ficient TC« and low dielectric losses within a broa
temperature and frequency range. An increase in dielec
permittivity of a ceramic material results in a smaller size
microwave devices, while reducing dielectric losses
creases their Q factor (Q;1/tand).

Ceramic materials based on barium, titanium, and ra
earth~RE! oxides1–3 exhibit a unique combination of a hig
dielectric permittivity at a near-zeroTC« and low dielectric
losses within a broad temperature and frequency range.

The main component of such materials is the compo
BaO•Ln2O3•4TiO2 (BaLn2Ti4O12, or BLT! with Ln5La,
Nd, Sm,4 whose structural formula, according to Ref. 5,
given in the form6 Ba3.5 @Ba1.0Ln9.0#@Ti9O27#2. The rhomb-

FIG. 1. Dependence of unit-cell volumeV0 of BLT solid-solution samples
on composition in the~AxBa12x)La2Ti4O12 system, where~a! A 5 Sr ~1!
and Ca~2!, and~b! ~SrxBa12x)Nd2Ti4O12 .
7991063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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ically distorted perovskite-like BLT structure5 contains ele-
ments characteristic of the lattice of tetragonal tungs
bronzes and has voids~structural vacancies in the barium
sublattice!.

The explanation7 of the high « typical of BLT com-
pounds combined with a near-zeroTC« assumes a dominan
contribution of low-frequency vibrational modes to«8. The
observed splitting of these modes and a possible ther
compensation of the dielectric contributions due to the co
ponents of this splitting may account for the enhanced th
mal stability of the« of BLT-based materials.

Studies7,8 of dielectric spectra of BLT compounds re
vealed an absence of«8 dispersion over a broad frequenc
range, including submillimeter waves. These features m
BLT compounds promising for development of microwa
ceramics.

FIG. 2. Content of insoluble residue in samples of (PbxBa12x)
(BiyNd22y)Ti4O12 for ~a! x50.10 and~b! x50.15, obtained by~1! solid-
state synthesis and~2! chemical coprecipitation.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TABLE I. X-ray diffraction data for some (PbxBa12x)(NdyBi22y)Ti4O12-based BLT solid-solution composi
tions.

Composition Cell parameters
Cell volume

x y a, Å b, Å c, Å V0 , Å3 Impurity

0.1 1.4 22.346~6! 12.211~2! 3.8634~5! 1061.5 ~Ba,Pb!Bi4Ti4O15

barium polytitanates.
0.15 1.6 22.340~6! 12.218~2! 3.8470~5! 1050.0 ~Ba,Pb!Bi4Ti4O15,

Nd2Ti2O7 barium polytitanates.
0.15 1.4 22.358~6! 12.210~2! 3.8612~5! 1061.3 ~Ba,Pb!Bi4Ti4O15 ,

Nd2Ti2O7, BaTi4O9

0.25 1.8 22.364~6! 12.200~2! 3.8424~5! 1048.4 ~Ba,Pb!Bi4Ti4O15 ,
Nd2Ti2O7, TiO2
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1. TECHNOLOGY OF PREPARATION

New materials based on barium, titanium, and RE oxi
with various compositions were obtained both by solid-st
synthesis from oxides and carbonates and by chemical co
cipitation from salt solutions followed by thermal treatme
of the precipitates.9 The ceramic powders thus synthesiz
were hydraulically pressed into discs of the size required
measurements of the electrical properties within the ran
of (1052106) GHz and 425 Hz, as well as for x-ray dif-
fraction studies. Prior to measurements, these discs were
tered until zero water absorption.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A study has been made of the structure and electr
properties of BLT samples with calcium, strontium, and le
substituted for barium, and of bismuth, for the RE eleme
Single-phase BLT solid solutions form in th
(AxBa12x)Ln2Ti4O12 system, where A5Ca, Sr, withx in-
creasing to 0.1 for Ca and to 0.2 for Sr. A secon
ALn2Ti4O12-type, perovskite phase with a doubled unit c
was found to appear starting withx50.2 for Ca and with
x50.4 for Sr.10 Substituting Sr21 or Ca21 cations for Ba21

was observed to decrease the unit-cell volume of BLT so
solutions~Fig. 1!. For x.0.4, the unit-cell parameters of th
BLT-type phase practically do not change, which in t
given case implies the constancy of its chemical comp
tion. At the same time the second phase with
SrLa2Ti4O12-type superstructure discovered in samples w
x50.4 for Sr has a cell parametera57.772 Å which exceeds
slightly that of the same SrLa2Ti4O12 phase with stoichio-
metric composition,x51.0 (a57.769 Å!. This is probably
associated with a partial incorporation of barium into t
strontium sublattice. Thus two phases, representing solid
lutions with BLT-type and SrLa2Ti4O12 structures were de
tected in the (SrxBa12x)La2Ti4O12 system within the con-
centration interval ofx50.4 to 0.8. For 0.8,x<1, there
exist only solid solutions with the SrLa2Ti4O12 structure.
When neodymium is substituted for lanthanum, the region
Sr21→ Ba21 isomorphism extends tox50.6.

In (SrxBa12x)Sm2Ti4O12-based materials, a pyrochlor
phase is seen to exist already starting withx50.2, and for
x50.6 a third, perovskite-structure phase SrSm2Ti4O12 (a
57.722 Å! appears. Similar results were obtained with le
substituted for barium, and bismuth for RE elements in BL
s
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X-ray diffraction data obtained for some compositions in t
~Pb,Ba!~Nd,Bi!2Ti4O12 system are listed in Table I.

As seen from these data, the unit cell volume in BL
solid solutions increases when Bi31 ions are incorporated
and decreases with increasing lead concentration. When
elements are introduced, isomorphous solid solutions w
close cell parameters form within a broad compositio
range.

Chemical coprecipitation of BLT solid solutions from
salt solutions, followed by thermal treatment of the preci
tates, described in Ref. 9, increases the yield of the reac
of solid-solution formation and permits one to decrease
synthesis temperature by about 100 K compared to so
phase preparation.

Figure 2 displays data on the content of insolub
impurity-phase residues in the~Pb,Ba!~Nd,Bi!2Ti4O12 com-
positions obtained by solid-state~1! and chemical coprecipi-
tation ~2! methods vs composition. The amount of the i
soluble residues was determined to within60.02 wt.%.

The electrical parameters of BLT solid solutions va
within a broad range with composition. The highest«, up to
170, are obtained in the system where bismuth was parti
substituted for lanthanum at the boundary of the isomorph
ity region ~Fig. 3!. The TC« parameter may vary from
280031026 K21 to 110031026 K21. For a thermally
stable ceramic withTC«5(0630)31026 K21, « of the

FIG. 3. Dependence of unit cell volumeV0, dielectric permittivity«, and of
its temperature coefficientTC« on bismuth content in a BLT solid solution
~Ba0.9Ca0.1)~BiyLa22y)Ti4O12 system.
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substitutional solid solutions lies from 70 to 120, depend
on the composition.

The main characteristics of a number of BLT-based th
mally stable materials which can be used in microwave e
tronics are listed in Table II.

Thus an analysis of the structure and electrical proper
of materials of varying composition made in the region
isomorphicity of (AxBa12x)(Ln22yBiy)Ti4O12 systems,
where A5Ca, Sr, Pb, and Ln5La, Nd, and Sm, shows tha
isovalent solid solutions prepared at the edge of the isom
phicity region exhibit a high dielectric permittivity and low
dielectric losses within a broad frequency range.

These isovalent solid solutions were used to develo
number of high-Q thermally stable materials for microwa
technology applications.

The new materials permit one to vary the main electri

TABLE II. Main electrical characteristics of thermally stable BLT solid
solution-based materials in the microwave range.

Material « Q~f54 GHz! Q• f , GHz

B80 80 3000 12000
B90 90 1900 7500
B92 92 1600 6400
B100 100 1300 5200
B120 120 600 2400
g

r-
c-

s
f

r-

a

l

parameters of microwave devices within a broad range
to choose purposefully an optimum ceramic composit
best suitable for a given problem.
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Two new types of molecular/electronic fullerene nanostructures are considered: 1! highly stable
hydrated clusters (I h symmetry group! and microcrystals (Th symmetry group! of fullerene
C60 in water solution and 2! the single-walled carbon nanotube from C60 fullerenes. The vibrational
spectra of these fullerene nanostructures are calculated using molecular dynamics. The
electronic properties of a single-walled fullerene nanotube are investigated using the tight-
binding method. The theoretical results obtained were compared with available experimental data.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03305-5#
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Fullerenes are widely investigated currently and ha
potential for various technical applications.1 In particular, for
biomedical testing, water-soluble forms of fullerenes are
doubtedly of great interest. Poor solubility in water
fullerenes and their derivatives limits biological and medi
studies, even though there were reports of successfully
pared micro- and macro-colloidal particle solutions in o
ganic solvents or in water.2–7 In particular, G. V. Andrievsky
and collaborators5–7 recently proposed a method for obtai
ing molecular-colloidal dispersions of fullerenes in wa
without any stabilizers and this resulted in the generation
solutions with fullerene aggregate sizes from several na
meters to 200 nm. These aggregates consisted of sm
spherical particles with diameter approximately 223 nm
containing 4213 molecules of C60.6 The fullerene water
solutions ~FWS!, being molecular-colloidal systems, we
found to be stable for more than 12 months at ambient c
ditions. At present, the highest concentration of C60 achieved
in the FWS is;1.4 g/l.5–7 It should be noted that the forma
tion of similar fullerene C60 structures in different organic
solvents was not observed2–4 showing the important influ-
ence of water on their formation and existence.5–7

The discovery of single-walled carbon nanotubes8,9 has
provided the opportunity to study their mechanical, opti
and electronic properties.10,11 Specifically, their electronic
characteristics are predicted to vary depending upon
nanotube symmetry and diameter, thus giving either meta
or semiconducting behavior.1 It is very important for the cre-
ation of novel materials for nanoengineering.

The geometric structure of possible fullerene aggrega
in water was studied in detail in Ref. 12. The present pape
devoted to the calculation of the vibrational spectrum
fullerene aggregates in water solution and the structure
single-walled fullerene nanotube~SWFN!, as well as its elec-
tronic and optical properties. The theoretical results obtai
were compared with available experimental data.13–15

1. STUDY OF VIBRATIONAL SPECTRUM OF FULLERENE
C60 AGGREGATES IN WATER

Using the atom–atom potential method, the close
packing, and symmetry principles, we have calculated
8021063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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structure of fullerene aggregates C60 in water solution.12 The
main results were as follows: a! the spherical clusters (I h

symmetry group! with a diameter of 3.56 nm containing 3
molecules of C60 ~see Fig. 1! were shown to be the mos
stable ones among possible hydrated aggregates; b! possible
existence of stable hydrated microcrystals C60 ~the space
group is Th , the lattice parameters area51.002 nm and
c51.636 nm @Ref. 16#! having a linear size of
(2.5125.84) nm in water solution of fullerenes was state
c! the water effect on a geometry of the fullerene aggrega
was discussed; d! the obtained theoretical results were e
perimentally confirmed.

The calculated vibrational frequencies of the most sta
hydrated fullerene cluster consisted of 33 C60 molecules„v
5(142152) cm21

… which lie significantly lower than the
fundamental intramolecular modes for the individual C60

FIG. 1. The calculated structure of a fullerene cluster consisting of 3360

molecules.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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fullerene „v5(29621590) cm21!.17 The Raman spectrum
of this cluster is presented in Table I.

The limiting intermolecular spectrum of hydrated micr
crystal C60 is presented in Table II. As we can see the c
culated vibrational frequencies lie below the fundamen
modes for solid C60.18

It should be noted that low vibrational frequencies
fullerene cluster C60 (2Hg and Ag modes, see Table I! can
coincide with some intermolecular frequencies of microcr
tal C60 (Eg , Eu andFu modes, see Table II!.

The numerical calculations were carried out in the a
proximation of a Lennard–Jones~12–6! atom–atom poten-
tial only ~the entropy factor did not arise because an assu
tion was made that the formation of orientationally order
structures in water takes place@Ref. 12# using the proposed
molecular-dynamics model for a fullerene crystal C60.18

2. STUDY OF ELECTRONIC AND VIBRATIONAL
PROPERTIES OF THE SWFN

The simulated structure of the SWFN is presented in F
2. The radius and the length of the ideal part of a nanot
are equal to 0.35 nm~Ref. 19! and 0.43 nm, respectively.

As is known,1,11 the dependence of the gap on the rad
R of a single-walled carbon nanotube may be approxima
described by

«g5«pp

d0

R
.

TABLE I. Calculated Raman frequencies~cm21) of hydrated fullerene
cluster consisting of 33 C60 molecules.

Theory Theory17

Symmetry ~cluster C60) ~molecule C60)

Hg 14 296
Hg 28 437
Ag 33 476
Hg 58 721
Hg 63 780
Hg 82 1142
Hg 85 1288
Hg 94 1406
Ag 101 1485
Hg 103 1550

TABLE II. The calculated limiting (k50) intermolecular frequencies
(cm21) of hydrated microcrystal C60.

Symmetry Theory Theory18

~microcrystal C60) ~solid C60)

Au 21 35
Eu 27 48
Fu 23 43
Fu 30 53
Ag 13 19
Eg 14 20
Fg 9 17
Fg 11 18
Fg 18 23
-
l

f

-

-

p-
d

.
e

s
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In our case,«pp is the average interaction energy betwe
two p electrons located on the single and double bonds
the C60 molecule;d0 is the average distance between t
neighboring carbon atoms in C60 molecule. The numerica
calculations carried out by using the tight-binding metho20

have shown that«pp52.35 eV andd050.14 nm. The pres-
ence of a heptagon–heptagon pair as a defect in the stru
of the SWFN leads to a change of its radius from 0.35
0.38 nm~the average distance between the neighboring
bon atoms in the heptagon is equal tod0 also!. As a result,
the decrease of the gap from 0.94 to 0.87 eV takes pla
Thus, the semiconductor–semiconductor heterojunction h
ing different values of the gap is formed. It should be not
that a similar heterojunction was really observed in t
experiment13,14 for the single-walled carbon nanotube with
pentagon–heptagon defect.

The calculated vibrational frequencies of the SWFN~in
the framework of the proposed molecular-dynamics mode17!
lie in the range ofv5(4921744) cm21. The Raman spec
trum of this nanotube is presented in Table III. As we c
see, they are in satisfactory agreement with the availa
experimental results15 for the single-walled carbon nanotub
of ‘‘armchair’’ configuration.

3. CONCLUSION

The main results obtained are as follows.
1! The vibrational spectra of possible fullerene C60 ag-

gregates in water~clusters ofI h symmetry and microcrystals
of (Th symmetry group! are calculated using the molecula
dynamics approach.18 The theoretical results obtained can
useful in further optical experiments;

FIG. 2. The calculated structure of a single-walled fullerene nanotube.

TABLE III. The calculated and experimental Raman-active vibration
frequencies~cm21) for a single-walled nanotube.

Symmetry Theory Experiment15

Hg 119 116
Hg 190 186
Ag 396 377
Hg 770 755
Hg 885 855
Hg 1356 1347
Hg 1525 1526
Hg 1549 1550
Ag 1583 1567
Hg 1606 1593
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2! As a model for the calculation of electronic and op
cal properties of a single-walled carbon nanotube, the na
tube formed of C60 molecules was proposed. The presence
a heptagon–heptagon pair as a defect in the structure of
nanotube leads to the formation of a semiconducto
semiconductor heterojunction with a different gap value. T
electronic characteristics and vibrational spectrum of
single-walled fullerene nanotube are investigated using
molecular-dynamics model17 and the tight-binding method.20

The theoretical results obtained are in good agreement
the available experimental data.13–15

* !E-mail: prilut@office.ups.kiev.ua
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Optical detection of magnetic resonance and of exciton-level anticrossing in
quantum wells and superlattices

P. G. Baranov and N. G. Romanov
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Recent studies of excitonic and electron-hole recombination in GaAs/AlAs quantum wells and
superlattices are reported using microwave-optical spectroscopy of low-dimensional
structures developed by the authors. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-7834~99!03405-X#
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The studies dealing with optical detection of magne
resonances were initiated at the A. F. Ioffe Physicotechn
Institute in 1977 by the discovery of the effect of free-carr
cyclotron resonance on luminescence in semiconducto1

The electron and hole cyclotron resonance was found to
press dramatically the luminescence intensity of excitons
electron-hole drops. Besides the enhanced sensitivity
spatial selectivity, optically-detected cyclotron resonan
ODCR, possesses such important merits as the possibili
studying undoped samples with simultaneous observatio
the electron and hole cyclotron resonance, investigation
the dynamics of carriers and the nature of their trapping
recombination, and probing the band structure and effect
carrier localization in thin epitaxial layers and nanostru
tures. ODCR has become a powerful tool in semiconduc
research,2,3 which is employed particularly effective in stud
ies of low-dimensional systems.4–7

The Physicotechnical Institute carried out a series of p
neering studies of tunneling and photostimulated recomb
tion processes in irradiated ionic crystals by optically d
tected magnetic resonance~ODMR!.8–10 The effect of
impurity-spin polarization on recombination-luminescen
intensity was discovered, and energy transport proce
were investigated in ionic and semiconductor crystals w
magnetic impurities.10,11 Optical pumping and cross relax
ation were employed to develop novel techniques for opt
detection of electronic and nuclear magnetic resonance w
out application of microwaves.10,12 Numerous studies of ex
citonic and donor-acceptor recombination in the GaP, Ga
II–VI, and SiC semiconductors were carried out, and, in p
ticular, the first ODMR investigations of acceptors in silico
carbide doped by gallium, boron, and scandium w
made.10,13,14 The multi-photon ODMR spectroscopy wa
used for the first time to probe semiconductors and sil
halides.15

The present paper reports on the recent studies of G
AlAs and GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells and superlattic
~SL! by ODMR and on the exciton level anticrossing~LAC!
spectroscopy developed on this basis.

The GaAs/AlAs systems allow development of both
rect ~type I! and indirect~type II! superlattices. In type-II
SLs, the electrons (S51/2) and heavy holes (Jz563/2)
making up the heavy-hole excitons are localized in adjac
8051063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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AlAs and GaAs layers, respectively, and recombination
tween them can be used to probe the microscopic structur
the interfaces. Because of the low local symmetry of
interface (C2v), all the four exciton levels are exchange sp
and the excitons located on opposite interfaces have inve
radiative-level systems.

Nanostructures are presently studied primarily by pho
luminescence techniques. The traditional methods of
diospectroscopy are inapplicable here because of the
high enough sensitivity, but this difficulty can be overcom
by employing ODMR. Already the very first ODMR exper
ments made on GaAs/AlAs SLs permitted one to obtain
curate and unambiguous information on the energy level s
tem of localized excitons and their fine-structure paramet
as well as on the magneticg factors of unbound electron
and holes.16–19 It was demonstrated that the isotropic e
change splittingD in type-II SLs depends primarily on th
SL period and varies with the latter as shown in Fig. 1.19,20

The splitting of the radiative levelsd1>D/2, and that of the
nonradiative ones is small. The holeg factor is determined
by the thickness of the GaAs layers.

In type-II SLs one observed also broad ODMR lines
exchange-coupled electron-hole pairs. Multi-photon ODM
studies revealed that the linewidth and line shape of ‘‘loc
ized’’ electrons in such pairs is dominated not by scatter
the g factor but rather by the exchange-splitting distributi
resulting from the statistical distribution of the pair-partn
distances.

The results of the ODMR studies were used by t
present authors to develop level anticrossing spectroscop20

Anticrossing of a more populated nonradiative level with
radiative one gives rise to a resonant enhancement in
luminescence intensity of the corresponding polarizati
The position of LAC signals depends on the exchange sp
tings andg factors, as well as on the magnetic-field orien
tion with respect to the SL plane. It can be calculated
exciton spin-Hamiltonian diagonalization as this is done w
ODMR signals. It should be noted that, in contrast
ODMR, observation of anticrossing does not require satu
tion of EPR transitions and has no limitations associated w
the radiative lifetime. ODMR can be observed only for sta
with lifetimes in excess of 0.1ms, i.e., only in type-II SLs.
Anticrossing observations based on the linear polarization
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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luminescence permit determination of the polarization of
lowest exciton radiative level, which turns out to be essen
for interface identification in type-II structures and for r
vealing anisotropy of the localizing potential in type-I stru
tures.

The investigation of the transition region and the fi
observation of LAC in type-I structures were made on a s
cially prepared sample with an in-plane composition gradi
and a smooth transition from type-II to type-I SL.21,22Appli-
cation of LAC spectroscopy to quantum wells and type-I S
provided the first reliable measurements of the exciton
change splitting21 and of its dependence on well thicknes
The results obtained for GaAs/AlAs SLs and GaAs/AlGa
quantum wells are presented in Fig. 1. One immediately s
that as the type-II SL period and the well thickness in
type-I SL decrease, the splittingsD tend to the same value o
>235meV. Additional information on excitons can b
gained from studies of the orientational dependences of L
and measurements of cross-relaxation resonances.23

An essential merit of the ODMR and LAC spe
troscopies is the possibility of selective investigation of e
citons localized at opposite interfaces in type-II GaAs/Al
SLs. Specially prepared ‘‘asymmetric’’ superlattices,
which excitons are localized at an existing interface, w
employed to establish a one-to-one correspondence betw
the interface type and the sequence of the exciton radia
levels.24 It was shown convincingly that the lowest radiativ
level is polarized along@110# for excitons at the norma
~AlAs on GaAs! interface and along@11̄0# for excitons on
the inverted~GaAs on AlAs! one. ODMR and LAC studies
showed that such excitons in ‘‘conventional’’ type-II SL
differ in the exchange splitting, which can be accounted
by the asymmetry in the compositional profiles of the opp

FIG. 1. Experimental dependences of the exciton isotropic-exchange
ting D in ~1! type-II GaAs/AlAs superlattices on SL periodP, and in ~2!
type-I GaAs/AlAs superlattices and~3! type-I GaAs/AlGaAs quantum wells
on GaAs layer thicknessL. The inset shows exciton energy levels in ze
magnetic field.
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site interfaces because of different surface segregation of
lium and aluminum.25,26 Exciton localization at opposite in
terfaces was investigated as a function of superlattice gro
conditions, in particular, of growth interruptions after dep
sition of GaAs or AlAs layers.27 Measurements of the lumi
nescence response to application of a resonant microw
field permitted one to start ODMR studies of the dynam
characteristics of excitons.28

Detection of LAC signals by the linear polarization o
luminescence in type-I systems showed that the exciton
diative levels are split in these structures too, with the rad
tion emitted from the lowest level being polarized alo
@11̄0#. This argues for the interface islands being prefer
tially @11̄0# oriented, which agrees with data obtained
electron and tunneling microscopy.

Thus studies of type-II GaAs/AlAs superlattices, as w
as of quantum wells and type-I GaAs/AlGaAs and GaA
AlAs superlattices by optically detected level anticrossi
and magnetic resonance provided information on the rela
of exchange splittings,g factors, and the sequence of excito
radiative levels with superlattice parameters and the interf
structure. This information can be used for nanostruct
diagnostics.27,29

Development of methods of optically detected cyclotr
and magnetic resonance, level anticrossing spectrosc
cross-relaxation spectroscopy, and multi-photon magn
resonance has provided a solid basis for initiating a n
direction in research, namely, radiospectroscopy of carr
and excitations in low-dimensional structures.

Partial support of the Russian Fundamental Resea
Foundation~Grant 96-02-16927! is gratefully acknowledged
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Structural studies of nanoporous carbon produced from silicon carbide
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X-ray diffraction and small-angle scattering study of nanoporous carbon samples prepared from
polycrystallinea SiC and single-crystal 6H SiC is reported. The distribution function of
carbon nanoclusters in size was found. Ina SiC samples, the small size~10–12 Å! of nanoclusters
is combined with their high size uniformity. Graphite-like nanoclusters 30–60 Å in size
were found in samples of both types. In 6H SiC samples, such clusters make up a notable fraction
of the volume. The experimentally observed structural anisotropy of the samples is discussed.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03505-4#
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Solid carbon exists in a variety of forms differing i
structural organization on the short-, medium-~nanometers!,
and long-range scales. The actual form a sample acqu
depends on the method of preparation. It is known, in p
ticular, that by chemical removal of non-carbon atoms fro
carbide compounds one can obtain compact, highly por
carbon materials with a very uniform nanopore distributi
in size (;1 nm!.1–3 These materials have been attracti
recently considerable attention in connection with their
plication potential. Besides, nanoporous carbon~npor-C! is
of interest by belonging to a group of novel nanostructu
displaying manifestations of various carbon phases or m
phology, including some not observed before. The very fi
x-ray small-angle scattering data on compact npor-C sam
prepared of polycrystallinea SiC, TiC, and Mo2C ~Ref. 4!
revealed the nanocluster nature of the structure of the np
framework including clusters 10–25 Å in size, which d
pends on the type of the initial carbide used. The correla
between the npor-C structure and carbide type require
comprehensive study. This work reports a comparative
vestigation of the structure of npor-C prepared from sing
crystal 6H-SiC and polycrystallinea SiC, which was carried
out by x-ray diffraction and small-angle x-ray scattering. T
results obtained shed light on the extent to which the par
eters of nanoclusters in npor-C and their internal organ
tion depend on the initial structural anisotropy for a giv
carbide-forming element~Si! and hexagonal symmetry of th
SiC lattice.

1. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND MEASUREMENTS

The npor-C samples were prepared by treating carb
materials with chlorine at temperatures of 700–1000 °C~see
Refs. 2–4!. The starting materials were compact composi
produced from polycrystallinea SiC powder and single
crystal 6H-SiC plates cut along the~0001! planes. The reac
tion rate in the case of 6H-SiC was slower by more than tw
orders of magnitude than that with composites.
8081063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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X-ray measurements were performed on a two-crys
diffractometer with a perfect Ge crystal serving as mon
chromator@~111! reflection#, which provided an angular di
vergence of the incident beam of 209. The dependence o
scattered intensity on scattering angle,I (2u), was measured
in reflection from the sample surface (u/2u scanning! and in
transmission (2u scans!. In the first case one measured th
intensity distribution in the scattering plane in the directi
of the scattering vectors5k12k0, which was normal to the
sample surface (k0 and k1 are the incident and scattere
wave vectors, respectively!. In the second case one obtaine
the distribution of scattered intensity in a plane perpendicu
to vector k1. In small-angle x-ray scattering (2u
,10°,k1's), this distribution corresponds to a directions
parallel to the sample surface. The resolution in the scat
ing angle 2u was 0.16°.

Due to the low extinction coefficients of npor-C fo
CuKa radiation ~1.6–2.2 cm21), the effective scattering
volume in small-angle scattering was assumed to be pra
cally constant throughout the 2u interval covered, except the
domain of very small angles (2u,0.7°) in the reflection
mode, where the incident beam impinged partially onto
end face of the sample. Measurements performed in
above two modes yielded information on the structural
isotropy of the samples.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows typical diffraction patterns for npor-
^poly-SiC& and npor-Ĉ6H-SiC& samples~shown in the an-
gular brackets is the type of the starting SiC!. The broad
diffraction peaks observed with both samples near 2u526
and 44° are close in position to the known~0002! and~011!
graphite reflections or the~111! reflection of diamond. Hence
the structure of npor-C obtained of both poly-SiC a
6H-SiC contains fairly large graphite-like fragments~clus-
ters!. The cluster thickness in the direction normal to t
~0002! planes estimated from the peak halfwidth at 26°
both experiment geometries is 30–60 Å. This means that
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of~1! npor-Ĉ poly-SiC& and ~2,28! npor-Ĉ 6H-SiC& samples obtained in~1,2! transmission and~28! reflection geometry.
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dimension does not depend on the orientation of
graphite-like nanoclusters in the bulk of the sample.

The peak at 26° observed on npor-C^6H-SiC& samples
in reflection is substantially stronger than the one seen
transmission. This means that the~0002! diffracting planes in
npor-Ĉ 6H-SiC& are predominantly parallel to the samp
surface, i.e. they coincide in direction with the~0001! basal
planes of the starting 6H-SiC single crystal. Thus the~0002!
planes originate actually from the~0001! planes of 6H-SiC
and mostly retain their orientation when the Si–C bonds
ruptured and layers of Si atoms are removed. Beca
6H-SiC crystallites in poly-SiC are randomly oriented, t
graphite-like nanoclusters in npor-C^poly-SiC& samples re-
tain their orientation, and the intensity of the 26° peak do
not depend on the experiment geometry.

Figure 2 presents small-angle scattering curvesI (s), s

FIG. 2. Small-angle x-ray scattering curves obtained on~1,18! npor-C
^poly-SiC& and ~2,28! npor-Ĉ 6H-SiC& samples in~1,2! transmission and
~18,28! reflection.
e
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54p sin (u/l) for npor-SiC samples of both types measur
in transmission and reflection. Within thes interval studied,
there is no region where the scattering curves would obey
Porod lawI (s)}s24 for the asymptotic behavior ofI (s) for
s@d21, where d is the size of identical smooth-surfac
scatterers5. Therefore theI (s) curves were assigned to sca
tering from an ensemble of particles of the same dimensio
Because the shape of the particles was not known, their
was characterized by the gyration radius~Guinier radius!
Rg . For smalls (sRg!1)

I ~s!5I ~0!exp@2~sRg!2/3# .

Considering the small-angle scattering curvesI (s) as a sum
of a finite number of partial contributionsI k (sRgk) of par-
ticles with different Rgk , one can readily expand thes
curves in components corresponding to givenRgk ~see Ref.
6!. In this way one can determine the discrete values ofRgk

and the corresponding mass~volume! fractions of particles
mk . The curves drawn through themk (Rgk) points are ap-
proximate distribution functions of the scatterers in s
m(Rg).

Figure 3 shows the pointsmk (Rgk) and functionsm(Rg)
derived by us from small-angle scattering data for npo
^poly-SiC& and npor-Ĉ6H-SiC& samples. Them(Rg) func-
tions fall off more or less rapidly with increasingRg , so that
the smallest clusters that can still be observed by small-a
scattering make up the largest mass fraction. For these c
ters,Rgmin[5 Å, and the linear dimensiond;2Rg[10 Å.
The fraction of larger clusters and, hence, the average n
cluster gyration radiusRg

av and dispersionDRg in npor-C
^6H-SiC& samples were found to be markedly larger th
those for npor-Ĉpoly-SiC&. The estimates ofRgmin , Rg

av,
and DRg for both samples made, as in Ref. 4, from t
m(Rg) distribution functions, are listed in Table I. It is see
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that the nanoclusters forming in npor-C^6H-SiC& are, on the
average, approximately twice larger than those in npo
^poly-SiC&, where small clusters are substantially more u
form in size.

The cluster parameters estimated from small-angle s
tering data obtained in transmission and reflection dif
somewhat. This transverse-longitudinal structural anisotr
is associated most likely with a nonspherical shape and
fully random spatial orientation of the clusters. The relat
magnitude of the parameters suggests that oblate nano
ters in our samples are predominantly oriented parallel to
surface.

The anisotropy in npor-Ĉ6H-SiC& is much more
strongly pronounced than that in npor-C^poly-SiC& or other
samples prepared of polycrystals.4 This effect is associated
with the strong intrinsic anisotropy of 6H-SiC. Small-angle

FIG. 3. Nanocluster distribution functions in size in~1,18! npor-Ĉpoly-SiC&
and~2,28! npor-Ĉ6H-SiC& derived from small-angle scattering data in~1,2!
transmission and~18,28! reflection.

TABLE I. Parameters of nanoclusters in npor-C prepared of silicon carb

Starting 6H–SiC
material Polycrystalline SiC single crystal

Experiment
geometry Transmission Reflection Transmission Reflecti

Rg min , Å 4.8 4.3 5.0 5.2
DRg , Å 3.4 3.5 7.6 5.2
Rg

av , Å 5.8 5.2 11.5 8.7
C
-
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scattering data indicate the presence in npor-C^6H-SiC& of a
noticeable fraction of large clusters, whose dimension in
direction parallel to the surface is 30–120 Å. At the sam
time x-ray diffraction data show that it is in this directio
that the~0002! planes in large graphite-like npor-C^6H-SiC&
clusters formed of the~0001!6H-SiC planes are predomi
nantly oriented.

The weak anisotropy of npor-C^poly-SiC&, which is not
seen in x-ray diffraction but manifests itself in small-ang
scattering, originates most probably from an oriented mot
of the ‘‘averaged-out’’ frontline of the carbide chlorinatio
reaction along the normal to the sample surface. It may
conjectured that the conditions of growth of carbon nan
clusters along the reaction frontline and perpendicular t
are different. In this case the nonspherical clusters forme
randomly oriented starting crystallites of macroscopica
isotropic poly-SiC will not acquire any orientation in spa
with equal probability.

To conclude, the high size uniformity of nanoclusters
inherent primarily in npor-Ĉpoly-SiC& samples. In this case
the chlorine and reaction products penetrate during
preparation of npor-C between crystallites, which favors
velopment of a locally nonflat reaction front and a growth
its rate. In these conditions, it is primarily small nanoclu
ters, 10–12 Å in size, that form preferably. This result co
relates well with the high uniformity of nanopore size2,3 in
npor-Ĉ poly-SiC&. The longer time it takes to produc
npor-Ĉ 6H-SiC& favors formation of graphite-like nanoclus
ters 30–120 Å in size or larger. The structural anisotro
observed in npor-C is associated primarily with that of t
starting material.

Support of the Ministry of Science Project ‘‘Fullerene
and Atomic Clusters’’~Grant 98-059! is gratefully acknowl-
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Titanium K-edge absorption structure in Ti 12xNbxO2

O. A. Usov, K. Yu. Pogrebitski , B. T. Melekh, and Yu. N. Yur’ev
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Se Ahn Song
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The fine structure in the titanium x-rayK-edge absorption has been measured in Ti12xNbxO2

mixed dioxides (x5020.1) with rutile structure in a laboratory-type spectrometer by
total electron quantum-yield measurement. The position of the XANES lines is shown to be in
good agreement with classical x-ray absorption spectra obtained in transmission. The
structure and main features of the XANES spectra, including the effects of impurities and many-
electron excitations, are discussed. It is suggested that the intensity of theB peak
characteristic of the titaniumK edge depends on the Nb concentration and correlates with the
charge state of titanium ions. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03605-9#
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X-ray absorption spectroscopy~XAS! is a unique
method to probe the composition, local atomic structure,
electronic properties of substances in solid and liquid stat1

The absorption cross section of a compound excited b
rays reaching a deep atomic level is a jump in ionization,
which a number of resonant peaks characteristic of the
gion near the absorption edge~XANES! and a series of ex
tended fine-structure~FS! oscillations~EXAFS! are superim-
posed. The latter are produced from interference between
photoelectron wave excited at the absorbing atom and
wave reflected partially from neighboring atoms. XAS stu
ies of the local atomic structure and of the electronic pr
erties of transition-metal oxides are presently attracting c
siderable interest, both fundamental and applied, becaus
a wide range of unusual electrical, magnetic, and opt
properties characteristic of these compounds, as well of
considerable progress in synthesis of materials of vari
compositions and structures. Titanium oxides and rela
materials are employed efficiently in various areas of ind
try, including production of pigments, microelectronics a
microwave technology, optoelectronics, catalysis, elec
chemistry, biochemistry, etc. The titanium dioxide TiO2 is
known to exist in three modifications, namely, rutile, an
tase, and brookite,2 and at high pressures, as columbite, ba
deleyite, and, possibly, fluorite.3 The local atomic structure
of oxides in the transition-metal region is made up usually
oxygen octahedra, both regular, as in perovskites, or
torted, as in rutile, which form numerous crystal structur
depending on the composition and octahedron arrangem
This rich variety of structures, which is typical of oxides,
accounted for by a fine balance between the forces assoc
with ligand charge transfer and narrow 3d-band and many-
electrond–d correlation effects. It is therefore believed th
x-ray absorption spectroscopy may turn out to be an in
mative tool for probing the local atomic structure and ele
tronic properties of these compounds.
8111063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENT

Crystals of pure and mixed Ti12xNbxO2 titanium oxides
(x50.0, 0.03, 0.07! were grown from a melt (T;2100 K! of
the corresponding OSCh-grade~99.99%! oxides by cold-
crucible rf induction melting~5.28 MHz, 60 kV!. The ingots
obtained by directed crystallization, which was controlled
lowering the crucible from the inductor at a rate less than
mm/h, were black, had a diameter of about 80 mm, a
weighed about 1.5 kG. After annealing, the ingots we
ground to powder, which was subsequently used to prep
samples as usual for x-ray absorption measurements.4–6

The fine structure in the x-ray absorptionK edge was
recorded with a laboratory spectrometer of an origin
design6 providing measurement of the total electron quant
yield ~TEY!. The spectrometer consists of two main parts
monochromator unit and a vacuum chamber, which house
sample and an electron detector~channel electron multi-
plier!. The x radiation was generated by a sharp-focus~6°!
tube with a silver anode. The x-ray tube was rotated toge
with the entrance slit~0.03 mm! coaxially with the Ge~111!
crystal monochromator, which permitted one to scan the t
radiation spectrum while leaving the monochromatized be
fixed. With the entrance slit 0.02 mm wide, the resolution
the titaniumK edge was about 3 eV. A step motor providin
u –2u rotation permitted scanning with a step of 2.5 eV. T
sample maintained in the vacuum chamber at a pressure
over 1026 Torr was irradiated by a monochromatized x-r
beam at an angle of 3° to the surface. The total elect
quantum yield was measured by a detector along the nor
to the surface with an extraction potential of 100 V.

2. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The dependence of the total electron quantum yield
photon energy at the TiK edge in mixed titanium dioxides
with rutile structure, Ti12xNbxO2 (x5020.1), is displayed
graphically in Fig. 1, and the assignment and energies of
main peaks, as well as the most essential of the availa
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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published data, are listed in Table I. Shown for comparis
are absorption edge data obtained7 at the PLS synchrotron in
Pohang. Figure 1 presents also the results of a prelimin
fine-structure simulation made with inclusion of multip
scattering of photoelectrons near titanium atoms~using
FEFF-type8 programs!. One observes here only a qualitativ
agreement with experiment, which can be accounted for
the insufficiently large size of the cluster used in the cal
lation and the inadequacy of the model concepts chosen.
ure 2 shows the dependence of the unit cell parameter
c/a and cell volumeV5a2c on impurity concentrationx for
the Ti12xMxO2 mixed oxides, where M5Nb, Sn.5 As fol-
lows from an analysis of known compounds, in rutile cry
tals the values ofc/a and of parameteru characterizing the

FIG. 1. TitaniumK edge structure in Ti12xNbxO2 mixed oxides.
n

ry

y
-
ig-
tio

-

oxygen atom positions are confined to a narrow interv
c/a;0.520.7 andu;0.3020.31. The Ti–O bond lengths
between the nearest neighbors (d1 , d2) and the Ti–O–Ti
angle (u) are determined only by the parametersa, c, andu.
Therefore in a tetragonal crystal the oxygen octahedron
theoretically be ideal (d15d2 , 2u5p/2) for c/a52u52
2A2;0.586. As seen from Fig. 2, the dependences ofc/a
on concentrationx behave differently for the Nb and Sn im
purities, which is associated with different local-distortio
patterns of the octahedra in the vicinity of titanium atom
namely, unlike Ti12xSnxO2, the oxygen tetrahedron in
Ti12xNbxO2 mixed oxides approaches the ideal arrangeme
The relations presented in Fig. 3 are characteristic of rut
type structures, where the oxygen position is determined
the independent parameteru. This permits one to use bot
local XAFS (d2 /d1) and diffraction (c/a, u) experimental
data for a refinement of structural parameters, particularly
the cases where one cannot prepare high-quality single c
tals required for diffraction measurements.

FIG. 2. Dependence of the unit cell volumeV0 andc/a ratio on composition
x in Ti12xMxO2 mixed oxides~M 5 Nb, Sn!.
968
TABLE I. Position of levels at the titaniumK edge for Ti12xNbxO2 rutile-structure mixed oxides.

Substance Ref. Level assignment and energy, eV

3d 4s/4p 4p 5p ~1!
t2g eg 4t1u 5t lu ~2!

3a1g/4t1u ~3!
Ti31

@9# A1 A2 A3 B C1 /C2 D
@12# A1 A3 B C1 /C2 D1

TiO2 ~4! – 0.0 29.0 15.0/22.5 35.0
@8# 0.0 3.0 8.8 13.3/15.5
@2# 22.7 0.0 3.2 9.0 15.0/20.6 32.3
@9# 23.1 0.0 3.0 8.6 15.6
@13# 0.0 2.1 8.4 15.8

0.07Nb ~4! – 0.0 – 9.0 20.0 35.0
0.04Nb @10# 23.0 0.0 3.0 9.0 18.0/24.0 36.0

Note. The energy of the near-edge peakA2 ~Ref. 9! was measured as 4971.0 eV, whereas Ref. 2 sets it at 4
eV.
~1!Atomic orbital type;
~2!Coinciding level notation in Refs. 2,8–13;
~3!Discrepancy in notation:a1g in Refs. 9,13 andt1u in Ref. 8;
~4!Spectrum obtained in this work by the total quantum yield~TEY! method.
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The interpretation of the near-edge FS~XANES! given
in Table I includes the formal assignment9–14 and a descrip-
tion based on the electronic-level symmetry of TiO6 clusters.
The level energies are reckoned from the energy of the n
edge levelA2, whose most reliable value is 4971.0 eV. A
seen from Table I, the largest controversy is observed in
assignment of peakB, which is characteristic of the titanium
K edge and is seen in many compounds. We have found
theB peak intensity depends on the Nb dopant concentrat

FIG. 3. Dependence of the ratio of local Ti–O interatomic distances
Ti–O–Ti angles onc/a for various values of parameteru characteristic of
the rutile structure.
r-

e

at
n,

and this gives one grounds to assume that the peak is du
the charge state of titanium ions, which is determined
nonstoichiometry or defects introduced during the doping

Thus we have measured the fine structure in the titan
x-ray absorptionK edge in Ti12xNbxO2 mixed dioxides. The
local atomic structure in the vicinity of titanium atoms d
rived from an FS analysis is in satisfactory agreement w
x-ray diffraction ~XRD! data. The correlations between th
structural parameters determined from XRD and EXA
measurements and possibilities of their combined use
discussed. TheB peak intensity near the titaniumK edge in
mixed oxides is shown to depend on the concentration
impurity atoms.

Support of Samsung Electronic Co. Ltd~Suwon, Korea!
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Electronic and electron-phonon phenomena in low-dimensional BEDT–TTF-based
organic conductors and superconductors
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Two related groups ofk-phase ion-radical salts~BEDT–TTF! with different electrical properties,
namely, superconductors with different transition temperatures and conductors, which
transfer to insulating state with decreasing temperature, have been studied by micro-optic
spectroscopy. Polarized reflectance spectra of microcrystals have been measured for the three
principal crystallographic directions within the 700–40000 cm21 region, and the
corresponding spectra of the optical functions obtained. The anisotropy of the electronic system
in the crystals has been established as two-dimensional. The spectra obtained were
quantitatively analyzed, the key parameters of the electronic structure and the vibronic coupling
constants determined. It is concluded that the conductors have smaller vibronic coupling
constants, more narrow allowed electronic bands, and stronger electron-electron interaction
compared to those of the superconductors, and that vibronic coupling is the necessary
condition for the onset of superconductivity in the superconductors studied. ©1999 American
Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03705-3#
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A purposeful search for high-conductivity organ
materials for use in molecular electronics and for orga
superconductors has recently led to synthesis of two rel
groups of new ion-radical salts based on bis~ethylenedithio!-
tetrathiafulvalene~BEDT–TTF!.1,2 While the compounds
of both groups have a similar crystal structu
consisting of layers of (BEDT–TTF)2

1 orthogonal
dimers (k phase! separated by layers of the correspondi
polymer anions, they differ marked by in electrical prope
ties.

Salts of the first group are superconductors differing
their transition temperature to the superconducting state,Tc ,
including a few with record-high ones for organic com
pounds, namely,k(BEDT–TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2]X, with X 5

Cl (Tc512.3 K!, Br (Tc511.6 K!, and Cl0.5Br0.5 (Tc511.3
K!. Salts belonging to the second group are conduc
which become insulators with decreasing temperatu
k(BEDT–TTF)2 @Hg~SCN!32nXn# ~X5Cl, Br; n51,2).

This paper briefly reviews our recent microscop
studies3–10 of the optical properties of single-crystal com
pounds belonging to the two above-mentioned groups.
main objective of this work was to investigate the electro
energy structure of the crystals and the electron-phonon
electron-electron interactions and their significance in form
tion of the ground state in the crystals, and to establish
main differences in the key electronic-system parameters
vibronic coupling constants between superconductors w
different transition temperatures, as well as between cond
ing and superconducting crystals.
8141063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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1. EXPERIMENT

Crystals of both groups belong to the rhombic or mon
clinic symmetries and are thin black rhombic platelets w
metallic luster measuring 0.530.530.05 mm. The conduct-
ing layers of BEDT–TTF molecules in the crystals are
ranged parallel to the largest faces,~010! and ~100!, for the
first and second group, respectively. We measured ro
temperature polarized reflectance spectraR(v) within the
700–40000 cm21 region under normal incidence of light o
different crystal faces and in polarizations where the lig
wave electric vectorE is parallel and perpendicular to th
BEDT–TTF layers. The corresponding optical functions
the crystal were obtained. The experimental technique u
and some specific features in the treatment of spectra
described elsewhere.6,8

2. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 presents reflectance spectraR(v) of the super-
conductor k(BEDT–TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2]X (X 5Cl0.5Br0.5)
obtained from the largest,~010!, and the narrow,~101!, side
crystal faces in the polarizations for whichE vector is par-
allel (Eia, Eic) and perpendicular (Eib) to the BEDT–TTF
conducting layers. Similar spectra were also obtained by
for the crystals with X5 Br and Cl,8 as well as presented
earlier11,12 for the Eia andEic cases. As seen from Fig. 1
the crystals exhibit in theEia andEic polarizations intense
electronic reflectance with a strong vibrational structure
the 700–1500 cm21 region, a clearly pronounced plasm
edge near 4500 cm21, and the associated deep minimum
5500 cm21; one sees also that the anisotropy in the BED
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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TTF conducting-layer plane is not large. By contrast, in
Eib polarization, whereE is perpendicular to the BEDT–
TTF layers, the IR reflectance~700–5500 cm21) is as low as
it would be in an insulator, and is practically frequency i
dependent. The observed optical anisotropy indicate
quasi-two-dimensional nature of the conducting electro
system in the crystals.

In the 9000–40000 cm21 region, one observes broa
bands, which are most clearly seen forEib and relate to
electronic intramolecular transitions in the (BEDT–TTF)2

1

cations polarized along the long axis of the BEDT–TTF m
ecule.

Measurements showed the spectra of the conductor
be qualitatively similar to those of the superconductors.7,9,10

The difference is that the reflectance spectrum of the qu
two-dimensional electronic system, including the vibration
structure, is weaker than that of the superconductors, and
plasma minimum lies at a lower frequency.

The optical conductivity spectras(v) of the
k(BEDT–TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2]Cl0.5Br0.5 superconductor
(Eia) and of thek(BEDT–TTF)2 @Hg~SCN!Cl2# conductor
(Eib) are displayed in Fig. 2 for the 700–5500 cm21 region.
These spectra are qualitatively typical of other compound
both groups as well. As expected, the spectra deviate
stantially from the simple Drude relations(v) characteristic
of metals, namely, one observes in them a broad maxim
near 2300 and 2600 cm21, respectively, with a strong vibra
tional structure lying at its low-frequency edge. As evide

FIG. 1. Reflectance spectra of thek(BEDT–TTF)2 Cu@N~CN!2]Cl0.5Br0.5

superconductor for~1! Eia, ~2! Eic, and~3! Eib.
e
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from Fig. 2, the optical conductivity of the superconducto
viz. the amplitude of the maximum and the intensity of t
vibrational structure, is noticeably higher than that of t
conductor. A similar broad maximum in thes(v) spectra
observed forEic lies in both crystals at a higher frequenc
~3000 cm21).

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The nature of the broad maximum in thes(v) spectra of
the superconductors apparently originates from interb
electronic transitions superposed on intraband car
transitions.11,12 We believe that the broad maximum in th
spectra of the conductors is due to electronic transitions
tween neighboring molecules in two adjace
(BEDT–TTF)2

1 orthogonal dimers.9 The strong vibrational
structure at the low-frequency edge of the maxima deri
from the interaction of the above electronic transitions w
the fully symmetricag intramolecular vibrations in BEDT–
TTF. The assignment of this vibronic structure to theag

intramolecular mode is discussed by us in more detail
Refs. 4 and 6–8.

Our quantitative analysis of the above spectra was ba
on the theory13 of optical properties of low-dimensional or
ganic conductors. Fitting the theoretical to experimen
s(v) spectra~Fig. 2! permitted determination of the ke
parameters characterizing the quasi-two-dimensional sys
(vp , D, V/D, Ge)

1! and the vibronic coupling constants~in-
dividual, la , and net,l5(la!. The values of the param
eters thus obtained are given in Refs. 4 and 6–8.

FIG. 2. Optical conductivity spectra of~1! the k(BEDT–TTF)2
Cu@N~CN!2]Cl0.5Br0.5 superconductor and ~2! k(BEDT–TTF)2
@Hg~SCN!Cl2# conductor.
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Table I presents the values ofl for the studied organic
superconductors; in the order in which they are arrangedTc

increases in the ratio 1:2.5:2.7. We readily see that super
ductors with a higherTc exhibit a larger vibronic coupling
constantl. It was found that theTc ratio calculated by us
from the well-known BCS relationkBTc'1.13hvDexp
(21/l) using the values ofl from Table I is close to the
above experimental ratio. In our opinion, this indicates t
vibronic coupling plays a substantial role in the onset
superconductivity in the compounds studied.

As already mentioned, the conductors exhibit a cons
erably lower optical conductivity originating from electron
transitions in the quasi-two-dimensional electronic syst
and the related vibronic structure, than is the case with
superconductors. To assess quantitatively this difference
determined the plasma frequencyvp

258 *s(v)dv charac-
terizing the oscillator strength of this transition~with the
integration performed from zero to 6000 cm21). It was
found that for the k(BEDT–TTF)2 @Hg~SCN!Cl2# and
k(BEDT–TTF)2 @Hg~SCN!2Br# conductors, vp53270
and 4240 cm21 (Eib), respectively. For the
superconductors the minimum valuevp55600 cm21

@for k(BEDT–TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2]Cl0.5Br0.5], and the
maximum value vp56800 cm21 @for
k(BEDT–TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2]Br]. Evaluation of the effective
electronic massm* using the relationvp

254pNe2/m*
~whereN is the carrier concentration equal to the dimer co
centration,Nd51.131021 cm23) yielded (m* /m)58.4 for
k(BEDT–TTF)2 @Hg~SCN!Cl2] and (m* /m)52.6 for
k(BEDT–TTF)2Cu@N~CN!2]Br. The large effective mass
obtained for the conductors is apparently not related to

TABLE I. Tc andl of the organic superconductors studied.

Tc ~K!/4.3 K Tc ~K!/4.3 K
Compound Tc, K l ~exp.! ~calc.!

~ET!4Hg2.89Br8 4.3 0.20 1 1
k~ET!2Cu~NCS!2 10.4 0.25 2.5 2.7
k~ET!2Cu@N~CN!2#Cl0.5Br0.5 11.3 0.26 2.7 3.2
k~ET!2Cu@N~CN!2#Br 11.6 0.26 2.7 3.2
k~ET!2Cu@N~CN!2#Cl 12.8 0.26 2.7 3.2
n-

t
f

-

e
e

-

r-

mation of molecular polarons, because the vibronic coupl
constant found by us for the conductors,l50.18,7 is smaller
than that for the superconductors@l50.26 ~Refs. 6 and 8!#.
This gives us grounds to suggest that the largem* implies a
substantial part played by electron-electron interactions
the conductors studied by us.
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Electronic excitations owing to plastic deformation of ionic crystals
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Electron emission and luminescence accompanying plastic deformation of alkali halide crystals
are studied. It is shown that the intersection of dislocations can cause electronic excitation.
Deformation electron emission and luminescence are produced by relaxation of these excitations.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03805-8#
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In studies of the effect of mechanical stresses on sol
primary attention is focussed on the reaction of the lattice
loading, i.e., to the change in the mutual position of t
atoms, structural defect formation, and disruptions of co
nuity ~crack formation!. Less attention has been paid
evaluating the response of the electronic subsystem, so
until recently, it was unclear whether electronic transitio
can be induced by mechanical loads. In the meantime,
obvious that lattice distortions can create conditions for
realization of electronic transitions that are unrealizable
unstressed materials. Since the properties of solids are d
mined by both subsystems, the reaction of the electronic s
system to loading must be taken into account in studies
deformation and fracture processes. In fact, energy can
stored in the electronic subsystem in the form of electro
excitations, as well as in the elastically deformed lattice. D
formation and fracture processes can be accelerated by
release of electronic excitation energy.

Electronic relaxation is accompanied by the emission
photons and electrons. Before the present experiments, it
known that when large cracks develop, light and elect
emission are observed.1–3 However, these observations we
made in air or in a relatively low vacuum and some of t
data indicated a connection between the detected radia
and electrical discharges initiated by polarization of cryst
under loading.4 The contribution of plastic deformation
which always accompanies fracture, was also undetermi
Thus, we faced the problem of conducting experiments un
conditions which exclude discharge formation and make
possible to evaluate the role of plastic deformation. Th
conditions correspond to plastic deformation of crystals a
constant rate in ultrahigh vacuum. The choice of alkali hal
crystals for this investigation allowed us to evaluate the
terrelation of deformation processes and emission phen
ena in a well-founded manner, since the evolution of dis
cation structures in these crystals is well known.

We examined nominally pure single crystals of LiF a
NaF. The samples were heated in vacuum at 550 K for
and then compressed at a constant rate along the@001# direc-

tion. The deformation rate«̇ could be varied from 1025 to
1021 s21, and the sample temperature from 200 to 700
The residual gas pressure was 1028 Pa. The electron emis
sion and luminescence were detected by a secondary ele
multiplier ~VÉU-6! and a photomultiplier~FÉU-106!, re-
8171063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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spectively. Photon counting detection was used. Two pho
mulitpliers were used to measure the luminescence spect
one to detect the integrated emission and the other, locate
the output slit of a DMR-4 monochromator, to detect em
sion at a definite wavelength.

Figure 1 shows typical measurements of the deforma
electron emission~DEE! and deformation luminescenc
~DL! obtained from an LiF sample deformed at a rate o«̇
5231023 s21 at room temperature. The figure shows plo
of the deformation electron emission (I DEE) and deformation
luminosity (I DL) intensities, and of the loadF on the sample,
as functions of the degree of deformation,«. As a rule, the
DEE and DL appear simultaneously after completion of
easy slip stage, when the deformation has reached 1–
Usually the intensities of DEE and DL remain roughly co
stant after a short rise time. Similar results were obtained
NaF crystal samples.

Plastic deformation of alkali halide crystals is, therefo
accompanied by electron emission and luminescence
should be noted that we have used here crystals that were
subjected to any exciting interactions prior to deformatio

FIG. 1. The intensity of deformation electron emission,I DEE, the intensity
of deformation luminosity,I DL , and the load at the sample,F, as functions
of the relative strain« for a LiF crystal. The dashed curves showI DEE and
I DL for samples with a dislocation forest.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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This suggests a radical difference between the observed
nomena~DEE and DL! and the luminescence of the d
formed, colored~irradiated beforehand! crystals studied by a
number of others.5 The luminescence of irradiated crystals
caused by the breakup of radiation-induced color cen
stimulated by deformation6 and for this reason, it is best t
refer to it as deformation-stimulated luminescence, rat
than DL.

The data shown in Fig. 1 suggest that DEE and DL
associated with the intersection of dislocations. In fact,
LiF the intersection of dislocations begins before complet
of the easy slip stage,7 causing deformation hardening of th
crystal, and DEE and DL appear at this time. A close int
relation among intersection of dislocations and DEE and
was confirmed in experiments with LiF crystals that have
dislocation forest and an isolated system of slip planes
pared by a method proposed by Smirnov.7 Deformation of
crystals with a single slip system, in which dislocations
not intersect, was not accompanied by emission phenom
Deformation of crystals with an oblique deformation fore
on the other hand, leads to intense DEE and DL~dashed
curves in Fig. 1!. They showed up right after the yield poin
was passed, i.e., when the moving dislocations began to
tersect the forest dislocations.

It has been shown that the intensities of DEE and DL
LiF crystals vary with temperature and strain rate. An ana
sis of the temperature dependences of the emission inte
ties showed that DEE and DL are thermally stimulated p
cesses with activation energies of about 0.3 eV.4

Observation of electron emission and luminescence in
cates that electronic excitation~electron and hole color cen
ters! occurs in deformed crystals. Data on the nature of th
centers were obtained by studying the DL spectrum, as w
as photostimulated electron emission and thermally stim
lated electron emission from deformed crystals.

A DL spectrum was obtained for LiF at room temper
ture. It is shown in Fig. 2 without correction for the spect
sensitivity of the photomultiplier. The spectrum is similar
structure to the x-ray luminescence spectrum of LiF8 and
contains two bands withlmax1'280 nm andlmax2'400 nm.
According to Ref. 8, the short wavelength band is caused

FIG. 2. Deformation luminescence spectrum of an LiF crystal.
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recombination ofF centers with VK- ~or VF-! centers~a
centers! that are mobile at room temperature. The long wa
length band is associated with the presence of impuritie
the crystal and, most likely, arises during recombination
electronic centers containing an Mg ion with VK- centers.4

A selective photoeffect was observed in deformed N
crystals owing to the development ofF centers during load-
ing of the samples. In addition, thermally stimulated electr
emission was observed in LiF and NaF as a result of
thermal destruction of electronic color centers produced
plastic deformation.9

These experimental data show that, during plastic de
mation of alkali halide crystals, color centers develop wh
are similar to those formed by bombardment with ionizi
radiation. On the other hand, these data show that DEE
DL cannot develop because of microcracks which, accord
to some authors,10 are formed in these crystals even wi
small deformations. In fact, DEE and DL set in at the end
the easy slip stage in LiF, when crack formation is impro
able. As deformation and load increase during compress
the rate of crack formation should rise, but the intensity
DEE and DL remain essentially unchanged. Lowering
temperature and increasing the deformation rate also c
the probability of crack formation to rise, but here the nu
ber of photons emitted over a time corresponding to an
crease in the strain by 1% is less.4 The absence of a relation
ship between crack formation and the emission phenom
is also confirmed by an analysis of the pulse height distri
tion at the photomultiplier output during detection of DEE4

In order to establish the mechanism for this phenome
it was important to establish precisely what kind of interse
tions lead to the production of color centers. It is known th
crystals with an NaCl-type lattice have six equivalent s
tems of slip planes which intersect at angles of 90°~orthogo-
nal! or 60° ~oblique!. It has been shown4 that DEE and DL
result only from the intersection of oblique dislocations.

It is clear from general considerations that electro
transitions leading to the appearance of color centers
occur as the result of the strong local distortions of the latt
accompanying the intersection of dislocations. The electro
excitation energy in alkali halide crystals is11 D5(ae2/c)
1EA2EI , where a is the Madelung coefficient,e is the
electronic charge, 2c is the lattice constant,EA is the elec-
tron affinity of the haloid atom, andEI is the ionization
energy of the metal atom. For sufficiently strong distortio
of the lattice,a can decrease for an isolated anion-cation p
to a value that satisfies the condition for overlap of t
ground and excited states of the quasimolecule~D'0!. As a
result, nonadiabatic electronic transitions between these
els, accompanied by the creation of electron-hole pairs,
come possible.12

Of all the types of intersections of dislocations, the on
that cause the strongest distortion of NaCl-type lattices
thermally activated intersections of oblique dislocations.12 It
might be thought that DEE and DL are associated with
tersections of this type. It is important, however, to note t
intersection of oblique dislocations in LiF occurs main
through the athermal Orowan mechanism.7 The fraction of
thermally activated intersections is small and increases ex
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nentially with temperature, like the intensity of DEE and D
The activation energy for intersection of oblique dislocatio
in LiF has been estimated to be 0.3 eV,4 the same as the
activation energy for DEE and DL. These data support
hypothesis about an interrelation of DEE and DL precis
with thermally activated intersections of oblique disloc
tions. The dependence of the emission intensity on the st
rate can be explained in this case by the fact that, when«̇ is
increased, the interaction time of the intersecting dislocati
decreases and, therefore, so does the fraction of therm
activated intersections. There is a corresponding drop in
number of emitted photons and electrons.

The data obtained here yield the following conclusio
For intersections of dislocations of the type noted abo
which are accompanied by a strong reorganization of
atomic structure, conditions are created such that nona
batic electronic transitions can take place~with a probability
of 12 ;1022). Excited electrons are captured by anion v
cancies which develop during deformation to form electr
color centers. The resulting hole VK- and VF- centers migrate
over the crystal and recombine with immobile electron c
ters. This results in DEE and DL, with DEE being a cons
quence of an intercenter three-body Auger process. Fin
it should be noted that radiationless recombination is acc
s
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panied by local heating of the lattice. This may cause
deformation and fracture processes to be accelerated sig
cantly, since an energy of several eV has been released
volume corresponding to a single unit cell.

* !E-mail: V.Zakrevsky@pop.ioffe.rssi.ru
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Orthorhombic symmetry of valence-band states in CdTe/Cd 12xMnxTe quantum wells

I. G. Aksyanov, A. V. Kudinov, Yu. G. Kusraev, and B. P. Zakharchenya

A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

T. Wojtowicz, G. Karczewski, and J. Kossut

Institute of Physics, Polish Academy of Sciences, 02-668 Warsaw, Poland
Fiz. Tverd. Tela~St. Petersburg! 41, 903–906~May 1999!

A study is reported of the anisotropy in magnetic-field-induced linear polarization in~001!
CdTe/Cd12xMnxTe quantum wells. The observed limiting anisotropy is shown to be due to the low
C2v symmetry of the quantum well. The relations obtained for theC2v point group are in a
good agreement with experiment. Considered on the microscopic scale, the effect is associated
with the heavy-holeg-factor anisotropy in the well plane. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!03905-2#
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The point symmetry of quantum wells and superlattic
grown from zinc-blende compounds along the@001# direc-
tion is lowered fromTd to D2d . In these conditions, the
strong spin-orbit coupling in the valence band characteri
of these compounds results in a strong anisotropy in
hole-subband spin structure. This anisotropy manifests it
in an experiment primarily in the appreciable difference b
tween the Zeeman splittings of excitonic~hole! states in a
magnetic field directed parallel and perpendicular to the h
erostructure growth axis.1,2 The heavy-holeg-factor anisot-
ropy caused by the symmetry lowering of the~001!GaAs/
AlGaAs structure fromTd to D2d was studied also by spin
flip scattering spectroscopy,3 where the transvers
component of theg factor was estimated asg',1022. In
semimagnetic semiconductors, the strong anisotropy of
hole spin structure (g'!gzz) produces interesting dynami
effects,4–7 which originate from magnetic-ion spin prece
sion in the anisotropic exchange field of the holes8. At the
same time it is the smallness of the transverse compone
the holeg factor that makes it extremely sensitive to vario
violations of theD2d symmetry of an ideal quantum we
~QW!.

This communication reports on an experimental and t
oretical investigation of the lateral anisotropy in the prop
ties of excitons in CdTe/Cd12xMnxTe quantum wells, which
becomes evident in the angular dependences of
magnetic-field-induced linear polarization of exciton em
sion. Experimental data on the angular dependences o
linear polarization suggest that the symmetry of the Q
under study is lowered fromD2d to C2v , which makes the

~110! and (11̄0) axes inequivalent. It turns out that the tran
verseg factor, which has a sizable magnitude, is itself ess
tially anisotropic in the well plane, i.e.,gxxÞgyy .

We used CdTe/Cd12xMnxTe structures grown by MBE
on ~001!–GaAs substrates in our measurements. Structu
contained four CdTe QWs with thicknessesL520, 40, 60,
and 100 Å, separated by Cd12xMnxTe barriers with a man-
ganese concentrationx50.3 and widthL5500 Å. Structure
II had three QWs with thicknessesL540, 60, and 100 Å,
8201063-7834/99/41(5)/4/$15.00
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and the manganese concentration in the barrier wasx50.1.
The structures were placed in a helium cryostat with a sup
conducting coil and, by pumping out the helium vapor, t
temperature could be lowered to 2 K. The luminescence
excited with a He-Ne or Ar laser with a power about
W/cm2, and the radiation propagating along~001! ~z axis!
was measured. The degree of linear polarization was m
sured by counting photons polarized in two orthogonal dir
tions in two channels. The polarization of the pump light
our experiments did not produce any effect on that of
luminescence. The magnetic fieldB5(Bx , By , 0) was par-
allel to the well plane. To study the dependence of radiat
polarization on magnetic-field direction in the well plane, t
sample immersed in helium was rotated about thez axis.

Two parameters were measured to characterize the li
polarization in our experiments

r05~ I a2I b!/~ I a1I b! , and

r455~ I a82I b8!/~ I a81I b8! . ~1!

HereI k are the intensities polarized along thea, b directions
~i.e., perpendicular and parallel to the magnetic field! and
a8, b8 ~rotated by 45° around thez axis with respect toa
and b). This choice of parameters is not only convenie
from a practical viewpoint~only the sample is rotated, while
the magnetic field and the measurement system remain fi!
but physically reasonable as well. If the quantum wells h
axial symmetry (C`), the r0 andr45 parameters, as can b
shown, would not depend on the anglew between the mag-
netic field and the@110# axis with r05const,r4550, which
corresponds to purely isotropic polarization. In the other li
iting case, where the polarization plane is fixed relative to
crystallographic axes~the so-called built-in polarization
with a linear dipole rotating together with the sample!, r0

;cos 2w, r45;sin 2w. In the case of a four-fold symmetr
axis (D2d symmetry!, ther0 andr45 parameters should con
tain cos 4w and sin 4w.

Figure 1a and 1b displays spectra of the luminesce
and linear polarization (r0 parameter! obtained from QWs
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Spectra of intensity~solid lines! and degree of linear polarization~dotted lines! of the emission from a quantum well with thickness~a! 60 Å and~b!
20 Å in structure I. Excitation with a He–Ne laser~1.96 eV!, temperature 2 K, in-plane magnetic fieldB52.6 T.
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60 and 20 Å thick~structure I!. In zero field, one detects onl
a small linear polarization of the luminescence, which do
not exceed 2% while, in a magnetic field of about 1 T, t
polarization increases by an order of magnitude. By rotat
the crystal in a fixed field, one could make angular scans
r0 and r45 for different QWs. Figure 2a and 2b shows th
dependences ofr0 andr45 on w for a 60-Å thick QW mea-
sured atB50 and 2.6 T, respectively. The dependences
Fig. 2a are conventional crystal-rotation scans and are
sented only to illustrate the measurement error. By contr
the result demonstrated in Fig. 2b is totally unexpected
suggests a conclusion which might seem at first glance p
doxical, namely, that a magnetic field induces a linear po
ization of the luminescence, but neither the magnitude of
polarization nor its orientation in the crystal depend on
s
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n
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field direction. This situation was observed to occur in QW
with thicknessesL540 and 60 Å in structure I.

Studies of QWs with other parameters revealed a r
variety of r0 (w) and r45(w) relations. Figure 3a and 3b
shows angular dependences of the linear polarization par
eters for QWs with thicknessesL560 Å in structure II~Fig.
3a! andL520 Å in structure I~Fig. 3b!. Besides the actua
appearance of such a strong angular dependence implyi
substantial anisotropy in in-plane properties, there is o
more remarkable point. In all cases, application of a fi

along @110# (w50°, 180°) and@11̄0# (w590°, 270°) pro-
duces different results, whereas for an ideal structure w
symmetryD2d these axes are equivalent. It should be no

that the inequivalence of the@110# and @11̄0# directions in
FIG. 2. Dependence of the luminescence polarization from a quantum well~structure I! with thickness~a! L520 Å in zero magnetic field and~b! L560 Å
in B52.6 T on in-plane field orientation. Fitting parameters~in units of T22) ~b!: aD50.016,b5c50. w50 corresponds toBi@110#.
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FIG. 3. Same as in Fig. 2b for quantum wells with thickness of 60 Å~structure II! and 20 Å ~structure I!: ~a! aD50.10,bD5cD520.05; ~b! aD
50.008,bD520.008,cD520.006.
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GaAs/AlAs superlattices, which is observed in the fine str
ture of the excitonic spectrum, has recently been reveale
ODMR ~Ref. 9! and exciton optical orientation10 experi-
ments. In our case, however, manifestation of the exc
fine structure is hardly possible, because the correspon
splittings are usually on the order of a few tens ofmeV,
while the energy of localized-carrier interaction with ma
netic fluctuations in semimagnetic semiconductors
estimated11 to be a few meV.

The linear polarization of radiation is described by t
symmetric part of the polarization tensor^EaEb&. Restrict-
ing ourselves to the weak magnetic-field domain,

^EaEb&symm5Aab
0 1AabgdBgBd , ~2!

we readily see that the angular dependence ofr0 for an ideal
QW (D2d symmetry! can contain only the zeroth and four
harmonics~and that ofr45, only the fourth harmonic!. None
of the quantum wells studied exhibits, however, dependen
of this kind. At the same time, if we assume that the sy
metry of the system dropped for some reasons fromD2d to
C2v , the minimum step required to make the@110# and

@11̄0# axes inequivalent, the results will be completely d
ferent. For the sake of conveniency we write it first in
system of parameters based on the crystallographic axe

r085DB2~a1b cos 2w! , ~3!

r458 5DB2c sin 2w . ~4!

Here the anglew is reckoned from the@110# direction,
a5A112A212A221A12, b5A112A211A222A12, and c
54A66. To make possible comparison of the calculatio
with experiment, we have to recast the above relations
accordance with the actual measurement conditions,
laboratory frame tied to the magnetic field

r05DB2S b1c

2
1a cos 2w1

b2c

2
cos 4w D , ~5!
-
in

n
ng

s
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a

r455DB2S a sin 2w1
b2c

2
sin 4w D . ~6!

In a general case, the (b2c) coefficient is nonzero, and th
angular dependence of linear polarization may contain
fourth harmonic. Note that, in a cubic crystal or a syste
with D2d symmetry, a50 ~becauseA115A22, and A21

5A12!, and it is only the fourth harmonic that can exist. T
solid lines in Figs. 2 and 3 are plots of the degree of line
polarization as functions of angle constructed using Eqs.~5!
and~6!. For QWs with thicknessesL540 and 60 Å in struc-
ture I, the (b2c) and (b1c) coefficients were found to be
practically zero, i.e., b50,c50. This means thatr08
5aDB25const andr458 50 do not depend onw @see Eqs.~3!
and ~4!#, in other words, the plane of polarization of th
emitted light is fixed with respect to the crystal axes.

For the thinner well,L520 Å ~Fig. 3b!, the contribution
of the fourth harmonic, as well as of the constant compon
of polarization, becomes substantial. At the same time
structure II withL540 and 60 Å~Fig. 3a!, (b2c)50, and
the isotropic part of polarization provides a contributio
comparable to that of the anisotropic one. Thus relations~3!
and~4! describe properly the totality of the experimental da
obtained on different structures and quantum wells of diff
ent thickness.

A rigorous quantum-mechanical calculation shows t
the anisotropy in the magnetic-field-induced linear polari
tion can be explained in terms of a model considering
effective spinj 51/2 of a heavy hole with an anisotropicg
factorJb5gab j a (gxxÞgyy). We shall present here only th
final expressions for the parametersr08 andr458 :

r085kB2~~gxx2gyy!1~gxx1gyy!cos 2w! , ~7!

r458 5kB2~gxx1gyy!sin 2w , ~8!

where coefficientk accounts for the specific features of sp
polarization in a semimagnetic semiconductor. As seen fr
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a comparison with symmetry relations, the model of the
isotropic hole g factor corresponds to the case ofb5c
5gxx1gyy and, hence, ther0 andr45 relations will not con-
tain the fourth harmonic@see Eqs.~3! and ~4!#. The surpris-
ing result in Fig. 2b reflects the limitingg factor anisotropy,
gxx52gyy ~this relation indicates that the heavy-holeg fac-
tor acquires notable magnitude only due to a low-symme
perturbation12!, and the result in Fig. 3a is for the case
moderate anisotropyugxxu.ugyyu. The appearance of th
fourth harmonic in the angular dependences obtained for
QWs ~Fig. 3b! also can be explained within the effectiv
spin model if one takes into account the spin correlation
the electron and the hole in the magnetic polaron.

Thus our experimental data can be explained by ass
ing the existence of a low-symmetry perturbation. Such
perturbation in symmetry could be here a uniaxial strain p
allel to the well plane10, heterointerface anisotropy,13 or the
hole localization potential.

The authors owe sincere thanks to K. V. Kavokin a
E. L. Ivchenko for fruitful discussions.
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Model of spinodal decomposition of phases under hyperbolic diffusion
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A model is proposed for the kinetics of spinodal decomposition at high diffusion rates described
by a hyperbolic equation. The formation of new phases is described using a zero-radius
nonlinear potential model. It is shown that a regular distribution in space of the phases during
spinodal decomposition is initiated by suitable initial conditions for the concentration
gradient with constant initial concentrations of the components. ©1999 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-7834~99!04005-8#
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As a process which makes it possible to form mater
with spatial phase regions of extremely small size, spino
decomposition of phases is of considerable interest in
synthesis of high-temperature superconductors, dispers
hardened materials, porous glasses, etc.1 The major features
of the phase-transformation process during spinodal dec
position of phases can be formulated as follows: the n
phases are formed in a state far from equilibrium, and
spinodal deformation rate greatly exceeds the phase-tra
tion rate in the region where the phases exist in a metast
state. Spinodal liquefaction processes are characterized b
especially rapid rate.2 The classical theory of spinodal de
composition, which is based on the Cahn-Hilliard model,3–6

]Ci

]t
52D~KiDCi !1DiDCi

~whereCi is the concentration of theith component in the
decomposing phase,t is the time,Ki is a positive coefficient,
Di is the diffusion coefficient of theith component, andD is
the Laplacian operator!, provides a rather good description
the spinodal decomposition process for relatively low ma
transport rates of the components.a! In addition, the custom-
ary description of the transport of the components in term
a parabolic model is not always correct, since it neglects
diffusion relaxation time, which may be comparable to t
structural relaxation time for the phase formation process
these cases, a wave equation for the transport process
be used.7–9 Given the above comments and assuming t
first approximation that the coefficientsKi are constant, the
spinodal decomposition of the phases can be describe
the system of equations

tdi

]2Ci

]t2
1

]Ci

]t
52KiD

2Ci1DiDCi ,

wheretdi is the diffusion relaxation time of theith compo-
nent. Note that, for the hyperbolic equations used here,
initial conditions must be supplemented by conditions for
8241063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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]Ci

]t U
t50

.

Without loss of generality, for simplicity we shall conside
the spinodal decomposition of a two-component phase w
variable-composition. Since the concentration of the sec
component is given byC2512C1 , the system of hyperbolic
equations in this case will consist of a single equation for
variableC[C1 . It is natural to assume that at the initial tim
the concentrationC is constant~the condition of chemical
homogeneity of the phase!. In addition, the spatial distribu
tion of ]Ci /]tu t50 is, in general, nonuniform, which corre
sponds to the presence of several active centers in the
composing phase~the seed formation centers for the ne
phases!. These centers can, for example, be dislocatio
stacking faults in crystals, boundaries, and triple junctions
grains in polycrystals, or associates in melts.

For describing the formation of new phases by spino
decomposition we propose using a zero-radius nonlinear
tential model for the hyperbolic diffusion equation. It
known that specifying a zero-radius linear potential redu
to constructing a self-conjugated expansion of some symm
ric operator.10–13 Briefly speaking, the procedure for thi
construction, usually referred to as a ‘‘contraction-expa
sion’’ procedure, is as follows. We start with a se
conjugated operatorKD22DD in a space of quadratically
summable functions. We contract it onto a manifold
smooth functions which go to zero at some point. The c
sure of this operator will be a symmetric operator with de
ciency indices~6,6!. The deficiency element correspondin
to the pointl0 is obtained from the fundamental solutionc
of the equation

K

D
D2c2Dc2x0c5d~r !,

which is found in the explicit form
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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c~r !5
1

8ik0
~H0

(1)~k0
1/2r !1H0

(2)~k0
1/2r !!

2r 21FJS 4k5/2S K

D
k42l0D 21

3S K

D
k41k22l0D 21D G~r !,

where r 5ur u, @J( f (k))#(r ) is the Bessel transform of th
function f (k) at the pointr,14 l05k0

2, andH0
(1) andH0

(2) are
Hankel functions of the first and second kinds, respectiv
The set of deficiency elements is

c,cx1 ,cx2 ,cx1x2 ,cx1x1 ,cx2x2 .

It has self-conjugated expansions which also gives
model. The domain determining the expansion includ
functions from the region of conjugation~to the initial! op-
erator which satisfy some additional conditions. Specifica
elements from the domain defining the conjugation opera
have the form

u~r !5 (
i , j 51

2

bi j cxixj
~r !1(

i 51

2

bicxi
~r !1b0c~r !1j~r !

3S a02(
i 51

2

aixi1 (
i , j 51

2

ai j gi j xixj D 1u(0)~r !,

where

u(0)~0!5uxi

(0)~0!5uxixj

(0) ~0!50,

gi j 51, i 5 j , gii 51/2; i , j 51,2,

j(r ) is a smooth cutoff function, withj(r )51 for r ,1 and
j(r )50 for r .2.

Note that, in the neighborhood of the selected po
these elements have the asymptote

C5b0r 2 ln r 1b1r ln r cosw1b2r ln r sinw1b11~2 ln r 11

12 cos2 w!1b12sin 2w1b22~2 ln r 1112 sin2 w!1a0

1a1r cosw1a2r sinw1a11r
2 cos2 w1a12r

2 sin 2w

1a22r
2 sin2 w1o~r 2!, r→0.

Carrying out the expansion actually reduces to specifying
relationship among the coefficientsbi ,bi j anddai ,ai j .11–13

Note that the self-conjugated expansions naturally include
initial operator corresponding to the case when there is
potential at all. In this problem we propose introducing
zero-radius nonlinear potential, i.e., a nonlinear expansio
the diminished operator. We choose it in the following wa
If C,C* ~i.e., the concentration at the given point is le
than some fixed value!, then the expanded operator is th
initial self-conjugated operator. If, on the other hand,C ex-
ceeds this threshold, then we choose an operator for the
pansion corresponding to a ‘‘source’’~more precisely,
‘‘sink’’ ! of strength proportional to the excess above
threshold. The physical significance of this model is that,
reaching a certain value of the concentration of a compon
the nucleation center transforms into a nucleus for the n
.

r
s

,
r

t,

e

n
o

of
.

x-

e
n
t,

w

phase. Here we are describing the initial stage of spino
decomposition, when the sizes of the growing nuclei are n
ligible compared to their separation. When singularities~nu-
clei! appear, the situation changes. New centers are
formed, since further growth in the concentration wa
above the given level does not take place at other poi
because the excess is absorbed by centers that have al
been formed.

For simplicity let us consider the case where the nuc
ation centers of the two phases alternate spatially and for
square two-dimensional lattice with sides of lengthL. From a
formal mathematical point of view, this corresponds to t
following initial conditions. The initial value of the concen
tration is constant, while the initial rate of change of t
concentration is a functionu which is close to

unm5cos~npx/L !cos~mpy/L !,

wheren and m are integers. At the boundary of the squa
(0<x<L, 0<y<L) we assume that the Neumann bounda
conditions]C/]n50 are satisfied. In this situation, a sing
mode ~standing concentration wave! will dominate in the
solution,

exp~2anmt !sin~bnmt !cos~pnx/L !,

cos~mpy/L !.

The amplitude increases in the initial time period. If at som
moment it reaches the threshold, then nuclei of the n
phases appear, simultaneously, at the antinodes of the s
ing waves. Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of t
concentration at a time when the threshold has not yet b
reached. In the calculations it was assumed thatu2unm is a
piecewise linear function and

E uu2unmu2dv,0.1.

Therefore, the periodic siting of the phases during spino
decompositon is initiated by a ‘‘periodic’’ initial condition
which is related to the corresponding arrangement of
nucleation centers determined by the structure of the in
phase.

FIG. 1. Distribution of the concentrationC of a component over the spac
coordinatesX andY during spinodal decomposition of a phase under hyp
bolic diffusion conditions.
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Note that, from a physical standpoint, cases of regu
but nonperiodic siting of the nucleation centers is possib
as typical in liquefaction of melts and glasses. This may,
example, reflect initial conditions corresponding to the s
of two standing waves. We emphasize that using a hyp
bolic mass-transport equation makes it possible to obta
periodic arrangement of material regions formed during sp
odal decomposition of phases with a constant initial conc
tration of the components.

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for F
damental Research and the Ministry of Public and Pro
sional Education~Project No. 97-18-1.2-29!.

a!We neglect the problem of divergence in the coefficientsKi at long times.6
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In the past decade, quantum transport in mesoscopic
tems has been studied actively from both theoretical and
perimental standpoints.1–3 For systems of mesoscopic ring
in magnetic fields, there is special interest in the study of
relationship between the transmission coefficient and
magnitude of the field, more precisely the magnetic fl
F.1,4–6 In particular, Ref. 5 is devoted to a study of res
nance transport phenomena in a system of serially conne
rings. It has been found that all states nearF0/2 (F0 is the
quantum of magnetic flux! are antiresonant.

In our article we propose three explicitly soluble mode
based on operator expansion theory.7–9 The first model treats
a system of Aaronov–Bohm rings connected into an infin
chain. It is shown that forF5F0(1/21k), wherek is an
integer, the spectrum consists only of localized states. In
second model a system of rings is coupled to an infin
quantum wire. The localization condition includes a relati
between the radius of the rings and the length of the segm
of wire between two neighboring points of the combinatio
In addition, there are also delocalized states in the spect
The third model describes a square lattice of rings joined
their points of tangency. Here it is shown that there are
calized states and properties of the spectrum are noted w
are analogous to the corresponding properties for a quan
billiard.

An Aaronov–Bohm ring of radiusR with magnetic flux
F is described by the Hamiltonian

H0
AB5

\2

2m* R2 S 2
]2

]f2
12i

F

F0

]

]f
1S F

F0
D 2D ,

wherem* is the effective charge carrier mass andf is the
polar angle. It is known that the spectrum ofH0

AB consists of
the eigenvalues

Em5
\2

2m* R2 S m2
F

F0
D 2

, mPZ,

which corresponds to the normalized eigenfunctionscm(f)
5exp(imf)/A2pR.

The space of states for the ring isH 0
AB5L2(SR), where

SR is a circle of radiusR. The space of statesH 0
AB for an

infinite system of isolated rings is an orthogonal sum
spacesH 0

AB . The expansion-theory method is used in ord
to ‘‘join’’ a ring. 7,9–11Let us consider a setD 1

AB of functions
8271063-7834/99/41(5)/3/$15.00
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from the domain defining the operatorH 0
AB , which go to

zero at the pointsf50 andf5p. We denote the orthogo
nal sum toD 1

AB byD (1) and the collapse ofHAB onto this set
by S(1). We seek the Hamiltonian for the model among t
self-conjugated expansionsS(1). For describing the expan
sions it is convenient to use the Crane formula for the res
vent

G(1)~z!5GAB~z!2G (1)~z!@Q(1)~z!1A#21G (1)* ~ z̄ !,
~1!

whereA is a self-conjugated operator inl 2(Z) ^ C2, Q(1) and
G (1) are the so-called CraneQ andG functions of the opera-
tor S(1). In our case, theQ function Q(1)(z) is an analytic
operator-function which acts in the Hilbert spacel 2(Z)
^ C2, while theG function G (1)(z) acts froml 2(Z) ^ C2 to
H AB, and they are found explicitly. The operatorA is repre-
sented using the block matrixuuAm,nuu, each elementAm,n of
which is a 232 matrix. Given that the rings are joined ser
ally, we choose the matrices as follows:Am,n50, for mÞn
61 and

Am,m21S 0 t

0 0D , Am,m11S 0 0

t 0D ,

wheretÞ0 is a real parameter depending on the proper
of the contact between rings. As a result, we obtain the
lowing dispersion relation

m*

\2E
sin2~pRA2m* E/\!

4t

\
Am*

2E S sin~pRA2m* E/\!

3cosS p
F

F0
D cos~2pp! D

1t2S cos~2pRA2m* E/\!2cosS 2p
F

F0
D D , ~2!

where 0<p,1 is the quasimomentum. Equation~2! shows
that forF5(1/21n)F0 , wheren is an integer, the spectrum
of H (1) consists only of eigenvaluesEm which are indepen-
dent of the quasimomentump. These values are the roots o
the equation

tan2~pRA2m* E/\!5
2\2t2E

m*
.

© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Let us consider a system of rings joined to an infin
wire. Specifically, we connect thenth ring to the wire at the
point xn5an , where a.0 and n50,61,62, . . . . The
space of the system of states isH5L2(R) ^H AB. We con-
struct the model by analogy to the previous case. Here
only add a one-dimensional Hamiltonian for the axis,

H free52
\2

2m*

d2

dx2
.

Without describing the construction, which is analogous
the previous case again, we simply note the result. The
persion relation has the form

1

\
Am*

2z

sin~aA2m* z/\!

cos~aA2m* z/\!2cos~2pp!

5t2\A2E

m*

cos~2pRA2m* E/\!2cosS 2p
F

F0
D

sin~2pRA2m* E/\!
.

~3!

Note that the left-hand side of Eq.~3! is the same as the well
known expression in the Kronig–Penney model.8 The disper-
sion relation shows that the spectrum ofH (2) has a band
structure;E5Es(p), wherepPT ands51,2, . . . . We now
find the condition for the appearance of localized states
the spectrum ofH (2). Let Ek5p2\2k2/(2m* a* ), wherek
51,2, . . . be theeigenvalues for an interval of lengtha with
Dirichlet conditions at the ends. Equation~3! shows that the
Ek will be localized states in the spectrum ofH (2), if the flux
F satisfies the condition

FS 6
pR

a
k1nDF0 ~4!

for integraln. Note that, ifa5 lpR for some integrall, then
condition ~4! is satisfied for allk. But even in the case ofa
5pR, the spectrum ofH (2) contains delocalized states b
sidesEk . In this case the continuous bands of the spectr
are specified by the dispersion relation

cos~2pp!5
m*

2t2\2E
cos~pRA2m* E/\!

1cos~pRAm* E/\!.

We now consider a square lattice of tangential Aarono
Bohm rings. Here we shall assume additionally that the fi
B is the sumB5B01BAB . The first term is the uniform
magnetic fieldB0 . The additional termBAB describes the
magnetic field created by a periodic system of infinitely th
solenoids~Aaronov–Bohm solenoids! located at the cente
of each ring. We shall assume that the magnetic flux in e
of the solenoids is the same and equal toFAB . In this situ-
ation, the HamiltonianHAB of an electron in a ring is a
self-adjoint operator in the spaceHl5L2(Sl) (Sl is a circle
of radiusR) of the form
e

o
s-

in

m

–
d

h

HAB52
\2

2m*

1

R2

]2

]f2
1

i\e

2m* c
S B01

FAB

pR2D ]

]f

1
e2

8m* c2 S B0
2R21

2B0FAB

p
1

FAB
2

p2R2D , ~5!

wherem* ande are the mass and charge, respectively, of
particle. LetF be the total magnetic flux through the ring
F5(pR2B01FAB)/F0 , where F05hc/e is the quantum
of magnetic flux. Leth54R2B0 /F0 be the flux of the uni-
form field component through a unit cell of the lattice.

We specify the coupling among the rings using a sche
from operator expansion theory, proceeding in the spirit
Ref. 12. Here we note that the model Hamiltonian must
invariant with respect to the magnetic translation group. W
end up with the following result.

Let h be a rational number,h5N/M . Then the spec-
trum of the model self-adjoint operatorHA consists of two
parts,s1 ands2 . The first,s1 , consists of~infinitely degen-
erate! eigenvalues ofHA , which are simultaneously eigen
values«n of the operatorHAB . The second part,s2 , is the
band structure ofHA . This spectrum consists of bandsZ0 ,
Z1 , Z2 , . . . , Zl , . . . lying within the intervals„ @2`,«3#,
@«0 ,«4#, @«1 ,«5#, . . . , @«n ,«n14# . . . ~the bandZ0 can be
empty! …; each bandZn , n>1, is divided intoM ‘‘magnetic’’
subbands. For a fixed value of the quasimomentum, e
point s2 is degenerate with multiplicityM.

Next, if the total fluxF is not an even integer, then th
parts1 for an arbitrary choice of model parameters is emp
in general. IfF is an even integer, thens1 contains all the
eigenvalues ofHAB .

There is yet another possibility for bound states to a
pear in the spectrum ofs(HA); it can show up as a ‘‘degen
erate subband.’’ Specifically, ifh is integral,h5N, then for
a certain choice of model parameters, the dispersion rela
has a solution independent of the quasimomentum.

Therefore, if the flux of the uniform component of th
magnetic fieldh is an integer and the total fluxF through
the ring is an even integer, then the spectrum of the mo
Hamiltonian HA for a square lattice of coupled Aaronov
Bohm rings consists of three parts:~1! levels of an isolated
ring, ~2! a band spectrum~bands split into ‘‘magnetic sub
bands’’!, and~3! coupled states which satisfy the dispersi

FIG. 1. Different types of quasiclassical trajectories in a massif of quan
antipoints: ~1! closed trajectories which do not encompass quantum a
points, ~2! open trajectories describing the propagation of an electron,
~3! closed trajectories surrounding one or several antipoints.
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relation and do not coincide with the levels for an isolat
ring. Note that this sort of structure for the spectrum a
exists in the quantum billiard model, viz., a periodic mas
of quantum antipoints.12 Here the different parts of the spe
trum correspond to different quasiclassical electron traje
ries: ~1! closed trajectories, which do not surround quant
antipoints,~2! open trajectories describing the propagation
an electron through the lattice, and~3! closed trajectories
enclosing one or several antipoints~see Fig. 1!. Thus, from
the standpoint of the spectrum, the model constructed h
can be regarded, in some sense, as the simplest model
quantum billiard.
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Optic-fiber communications: Nonlinear-transformation group
S. Lekić* )
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A new method for finding solutions of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation is proposed. A
comutative multiplicative group of nonlinear transformations, which operate on stationary localized
solutions, enables a consideration of fractal subspaces in the solution space, stability, and
deterministic chaos. An increase of the transmission rate in the optic-fiber communications can
be based on new forms of localized stationary solutions, without significant change of
input power. The estimated transmission rate is 50 Gbit/s, for certain available soliton transmission
systems. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-7834~99!04205-7#
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The propagation of pulsed light in an optical fiber can
described by the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation,

i
]q~j,t!

]j
1

1

2

]2q~j,t!

]t2
1uq~j,t!u2q~j,t!50, ~1!

whereq(j,t) is a complex envelope function of the effectiv
electric field amplitude and

j}x, t}S t2x
]k

]v D . ~2!

The higher-order dispersion and the effect of fiber loss
neglected here.1 We take

q5q0 ei
q0

2

2 j y~t!, ~3!

wherey(t) is a real function, and get

y2
1

q0
2

d2y

dt2
22y350. ~4!

The solution of this equation2

y0~t!5
1

coshq0t
~5!

describes an optical soliton. Its unchangeable shape
property that makes it attrative for applying to ultra-hig
speed optic communications.3,4 Equation ~1! is completely
integrable. The inverse scattering transformation meth5

yields general solutions of such nonlinear partial-differen
equations. Our aim is to propose here an alternative appro
to the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation and discuss applicab
ity of the results obtained to optic-fiber communications.

Equation~4! describes a stationary pulse in an optic
ber. We take a localized solutiony(t) of this equation and
define the nonlinear operatorHc1

Hc1
y5(

j 51

`

cjy
j , ~6!
8301063-7834/99/41(5)/5/$15.00
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where cj are real coefficients. DoesHc1
y satisfy Eq.~4!?

When the casey5y0 is considered, the answer is positive6

SubstitutingHc1
y in Eq. ~4!, we find thatHc1

y is actualy a
solution of this equation if

c2 j50, ~7!

while c2 j 11 satisfy the recursion relation

c2 j 115
1

2 j ~ j 11! H j ~2 j 21!c2 j 21

2 (
n52

2 j

c2 j 112n (
k51

n21

cn2kckJ , ~8!

where c1 is an arbitrary coefficient. Using the relation
~6!–~8!, with c151, we get

H1y5y. ~9!

In the following, Hc1
will mean both the series~6! and the

recursion~8! with ~7!. For a localizedy(t) and a finitec1,
convergence of the series~6! can be tested numerically. Ou
calculations show thatHc1

y is localized also. Therefore, us
ing different values ofc1, we are able to get uncountabl
many new localized solutions of Eq.~4! from only one
known localized solution~Fig. 1!. In the following ‘‘the so-
lution’’ will mean ‘‘the localized solution of Eq.~4!.’’ The
solution’s preciseness will be limited only by the number
calculated coefficients. A solution in a form different fro
~6! does not exist. Each solution pairz(t) and y(t) must
obey relationz5Hc1

y, for a specific value ofc1:

c15 lim
t→6`

z~t!

y~t!
. ~10!

Starting with a solutiony(t) we can construct the complet
solution space. There is an analogy to the superposition p
ciple from linear theory. According to relation~10!, a solu-
tion is determined by its asymptotics.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation has an infinite num
ber of symmetries corresponding to the conserved quanti
total energy, momentum, Hamiltonian etc.1 We find that
there are actually infinite conserved quantities. Let us c
sider the total energy only~for Hc1

y):

q0
2 E

2`

`

~c1y1c3y31c5y51 . . . !dt. ~11!

We can choose infinitely different values ofc1 and use rela-
tions ~7! and ~8!.

FIG. 1. SolutionsHc1
y0. a — Stable solutions withc150.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8,

1.0; b — stable solutions withc151.4, 2.0, 2.39; c — unstable solutions
with c152.41, 2.42.
s:

-

Relations~6!–~8! yield

Ha1
Hb1

5Ha1b1
. ~12!

Hence

$Hc1
; c1Þ0% ~13!

is the comutative multiplicative group of the nonlinear tran
formations ~GNT!. Group properties of the GNT originat
from group properties of real numbersc1Þ0. For example,

Hc1
H1/c1

5H1 . ~14!

For definite coefficientc1 and solutiony(t), we can con-
struct a fractal subspace in the solution space. The fra
subspace covers solutions of form

Hc1
Hc1

. . . Hc1
y. ~15!

In the phase plane, a fractal subspace is represented
geometrical fractal~Fig. 2!.

For optic-fiber communications it is important to kno
whether small disturbances will destroy the information c
rying pulses. Solution parameters, amplitude~pulse width!
and velocity~frequency!, are affected by various perturba
tions: outside produced noise, incoherence of the li
source, fiber inhomogenities, absorption, amplifier noi
soliton interactions, etc. It is an experimental fact that opti
solitons ~Eq. ~5!! are unlikely to be destroyed by perturb
tions — they are very robust. We expect that at least a pa
new solutions we have expressed here is actually stable.
are going to consider this problem theoretically, although
will remain open until experimental verification. The GN
method enables the following statement: the stability o
solutiony(t) is equivalent to the relation

lim
«→0

H11«y5y. ~16!

Relations~6!–~8! and ~16! yield

uy~t!u<1. ~17!

A localized solution of Eq.~4! is stable if and only if relation
~17! holds~Figs. 1a and 1b!. As well as for theKdV soliton,7

the classical argument about the counterbalance betw
nonlinearity and dispersion is not sufficient to explain t
stability. Consideration of the Lyapunov exponent,

l~c1!5 lim
j→`

1

j
lnUdc2 j 11

dc1
U, ~18!

indicates that deterministic chaos will appear at close pa
ing of solitons, whenc1 is sufficiently large~Fig. 3a!. We
can expect deterministic chaos forc1.2.4. Nearc151, sta-
bility is unusual~Fig. 3b!.

New forms of localized stationary solutions of the no
linear Schro¨dinger equation enable an increase in the tra
mission rate of optic-fiber communications, without signi
cant change of input power. Information may be contained
the special form of soliton~Figs. 1a and 3b!. The known
optical soliton, described by~5!, is one of many possible
stationary pulses. Let us consider an available soliton tra
mission system. If the fiber core cross-sectional area iS
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FIG. 2. Phase diagrams of the solutions (Hc1
)ny0. a — c150.6, n51 to 8; b —c150.95, n51 to 5; c —c151.2, n51 to 5.
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FIG. 3. a — Lyapunov exponent; b — exceptional stability nearc151.
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560mm2, the carrier wavelength isl51.55mm, the soliton
pulse ~Eq. ~5!! width is ts525 ps, the peak power isPm

52.1 mW, and the separation between two adjacent soli
is 3ts , then the transmission rate is 10 Gbit/s.8 In the same
transmission system, using stable pulses of formHc1

with
different c1 ~Fig. 1a!, the transmission rate will be faster.
becomes equal to 50 Gbit/s, at 40-photons energy resolu
The new forms of stable solutions~Fig. 1b! make possible
increasing the transmission rate in the same system.

In conclusion, we have proposed the GNT method
solving of the nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation. New forms o
the stationary localized solutions, usable for improvi
optic-fiber communications, are obtained.
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We describe methods for designing and fabricating one-dimensional random surfaces that scatter
light uniformly within a specified range of scattering angles, and produce no scattering
outside this range. These methods are tested by means of computer simulations. Preliminary
experimental results are presented. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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The first theoretical study of the scattering of light fro
a randomly rough surface was published by Mandel’shtam
1913, in the context of the scattering of light from a liqu
surface.1 In the succeeding years, the overwhelming major
of the theoretical work in this field has continued to be d
voted to the solution of such direct problems, namely, giv
the statistical properties of a random surface, to calculate
angular and polarization dependence of the intensity of
scattered light. In contrast, in this paper we study theor
cally and experimentally an inverse problem in rough surf
scattering, namely, the design and fabrication of a rand
surface that scatters light in a prescribed way.

For many practical applications, it is desirable to ha
optical elements whose light-scattering properties can
controlled. In particular, a non-absorbing diffuser that sc
ters light uniformly within a specified range of scatterin
angles, and produces no scattering outside this range, w
have applications, for example, to projection systems, wh
it is important to produce even illumination without wastin
light. We will call such an element a band-limited unifor
diffuser.

The design of uniform diffusers has been considered
several authors. The case of binary diffusers has been stu
by Kurtz,2 and work on special cases of one-dimensio
diffusers has been reported by Kurtzet al.3 and by
Nakayama and Kato.4 Some work on the more general two
dimensional case has been carried out by Kowalczyk.5 In
addition, diffractive optical elements that scatter light u
formly throughout specified angular regions have recen
become commercially available. These elements, howe
are not truly random, and possess the desired character
8351063-7834/99/41(5)/7/$15.00
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over only a relatively narrow range of wavelengths.
Despite the interest in the problem, there are no cl

procedures at present for designing and fabricating rand
band-limited, uniform diffusers, and it is unclear what kin
of statistics are required for the production of such an op
element. In this paper, extending earlier work by t
authors,6,7 we address these questions for the case of o
dimensional diffusers. We illustrate the ideas involved
considering the scattering ofs-polarized light from a one-
dimensional, randomly rough, perfectly conducting surfa
By working within the Kirchhoff approximation, and justify
this approach by taking the geometrical optics limit of th
approximation, we describe methods for designing and f
ricating achromatic, random, uniform diffusers of light, an
test these methods by computer simulations and experim
tally.

1. LIGHT SCATTERING IN THE GEOMETRICAL OPTICS
LIMIT OF THE KIRCHHOFF APPROXIMATION

To justify the calculations that follow, we begin by con
sidering the scattering ofs-polarized light from a one-
dimensional, randomly rough, perfectly conducting surfa
defined byx35z(x1). The regionx3.z(x1) is vacuum, the
region x3,z(x1) is the perfect conductor. The plane of in
cidence is thex1x3-plane. The surface-profile functionz(x1)
is assumed to be a differentiable, single-valued function
x1, and to constitute a random process, but not necessar
stationary one.

The surface is illuminated from the vacuum region. T
single nonzero component of the total electric field in th
© 1999 American Institute of Physics
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region is the sum of an incident wave and of the scatte
field

E2~x1 ,x3uv!5exp@ ikx12 ia0~k!x3#

1E
2`

` dq

2p
R~quk!exp@ iqx11 ia0~q!x3#,

~1.1!

wherea0(q)5@(v/c)22q2#1/2, Rea0(q).0, Ima0(q).0,
andv is the frequency of the incident light. A time depe
dence of the form of exp(2ivt) is assumed, but explicit ref
erence to it is suppressed.

In the Kirchhoff approximation, which we adopt here f
simplicity, the scattering amplitudeR(quk) is given by

R~quk!5
2 i

2a0~q!
E

2`

`

dx1F~x1uv!

3exp@2 iqx12 ia0~q!z~x1!#, ~1.2!

where the source functionF(x1uv) is

F~x1uv!52S 2z8~x1!
]

]x1
1

]

]x3
D

3E2~x1 ,x3uv! incux35z(x1) . ~1.3!

Substitution of Eq.~1.3! into Eq. ~1.2!, followed by an inte-
gration by parts, yields the result that

R~quk!5
v2/c21a0~q!a0~k!2qk

a0~q!@a0~q!1a0~k!#

3E
2`

`

dx1 exp@2 i ~q2k!x12 iaz~x1!#, ~1.4!

where, to simplify the notation, we have defineda5a(q)
1a0(k).

The mean differential reflection coefficient^]Rs /]us&,
which is defined such that^]Rs /]us&dus gives the fraction
of the total, time-averaged, flux incident on the surface t
is scattered into the angular interval (us ,us1dus), is given
in terms ofR(quk) by

K ]Rs

]us
L 5

1

L1

v

2pc

cos2 us

cosu0
^uR~quk!u2&, ~1.5!

where the angle brackets denote an average over the
semble of realizations of the surface profile functi
z(x1),u0 and us are the angles of incidence and scatter
respectively, which are related to the wave numbersk andq
by k5(v/c)sinu0 andq5(v/c)sinus, andL1 is the length
of the x1-axis covered by the random surface.

With the use of Eq.~1.4! the averagêuR(quk)u2& enter-
ing Eq. ~1.5! can be written as

^uR~quk!u2&5F 11cos~u01us!

cosus~cosu01cosus!
G2

3E
2`

`

dx1 E
2`

`

dx18 exp@2 i ~q2k!~x1

2x18!#^exp@2 ia~z~x1!2z~x18!!#&. ~1.6!
d

t

n-

We focus on the integral in Eq.~1.6!. With the change of
variablex185x11u it becomes

I ~quk!5E
2`

`

dx1 E
2`

`

du exp@ i ~q2k!u#

3^exp@2 ia~z~x1!2z~x11u!!#&. ~1.7!

The geometrical optics limit of the Kirchhoff approximatio
is obtained by expanding the differencez(x1)2z(x11u) in
Eq. ~1.7! in power ofu and retaining only the leading non
zero term:

I ~quk!>E
2`

`

dx1 E
2`

`

du exp@ i ~q2k!u#

3^exp@ iauz8~x1!#&. ~1.8!

Because we have not assumedz(x1) to be a stationary ran
dom process, we cannot assume thatz8(x1) is a stationary
random process. The average^exp@iauz8(x1)#&, therefore, has
to be assumed to be a function ofx1, and we cannot out the
integral overx1 to yield a factor ofL1, as we could ifz(x1)
were a stationary random process.

2. DESIGN OF A BAND-LIMITED UNIFORM DIFFUSER

To evaluate the average in Eq.~1.8! we begin by writing
the surface-profile functionz(x1) in the form

z~x1!5 (
l 52`

`

cls~x122lb !, ~2.1!

where the$cl% are independent, positive, random deviat
These properties of the$cl% are dictated by the fabrication
process, described in Section 4. The functions(x1) is defined
by

s~x1! 50, x1,2~m11!b,

52~m11!bh2hx1 , 2~m11!b,x1,2mb,

52bh, 2mb,x1,mb,

52~m11!bh1hx1 , mb,x1,~m11!b,

50, ~m11! b,x1 , ~2.2!

wherem is a positive integer andb is a characteristic length
The derivative of the surface-profile function,z8(x1), is

then given by

z8~x1!5 (
l 52`

`

cld~x122lb !, ~2.3!

where

d~x1! 50, x1,2~m11!b,

52h, 2~m11!b,x1,2mb,

50, 2mb,x1,mb,

5h, mb,x1,~m11!b,

50, ~m11!b,x1 . ~2.4!

The functions(x1) andd(x1) are shown in Fig. 1.
In what follows the surface will be sampled at the set

equally spaced points$xp% defined by
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xp5S p1
1

2D b/Np50,61,62, . . . , ~2.5!

whereN is a large positive integer. None of these values
xp equals an integer multiple ofb, at whichd(x1) is discon-
tinuous.

When the probability-density function~pdf! of cl ,

f ~g!5^d~g2cl !&, ~2.6!

is known, a long sequence of the$cl% can be generated, e. g
by the rejection method,7 from which the surface profile
function z(x1) can be obtained by the use of Eqs.~2.1! and
~2.2!. We note that, since the$cl% are positive random devi
ates,f (g) will be nonzero only for positive values ofg.

The averagêexpiauz8(x1)& can now be written as

^expiau z8~x1!&5K expH iau (
l 52`

`

cld~x122lb !J L
5K )

l 52`

`

exp$ iau cld~x122lb !%L
5 )

l 52`

`

^exp$ iau cld~x122lb !%&,

~2.7!

where the independence of the$cl% has been used in the la
step. With the form ofd(x1) given by Eq.~2.4!, for any
value of x1 chosen from the set of sampling points$xp%
given by Eq.~2.5! only one factor in the infinite product o

FIG. 1. The functionss(x1) andd(x1).
f

the right hand side of Eq.~2.7! is different from unity.
Indeed, we find form52 that when 2nb,x1,(2n11)b
(n50,61,62, . . . )

^expiau z8~x1!&5^exp$ iauhcn21%&

5E
2`

`

dg f ~g!exp~ iauhg!, ~2.8a!

while when (2n21)b,x1,2nb (n50,61,62, . . . )

^expiau z8~x1!&5^exp$2 iauhcn11%&

5E
2`

`

dg f ~g!exp~2 iauhg!. ~2.8b!

When the results given by Eqs.~2.8! are substituted into Eq
~1.8!, the latter becomes

I ~quk!5(
n
E

2nb

(2n11)b

dx1E
2`

`

du exp@ i ~q2k!u#

3E
2`

`

dg f ~g!exp~ iaghu!

1(
n
E

(2n21)b

2nb E
2`

`

du exp@ i ~q2k!u#

3E
2`

`

dg f ~g!exp~2 iaghu!

5
L1

2 E
2`

`

du exp@ i ~q2k!u#E
2`

`

dg f ~g!

3@exp~ iaghu!1exp~2 iaghu!#

5pL1 E
2`

`

dg f ~g!@d~q2k1ahg!

1d~q2k2ahg!#

5
pL1

ah F f S k2q

ah D1 f S q2k

ah D G . ~2.9!

We note that although Eqs.~2.8! were obtained for the cas
that m52, the result given by Eq.~2.9! is valid for anym.

When the results given by Eqs.~1.7!, ~1.8! and~2.9! are
substituted into Eq.~2.6!, we find that the mean differentia
reflection coefficient is given by

K ]Rs

]us
L 5

1

2h

@11cos~u01us!#
2

cosu0~cosu01cosus!
3

3F f S sinu02sinus

h~cosu01cosus!
D

1 f S sinus2sinu0

h~cosu01cosus!
D G . ~2.10!

Thus, we find that, in the geometrical optics limit of th
Kirchhoff approximation, the mean differential reflection c
efficient is determined by the pdff (g) of the coefficientcl

entering the expansions~2.1! and ~2.3!. We also note that it
is independent of the wavelength of the incident light.
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The result given by Eq.~2.10! simplifies significantly in
the case of normal incidence,u050°:

K ]Rs

]us
L 5S 11tan2

us

2 D f S 2
1

h
tan

us

2 D1 f S 1

h
tan

us

2 D
4h

.

~2.11!

The mean differential reflection coefficient given by this r
sult is normalized to unity,

E
2p/2

p/2

dusK ]Rs

]us
L 51. ~2.12!

From the result given by Eq.~2.11! we find that if we wish a
constant value for̂ ]R/]us& for 2um,us,um , we must
choose

f ~g!5
h

tan21gmh

u~g!u~gm2g!

11g2h2
, ~2.13!

wheregm5@ tan(um/2)#/h, because in this case

K ]Rs

]us
L 5

u~um2uusu!
2um

. ~2.14!

It is worth noting that, if the maximum scattering angleum

52 tan21(hgm) is small enough, e.g.,um520°, so that
gmh50.1763, with little error we can neglectg2h2 com-
pared to unity in the denominator on the right-hand side
Eq. ~2.13! (g2h2,gm

2 h250.0311), and can replac
tan21gmh by gmh as well (tan21gmh50.1745), to obtain for
f (g) the simple form

FIG. 2. Numerical generation of a surface profile and its derivative. T
parameters employed areb560mm, m51, gm51 andum55°.
-

f

f ~g!>u~g! u~gm2g!/gm . ~2.15!

If the required maximum scattering angle is not small, o
has to use the result given by Eq.~2.13! for f (g).

3. COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

The approach to the design of band-limited uniform d
fusers presented in the preceding sections was tested
means of computer simulation calculations. One-dimensio
random surfaces were generated numerically on the bas
Eqs.~2.1! and~2.2! with the coefficients$cl% determined by
the rejection method with the use of the pdf~2.15!. As an
example, we show in Fig. 2 a realization of a sample pro
and its derivative, generated in this way.

For a given surface profile the scattering amplitu
R(quk) can be calculated in the Kirchhoff approximatio
but without passing to the geometrical optics limit, from E
~1.4!. The mean differential-reflection coefficient can then
calculated from Eq.~1.5! by generating a large numberNp of
surface profiles and averaging over the resulting scatte
distributions. In Fig. 3 we show an example of a calcula
mean differential-reflection coefficient determined by av
aging results obtained for 3000 realizations of the surf
profile function. It is seen that the scattering distribution
close to the desired result. There is almost no light outs
the range2um,us,um and, apart from a small peak in th
specular direction, the distribution is fairly uniform. Th
peak is part of the diffuse component of the scattered lig
as the spercular component is negligible in this case. It is
to the fact that our analysis is based on the geometrical op
approximation, and it is worth discussing this point in mo
detail.

We see from Eqs.~2.11! and~2.15! that, in the geometri-
cal optics limit of the Kirchhoff approximation, the scatte
ing distribution consists of two tectangular distributions, a
it is clear that diffraction effects will smooth these two co
tributions. The peak observed in the specular direction in
scattering distribution plotted in Fig. 3 is due to the overl
of the tails of the two distributions predicted on the basis
the geometrical optics approximation. To illustrate this po

e

FIG. 3. The mean differential-reflection coefficient for normal inciden
calculated fromNp53000 realizations of the surface profile function. Th
parameters employed arel50.6328mm, b560mm, m51, gm51, and
um55°. The sampling interval on the surface wasDx5b/N50.2mm (N
5300), and the length of the surface wasL152000mm.
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we present, in Fig. 4, a mean differential-reflection coe
cient for the case in which the random numbers are gener
from a drc of the form

f ~g!5u~g2«!u~gm1«2g!/gm , ~3.1!

where«50.05. In our approximation, the scattering distrib
tion is then given by

K ]Rs

]us
L >

1

4gmh FuS 2
us

2h
2« D uS gm1«1

us

2hD
1uS us

2h
2« D uS gm1«2

us

2hD G , ~3.2!

where the smallness ofum has been used to obtain this resu
It can be seen that this distribution agrees well with the re
shown in Fig. 4, the main difference being that, in the n
merical results, the two sections of the scattering distribut
are not completely separated due to the overlap of their t
which give rise to a dip in̂ ]Rs /]us&. Thus, a value of«
intermediate between 0 and 0.5 should yield an appro
mately flat scattering curve. That this is the case is show
Fig. 5, wherê ]Rs /]us& is plotted for a surface the basis o
the pdf ~3.1! with «50.01, and for the same values
u0 ,b,m,gm , andum used in obtaining Figs. 3 and 4. Resu
are presented for three wavelengths of the incident ligha
— l50.6328mm ~He–Ne laser!; b — l50.532mm ~the
second harmonic of the YAG laser!; c — l50.442mm
~He–Cd laser!. These wavelengths cover the entire visib
region of the optical spectrum. For each wavelengh the re
for ^]Rs /]us& is seen to consist of a nearly constant sc
tered intensity forus between25° and 15°, and a zero
scattered intensity outside this interval. Moreover, these

FIG. 4. The same as Fig. 3, but with random deviates$cl% drawn from the
distribution given by Eq.~3.1! with «50.05.
-
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sults confirm the expected independence of the scatte
pattern from the wavelength of the incident light over a s
nificant range of wavelengths.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A schematic diagram of the optical system used in o
efforts to fabricate the kind of surface studied in this pape
shown in Fig. 6. The illumination is provided by a He–C
laser ~wavelengthl5442 nm!. An optical system concen
trates the light transmitted through a rotating ground glass

FIG. 5. The same as Fig. 4, but with«50.01. a —l50.6328mm; b —
l50.532mm; c — l50.442mm.
FIG. 6. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement employed for the fabrication of the diffusers.
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a slit, providing illumination that is effectively incoheren
An incoherent image of the slit is formed by an31 ~numeri-
cal aperture 0.05! microscope objective on a photoresis
coated glass plate.

The width of the slit is approximatelyl 5180mm, and
its incoherent image has a nearly restangular sh
~smoothed by diffraction!. In order to fabricate grooves with
the desired trapezoidal shape on the photoresist, the pla
exposed while executing a scan of lengthb5 l /(2m11).
This procedure generates, basically, a functions(x1) with
the shape defined by Eq.~2.2!. The depth of the groove is
determined by the time of exposure. An example of suc
fabricated groove is shown in Fig. 7, which presents
measured surface profile of a section of a photoresist p
that was exposed in this fashion. Althought the corners
not as sparp as the ones in Fig. 1a, the result approxim
the desired shape quite well.

The photoresist plate is exposed to grooves generate
this fashion, with random depths and displaced sequent
in steps of 2b. Several hundred uncorrelated random nu
bers $cl% are generated in the computer with the specifi
f (g). At each positionx152bl, The exposure time of the
groove is proportional to the random numbercl generated in
the computer.8

In Fig. 8 we present a profileometer trace of one of
samples fabricated according to Eq.~2.1!. The faceted nature

FIG. 7. Measured profile that illustrates the experimental realization of
functions(x1). The profile was measured by means of a Dektak(st) mechani-
cal profilometer.

FIG. 8. Measured segment of a surface profile for a fabricated sample.
parameters areb560mm, m50.
e
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of the surface is clearly visible in Fig. 8. In the examp
displayed, we chosem50, which produces a functions(x1)
of triangular rather than trapezoidal form. The resulting sy
metric triangular indentations are clearly visible in the figu
Thus, these preliminary results indicate that the propo
fabrication method is able to produce random uniform d
fusers.

In order to study experimentally the scattering propert
of these photoresist diffusers in reflection they would ha
had to be coated with a thin metallic layer. Instead, we st
ied these properties in the simpler case of the transmissio
s-polarized light through them. Although the theoretic
work motivating the method for fabricating the uniform di
fusers described in the preceding sections was based o
flection, an analysis carried out within the framework of t
geometrical optics limit of the thin-phase screen mod9

shows that surfaces that act as band-limited uniform diffus
in reflection also act as uniform band-limited diffusers
transmission, althought the maximum scattering angleum in
transmission is different than it is in reflection.10 However,
the transmission patterns obtained with the diffusers fa
cated up to now, although band-limited, are not unifo
~Fig. 9!. Large intensity fluctuations are present in the ang
lar region in which a constant intensity would be expect
The origin of these fluctuations is the small number of ra
domly oriented facets that are etched in our surfaces. T
represent, simply, statistical noise. For the lengths of the
faces that we have fabricated only about two hundred r
dom numberscl are employed. Efforts are currently und
way to fabricate surfaces with a larger number of random
oriented facets.

5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have described approaches to desig
and fabricating one-dimensional, random, band-limited, u
form diffusers. These approaches are well suited for the g
eration of such surfaces on photoresist. The results of c
puter simulations, and some preliminary experimen
results, indicate that uniform band-limited diffusers can
fabricated by the method proposed.

The design of band-limited uniform diffusers is but on
interesting inverse problem involving the design of rando

e

he

FIG. 9. Experimental result for the anglular dependence of the intensit
s-polarized light of wavelengthl50.6328mm transmitted through a photo
resist film. The angle of incidence isu050°. The illuminated surface of the
film is a one-dimensional random surface through which light is transmi
within the angle25°,us,5°, and is not transmitted outside this range.
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surfaces with specified scattering properties. The design
Lamberitian diffuser, namely a random surface that produ
a scattered intensity proportional to the cosine of the po
scattering angle, is another.11 Finally, the design and fabri
cation of two-dimensional random surfaces with specifi
light scattering properties pose interesting theoretical and
perimental challenges. Some first steps in this direction h
been taken recently,12 but more remains to be done.

This paper is dedicated to the A. F. Ioffe Physic
technical Institute on the occasion of its 80th anniversa
with best wishes for many more years of significant con
butions to science. The work reported here was supporte
part by Army Research Office Grants DAAH 04–96–1–
0187 and DAAG 55–98–C–0034.
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